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Correction: In “LaRouche Hold
Dialogue with Peruvian
Accountants,” in our March 10
issue, the moderator of the
videoconference with Lyndon
LaRouche was Roberto Alba
Sánchez, president of the Finance
Committee of the College of
Accountants of Lima, Peru.
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NationalFeature International

90 LaRouche campaign puts74 DPP victory in Taiwan
raises danger of strategic global spotlight on rigged

electionconflict
The victory of the candidate of the While the U.S. establishment-

controlled media declared thepro-separatist Democratic
Progressive Party in the March 18 Presidential primary election

campaigns over, the campaign ofTaiwan Presidential election is
fraught with danger not only for the Democratic contender Lyndon H.

LaRouche, Jr. is internationalizingEast Asian region, but for the world.
the campaign, both by exposing the

The strike at Boeing, by the Society of Professional undemocratic, rigged nature of the77 BAC’s ‘Taiwan lobby’Engineers Employees in Aerospace. Strikers raised elections to the world, and also byprovokes crisis in Asiathe key issue of the growing incompetence of U.S.
forcing U.S. citizens to seeproduction methods, under the influence of “share-

holder value” and “benchmarking.” themselves and the debacle of the79 State Department wants to U.S. elections, as others around thebring back Shining Path world see them.10 The becoming death of narco-terrorists in Perusystems analysis Madeleine Albright’s State 92 Congressional CloseupNew accounting standards are Department, in cahoots with Wall
imperative, writes Lyndon H. Street and the “Project Democracy”
LaRouche, Jr. “Any cost-conscious 94 National Newscrowd, is on a drive to overthrow
corporate management so reckless, Peruvian President Alberto
as to imagine it might be permitted Fujimori, and install a regime that
to reduce costs by substituting so- would share power with the
called mathematical modelers, for murderous Shining Path narco-
the type of design-engineering terrorists.
developed for the tasks of testing
new universal physical principles,

80 ‘Transparencia’ of Peru:should be promptly discharged, that
Project Democracy’s NGOout of consideration for urgent
hit-squad in actionissues of managerial

incompetence.”
82 The new NATO and the

new KLA are gunning for
another Kosovo war
For insane geopolitical reasons, the
British and the “Brzezinski gang” in
Washington are supporting the
latest reincarnation of the Kosovo
Liberation Army—a gang of
terrorists and drug-traffickers,
which is propelling the Balkans
toward a new explosion.
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Bubble-heads beware:
dot.com stocks are popping
by Marcia Merry Baker

This year the Ides of March marks the beginning of the end of Internet star companies. Afterall, many pillars of Silly.com
have no revenue flows at all!Internet stock mania, as big-name, big-size losses and swings

were posted as of mid-March on the Nasdaq, on the German
Nemax (the “New Economy” Nasdaq equivalent), and else- Bubble-heads vs. the economy

Thus, it doesn’t take much intelligence to see the writingwhere in Europe. At the same time, a new study by Pegasus
Research International received wide transatlantic publicity, on the wall for the Internet stock bubble. But here’s the intelli-

gence test now posed to every American citizen: Do you stillfor projecting that 51 Internet-related companies are on
course to run out of cash by the end of the year. think there’s an alternative, “safe haven” in non-cyber stocks,

or in finding a personal hidey-hole somewhere else in theInternationally, headlines are proclaiming the coming of
the Internet end-times. The March 22 German daily Die so-called prosperous economy? If so, you win the bubble-

head award.Welt’s was, “Stock Markets Shocked by Feared Bankruptcies
in the Internet Sector.” The piece covered the Pegasus study, In reality, the demented public mind-set that tolerated the

spectacular run-up in the Internet-related stocks, is the sameadding many similar conclusions by German sources. Analyst
Udo Doernhaus of Bayerische Landesbank, for example, is lunacy that fuelled the “traditional” stock speculation mania,

which now involves over 40% of American households.now saying that six out of ten Internet companies will soon
cease to exist. (See accompanying documentation for more Moreover, there are bubbles upon bubbles. Specifically, the

global derivatives bubble is now in the range of $140 trillions.assessments.)
There is coverage of the crash even in the United States, All the while, with full knowledge aforehand, Federal

Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan and Treasury Secretarywhere otherwise the implications of deflating the speculative
bubbles have been all but blacked out. Lawrence Summers have been promoting “bubble manage-

ment,” as if it’s worthwhile—or possible. Greenspan has beenA cool $6.1 billion in stock capitalization was lost in one
day, March 20, by MicroStrategy Inc., based in northern Vir- hosing money liquidity into the financial system to keep bub-

bles inflated, while at the same time trying to “talk down”ginia, whose president, Michael J. Saylor, owner of 55.7% of
his company’s stock, saw his net worth drop some $3 billion excessive expectations. On March 21, the Fed raised interest

rates for the fifth time since June 1999, saying that the Fed isin a few hours. “It feels like nothing, actually,” Saylor told
the Washington Post. This typifies the Lubberland outlook acting to prevent “inflationary imbalances that would under-

mine the economy’s record economic expansion.”prevalent in the northern Virginia corridor, home to the big-
gest concentration of Internet-related companies in the United What expansion? What economy? In fact, the real econ-

omy is breaking down, as part of the very processes that haveStates, and to fantasy-land belief in the techno-bubble. North-
ern Virginia, the Eastern Seaboard equivalent of Silicon Val- built up the bubbles. The conditions are set for hyperinflation

in commodities and necessities on the scale of 1923 Weimarley, California, is now called, “Silly.com.”
The immediate cause of MicroStrategy’s plunge, was the Germany. Constituencies all around the United States are ex-

periencing the truth of that fact, whether they consciouslyrevelation that the company had been overstating its revenue
flows. But by the time this issue of EIR comes off the presses, know it or not. On March 20 and 21, more than 2,000 farmers

demonstrated in Washington, D.C. against ruinous financialprobably a new record for losses will be set by some other
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conditions. On Feb. 22, March 16, and March 22, truckers
TABLE 1

drove their rigs in protest rallies in Washington, D.C., for the Barron’s and Pegasus Research: Internet
same reason. Millions of others are in the same situation. firms are running out of cash

The non-bubble-brain response is represented by those
Market Number ofactively joining the campaign of Lyndon LaRouche’s Presi-

capitalization months beforedential nomination drive, to mobilize for economy-building
(billions $) runs out of cash

emergency policies in the United States and among nations.
VerticalNet $7.69 2.20

Digital Island 7.03 3.54Dot.com bubble trouble
Splitrock Services 2.66 3.75Dozens of Internet-related companies are on course to run
Healtheon 8.08 6.88out of cash this year. The cover story of the March 20 edition
Ask Jeeves 2.14 7.75of Barron’s magazine is an article by Kack Willoughby, enti-
NorthPoint Comm. 2.87 8.70tled “Burning Up; Warning: Internet Companies Are Running
Amazon.com 23.42 10.08Out of Cash—Fast.” The cover picture is a photo of bundles

of cash engulfed in flames, with the sub-head: “Dozens of
Internet Companies Are Likely To Implode This Year as They
Burn Through Their Cash.”

The story, based on the survey of 207 Internet companies condition around, no one is going to want to buy another
Amazon.com bond.conducted by Pegasus Research International, assessed the

financial condition of these companies in the following way. Some Internet companies are now finding that they can’t
float bonds, because no one will buy them. But even planningIt assumed that the companies would continue booking reve-

nues and expenses at the same rate as they did during the to float bonds points up the absurdity of the situation. It used
to be that companies issued bonds to raise cash for new plantfourth quarter of 1999. Many of these companies’ expenses

are larger than their revenues, meaning that they are losing and equipment, an expansion, or other activity leading to po-
tential future revenue. They didn’tfloat bonds to raise cash formoney every month, drawing down their cash reserves. The

Pegasus study determined how much cash each of the 207 day-to-day operating expenses, or in this case, to plug losses.
There are 371 publicly traded Internet stocks in the Unitedsurveyed companies had on hand at the start of the year, and,

based on monthly revenues and expenditures for the fourth States, with a market capitalization of $1.3 trillion, which
equals 7.6% of the capitalization of all stocks in America.quarter of 1999, were that trend to continue, how many

months of cash they have left. This is strictly Internet stocks, and does not include Microsoft,
etc. The scale of bankruptcy under way in cyber-speculationIt found that 51, or 25%, of the 207 Internet companies

will run out of cash within 12 months. At that point, they are has massive direct and indirect consequences.
Barron’s notes the immediate fall-out on suppliers. Thecompletely illiquid and have no recourse but to file for bank-

ruptcy. giant firms that supply equipment to the Internet companies,
such as Cisco Systems and Intel, cannot sell their equipment,At the top of the list of companies which are running out

of cash is Pilot Network Services. On Feb. 29, Pilot had a or collect on past sales, to Internet companies that are in the
process of disappearing.market capitalization of $558 million, but it was losing $1.54

million per month, and had negative cash reserves. It would
have gone under, but Primus Telecommunications invested Dot.coms deleting in Europe

Similarly in Europe, the “delete” symbol is blinking for$15 million into Pilot, in return for a 6% ownership stake. If
Pilot’s losses continue at the rate of $1.54 million per month, “New Market” companies. On March 22, as one financial

wire noted, “the unthinkable happened” on the New Market,the $15 million will give Pilot 10 more months of cash. Then
what? Moreover, Primus Telecommunications may not be when the software producer PRO DV Software AG started its

first trading day in the negative realm. The same happened asaround in 10 months.
There are some companies with significant market capi- well to the large Internet company Lycos Europe, which also

went public on the New Market in March, despite the fact thattalizations that have fewer than than 12 months of cash. Table
1 shows the situation of seven firms. its initial public offering was 30 times oversubscribed.

These kind of events mark the end of the wild run-upMany of the Internet companies are scrambling for cash
to try to forestall their shutdown. For example, Amazon.com between September 1999 and late February, of the German

Nemax index, which tripled from 2,700 points to more thanraised $690 million in a convertible bond issue early this year.
That is an amount in addition to the cash that it had when the 8,000 points, thereby even out-ballooning the Nasdaq in the

United States. The first two months of the year saw U.S.-styleratios of Table 1 were calculated. However, during the fourth
quarter of 1999, Amazon.com suffered losses at the rate of speculation mania in Germany produce 100 to 400% spikes

in the initial public offerings of info-tech companies on the$91 million per month. That $690 million it raised will give
it only 7.5 additional months of cash. If it doesn’t turn its Nemax. But by March, thuds.
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A similar shift is taking place all over Europe. In Britain, the past ten months to “talk down” the Wall Street speculative
bubble, by raising interest ratesfive times, is unlikely to work,stock prices of the travel and shopping website Lastminute.

com fell 25% below its mid-March issue price, after only and could trigger other unforeseen disasters. “Alan Green-
span faces long odds in trying to nudge the stock market toa week. Likewise, in the Netherlands, the Internet service

provider World Online fell 30% below its mid-March issue where he’d like it to go.” Samuelson cites a recent book by
Yale economist Robert J. Shiller, Irrational Exuberance, asprice, after only a week. At the same time, many European

Internet sector firms which went public last year are suffering evidence that the market is not only a speculative bubble,
but is driven by herd behavior that “is almost impossible tohuge losses. For example, the stock prices of the Internet

provider Freeserve collapsed by more than 50% since the manipulate or even influence.”
“So Greenspan faces two dangers,” Samuelson says. “Thebeginning of March.

first is that what the Fed is doing may not work. If there is a
speculative frenzy, it might continue unabated with unpre-
dictable consequences. The second is that the Fed might suc-
ceed too well—and push rates too high. Then the economyInternational Commentaries and market might spiral down just as they have spiralled up.
Stocks drop, paper wealth vanishes, consumer spending
slumps. Doesn’t sound good. There’s not much room for er-‘New Economy’ bubble ror. Greenspan is running a very delicate experiment.”

will not last long
London Sunday Times, March 19:

“Fears are growing that the greatest stock-market bubble
London Guardian, lead editorial by Polly Toynbee, in modern times may be about to burst,” writes Garth Alexan-

der from New York. “Technology stocks, which have rock-“Frenzy Over Dot.Com Flotations Eerily Echo the South
Sea Bubble of 1720,” March 15: eted to extraordinary levels, plunged last week as regulatory

officials sounded warnings that investors were being caughtToynbee points to the “reassuring myth that previous bub-
bles were caused by a stupidity and ignorance we have out- in a speculative frenzy that could only end in tears.”

“They said many investors were buying shares in compa-grown.” However, during the South Sea Bubble of 1720 the
population already “understood very well that the miraculous nies about which they knew nothing—and were bound to

lose money,” Alexander continues. “They also worried thatboom in the brand new stock market was made of air and the
devil would take the hindmost. As now and as in the early investors were placing more of their assets than ever before

in the overheated stock market and an increasing number were1990s Japan bubble, those early investors just hoped they’d
get out in time or that it could last forever if no one panicked.” speculating with borrowed funds.”

Alexander says that analysts “expect global stock marketsToday, “everyone knows that 80% of these Internet compa-
nies will fail, and many others will never reach their mad to remain highly volatile, . . . particularly in Europe where

Internet valuations have become far more extreme than inmarket value.” In past history, we had “the brilliant John
Law in France” who “explained that gold itself was only a America.”

Alexander then reviews the “panic selling of technologymeaningless talisman, so why not print money or shares in a
new doctrine of infinitely expanding credit?” Today, you are stocks” the week before, and the “frantic buying of ‘old econ-

omy’ companies,” and goes through examples, concludingbeing told that “nothing has intrinsic value, neither pay rates
nor commodities: everything is weightless and subjective. A with a J.P. Morgan analyst saying that the price-earnings mul-

tiples on the NASDAQ are “absolutely, positively unsus-fair part of the economy resides in a realm of fantasy, an
artificial construct that works only for as long as people tainable.”
share it.”

Toynbee concludes: “Boom followed by bust in 1929 ush- Swiss daily Neue Zürcher Zeitung, editorial, March 18:
There is no “New Economy,” states the paper. The empiri-ered in a new mood that allowed FDR and Keynes to show

how humans can and must mitigate market forces. This small cal basis for beliefs that we are witnessing the “emergence of
a completely new era” going far beyond the technologicalbubble, touching just a fraction of the economy, is a grotesque

spectacle to help puncture the naked market rhetoric of the revolutions of the 19th century, in which computer-related
productivity gains will yield no more inflation and economicright.”
cycles, just never-ending economic growth, is “rather thin.”
There are only a few aspects of the so-called “New Economy”Washington Post, “Greenspan’s Guesswork,” by Robert

J. Samuelson, March 22: which can be described as really “new.” There is no basis for
the belief that the “New Economy” will “bring us the abolitionFederal Reserve Board Chairman Alan Greenspan better

watch his step, warns Samuelson. Greenspan’s efforts over of economic gravity.”
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Australia Dossier by Robert Barwick

Telstra to be fully privatized
“We remain committed to privatiza-
tion, but only after receiving a tick [ap-Australia’s biggest privatization target is boasting huge profits
proval] from an independent inquiry,”from massive cuts in jobs and services. he said. The opposition Labor Party
labelled the inquiry a “whitewash,”
and described the panel as “stacked,”
because it is chaired by a known priva-Australia is bitterly divided over the that was eventually fixed in a few tization advocate.

However, Labor also has no credi-federal government’s proposal to fully minutes.
As the party which represents theprivatize Telstra, the 51% govern- bility on the Telstra issue: The original

plan to sell Telstra was put forward byment-owned national telecommunica- rural areas, the National Party (for-
merly known as the Country Party) hastions company. On March 3, Prime the Labor government of Prime Minis-

ter Paul Keating, and managed byMinister John Howard announced his screamed the loudest. However, the
Nationals themselves helped bringintention to sell all of Telstra. “We’ve then-Communications Minister and

current Labor Party leader Kimsold almost half of Telstra and we want about the current crisis, because it was
only with their crucial support,to sell more,” he said. “I’ll keep going Beazley. Although Labor has gone

into the last two elections vowing noton it and I’ll eventually get it.” Four through their coalition with the pro-
big business, pro-globalization Lib-days later, Telstra announced a record to sell Telstra, Keating revealed the

party’s true intentions when he told thehalf-year profit by an Australian com- eral Party, which allowed the privati-
zation of Telstra in the first place, andpany, of $2.1 billion. Just after pro- March 19 Sunday Age that privatiza-

tion is “inevitable,” and probably inclaiming the huge profit, Telstra CEO which has turned Telstra’s subsequent
activities into a “public relations disas-Ziggy Switkowski announced the the company’s best interests. Liberal

Finance Minister John Fahey exulted,elimination of 16,000 more jobs (one- ter” for them. Even maverick National
MP Bob Katter, who most vocally de-third of thefirm’s workforce) over two “It is refreshing to see someone in the

Labor Party expressing some honestyyears, to “reduce cost structures and nounced the job cuts for putting rural
people’s lives at risk, made a compro-maintain profit growth.” on the sale of Telstra. Everyone knows

if Labor got back into power, they’llThe announcement provoked an mise in 1996 to allow the sale, claim-
ing at the time that the National Party’suproar. Sen. Ron Boswell, the deputy sell it.”

Fahey knows the reason that theleader of Howard’s coalition partners, deal would protect rural services.
Conscious of his party’s (and per-the National Party, slammed it as a Labor Party will sell Telstra, despite

its denials, is that it answers to the“public relations disaster.” Since its haps his own) shattered credibility,
Katter blasted Telstra’s job cuts in theinitial partial privatization in 1996, same global financial oligarchy as the

Liberal/National Coalition, and thatTelstra has announced record profits federal parliament, saying that they
could lead to the typical “Mary Smitheach year, but it has also slashed oligarchy is determined to seize what-

ever tangible assets it can, before the25,000 jobs. These job cuts have in Julia Creek” being without a phone
for a very long time, and if she were anstruck hardest in rural areas, where worst financial crash in centuries hits

full force. On March 17, the interna-previously, as a publicly owned mo- elderly pensioner who broke her leg,
“Mary Smith will just have to die.”nopoly with a service orientation, tional credit-rating agency, Moody’s

Investors Service, increased the pres-Telstra would channel its profits into Stung by the charge, Communications
Minister Sen. Richard Alston, who isproviding unprofitable services and sure for privatization by downgrading

Telstra’s credit rating, and pronounc-infrastructure for the sparse rural pop- in charge of Telstra and is pushing for
100% privatization, labelled Katter aulation. Now, it is not uncommon for ing that as long as Telstra is majority-

owned by the Australian government,rural people, even high-profile and “national disgrace.”
The furor has turned Prime Minis-politically influential people, to be left the company’s cost-cutting will be im-

peded, and its role as Australia’s lead-without telephone service for many ter Howard’s plans to fully sell Telstra
into a hot potato. On March 19, Sena-weeks, due to insufficient Telstra per- ing telecommunications carrier threat-

ened. Analysts predict that Telstra willsonnel. In outback Queensland, for- tor Alston tried to ameliorate the fall-
out by announcing an inquiry intomer National Party president Don need to shed another 35,000 jobs if it

is to fit in with Moody’s and others’McDonald was without a phone for Telstra’s service performance, to re-
port back to the Cabinet by Sept. 30.five weeks because of a technical fault expectations.
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Business Briefs

Transportation According to Pakistan’s Oil Ministry of- order to “compete.” More realistically, the
ficials, the implementation of the $2 billion team suggests that “emergency prepared-

ness activities” be enhanced.gas pipeline from Iran to Pakistan, and theNostrac corridor
joint oil refinery in Pakistan’s province ofunites Russia and Iran Baluchistan, are to be taken up in the discus-
sions. Iran’s gas pipeline project to India, EurasiaThe government of Kalmykia, a republic which passes through Pakistan, was stopped

within the Russian Federation on the north in 1990 because of security concerns, the Russia should have itsshore of the Caspian Sea, and the Moscow- source noted.
based Marina Line Co. have developed a Because of its conflict with India, Paki- own ‘Great Silk Road’
ferry design for the Nostrac transport corri- stan has so far refused to allow the Iran-India
dor, a project which will link Europe with pipeline to go through, despite the fact that Russia should launch its own version of the
the countries of the Middle East and Asia, it provides important resources to Pakistan “Great Silk Road,” says a guest article in the
the Russian Kommersant Daily reported on itself. Instead, Pakistani leaders have been March 7 Nezavisimaya Gazeta by Boris
March 15. Theproject will begin tobe imple- betting on Anglo-American promises of Khabitsov, who heads a commercial bank in
mented next year; Russian railroads are ex- bringing gas to Pakistan from Turkmenistan Russia. It is significant that such ideas, echo-
pected to increase revenues by more than through war-ravaged Afghanistan. ing Lyndon LaRouche’s “Eurasian Land-
$300 million. Bridge” policy, would surface in the Russian

The Nostrac project will provide a ferry policy discussion at this time.
connection among the Astrakhan Region, The article is entitled “ ‘Transkam’: Our
Russia, Turkmenistan, and Iran. The consor- Energy Nation’s Version of the Great Silk Road—
tium will unite companies from eight inter- The Realization of This Project Can Lead to
ested states. Russia will be represented by a Renaissance of Russia as an EasternU.S. power outagesRussian Transcontinental Lines, a firm spe- Power.” Khabitsov writes: “The basic idea
cially created for the project representing likely to continue is to create a global transport and service in-
Russian private investors and state interests. frastructure, connecting the countries of the

A feasibility study is expected to be com- “High consequence events,” a euphemism Caucasus and the Near East with Russia, Ja-
pleted by the end of this year, and prepara- for power outages, will likely hit the United pan, andChina, andalso connecting the ports
tory work will take two years. Specialists States again this summer, given the recom- of the Black Sea basin, the Mediterranean,
from Russia’s Vympel Design Bureau, Aca- mendations offered by the U.S. Department and Persian Gulf with the ports of Russia. . . .
demician Krylov Institute, and the Central of Energy’s Power Outage Study Team The first stage of the project envisages the
Navy Institute have developed a model of a based on its study of electricity outages and construction, on the basis of the existing auto
three-deck, 298 meter ferry designed to ac- system disturbances during the summer of route ‘Transkam,’ of an approximately 100
commodate 120 rail cars, 104 tractor-trail- 1999. The team’s final report was delivered kilometer section of four-lane highway and
ers, and more than 500 passengers. to Energy Secretary Bill Richardson on double-tracked rail, crossing over the Cau-

The project will cut transport time for March 13. The findings for Federal action casus Mountain Range. This first step of the
cargo from Russia to Iran down from a to “enhance” electric system reliability are project makes it possible to bring together,
month, to several days. idiotic, and would be unnecessary had the by theshortest andmost secure route, thenet-

work of rail and highway lines of Russia,U.S. electrical system not been deregulated.
The first suggestion is that “market- China, Georgia, Azerbaijan, and Armenia,

and provide access to the rail and road infra-based” approaches should be promoted to
Western Asia ensure reliable electric services. If, in fact, structure of Turkey and Iran, as well as the

the government re-regulated electricity, it ports of the Mediterranean, Black, and Cas-
pian Seas, and the Far East. The second stagecould require that there be enough capacityIran, Pakistan discuss

and redundancy to ensure reliability. An- of the project is to create, on this transportpipeline, other projects other recommendation is for mandatory re- line (between the South Ossetian [in Geor-
liability standards, which used to be unnec- gia] city of Tshinvali on the Southern slope

of the Caucasus to the North Ossetian [inA Pakistani Oil Ministry delegation left for essary before cutthroat competition, because
reliability is in everyone’s interest. AnotherTehran on March 11 for talks with Iranian Russia] city of Alagir), a modern organiza-

tional, service, industrial, and energy infra-officials on oil projects, a source at Paki- states that “energy efficiency” (i.e., auster-
ity) should be promoted to “enhance reliabil-stan’s Oil Ministry said, Iran News reported. structure.”

Khabitsov proposes that an “interna-The source said the delegation’s trip is aimed ity,” that is, cut demand so as to lessen stress
on a system which is suffering from seriousat speeding up implementation of two oil and tional free economic zone” be set up among

the participating nations, providing “thegas projects in which the two nations are in- underinvestment, and is being forced toslash
jobs, capital spending, and maintenance involved. most favorable conditions for international
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Briefly

AFRICAN leaders, including the
Presidents of Botswana, Malawi,
Mozambique, Namibia, South Af-
rica, Tanzania, and Zambia, and the

investments, minimizing risks,” and “creat- take care of a population that has been the Prime Ministers of Lesotho and Swa-
ing a buffer to defuse the conflicts between victim of natural disasters and outbreaks of ziland, after a special summit meeting
the nations of the region, and achieve a cata- disease, and that diseases such as AIDS are on Mozambique’sflood disaster, “ap-
lytic effect for further development.” Also, now leading to the “death and debilitation of pealed to the international commu-
“the Zaramagskhydroelectric project should military personnel.” They say this is true not nity to cancel all foreign debts owed
be completed, providing an energetic center only in Africa, but also in Asia and Ibero- by Mozambique to enable it to chan-
for industrial and service development” of America. nel all available resources to the re-
this part of the project. The first two stages Lest the United States think that it is pro- construction of destroyed infrastruc-
would run until 2005. “The project would tected because it is “wealthy,” the authors ture and property.”
make it possible to create on the territory of state that viruses travel on airplanes and can

spread anywhere at any time. They warn thatRussia, the largest network for goods trans- DENMARK has scheduled a refer-
port in the world, constituting the shortest “a weakening of U.S. economic strength endum on whether to join the Euro-
route for the majority of nations of Europe could leave the door open to massive out- pean Monetary Union, on Sept. 28,
and Asia, and would permit Russia to be- breaks of disease, which could further Prime Minister Poul Nyrup Rasmus-
come amajor partof theworld transportation weaken the U.S. military and the American sen said on March 9. Danes rejected
infrastructure, with all the economic and po- economy, in a self-reinforcing downward the Maastricht agreement in 1992, but
litical consequences which follow from spiral.” approved the Amsterdam agreement
this.” The project would “not only generate As if to underline the stupidity of current in 1993, based on opting out of partic-
a direct economic effect . . . but would posi- policy, United Press International reported ipating in four areas, including the
tively influence the modernization of the on March 13 that Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchison EMU currency, the euro.
whole transport infrastructure ofRussia. The (R-Tex.) has proposed that a commission be

set up to see how diseases like tuberculosisproject would have a positive effect on the CHOCOLATE made with vegeta-
relations between Russia and the countries and hepatitis can be kept on the Mexican side ble fat may soon be marketed in Eu-
of the Caucasus region, the Near and Far of its border with the United States. rope, without declaring it on the pack-
East. It could provide a mutually advanta- age. On March 15, the European
geous means to resolve the political prob- Parliament voted up a bill sponsored
lems of South Ossetia, and create a belt of by British multinationals, which willLaos
multifactoral stability in the Northern Cau- make real chocolate (produced with
casus.” cocoa and cocoa butter) a rare and ex-Controls adopted in

pensive commodity, and drive choco-
response to collapse late producers out of the market.

Health The tiny economy of Laos has not been over- GENERAL MOTORS has bought
looked by the speculators who looted Asia: 20% of Fiat, Italy’s largest industrial

company and the second-largest Eu-The Laotiancurrency, thekip, took the great-Researchers say disease
est fall among all the Asian currencies, ropean auto producer after Volks-is a security threat nearly a 90% devaluation at the peak. Infla- wagen. Fiat also owns Alfa Romeo,
tion hit 167% in1999, wiping out everyone’s Lancia, and Ferrari. Although the

deal is presented as an “alliance” (FiatA report, “Contagion and Conflict: Health as savings. Government employees lost 80% of
their purchasing power. In response, thea Global Security Challenge,” produced for will receive 5% of GM stocks in pay-

ment), in ten years GM will have thethe Center for Strategic and International government has implemented some emer-
gency measures, although probably far tooStudies and the Chemical and Biological option of buying the remaining 80%.

Arms Control Institute in the United States late.
Government ownership has been reim-and released in mid-March, warns that na- SONY is now making more profits

from video games than any other divi-tional security can be compromised by the posed on privatefirms,while imports and ex-
ports have been placed under governmentoutbreak of disease, and says that health sion, demonstrating the financial mo-

tive behind the brainwashing of chil-should be considered a national security control. The International Monetary Fund
claims that the stabilization was broughtissue. dren. “Play Station,” introduced five

years ago, has 50% of the hardware/While a chemical or biological attack about by austerity conditions which it ap-
proved. Nonetheless, the Far Eastern Eco-from a hostile force could obviously com- software market (Nintendo and Sega

share the rest). Although its electron-promise security, authors Michael Moodie nomic Review is upsetby the“draconian eco-
nomic controls,” which “hasn’t helped itsand William Taylor are more concerned ics division has a sixfold greater reve-

nue, the profits from games are hold-about the spread of infectious diseases case,” and, in its Feb. 24 issue, threatened
the government that, after all, “the countryaround the world. They point out that gov- ing the firm together.

ernments have fallen due to their inability to is still dependent on foreign aid.”
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NEW ACCOUNTING STANDARDS ARE IMPERATIVE

The becoming death
of systems analysis1

by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

March 2, 2000 outputs to physical inputs. As measured in those terms,
which increases, or decreases, in specific qualities of expen-
diture for infrastructure, production and distribution of prod-On the day on which, existing money goes out of existence,

as in Weimar Germany 1923, but this time more or less world- uct, and of which kinds of products, have neither beneficial,
nor detrimental impact upon the functionally determinedwide, what do the existing accountants do?

If we are to recover from the social effects of the currently rate of net physical output, as the latter may be measured
per capita of both total labor-force and population, and peronrushing disintegration of the present world financial and

monetary systems, radically new methods of cost accounting square kilometer of a nation’s, or region’s surface-area?
Competent answers to those questions, lie outside thewill be required for private enterprises, as also for governmen-

tal and related kinds of institutions. The previously used, lin- domain of a cost accounting based upon financial analysis,
and outside the tyranny of those recently popular, pseudo-ear, “connect the dots” tactics, of both financial accounting

and of systems analysis, must be abandoned, and replaced. A scientific hoaxes known as the “systems analysis” of the late
John von Neumann and the statistical “information theory”new standard must be adopted, for cost-accounting, budget-

ary, tariff, taxation policies, national-income estimations, and of the late Professor Norbert Wiener. In the circumstances
defined by the present crisis, we can no longer toleraterelated practices.

The pivotal question of all competent cost accounting, those faulty practices, which have been generally accepted
standards of professional and related practice for muchis: What causes an increase in the net physical value of

the productive powers of labor? For a moment, put aside too long.
Formerly, this same issue, as expressed in physical terms,calculations made in terms of nominal, that is to sayfinancial,

prices. Think solely in terms of physical contents of market- had been, for many decades, the most crucial, deeply underly-
ing feature of a systemic conflict frequently erupting, betweenbaskets of goods and services; measure inputs, as costs (in-

puts), and as outputs, in those physical terms. Instead of the competent U.S. entrepreneurs and Wall Street’s styles in fi-
nancier management, a conflict reflected in the fierce battlescommon practice, of simply comparing ratios of prices of

nominal inputs and outputs, seek to define the processes which used to be fought, in happier and better times, between
the industrial corporation’s relatively competent productionwhich determine a succession of changes in ratios of physical
management, on the one side, and, on the other side, the usual
Wall Street supercargo squatting in the finance department.1. The writing of this long-intended report was prompted by my invitation
Usually, the latter were so obsessed with the proverbial bot-to make a video-webcast, keynote address, by satellite, for the accountants

of Lima, Peru. I wish, once again, to thank my hosts for that occasion. tom line on this year’s balance sheet, that they mustered little
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High-speed transportation
of the future: Germany’s
Transrapid maglev
system. LaRouche writes,
“The pivotal question of
all competent cost
accounting, is: What
causes an increase in the
net physical value of the
productive powers of
labor?”

patience with discussion of the way in which the productivity officers, to increase current short-term profits, by curtailing
those investments, and curtailing payments of those elementsof the enterprise was actually, physically generated.2

Many among what had once been formerly successful of incurred cost, on which the long-term future of that enter-
prise had actually depended. Such were the self-doomed navi-enterprises, including national economies, which later, even-

tually failed, had been led to that latter calamity by continuing gators, who charted a long journey on the presumption that
estimates made for small areas, showed, in effect, that thethe very policies which had ruined them, by such presump-

tions as the delusion, that pleasing shareholders’ gains, as Earth is flat. Among those fools, such delusions were often
admired as expressions of “fiscal conservatism.”3shown on “the bottom line,” showed that the recent trends of

policy-making in force should be continued. In such cases, Today, over the course of the recent quarter-century or
so, the failure, by governments, many leading corporations,the root of the ultimate disaster, is most simply identified as

a fallacy of composition: the fallacy of assuming that what and public opinion, to grasp the nature of those issues, is the
might appear to be true in reading of nominal cost-price ratios
in the short term, or in the small, measures the physical result

3. The way in which the U.S. has careened into the present threat of itsof present policies in the long term, and in the large. Too
national bankruptcy, has been, in significant part, a result of free-traders’often, this fallacy of composition, this delusion, continued to
“fiscally conservative” changes in budgetary, trade, tariff, regulatory, and

reign, up to the point that the disaster struck, disaster caused tax policies, during the course of the recent thirty-five years. The trillions of
by just such policy-trends. In short, a frequent cause of the dollars of unpaid costs for maintaining the nation’s basic economic infra-

structure, sharp cut-backs in the highly gainful Kennedy space program, andbankruptcy which occurred in some such cases, was the cu-
the looting of accumulated investment in the productive physical capitalmulative impulse of decadent ownership and chief executive
of agriculture, manufacturing, and other categories, has drawn down the
physical-economic productive potential of the nation’s economy to such low
levels, that, without a science-driver sort of national crash program, the U.S.2. The type of view expressed by Wall Street, was also sometimes expressed

by a family-ownership whose relationship to the enterprise had assumed a could not regain the early 1970s’ levels of physically-defined, long-term
national productivity, in less than one or two generations. The fact that theparasitical character, as merely rentier ownership, the latter of the type more

disposed to take the cow’s milk, than breed the herd which sustains that flow U.S. and the London financial centers have prospered, for a time, through
looting the physical wealth of the world piratically, under a thirty-year reignof milk. The slide of old family ownership unto decadence, and, frequently,

takeover by Wall Street-minded so-called chief executive officers, was fos- of a floating-exchange-rate monetary system, is not proof of success, but
only of our folly in tolerating such arrangements, and, thus, of our ability totered by the tendency of such follies to arise among decadent elements of

family ownership, or as anexpression of so-called “shareholder interest” gen- reach that present, global state of affairs, in which a world economy soon
comes down around our ears.erally.
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The strike at Boeing, by
the Society of
Professional Engineers
Employees in Aerospace
(SPEEA), supported in
this Feb. 23 rally by the
International
Association of
Machinists. The
substitution of
“benchmarking,”
mathematical modelling,
and related “cost
reduction” tactics, for a
competent science-
driven, engineering-
based approach to
production, was the key
issue in the strike.

cause for the increasing loss of simple competence of today’s and accounting departments, now assume a qualitatively new
importance. These considerations are now crucial, for defin-managements, among an increasing ration of the leading aero-

space and other manufacturing firms. This includes many ing the principles which must guide the urgently needed,
global economic recovery, out from under the precedingamong the world’s automotive giants. A presently accelerat-

ing, already widespread collapse in both long-term and short- thirty years of globalized overlordship, by a parasitical, float-
ing-exchange-rate monetary system.term product-safety factors, is an expression of this. A key

factor in promoting the latter trends toward such increasing That presently doomed, globalized world financial sys-
tem, the floating-exchange-rate system of the past three de-incompetence, among both corporate managements and gov-

ernmental budget-management, has been the growing popu- cades, can not be rescued. The Titanic is already doomed;
among sane persons, the only tolerable policy is that of bring-larity of the fad known as “bench-marking,” the substitution

of computerized “mathematical modelling” and related “cost ing the passengers and crew, freed of the grip of the doomed
system, into safety. A sudden, relatively convulsive reorgani-reducing” tactics, for the indispensable, science-driven, engi-

neering-based approach to product design and production zation of the world’s finances, monetary systems, and trade-
relations, is the only hope to be foreseen among those nationsmanagement.4

An hysterical, frankly pagan-religious quality of blind which prefer that their nations survive the sinking of the
doomed, present form of the International Monetary Fund’sfaith in the existence of an “information”-driven economic

growth, and related sort of faith in the alleged miracles of (IMF’s), world-dominating, financial and monetary system.
The way in which the nations could actually be pulled“globalization,” are expressions of such currently popular

forms of economic dementia. The most extreme expression safely out of the doomed system, should be obvious, from the
lessons of experience, to any reasonably literate person aboveof that growing incompetence of the economic programs of

both governments and shareholder interest, is the hyperbolic sixty years of age today.5 To know which system is to be
preferred, we have to compare the way in which Franklinrate of increase, of the disassociation of nominal shareholder

and market-index values from physical economic reality, as Roosevelt led the U.S.A. out of Wilson’s, Coolidge’s, and
Mellon’s Great Depression, and compare the net relative suc-my now-widely circulated “triple curve” illustrates that point

in the simplest possible, summary way. [Figure 1.] cesses of the pre-1966 Bretton Woods, with the catastrophe
which has unfolded since August 1971.6As the present world financial and monetary system is

now careening toward its inevitable, early disintegration, the
old issues between production management and the financial 5. In the U.S.A., for example.

6. As I have repeatedly stressed in earlier reports on the subject of a “New
Bretton Woods” system, the political feasibility of any sudden choice of4. The strike ongoing at Boeing, at this moment of writing, expresses exactly

these issues, and in the clearest way. emergency remedies for a systemic crisis, has usually depended upon use of
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effective bankruptcy reorganization, were foreseen by Presi-
dent Franklin Roosevelt and key advisors, up to the point
of his most untimely death. We must presently go beyond
the measures which were actually carried out under the 1944-
1964 phases of development of the old, pre-1971, economic-
protectionist period of the Bretton Woods monetary system;
but those pre-1964 precedents do provide a model for the
first emergency actions to be taken. To those actions we must
add, very quickly, other actions which had been intended by
that President Roosevelt, but which were cancelled by the
Truman administration almost immediately after Roose-
velt’s death.

To appreciate those 1944 designs of intentions for a post-
war monetary system, one must take into account the points
of similarity of the world then, and now. The similarity lies,
essentially, in the fact that, at the time, we had to revive both
the U.S. and European economies from the conditions accu-
mulated under the exhausting conditions of the post-Ver-
sailles Great Depression and prolonged general war. The
world economy today, especially that inclusive of both Eu-

FIGURE 1

A typical collapse function
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rope and the Americas, is, systemically, in as ruined a state,
or even worse today, if in a somewhat different form, and
from somewhat different causes, than at the close of WorldWe must immediately return to the kind of monetary sys-
War II. Despite the important differences between the Mar-tem which worked fairly well (for the U.S.A. and western
shall Plan-led recovery of both the U.S. and western Europe,Europe, at least) during the 1944-1966 interval, the old, pro-
and today’s circumstances, the framework of the neededtectionist, fixed-rate, Bretton Woods system. We must scrap
emergency action establishing a new monetary order, is ap-all of those post-1971 changes in economic, financial, mone-
proximately the same.tary, and trade policies, which have been introduced since the

However, so that what Roosevelt intended, is accuratelyAugust 1971 beginnings of the now hopelessly, systemically
understood, some words of caution must be inserted. In reviv-bankrupt, present world monetary system.7 This must include
ing the successful features of the pre-1959 form of the oldan immediate reversal and elimination of all agreements
Bretton Woods system today, we must take into account thelaunched in support of so-called “globalization.” That revival
chief flaws in the changes made in Roosevelt’s policy, toof the best features of the original Bretton Woods system, is
which I had referred, above. Take into account the elementsnot a matter of opinion; it is a matter of choosing survival
of Roosevelt’s post-war policies which were summarily dis-over what would be nothing other than clinging hysterically
carded, during the indecent, brief interval immediately fol-to a hopelessly failed, and doomed system. Otherwise, a virtu-
lowing his most untimely death.ally planet-wide, now imminent new dark age for humanity,

There were three such chief, categorical errors in post-were inevitable for a generation or more to come.
Roosevelt U.S. policy of practice during the Truman years:All of the types of necessary emergency actions needed,
First, the failure to shut down the Portuguese, Dutch, British,again today, to put a bankrupt world system through an
and French colonial systems and their relics, as Roosevelt had
intended should occur immediately, on the ending of the war.precedents recognized from earlier successful actions of that general type.
Second, the militarily unnecessary, counterproductive, andSo, the stunning success of the U.S. economy’s rise to world leadership as

an agro-industrial power, stunned much of the world, including post-1876 otherwise foolish and cruel, dropping of two fission bombs
Russia, Germany, Japan, and others, into copying crucial features of the on the helpless civilian populations of Japan’s Hiroshima and
Carey-List-Lincoln, anti-free-trade model of the American System of politi- Nagasaki. Third, the failure to launch a forced-draft rate of
cal economy. So, Franklin Roosevelt used both the lessons of the U.S. eco-

immediate and rapid conversion of our war-time industrialnomic mobilization forWorld War I, and the protectionist legacy of President
potential, without losing a step, as Roosevelt had intended.Lincoln and Henry C. Carey, to pull the U.S. out of the 1930s Great Depres-

sion and through World War II. Despite those terrible errors introduced under President
Truman, the immediate need then, as Roosevelt had under-7. The term “systemic bankruptcy” is to be used as I use it here, only to

describe an entity which is both already incurably bankrupt in its present stood this, was to rebuild a shattered post-war world econ-
form, and whose bankruptcy, if not yet officially recognized, is coming about omy, not only the economy of war-torn western Europe, as
through characteristic, systemic features inhering in thepolicy-shaping struc-

the task defined by the leading post-war mission-orientationtures of that entity. In such a case, the posture of reserving judgment until a
of the U.S. economy. Thus, those Roosevelt intentions whichbankruptcy is formally conceded to have occurred, is a childish evasion

of truthfulness. were put into effect, worked, as far as they were applied.
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The chief policy errors of the Truman years

Military
policy: The 
U.S. atomic bomb 
is dropped over
Nagasaki, Aug. 9,
1945—militarily
unnecessary, coun-
terproductive, and
cruel.

Conversion
of wartime
industry to
peacetime
production:
Here, tires manufac-
tured for military
aircraft. Truman
failed to carry out
Roosevelt’s inten-
tion to convert the
war industries
immediately, with
grim economic con-
sequences.

Colonial policy: President Franklin D. Roosevelt (left) and British
Prime Minister Winston Churchill clashed repeatedly, during their wartime
conferences, over the issue of the postwar dismantling of the colonial system.
Truman acquiesced to Britain’s demands, continuing the oligarchical system.

Today, a similar outlook means, that we must implement the road to economic recovery, how shall we manage that
journey? That situates the task of reformed cost accountingRoosevelt’s own intentions in full, as far as that is appropriate

today. Leading developing nations from the so-called devel- doctrine and practice, as set forth in the following summary
of the crucial issues to be considered.oping sector, must be leading partners with the U.S.A., Eu-

rope, Japan, and Russia, in establishing and administering
the revived form of the newly revived, pre-1968-1972 form
of the former, economic-protectionist Bretton Woods sys- 1. Monetary policy and
tem, of cooperation among perfectly sovereign nation-

cost accountingstate economies.
Today, such a new monetary system will provide the in-

dispensable policy-framework of opportunity, for a long To understand the way in which the needed new world
monetary order must be administered, we must begin by de-wave of global real economic growth, as measured in physical

terms, per capita and per square kilometer. So far, so good. fining certain axiomatic principles. For purposes of introduc-
ing the argument, I define the meaning of the term “axioms,”Then, having given ourselves such an opportunity to take
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if but briefly, as in first approximation, in the sense of the locations as his 1854 habilitation dissertation.8

My own original discoveries in physical economy, haddefinitions, axioms, and postulates of a deductive form of
Euclidean classroom geometry. My substitute for such a sys- followed the same track I had employed, a decade earlier, in a

youthful defense of Leibniz’s method against the reductionisttem of axioms, constitutes the principles of what has become
known as the LaRouche-Riemann model of physical method and conclusions of Immanuel Kant’s series of Cri-

tiques. My 1948-1952 attack on Wiener’s hoax, had pro-economy.
In a moment, I shall begin the account of how this discov- ceeded from my recognition of the fact that Wiener had

merely echoed the same fraud as Kant before him, if in a moreery occurred, and show how and why the notions of cost
accounting being presented here came into being. Yet, before radically positivist, and vulgar way. Late during 1952, after

recognizing that my own original discoveries, could be bestI begin that account, a few words of caution must be presented
to the reader. restated in a Riemannian form, I redefined the Leibnizian

science of physical economy accordingly.The subject-matter presented here could not be delivered
in a customary textbook-modelled style. The textbook style A summary of the relevant features of my attack on Wie-

ner’s cultish notion of statistical “information,” shows thedepends upon early agreement, between writer and reader,
on an initial set of axiomatic assumptions. Thereafter, the relevance of that discovery to cost-accounting methods. In

the later refinement of that discovery, during 1952, I recog-customary type of report, proceeds from those variously
stated and implied assumptions, never leaving them, deriving nized the appropriateness of applying Riemann’s wonderful

work to enhance the application of my own discoveries in theits conclusions from a series of facts, as the initially stated
general assumptions determine the way in which those facts field of economics.9

are adapted, to conform to the opening set of assumptions. In
this case, the very nature of the subject-matter demands that 8. Bernhard Riemann, Über die Hypothesen, welche der Geometrie zu
the writer, in Socratic fashion, tear up sets of what had been Grunde liegen, [On The Hypotheses Which Underlie Geometry] Bernhard

Riemanns Gesammelte Mathematische Werke, H. Weber, ed. (New York:the reader’s own putatively customary axiomatic assump-
Dover Publications reprint edition, 1953) pp. 272-286. Sundry English trans-tions, one set after the other. This obliges both the writer and
lations exist. The significance of anti-Euclidean is, that, whereas, so-calledthe reader to share the relevant successive experiences of
non-Euclidean geometries substitute new postulates for those of Euclidean

tearing up customary assumptions which must be uprooted, geometry, Riemann, following such predecessors as Benjamin Franklin’s
and presenting the way in which those assumptions are re- one-time Göttingen University host, Abraham Kästner, and Kästner’s pupil

CarlGauss, eradicatedall of the aprioristicdefinitions, axioms, and postulatesplaced by the generation of the new, alternate, axiomatic and
of a common classroom Euclidean geometry, thus establishing a family ofrelated assumptions, which comprehension of the subject-
hypergeometric, multiply-connected manifolds. The result of that, was amatter requires.
geometry of physical space-time, in which only experimentally validated

As I have just said, this task requires a Socratic approach; universal physical principles, held axiomatic authority. Hence, as Kästner
it also requires that the reader be supplied the means to live had argued, the result is an anti-Euclidean geometry. It should also be noted

as bearing upon the following discussion of cost-accounting principles, thatthrough, successively, the relevant discoveries on which com-
since the discoveries of Johannes Kepler and Gottfried Leibniz’s discoveryprehension of the final result depends. That is the course fol-
of a calculus whose characteristic is regular, but not constant curvature,lowed for this presentation of the subject-matter.
the assumption that space-time geometry should be defined by a specific

That word of caution stated, I proceed now, byfirst stating curvature, such as spherical or hyperbolic, defines only a formal, non-Euclid-
the significance of that term, “LaRouche-Riemann model of ean geometry, whereas, as Kepler, Leibniz, Kästner, Gauss, and Riemann

emphasized, no one choice of characteristic curvature can be both completephysical economy,” then showing how that “model” provides
and universal. Riemann’s habilitation dissertation made this an explicit prin-an indispensable kind of guidance toward the needed new
ciple of a hyper-geometry of multiply-connected, physical-space-time mani-forms of generalized cost-accounting practices. I begin that
folds. I was led to the relevant re-examination of Riemann’s dissertation, by

now, by introducing the principled conceptions upon which a months-long, exciting and yet frustrating study of an English translation,
that LaRouche-Riemann model was founded. by the dubious Philip Jourdain, of Georg Cantor’s 1897 Contributions to

the Founding of the Theory of Transfinite Numbers. It was only many yearsMy original discoveries in the science of physical econ-
later, that I worked through Cantor’s most relevant, clear-headed, earlieromy, which I made during 1948-1952, were prompted by my
writings, such as his 1883 Grundlagen and 1887-88 Mitteilungen. It was atstudy and rejection of Norbert Wiener’s “information the-
that later time, that I recognized the significance of not only the hateful

ory.” I was prompted to undertake that study, by my recogni- Leopold Kronecker, but also the mephistophelean theosophist Rudolf
tion of the fact, that Wiener’s axiomatic assumption was Steiner, in driving Cantor to the brink of the episodic insanity suffered during

his later years. More careful reading of Riemann’s dissertation, late in 1952,readily refuted by even the ordinary industrial experience of
led me to recognize the need to regard universal physical and Classical-day-to-day increase in the productive powers of labor, gains
artistic principles, as equally the axiomatic features of a multiply-connectedgenerated through scientific and technological progress, in
physical-space-time manifold, respecting the human individual’s and spe-

industry. My resulting original discoveries, led me, in late cies’ functional relationship to the universe at large.
1952, to recognize a certain special degree of coincidence 9. Hence, the usage LaRouche-Riemann Model. As was emphasized, above:
between those discoveries, and the kinds of anti-Euclidean even prior to my reencounter with Riemann, in 1952, my definition of valida-

table universal principles was not limited to physical principles; it includedgeometry defined by Professor Bernhard Riemann in such
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As I have already noted, above, already in 1948, from the effect, is most simply expressed in the form of an axiomatic
change in belief, as such a change is typified, in first approxi-outset, I was encouraged to make the attack on statistical

information theory, by my recognition of a crucial vulnerabil- mation, by a validated, externally imposed change in the set
of definitions, axioms, and postulates of a deductive form ofity in Wiener’s fabrication of his hoax; I saw the readiness

with which even the elementary economics of industrial pro- classroom Euclidean geometry, as in a so-called non-Euclid-
ean geometry.duction, refuted Wiener absolutely. The point was, that soci-

ety’s ability to increase mankind’s power over nature, both
per capita and per square kilometer of surface-area, was a
reflection of those cognitive powers of the individual human 2. Cognition, science,
mind which set mankind absolutely apart from, and above

and productivitythe learning capacities of all lower species, the higher apes
included among the categorically sub-human types. From the
standpoint of production, this unique power of the individual As we now turn to the body of this report, I shallfirst state,

once again, as I have in various earlier published locations,member of the human species, is expressed, most simply, by
the individual mind’s capacity to generate validatable discov- the essential distinction between mere learning, and its trans-

mission, of which the higher apes, are capable, and the pro-eries of universal physical principles.
This qualitative gain in mankind’s per-capita power over cesses of cognition, a capability unique to the human species.

After that, I shall examine the needed principles of cost-nature, is the source of humanity’s power to willfully increase
its potential relative population-density, as no other living accounting in two successive, preliminary steps. First, I exam-

ine this in terms of the phase-spatial characteristics of in-species can. These discoveries can not be generated by mere
learning, nor by any use of deduction. They can be generated creases in productivity, as these are driven by new applica-

tions of universal physical principles; after that, the scope ofsolely by means of that non-deductive, cognitive process,
which exists only within the sovereign mental capacities of the presentation is broadened, to take into account the power-

ful role played by application of ideas in the form of Classical-the human individual, that as a sovereign individual. This is
the source of what we recognize as the impact of correspond- artistic principles of composition. In the first stage, our focus

is upon the functional characteristics of universal physicaling, qualitative leaps in the quality of technological progress
in agriculture and manufacturing. Typical expressions of this, principles in determining the individual’s functional relation-

ship to nature, as per capita and per square kilometer. In theare revolutionary changes in choice of employed physical
principle, in the design of products, and in the processes of second stage, the emphasis shifts to the determining role of

universal principles expressed in such forms as principles ofproduction as such.
The function of the human individual’s cognition to this Classical-artistic composition, in governing the social rela-

tions through which the individual’s relationship to nature
is determined. In the latter stage, we take into account theClassical-artistic principles of composition as well. This view, of the coher-

ence of universal physical and Classical-artistic principles, as representing a functional, physical-economic role of the costs necessarily
single domain of reason, reflected my adolescent and later wrestling with the incurred in developing the individual mind, and also social
defense of Leibniz from the single central argument of all of Kant’s Critiques. relations, to the degree needed to foster both scientific produc-
It was the need to define a manifold representing both physical and Classical-

tivity and its efficient, physical-economic application by so-artistic principles, which impelled me to adopt a Riemannian manifold’s
ciety.model, as the needed way to represent my discovery of that combined multi-

ple-connectedness. In the strictest, if seemingly paradoxical sense, this was In summary of the immediate, first series of points to
a new posthumous discovery made by Riemann himself, based on my own be developed:
work of 1948-1952. Applying what I had adopted as his cognitive state of The essential, categorical distinction, separating human
mind, his cognitive outlook, as ably reflected in his dissertation, the genera-

societies from animal ecologies, is the increase of society’stion of my solution (for the problem of representing the efficient multiple-
power over nature, per capita and per square kilometer,connectedness of universal physical and universal Classical-artistic types of

principles), was made intellectually manageable. The significance of that for through cooperation in the fostering and application of dis-
cost-accounting principles, will be shown at a later point in this present covered universal physical and related principles. The ability
report. This itself represented a new discovery of universal principle, made to discover and cooperate, in terms defined by such discover-
by applying Riemann’s thus posthumously-made discovery to my own para-

ies, is an indispensable source of all willful improvements indoxically preceding ones. Hence: LaRouche-Riemann method. As for the
the potential relative population-density, and conditions oflegitimacy of attributing such a posthumous discovery to Riemann, one

should refer to his own posthumously published philosophical papers, in life of the human species. The generation and sharing of such
Werke, pp. 507-538, passim. Such is the real meaning of the principle of universal discoveries of principle, is the fruit of a quality
time, when time is situated within the domain of persons still living within unique to human individuals, the power of cognition, as dis-
themultiply-connected domainof cognitive relations, thedomain of timeless,

tinct from, and opposed to mere learning, or to mere “sharingcausally ordered relations among minds dwelling cognitively, like thefigures
of information.”of Raphael Sanzio’s The School of Athens, in the simultaneity of such an

eternity of the past, present, and future. Thus, this faculty and practice of cognition by individuals,
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defines the absolute separation of the human species from all generate a functionally efficient notion of such a cognitive
idea existing in another mind, is the three-step method oflower forms of life. Here lies, thus, the only rational definition

of human nature. Here, in individual cognition, lie all the sharing such an experience (paradox, hypothesis, validation),
as I have just identified this summarily. In such a case, wesupposed secrets of humans’ behavior, as individuals, as

agents of cooperation, and as entire societies. The only ratio- know three essential things. First, we know, independently
of our cognitive processes, the paradox which prompted thenal definition and analysis of political economy, is, therefore,

the study of the functional characteristics of those social pro- generation of a discovery of principle, as the only feasible
solution to that paradox. Thirdly, we know the manifest exper-cesses, by means of which the fostering of cognitive propaga-

tion and sharing of universal principles, prompts long-term imental proof of the proposed solution. Thus, by sharing the
first and third of those steps, we are able to correlate theincreases in the potential relative population-density of man-

kind. All conceptions pertaining to these matters, must find specific act of cognition, the second step, in the other mind,
with that recallable experience of cognition we experience intheir axiomatic roots in the characteristics of such cognitive

processes. our own.
Finally, by comparing that specific, recallable experience-Therefore, we now derive the principles of cost account-

ing, in accord with that. We begin with emphasis upon the ,with a similar but different experience of the same functional
type, respecting a different paradox, hypothesis, and proof ofgeneration and nature of universal physical principles.
principle, we are able to begin to discriminate consciously
and willfully among the cognitive experiences specific to eachWhat is cognition?

The discoveries of what are later experimentally validated such hypothesis. This ability, so prompted, permits us to rec-
ognize each such repeatable cognitive act as a distinct ideaas universal physical principles, are prompted by the demon-

stration of those qualities of paradoxes, the which are not within the mind, and to give it a recognizable name, which
then identifies that act; that generates the class of what aresusceptible of formal solution by means of the deductive and

other methods of the philosophical reductionists. Such para- called Platonic ideas. The way in which hypotheses are gener-
ated, by Socratic method, in Plato’s dialogues, is a now age-doxes are typified by the ontological paradox of Plato’s

Parmenides dialogue; the impossibility of solving such by old exercise in training the mind to build up a repertoire of
nested such Platonic ideas. After Plato, this became the age-deductive methods, is typified by the case of that historical

Parmenides, whose method Plato referenced in that dialogue. old Classical method of cognitive education in globally ex-
tended European civilization.A successful solution is generated when something occurs,

the which is sometimes described as an ignitedflash of insight, All the outstanding intellects of the Fifteenth Century
Golden Renaissance, the associates or students of Nicholasto produce a validatable hypothesis in that person’s mind.

The acceptance of that hypothesis by other persons within of Cusa, typify minds exhibiting in their practice, the specific
methodologies associated with that method and its associatedsociety, requires that two special conditions be satisfied. First,

the same experience of insight must be replicated, indepen- policies for education of the young. A similar method of dis-
covery of distinct cognitive ideas, is typical of the most endur-dently, within the sovereign cognitive precincts of at least one

other individual’s mind. Second, that hypothesis, so gener- ing contributions of universal and related principle from
sources outside extended European civilization. Nonetheless,ated, must be shown to be an existent, efficient principle, by

means of experimental demonstration of the efficiency of its it is the European experience, and its unique contributions to
the development of modern science, technology, and politicalwillful application to the physical domain as a whole. The

latter such experiments belong to the class which Riemann economy, which is the focal point of reference for this pres-
ent report.defined as unique: it is not sufficient to show experimentally

that the prescribed effect might be produced; it must also be An hypothesis which has been discovered, shared, and
validated in that way, as I have indicated here, represents ademonstrated that that hypothetical universal principle co-

heres, in a multiply connected way, with all validated other known universal physical principle of our universe. That use
of known, as used in that exemplary setting, is, as I shall show,universal physical principles.10

The crucial point is, that the only way in which we can the most crucial issue posed by the fallacies of what are still
treated today as commonly accepted, and often potentially
fatal errors, errors which are also contained among most cur-10. Crucial illustrations, which I, among my collaborators, have referenced
rently taught and practiced principles of political-economyrepeatedly in other locations, are typified by the history of the derivation of

Leibniz’s principle of the monad (universal least action) from the preceding and cost accounting.
discovery of a universal physical principle of least time. Also typical, is The most common expression of the fallacy I have implic-
the derivation, from Leibniz’s methods, of the related principles, refuting itly attacked in that way, is the following.
Newtonandhis admirers, forboth light andelectromagnetism,by thecollabo-

It is common, naive practice, still today, to limit the func-rators Fresnel and Ampère. So, Wilhelm Weber, in collaboration with both
tional definition of fact, to either mere sense-perceptions, orCarl Gauss and Bernhard Riemann, proved Ampère’s principle of angular

force, in opposition to the blunders of J. Clerk Maxwell et al. to the implied superstitions of those putative authorities who
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are treated as set apart from ordinary witnesses, set apart in cognitive experience of both discovery and empirical valida-
tion. Since cognition can not be observed by means of sense-the fashion of those putative mystics who, as in Jonathan

Swift’s allegorical Laputa, are legally classed as experts. In perception, as operations of a strictly formal logic might be
displayed in a textbook or on a classroom blackboard, wethis way, the term knowledge is usually misused, to suggest

that, for all ordinary mortals, truth is limited to the domain of may “see” the cognitive act in the mind of another individual
person, or persons, solely by the social act of replication andthe philosophical materialist’s simple sense-perception, or to

“information” as the hoaxster Norbert Wiener, among other validation of fruitful forms of insight, those acts which have
the form common to successful acts of replication of discover-charlatans, has defined statistical “information theory.” The

two, variously bestial and mystical varieties of superstitious ies of empirically validatable, universal physical principles:
principles which are empirically validatable as universal.dogmas, implicitly exclude the possibility of the existence of

truthful forms of knowledge of the real universe, as Immanuel As a matter of contrast: In education, we often experience
the case of a student who may achieve a nearly perfect scoreKant asserted this denial, categorically, in his Critiques.11

In what place, then, do validatable universal physical prin- in the grading of his written or oral examination, and in his
grades generally, but who, under different social circum-ciples exist? How are they to be perceived? How do we recon-

cile the reductionist’s notion of relative truthfulness with the stances, shows that he has learned much, but knows nothing
of one or more of the matters on which he has been examined.fact, that any validatable hypothesis, nullifies the truthfulness

of previously extant, expert opinion, in that degree? Since To gain his excellent grades and other awards, he may have
either crammed for his examinations, or gobbled up learninguniversal principles can not become known directly through

sense-perception, nor known through the quality of expertise with exceptional facility. In that process, he has merely
learned to pass examinations, not to master the original formwhose truthfulness they negate, by what mental faculty are

they to be known? of practice of that subject-matter. He does not actually know
the subject-matter for which he has been drilled, and wronglyThe answer, of course, is: through the faculty of cognition,

that faculty of insight found only beyond the bounds of sense- certified, by examination, as knowledgeable.
Thus, that graduate, in decision-making and other discus-perception, found only within the sovereign precincts of the

individual human mind. They are found as I have described sions among his professional peers, often responds, as if ritu-
ally, to problematic situations, by means of either arbitrarythe situation, in which the discovery and validation of a uni-

versal physical principle is established, through the social regurgitations of formulations he has learned to repeat, like
an ideologue repeating the political-party line on this or that;relationship between the cognitive processes of two or more

individual minds, minds sharing the replication of that same he shows, thus, little or no sense of the inappropriateness of
that regurgitation to the relatively anomalous challenge at
hand. Or, in other manifestations of this type, that person, as

11. Chiefly, in their English translations: Critique of Pure Reason (1781-
a student, may have relied on playful private exercises in1787), Critique of Practical Reason (1788), and Critique of Judgment
which original discoveries of principle were replicated in a(1790). Kant’s view is one of a series of varieties of dogmas, each and all

opposed to the notion of cognition in a manner which must be fairly described cognitive way; however, as that same gifted student had been
as satanic in its aims. The mortalism of Padua’s neo-Aristotelean Pietro induced to conform to reductionist methods of argument, as
Pomponazzi, is epistemologicallyconsistentwith this; themore radical,mod- the price of success in securing a terminal degree, or, out of a
ern, and literally satanicexpressionof this, is theempiricismof such followers

wont to conform for sake of career opportunities, or in a simi-of the Venetian school of Paolo Sarpi and Antonio Conti, as Francis Bacon,
lar way, the earlier intellectual promise faded; increasing con-Thomas Hobbes, John Locke, Isaac Newton, Bernard Mandeville, David

Hume, François Quesnay, Adam Smith, Jeremy Bentham, Immanuel Kant, formity leads, thus, to an increasing number and variety of
the genocidalist Thomas Malthus, John Stuart Mill, and the evil Bertrand non-cognitive dead patches, appearing in more and more of
Russell. Such among Russell’s acolytes as “information theory’s” Norbert the topical areas of thinking exhibited by such persons.12

Wiener and “systems analysis’s” John von Neumann, typify this pathology.
Today, unfortunately, this saddening state of affairs isThe frankly satanic “Frankfurt School” circles of Horkheimer, Adorno, and

often demonstrated in industrial-design, and related practice,of Hannah Arendt and her Nazi crony Martin Heidegger, were followers of
the denial of existence of truth, as such denial was attributed, and otherwise for the cases of those design engineers whose practice relies
attributable to the Critiques of Kant. Also of the same type, are the two most upon so-called mathematical modelling, rather than upon the
pernicious influences upon the later life of mathematician Georg Cantor, the quality of engineering practice associated with crafting suc-
hateful Leopold Kronecker, and the Machiavellian, one-time theosophist

cessful proof-of-principle kinds of experimental designs.and Lucifer-worshipper, Rudolf Steiner. The common feature of this set of
This deadening of the cognitive powers of the mind, is to bereductionist views, is that their denial of the existence of cognition, rejects

thus the quality which defines the member of the human species as made, seen respecting their lack of regard both for universal physical
unlike the animals, in the living image of the Creator of the universe. Their principles, and, for the multiple-connectedness of combining
relegation of mankind to the status of human cattle, as Russell, Wiener, and
von Neumann do, is exhibited in the explicitly satanic features of their written
advocacies respecting society and the human mind. The lunatic notion of 12. Cf. Dr. Lawrence S. Kubie, The Neurotic Distortion of the Creative

Process (Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 1958) and “The Fosteringartificial intelligence, as proposed by Wiener, von Neumann, et al., is derived
axiomatically from their common satanic view. of Creative Scientific Productivity,” Daedalus, Spring 1962.
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Construction of the
Platonic solids.
“Healthy minds of
children tend to see
geometry as a matter of
the physical world,
rather than a purely
formal matter of abstract
mathematical,
classroom
constructions.”

two or more of the technologies derived from such princi- of universal physical principles, the student is impelled to
replicate the original acts of discovery and validations of theples.13 The same precaution must be observed in respect to

the practices of financial analysis and cost accounting. universal physical principle, the which are posed to the stu-
dent in the form of an ontological paradox. The student isThus, in a competent program of education, efficiently

dedicated to the goals of scientific literacy, the emphasis is thus induced to replicate the cognitive act of that original,
historically situated discoverer, thus to live inside that cogni-always upon inducing the student to replicate the relevant

cognitive experience of generating and validating universal tive moment of the discoverer’s mind, and to experience that
moment as his own cognitive experience, to that degree. Allprinciples of an implicitly axiomatic quality. This is not ac-

complished by mere learning, or by substituting simpler ex- education should be premised on emphasizing such re-en-
acted discovery of such principles.periments in which no axiomatic quality of universal physical

principle, is put explicitly at issue for the student’s cognitive Such were the fruits of the work of truly great teachers,
as distinguished from those showing, customarily, relativeprocesses. The most significantly beneficial results, are usu-

ally effected, and that quite lawfully, in the instance in which competence in merely describing the relevant subject-matter.
These considerations are among the crucial distinctionsthe student is made aware of the fact that he, or she is replicat-

ing the original discovery as a personalized, historical event. which qualified cost accountants must take into account, in
estimating the necessary costs of fostering the production ofIt is important that the students also conceptualize the valida-

tion of the historical act, rather than conjecturing an abstract, creative scientific and related productivity among the general-
ity of future adults of today’s society. The issue of cost ofahistorical sort of proof-in-general. Typical of appropriate

questions are: “How did Eratosthenes actually measure the both education and related conditions of family-household
life, must be situated in terms of that variable quality of result-length of the great circle of the Earth’s perimeter, and the

length of the great-circle arc from Alexandria, Egypt to Rome, ing cognitive development, or lack of development, in the
graduates, as in the policy-shaping of government and pri-Italy?” “How did Fermat define the principle of shortest time,

in opposition to the notion of shortest path?” vate enterprises.
In such an historically specific and personalized, cogni-

tive approach to the education of students in the rediscovery Higher cognition
However, although we were obliged, here, initially, to

present cognition in terms of single acts of discovery of indi-
13. This is a reflection of an included, crucial principle of Riemann’s habilita-

vidual hypotheses which represent validatable universal prin-tion dissertation. Proof of universal physical principle can not be derived
ciples, the general notion of cognition is found in a higherby methods of mathematical formalism. Such matters are the subject of

experimental physics. Op. cit., pp. 283-286. place, in the notion of higher hypothesis.
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This distinction is adequately illustrated by the case of a higher hypothesis. In Riemann’s Leibnizian approach, each
such manifold of a series of manifolds, exists as a distinctgeneralized insistence upon the cognitive method of generat-

ing, and validating hypotheses of an axiomatic quality, as in idea, an idea distinguished by its specific, experimentally de-
monstrable, Leibnizian physical characteristic of action. Thisclassroom and related education. That case is best illustrated,

by adopting the view that a child’s and adolescent’s schooling notion of Riemann’s is already implied, or, one might say,
begged, in Kepler’s exposition in his The New Astronomy,in matters of science and mathematics, must adopt as its gen-

eral goal, the rejection of the inductive method, for that of where Kepler details proof that a common, formalist fallacy
underlies the failed astrophysics of Claudius Ptolemy, Coper-fostering of the Riemannian world-outlook of anti-Euclidean

geometry, in the maturing student population. Something ap- nicus, and Tycho Brahe. The relevant comparison of the suc-
cessive work of Kepler, Leibniz, and Riemann, suffices toproximating this was always manifest in the most creative

members of student populations; on that account, early ado- show, that, contrary to scientifically illiterate gossips, there
never was a “Copernican revolution” within the historicallescent, or even pre-adolescent, confrontation with Euclidean

classroom geometry, as opposed to inculcating blind faith in development of modern Europe.15 In the domain of physics,
this historically shaped emergence of Riemann’s revolution-such dogma, was a crucial feature of the education of the

secondary pupils.14 ary notion of an implicitly orderable series of multiply-con-
nected manifolds, corresponds to what Plato identifies as aThrough repeated replications of such original discover-

ies, as opposed to the process of the acts of merely learning, notion of higher hypothesis.16 This notion of higher hypothe-
sis is congruent with the principle of universal change, asas by young chimpanzees, the student must replicate some of

the cumulative results of those original discoveries. Through Plato illustrates the point in his Parmenides. This signifies a
principle subsuming the notion of well-ordered, successive,continued practice in this way, the student does much more

than merely come to know those original discoveries of prin- validatable changes in the composition of a series of multiply-
connected manifolds, as distinct from the hypothesis whichciple. In this case, such education in matters of universal phys-

ical principle, is dominated by a cognitive approach to solving defines but one principle to be introduced, as correction, to
define but a single new axiomatic mind-set. Call this higher,ontological paradoxes. In this setting, the student’s progress

in education, tends to foster the growing awareness of some
higher principle of ordering, a higher principle governing the 15. Through the pre-Roman (e.g., pre-Claudius Ptolemy), Hellenistic period
generation of an unfolding manifold of validatable universal of European civilization, the followers of Plato, and other scientists of that

time, had established the so-called “solar hypothesis” on a valid empiricalphysical principles. It is implicit in the way in which Plato
basis. Moreover, during the Fifteenth Century, Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa,sets forth the paradoxes of his Parmenides, this sense of a
the founder of modern experimental physical science, had insisted upon thehigher principle of ordering exists, as an underlying, single
solar hypothesis. Despite the influence of the Sixteenth-Century Venetian

principle, which subsumes each and all of a manifold of valid- reaction in promoting Claudius Ptolemy’s hoax, the students of Cusa, such
atable universal physical principles. This shows, that there as Luca Pacioli and Leonardo da Vinci, laid the foundations upon which

Kepler explicitly premised his founding of modern, Kepler-Gauss astro-exists a higher form of hypothesis.
physics.Riemann’s notion of a series of multiply-connected mani-
16. It should be recalled, that Riemann was a product of the developmentsfolds of universal physical principles (a manifold of succes-
contributed by the neo-Greek-Classical school in science and art, the whichsive manifolds), which replaces all geometries of an aprio-
were launched by the three key figures of the mid-Eighteenth Century:

ristic form of physics, replacing such as one subsumed by a Kästner, Gotthold Lessing, and Moses Mendelssohn. It should be recalled,
Euclidean or quasi-Euclidean geometry, is an example of such for reasons to be made still clearer at an appropriate place later in this report,

that the defense of the combined legacies of Leibniz and Johann Sebastiana higher form of hypothesis, an anti-Euclidean principle of
Bach, was the premise upon which this Classical renaissance in Eighteenth
and Nineteenth Centuries’ science and artistic composition was premised.
The work of the successors Kästner, Gauss, and Riemann, in the development14. A classroom event from my own first-level secondary class in geometry,

typifies the point. The teacher posed the question: What is the use of studying of an anti-Euclidean geometry of physical space-time, was a resumption of
the Fifteenth-Century founding of modern physical science by Nicholas ofgeometry? I replied, by pointing out the cutting of holes in structural steel,

which I had observed in an earlier visit to the Charlestown, Massachusetts Cusa and such among his followers as Luca Pacioli and Leonardo da Vinci,
just as the Seventeenth-Century revolutions in scientific progress were cen-naval base. When I was challenged on my proposing this case, I replied with

the obvious answer: “To make them stronger.” The notable feature was the tered around the associates of the anti-empiricists Johannes Kepler and
Leibniz. The history of science, and of artistic culture, can not be adequatelyangry reaction from among some of the students in the classroom. Even

fifteen years later, one of those, then a university graduate student in science, appreciated, without great emphasis on the role of successive ebbs and flows
in the conflicting impulses of pro-Greek Classical renaissances, on the onebrought up the matter in response to his irritation at something which I had

just said; he showed that he was still rankled, years later, by his memory of side, and contrary eruptions of the reactionary Babylonian-Roman, anti-
humanistic reactions, on the opposing side. I employ the term “humanism”my reply to the teacher’s challenge. Healthy minds of children tend to see

geometry as a matter of the physical world, rather than a purely formal matter here, in the sense of Renaissance Christian humanism, which locates cogni-
tion as the redeemable, innate goodness defining man as made in the imageof abstract mathematical, classroom constructions. In my own experience,

and what I have observed in the development of other persons, the cultivation of the Creator. The Platonic conception of an anti-Euclidean physical space-
time geometry, has been an implicit impulse of these renaissances since noof that critical, physical sense of things, is an indispensable feature of the

creative development of the young. later than the founding of Plato’s Academy itself.
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Nicolaus Copernicus
(left) and Johannes
Kepler. There never was
a “Copernican
revolution”; it was
Kepler who proved that
a common, formalist
fallacy underlies the
failed astrophysics of
Ptolemy, Copernicus,
and Tycho Brahe.

subsuming ordering principle, a continuing, ontological prin- tial relative population-density of the human species? All that
is written hereafter, in this report, should be considered withciple of change.

Consider the practical significance of that principle of that statement of this report’s assigned mission prominently
in mind.higher hypothesis. Consider the question: What is the practi-

cal significance of a student’s ability to replicate several indi- To that latter end, we must approach that challenge by,
first, developing a clear conception of the specific distinctionvidual, validated discoveries of universal physical principle,

and to have insight into a qualitatively superior method within which sets the truly cultivated creative-scientific intellect
apart from the relatively more pedestrian sort of qualifiedthe domain of cognition, a method by means of which, an

unfolding series of such discoveries can be generated. Con- professional. This is to be found in the implications of this
notion of higher hypothesis. Such is the fertility of the creativesider the question: What is the difference between cognitive

knowledge of certain universal physical principles, and an intellect of an Eratosthenes, a Dante Alighieri, a Brunelleschi,
a Nicholas of Cusa, a Leonardo da Vinci, a Kepler, a Leibniz,assured capacity and method for generating entire series of

original such discoveries? a Gauss, and a Riemann.
This latter distinction among qualities of scientific think-The crucial question, as directly relevant to economics,

is: What is the causal form of action which generates a general ers, is not merely a matter of degree. The distinction is, as I
have said, qualitative. This point is made explicitly by bothincrease in the relative general productivity of the economy?

That action is not simply production, as by labor in and of Gauss and Riemann, in their replacement of the notion of
connectedness among empirically validated axiomatic princi-itself. That action is the expression of a principle of change,

a power which generates a principled change in the potential ples, by the notion of a multiply-connected manifold and its
associated characteristic.17 This notion of characteristic, to-relative population-density of the society. The cause of in-

creased productivity lies in the fruits of cognition, not the gether with the associated notion of general principles of
curvature, so situated, is a conception of crucial importancesimple act of labor as such. Hence, the functional notion to be

employed, can be nothing other than change, as defined by for the founding of an urgently needed new set of principles
of cost accounting. The equivalence of the notion of higherHeraclitus and Plato, as a power-generating change. The

question is not how to make a valid individual discovery of a hypothesis, as summarized here thus far, is crucial for the
effective shaping of general, long-range economic policies,universal principle; what is required, is the method for gener-

ating an unending series of successive such revolutions. What both within sovereign nations, and in their choices of long-
range cooperation.is required, is the deployment of the principle which assures

that latter result. The question is: how do we shape the eco- This same notion of higher hypothesis, when so situated
within the domain of physical economy, shows the dangerousnomic policies of a society, to ensure that that result is fos-

tered. How do we develop the discoverers, and how do we
ensure that the society is disposed and otherwise prepared to 17. On the uniqueness of Gauss’s precedence for Riemann’s own discoveries,

see the latter’s dissertation, pp. 272-276.assimilate such benefits to the effect of advancing the poten-
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error embedded axiomatically in the mistaking of sense-expe- is the specific form of the sometimes fatally ruinous, fatuous
delusions common to such cases as the historical tulip andrience as such, for a standard of truthfulness. This notion

of higher hypothesis, extended from the domain of physical John-Law-style financial bubbles of the Seventeenth and
Eighteenth Centuries, the evaporation of money itself in Ger-science, to include validatable and universal Classical princi-

ples of artistic and related composition, constitutes the do- many’s 1923 hyperinflation, and the mortally cancerous fi-
nancial bubble which accounts for most of the nominal finan-main of reason. Cognition, defined in this way, is the cognate

of the notion of reason, the latter as distinct from mere deduc- cial wealth popularly attributed to the U.S. and the world
today. It was never truly wealth; it was only a wish expressedtive logic. This distinction is not a merely formal one, but has

immediate moral consequences for society, both within the on paper. So, often, sly merchants have traded wishes for
horses.domain of scientific practice, and otherwise. It is in that sense,

and only that sense, that the term reason is used hereinafter,
by me. Physical science and productivity

From the outset of my referenced 1948-1952 studies, ITo sum up our discussion thus far. Thus, cognition, as
typified by the experience of replicating the argument of adopted the following, somewhat simplified, but appropriate

representation, of the functional connection between the dis-Plato’s Socratic dialogues, rather than sense-perception, is
the only faculty by means of which the individual human covery of universal physical principles, and the ensuing gen-

eration of new technologies of product design and produc-mind, and society in general, can actually know the truth in
any matter of universal principle. tive practice.

In brief: Of necessity, the appropriate experimental va-Here, in this report, our emphasis is upon curing those
heretofore commonplace fallacies, the which inhere in the lidation of a new scientific hypothesis, must feature, as

expressed within the design of that experiment, a directway in which today’s customarily taught doctrines of political
economy and cost accounting, especially so-called “standard reflection of the universal principle being tested within the

chosen experimental medium. That latter feature of a suc-cost accounting” have been presented. The point to be empha-
sized, most of all, is that those customary practices falsify the cessful such experiment, is the most appropriate functional

definition of a technology, as distinguished from that univer-knowable, physically efficient principle of action underlying
the apparent connection among the dots of perceived finan- sal physical principle from which that technology is thus de-

rived.cial-accounting events. It is customarily assumed, that the
connection among the dots, is deductive in nature, and there- To maintain coherence in this ongoing report, I select,

here again, the example of Wilhelm Weber’s experimentalfore linear. There lies the most common folly within today’s
generally practiced financial analysis. proof of the Ampère angular force. A study of the experimen-

tal apparatus employed for Wilhelm Weber’s proof, and mea-The axiomatic error characteristic of such customary
practices, is twofold. The first error is the assumption that surement, is an excellent choice of example, of the way in

which a test of proof of a specific universal physical principle,we may define the functional aspects of a political-economic
process, by substituting simply defined prices and other quan- must include elements of the experimental assembly which

correspond to the way in which that principle subsumes one ortities, as mere nouns, for the verbs which a competent func-
tional notion of economic process requires.18 In other words, more implied technologies.19 The measurement of universal

constants, by aid of such apparatus, as in the case of Weber’sthe mere “dots” of sense-perception are substituted for that
action, which, instead, should be reflected in the proper use measurement, is a readily recognized example of this kind

of connection.of verbs.
The second of those two errors runs as follows. A typical However, since the relations among physical principles

and technologies, must be situated within a valid sort of multi-clinical demonstration of the pathological implications of to-
day’s widely accepted opinions on matters of political econ- ply-connected manifold of the Gauss-Riemann type, we can

not limit the notion of technology to so relatively simple aomy and cost accounting, is the delusion that a mere financial
gain, such as a financial capital gain, even one premised on case, as the validation of a single physical principle within

a single choice of experimental medium. A rich plenum ofthe virtual gambler’s side-bets called financial derivatives, is
a contribution to the nation’s prosperity, its estimatable Gross experimental measurements remain to be considered. First,

there is the matter of physical-experimental determinationNational Product. The delusion, that money as such is wealth,
of characteristic curvature of the domain in which the new
principle is situated. Next, the issue of multiple-connected-

18. The same point, respecting the dominant function to be assigned to verbs, ness, invades the manufacturer’s department of experimental
was made, respecting philology in general, by the great Sanskrit philologist
Panini, who was approximately the contemporary of Plato. Most of the intel-
lectual defects in common use of language are reflections of the same pathol- 19. This is an especially appropriate case, because of the way in which

it situates that angular force, as a principle, within the relevant, multiply-ogy, known as nominalism, from which empiricism and related mental disor-
ders are derived. connected phase-space domain.
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reckless, as to imagine it might be permitted to reduce costs
by substituting so-called mathematical modelers, for the type
of design-engineering developed for the tasks of testing new
universal physical principles, should be promptly discharged,
that out of consideration for urgent issues of managerial in-
competence.

Overzealous cost-cutters must be forewarned, with suit-
able penalties attached, against neglecting this matter of prin-
ciple. On principle, neither financial-accounting projections,
nor other enterprises in mathematical modelling, have any
intrinsic competence, beyond the application of what have
already become empirically validated combinations of known
principles, technologies, and media of application em-
ployed.21 Indeed, for precisely this reason, safety reasons in-
cluded, empiricists and existentialists should be excluded
from positions of supervisory authority in scientific develop-
ment, in design of products and productive processes, and in
cost accounting and medium- to long-range budgeting of
large enterprises, national economies, and long-term eco-
nomic relations among states.

As I shall indicate at a later point in this report, attention
to these kinds of issues of economic policy, bearing upon the
functions of science and technology, must be shifted from
confinement to application within the relatively small scale
of the individual firm and locality, to the large, and from the
relatively short-term, of one to several years duration, to the
long term considered in the spatially large. Otherwise, theThe first Space Shuttle launch, Nov. 12, 1981. In subsequent years,
results will be akin to the catastrophic consequences for thean excessively cost-conscious approach led to the tragic explosion

of the Shuttle Challenger in January 1986, and has plagued the passengers on a ship of fools, of relying upon a transoceanic
space program ever since. navigator who is passionately persuaded, by limiting his edu-

cation to study of very small areas of space, that the world is
flat and the universe four-square.22

testing and design, whenever technologies are combined in a That said by way of introduction to the following point,
new way.20

look at the entire matter of economic policy, in the very large
That latter word of caution, represents an extended view that is to say, nationally, or globally, and in the long term, a

of the same matter addressed in the concluding portion of
Riemann’s habilitation dissertation. The characteristic curva-

configuration, is always a culpable, if only an ignorant disregard for elemen-ture of multiply-connected manifolds, is to be determined
tary standards of competence. The increase in aircraft and automotive designby the methods of measurement used for test of principle in
failures, caused by negligent confidence in cost-conscious mathematical

physics, not the methods of a merely formal mathematics. modeling, is typical.
Similarly, the significance of multiple-connectedness haunts

21. The same precaution is, of course, also applicable to the matter of the
the designer, whenever technologies derived from known physical scale within which the relevant action occurs.
principles are combined in a new way, within a single design. 22. Notice should be filed in this location; the caution just supplied is to be
Those combinations of technologies, must be measured as to received as including an implicit warning against the folly of Leonhard Eu-
their effects upon the characteristics of the assembly as a ler’s trivial efforts to discredit Leibniz’s conception of universal least action,

in Euler’s 1761 Letters to a German Princess. Euler’s trivial assumption,whole. Similarly, when technologies are generated in new
that the universe is simply linear in the infinitesimally small, is the root ofchoices of media, and new combinations of media, this change
the principal systemic mathematical follies of such as Lagrange, LaPlace,

must also be tested according to Riemann’s principle. Cauchy, Clausius, Grassman, et al. and also the fatal error of assumption
Therefore, any cost-conscious corporate management so underlying the so-called Kelvin-Clausius “laws” in thermodynamics. The

crucial issue, is the false assumption that the proof of physical principles
must be reducible to the form assumed in the algebraic treatment of the20. A notorious case, is the infamous result of an imprudent, excessively

cost-conscious use, of an inadequately tested substitution of a change in definition of the transcendental, successively, by Euler, Lambert, Hermite,
Lindemann, Felix Klein, et al. This is the devastating fallacy of axiomaticcomposition of an O-ring in a U.S. Space Shuttle launch-configuration. Reli-

ance on mathematical modelling (e.g., “benchmarking”) in the case of substi- assumption, upon which both the defective common practice of cost account-
ing in general, and systems analysis in general, is premised.tution of new materials and sub-assemblies, in a previously tested design
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Alone among all other species, man’s numerical increase is a function of increasing mastery over nature—�increase of
potential population-density—�as reflected historically in the increase of actual population-density. In transforming his
conditions of existence, man transforms himself. The transformation of the species itself is reflected in the increase of
estimated life-expectancy over mankind’s historical span. Such changes are primarily located in, and have
accelerated over, the last six-hundred years of man’s multi-thousand-year existence. Institutionalization of the
conception of man as the living image of God the Creator during the Golden Renaissance, through the
Renaissance creation of the sovereign nation-state, is the conceptual origin of the latter expansion of the
potential which uniquely makes man what he is.

FIGURE 2

Growth of European population, population-density, and life-expectancy at birth, estimated for 
100,000 B.C.–A.D. 1975.

All charts are based on standard estimates compiled by existing schools of demography. None claim any more precision than the indicative; however, the
scaling flattens out what might otherwise be locally, or even temporally, significant variation, reducing all thereby to the set of changes which is significant,
independant of the quality of estimates and scaling of the graphs. Sources: For population and population-density, Colin McEvedy and Richard Jones,
Atlas of World Population History; for life-expectancy, various studies in historical demography. 

Note breaks and changes in scales.

decade, a generation ahead, or even longer. millions living individuals. Such would have been the ecolog-
ical state of affairs for such a species under the conditionsTherefore, at this moment we interpolate, and emphasize

the way in which the definition of human nature, as defined existing on this planet during any part of a period of approxi-
mately the past two millions years to date.by cognition, assumes the role of the determining consider-

ation in economic analysis and related matters. I situate the The actually known increases of the potential relative hu-
man population-density, consist chiefly of some known his-connection to be made with a few pertinent background obser-

vations. torical accounts, dating presently from no earlier than approx-
imately 12,000 years before the present, plus artefacts whichIf the human species were a type of great ape, the human

population of this planet would never have exceeded several date known human existence and activity, to no later than
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several hundred thousands of years ago.23 The most notable other known or suspected case prior to that time.26 The figure
for population growth shown here, [Figure 2] has the doubleassociated difficulty confronting the paleontologist on this

latter account, is to determine whether a relevant relic repre- significance, that it has been used repeatedly, as a statement
of fact, by each of two diametrically opposing factions, bothsents the remains of a human individual, or some higher-ape-

like creature. This distinction requires nothing different than the pro-Malthusian and the anti-Malthusians. I use it here to
illustrate the correlation between the emergence of the institu-evidence which associates that relic with artefacts of clearly

human activity.24 In light of the known ability of higher apes, tion of the sovereign nation-state, during the Fifteenth Cen-
tury Golden Renaissance, and the emergence of the indicatedsuch as chimpanzees, to learn, and to transmit learning to their

offspring, such artefacts, whether as assessed singly, or in long-range trend of increase of potential relative population-
density. Those who promote drastic reductions in the humancombinations, can not be securely identified as products of

human activity, unless they are, without doubt, products of population, the modern Malthusians, such as U.S. Vice-Presi-
dent Al Gore, for example, use it as evidence to show thehuman cognition, rather than merely the kinds of transmitta-

ble learning associated with the higher apes, for example. urgency of eradicating the modern sovereign nation-state.
The latter propose to arrest technological progress, reduceAs I have already reported here, the earliest secure such

dating known to me, has been identified by relevant scientists sharply the life-expectancy of selected portions of the human
population, as savagely as Adolf Hitler attempted, and to de-as dated to several hundreds of thousands of years ago. The

artefacts associated with that site, well crafted throwing stroy the sovereign nation-state, in favor of a return to the kind
of world government which existed under both the Romanspears, reflect the existence of a culture existing in Europe,

during what was probably an inter-glacial period, a product of Empire and European feudalism.27

The functional basis for that increase in potential relativea culture which must be dated even earlier, to many preceding
generations. However, precisely because of approximately population-density, as brought about by globally extended

modern European cultural progress, was the establishment oftwo millions years of glacial cycles, the repeatedly glaciated
regions of the northern hemisphere, are not the likely places the modern, sovereign form of nation-state. This was a form

of state organized around that same Fifteenth Century com-in which to locate the settings of the earliest phases of human
cultural development and its transmission.25 Such a broad- monwealth principle, the principle of the obligation of gov-
brush overview, is sufficient for our consideration here, on
the topic of cost accounting, respecting the general state of

26. The only approximation of similar progress in Europe earlier, is that ofcurrently available knowledge respecting the antiquity of hu-
the development of pre-Roman, Classical Greek culture, the culture on whichman culture.
the Golden Renaissance was premised. The triumph of Rome, from aboutSuch background evidence taken into account, there is
the beginning of the Second Century B.C., was, overall, a cultural and demo-

no doubt, that the increase of the human species’ potential graphic disaster. Indeed, the Romantic legacy left behind from the collapse
relative population-density since the Fifteenth Century Euro- of decadent pagan Rome, has been not only the curse of Europe ever since,

but the principal factor in every moral and related setback to modern Europe’spean Renaissance, has been qualitatively greater than in any
civilization, since the A.D. 1511-1513 triumph of Venice over the League
of Cambrai.

23. Recent archaeological work in Germany’s Hartz Mountains has revealed
27. Al Gore, Jr., Earth in the Balance: Ecology and the Human Spirit (Newwell-crafted throwing spears, solidly dated to about 400,000 years ago. The
York: Houghton Mifflin, 1992). The school of neo-Malthusian of Canada’simplements reflect a technological skill by their makers, that has generally
Maurice Strong, to which has Al Gore attached himself since the early 1970s,not been credited to humans of this Pleistocene, so-called Lower Paleolithic,
demands reductions as high as 80% more, of current world levels. Even farperiod. See Hartmut Thieme, “Lower Paleolithic Hunting Spears from Ger-
lesser reductions could not be effected except by emulating the genocidalmany,” Nature, Feb. 27, 1997, pp. 807-810; Robin Dennell, “The World’s
methods of Adolf Hitler, et al. In the modern history of European civilization,Oldest Spears,” Nature, Feb. 27, 1997, pp. 767-768.
Nazism was but one variety of those oligarchical, Romantic currents of oli-

24. Brain-cavity size, for example, is not a reliable indicator. garchism modelled upon the cultural model of the Roman Empire, and Baby-
lon before it. All seek a return to the Roman imperial model of a society25. For that and other reasons, the most important area of potential continuity

of cultures prior to the currently waning interglacial warming phase, is the under a single, global “rule of law,” a rule of law merely typified by the Code
of Diocletian. Gore is a representative of one of those currents, a variety ofemergence and persistence of transoceanic cultures, notably those known

trans-Atlantic and trans-Pacific maritime language-cultures which overlap fascist current typified by the so-called “Nashville Agrarian,” neo-Confeder-
acy legacy of Robert Penn Warren, William Yandell Elliot, et al. Lest therethe earliest portion of current history. Only wildly ideological presumption

supports the “history began at Sumer,” and related dogmas, such as the be indignant protests against that use of the term “fascist,” the reader should
be cautioned, that, in modern European history, it signifies radical expres-“hydraulic society” myths. The fact is, that a maritime culture of the “black-

headed people,” a Dravidian-language-group, founded Sumer, and colonized sions of those social and political movements which are to be identified with
the modern Conservative Revolution, those radical movements based on anthe Semites of that locality. It was the collapse of Sumer, which led into the

Semitic copy of that Dravidian maritime colony’s culture. An analogous pre- oligarchical lackey’s type of impulses, as by the would-be Caesars, Napoleon
Bonaparte and Adolf Hitler, for example, to reinstate the Roman tradition inhistory, from Egyptian accounts, traced the origins of Egypt to a similar

maritime culture’s intervention, resulting in a Mosaic Hebrew culture, that law, in opposition to the modern nation-state’s law of the general welfare.
Like Ku Klux Klan enthusiast Woodrow Wilson, the “Nashville Agrarians”of an Egypt-typical set of cleanliness rules, directly opposite to those of the

Mesopotamian Semitic sect. See later note, on Moses and monotheism, meet the requirements for such classification of radical Romantic conserva-
tism, as “southern fried fascism,” exactly.below.
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change-rate monetary system, re-
flects the combined impact, and in-
terdependency of several fruits of
the nation-state institution itself.
These fruits included the political
and social reforms in aid of the gen-
eral welfare, the promotion of the
role of the state in both economic-
protectionist measures and build-
ing of basic economic infrastruc-
ture according to the requirements
of the general welfare, and the re-
lated promotion of education in

The graph of population physical science, technology, and
growth shown in Figure 2 has

Classical culture. That interdepen-been used to contrary
dency of these cited influences, thatpurposes by two diametrically

opposing factions, notably the under the indispensable role of the
two contenders for the institution of the sovereign nation-
Democratic Party state, defines the point of birth of
Presidential nomination: the

modern political economy.anti-Malthusian Lyndon H.
At this point in this report, ourLaRouche, Jr. (left) and the

Malthusian Al Gore, Jr. attention is focussed upon the func-
tional role performed, to this physi-
cal-economic effect, by promotion
of scientific and technological

progress. The interrelated role of the latter with social andernment, to promote the general welfare for all of the popula-
tion, the principle of a true republic, which was later adopted political reforms in the practice of political economy, we shall

examine at a later point in this report. At this point, our atten-in the opening paragraphs of the U.S. 1776 Declaration of
Independence and the 1789 Preamble of the U.S. Federal Con- tion is focussed on the causal (functional) relationship be-

tween discovery and validation of universal physical princi-stitution.
Prior to the Golden Renaissance, and the resulting new ples and increase of potential relative population-density.

The listing of the immediately preceding considerationsform of sovereign state under France’s Louis XI and En-
gland’s Henry VII, the majority of the human population, brings us, to the way in which the most specific distinction of

the individual person, the universal principle of cognition,under all governments, was treated as human cattle, virtually
owned, used, or culled, by choice of either a ruling oligarchy, defines the characteristic features of both mankind’s func-

tional determination of increases of its potential relative popu-or by an imperial power, such as the Caesars, which had been
chosen to represent and regulate such a ruling oligarchy. It is lation-density in general, and the underlying principles of a

modern political economy, in particular. To situate this phasethe demographic and related benefits of that modern form
of sovereign nation-state republic, which are reflected in the of the report, I return your attention, briefly, to my work from

the 1948-1952 interval, focussing on a work being done circaFigure shown here.
That commonwealth, or republican principle, as President 1948. In the effort to sort out the tumult which my undertaking

against statistical information theory, had generated withinAbraham Lincoln defined our republic (but neither Presidents
Theodore Roosevelt nor Woodrow Wilson), was the immedi- me then, I compared the problem of defining the impact of

technological progress, with the seemingly analogous prob-ate and principled cause for the doubling of the national in-
come of France under the short reign of Louis XI. It was as lems of defining living processes, other than in the customary

clinical way, as the axiomatic issue of the functional naturea by-product of those measures taken in France, then, and
England shortly after that, that the conditions of life, national of life itself was addressed in Professor Nicolas Rashevsky’s

two texts on mathematical biophysics.28income, and potential relative population-density of Euro-
pean population, have enjoyed the long-term rate of improve-

28. Nicolas Rashevsky, Mathematical Biophysics: Physicomathematicalment experienced, in net effect, during the half-millennium
Foundations of Biology (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1938), andsince.
–-, Mathematical Biology of Social Behavior (Chicago: University of Chi-

The fact that this improvement continued, as a long-term cago Press, 1951). Rashevsky’s work complements that of such followers of
trend, until the turn for the worse, thirty years ago, with the the Mendeleyev tradition in chemistry as Oparin and Vernadsky. The latters’

bearing on the same matter received much attention from me during thatintroduction of the cumulatively disastrous floating-ex-
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As to the matter of physical principle, it was then already through the Four Serious Songs of Johannes Brahms. Such
song-treatments of Classical poetry, come nearest to makingclear to me, that increase of potential relative population-

density, must be defined as a function of the application of implicitly clear the idea of the poem itself,29 and the appro-
priate literate form of prosody essential to enabling the indi-additional, validated universal physical principles. It was

also clear, that the role of the new technologies derived from vidual hearer to replicate the cognitive idea of the poem in
his or her own cognitive experience. Civilized people dovalidation of such universal principles, were a subsidiary

function of the demographic function, a function driven not recite poetry; they sing it. The best musicians never sing
the mere notes, and the best actors never recite the mereprimarily by the unfolding of new physical principles. How-

ever, it also became clear to me, and increasingly so, over words; they sing the music heard in the cognitive processes
of the mind. They sing, to convey that music heard in thethe course of the years 1948-1951, that, for elementary epis-

temological reasons, the kind of mathematics employed so cognitive processes of their own mind, into the mind of the
audiences. As the great Classical poet, John Keats, wrote:cleverly by Rashevsky et al., could not describe such a

demographic function. Had Rashevsky’s approach been That music of the mind, that sweetest sound, so composed,
so performed, subsumes the appearance of the mere notes—premised on an epistemologically sound conception, of the

crucial, axiomatically categorical distinction of living from the mere “dots” of sense-perception.
The cognitively witting scientific thinker, recognizes anon-living processes, the problem would have remained, that

the categorically axiomatic uniqueness of human cognitive connection between the emotional function of such sung Clas-
sical prosody, and the passion of concentration required toprocesses, among living species, was clearly the root of

the stubborn difference between the cognitive nature of the generate a validatable discovery of a universal physical prin-
ciple. This is the same passion which Plato identifies as agapē,human individual, and the qualitatively inferior quality of

all other living species. the passion for truth and justice, and the same notion of agapē,
elaborated by the Christian Apostle Paul’s I Corinthians 13.Therefore, it was made clear to me then, that the possibil-

ity of uncovering the specific quality of superiority of the Without that specific quality of passion, common to scientific
discovery and the expression of the same quality of passionhuman individual, to that of any other species, could not be

found in any formal-mathematical modelling; it could be lo- in such artistic forms as great Classical song-prosody, valid
replication of a validatable universal physical principle, werecated only in an empirical approach to the event-experience

of cognition itself. I have described the elementary expression not possible.
This quality of passion can not be expressed in nouns; itof that event-experience (paradox, cognition, validation)

above. is associated with the verb, but, that only in the case that the
use of the verb corresponds to a form of action which resultsThe most direct way to get at “the structure” of the interior

of that kind of event-experience, was to note the equivalence in a change in state of some stated or implied object, subject,
or both. This includes all literate uses of the verb “to be,”between the role of metaphor in the composition of Classical

poetry, and the re-enactment of a validatable, cognitive gener- those which express the notion of becoming.30

This notion of the proper role of the verb in rigorous useation of universal physical principle. For various reasons, the
most reliable way of defining this aspect of Classical poetry, of language, is determining in both Classical artistic composi-

tion and physical science, as the philologist Panini stressedwas to focus upon certain song-settings of Classical poetry.
The strictly defined metaphor of Classical poetry, has the this point. The strict, correct usage of the term “non-linear”

in physical science, is also associated with that employmentsame characteristic features as the ontological paradox of
Plato’s Parmenides, and, also, the prompting of a validatable of the verb in literate forms of language and Classical artistic

composition in general: something—my self or some otherdiscovery of a universal physical principle.
The meaning of such a poem, can never be located in agency—is acting to change the universe from what it was

during an antecedent moment. This same notion is the pivotalthe mere grammatical ordering of the words themselves; it
depends upon the correct, polyphonic rendering of the feature of competent forms of cost accounting and economic

forecasting. This view of the role of the verb, is crucial forpoem’s utterance, the quality of polyphonic rendering typical
of the song-settings of Classical, and also folk poetry and grasping the Riemannian non-linearity of the form of action
song. Such are the methods of motivic thorough-composi-
tion, as typified by the methods shown in the span of Classi-

29. This was the common standpoint, on setting of poetry to music, of Frie-cal composition, from Wolfgang Mozart’s Das Veilchen
drich Schiller, Ludwig van Beethoven, and Franz Schubert, in explicitly
stated opposition, on this issue, to Goethe and to the composer Reichardt.same general period of work. Vernadsky is the figure whose work on this
The same issuewas the point of the disagreementbetween Goethe and Mozarttopic I find most agreeable, epistemologically. Indeed, the founding of the
on the subject of Mozart’s song settings.Fusion Energy Foundation was a direct outgrowth of a letter on the subject

of an epistemological view rooted in issues of an hylozoic standpoint in 30.For example, the correspondingusage of“I am” wouldbe better expressed
by the use of “I am making myself so” (or, “becoming more myself,” orRiemannian biophysics, a letter which I issued to my associates during

Spring 1973. “becoming less like myself”) as an implied synonym for “I am.”
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which generates those transformations which link one dot to of well ordered individual cognition.
This expresses a unique quality of experimental evidenceanother, as in cost accounting and economic forecasting.31

The fundamental principle of the science of physical of a universal principle. The implications of that principle
may be read, either as the secularist version 1) the universeeconomy, is the anti-entropic effect of the efficient application

of an expanding, Riemannian, multiply-connected manifold generated the emergence of a species, mankind, which could
manage, and become a cause for the continuing, noetic self-of universal physical principles, expressed as an increase in

the general potential relative population-density of society.32 development of that universe; or, in other words, the Biblical
view, 2) that the Creator of the universe made men and womenIn the history of science, this use of the term anti-entropy,

or negative entropy, in the science of physical economy, was of such a human nature as in His own image.33

The corollary of this, is that these considerations define aborrowed from biology. It signifies the principled difference
between the axiomatic type of behavior exhibited by develop- corresponding, implied body of natural law, truthfully know-

able by means of cognition, which is the highest body of man-ing living organizations, as contrasted with non-living ones
of very similar, or closely related, organic chemical compo- made law, superior in authority to all man-made constitutions,

or other man-made law. On this account, the fundamentalsition.
The demonstration of that fundamental principle of physi- principle of constitutional law, is, that the only source of legit-

imate authority of government, is the state’s unshirkable dutycal economy, implicitly generates the following, most impor-
tant ontological paradox of all physical science. and unique power, to promote the general welfare of all the

living and their posterity. So, for example, the first three para-The fact, that the universe submits consistently, in that
way, to such application of advancing discovery and applica- graphs of the 1776 U.S. Declaration of Independence, and the

corresponding 1789 Preamble of the U.S. Federal Constitu-tion of all validatable universal physical principle, and not
otherwise, shows, in first approximation: that the universe tion, are the sole ultimate authority in law for the U.S.A.

Not only are those latter conceptions epistemologicallyis implicitly pre-disposed, as if by pre-design, to submit to
mankind’s will, on this account, whenever mankind acts on legitimate ones. Without taking these explicitly into account,

there will never be a competent conception of the properbehalf of those discoveries of universal physical principle.
Since the effect of this cooperative social application of the meaning of the term “physical science,” nor of the underlying,

fundamental principles of political economy, either. There-sovereign power of individual cognition, is to increase man-
kind’s power in and over the universe—per capita, and per fore, let us briefly draw out the practical implications of what

I have just emphasized.square kilometer of the Earth’s surface, that connection
shows, that the characteristics of the underlying laws of the The prevalent, false portrayal of physical science, as

expressed, wittingly or not, in today’s typical university anduniverse, and the characteristics expressed by the processes
of cognition, are congruent. That is to say: the underlying law its textbooks, is a reflection of the imposition of the same

aprioristic notion commonly underlying both the mortalist,of the universe, is expressed by the same principle of higher
hypothesis which is expressed by the generalized processes neo-Aristotelean doctrine of Padua’s notorious Pietro

Pomponazzi, and the so-called empiricist, Voltairean, or
Enlightenment tradition of Venice’s Paolo Sarpi and Antonio

31. The term “non-linear” is used here in the sense of regular, but non-
Conti. This is the aprioristic view expressed as the centralconstant curvature. That notion is defined by the work to this effect by Kepler,
principle of Thomas Hobbes;34 John Locke and IsaacLeibniz, Gauss, Riemann, et al. It coincides, in physical-mathematical prac-

tice, with the Leibniz-Gauss-Riemann notion of a characteristic curvature
of the relevantphysical space-time, as thisdistinctivecharacteristic ofaction,
of specific manifolds, is to be associated with the notion of a well-ordered
series of Riemannian multiply-connected manifolds. Like the notions of 33. My distinction between those two views, here, should not be read as

implying either aprioristic arbitrariness, or paganistic anthropomorphism,curvature defined by Nicholas of Cusa, as in his De docta ignorantia, as
opposed to the algebraic, formalist standpoint of Euler, Lambert, Lagrange, respecting the Christian concept of the cognitive personality of the God of

Moses’ Genesis 1. The personality of the Christian Apostles’ Mosaic God, isLaplace, Cauchy, Hermite, Lindemann, Felix Klein, et al.
of a being who pervades efficiently the simultaneity of eternity, the implicitly32. The use of the term anti-entropic, rather than “negative entropy,” has
knowable personality of that Platonic Good which subsumes the principle ofbeen made necessary by the popularization of the way in which the term
higher hypothesis. As Cusa demonstrated from the records of the Greekentropy is used, increasingly, during the post-1946 decades, that under the
Orthodox authorities, the Augustinian insertion of filioque explicitly withinpernicious influence of the radical Malthusians, and the spreading cult of
the Nicene Creed, has this implication. The contrary view, of God as havinginformation theory. The pathological use of the term entropy, dates from the
set a lawful, thereafter fixed Creation and its laws into initial motion, is, asformulation, by transparent fallacy of composition of evidence, of the dubi-
Philo of Alexandria and many other theologians have shown, an impossibleous “laws of thermodynamics,” by Clausius, Grassmann, Kelvin, et al. The
ontological paradox. Nonetheless, as I am in the process of exposing this factTwentieth-Century abuse of Ludwig Boltzmann’s work, by Wiener’s abuse
now, the expression of that issue within the scope of the principal issuesof “negative entropy,” and congruent charlatanry by von Neumann et al.,
of this present point of our report here, is that exactly such an impossibleduring the past six-odd decades, has spilled back into broad areas of academic
ontological paradox, is demonstrably the usual, pathological standpoint ofand related professional uses, from the incestuously intertwined, post-war
the view and practice of physical science today.cults of “information theory,” “systems analysis,” and “artificial intelli-

gence.” 34. Hobbes was a student of Paolo Sarpi’s house-lackey Galileo Galilei.
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Newton;35 Bernard Mandeville’s pro-satanic The Fable of the nistic irrationalists, represents the continued building of the
foundation of the ruinous British doctrine of political-econ-Bees;36 François Quesnay’s pro-feudalist, mystical dogma of

laissez-faire;37 Adam Smith’s axiomatically irrational doc- omy, to the present day. This is also the most important of the
anti-Renaissance influences which, by no mere coincidence,trine of “free trade;”38 and British Foreign Office head Jer-

emy Bentham’s 1789 An Introduction to the Principles of have continued to pollute the teaching and practice of physi-
cal science, from the time of Padua’s Pietro Pomponazzi,Morals and Legislation.39 Notably, this array of rabid, hedo-
to the present.

Consider a frequent expression of that same crucial ele-35. As Leibniz emphasized this, respecting the aprioristic reliance of
Newton’s mechanistic doctrines on the notion of “God’s Clock,” in the ment of irrationalism, in the behavior of even today’s other-
Leibniz-Newton-Clarke exchange. Note also, that the language, “life, liberty, wise gifted science professional. Observe the incidence of
and the pursuit of happiness,” in the 1776 U.S. Declaration of Independence,

those cases, in which one among them protests against mywas taken directly from Leibniz’s posthumously published attack on John
view. In my experience, a typical such professional, may ei-Locke. On the latter, see the report of Phil Valenti, “The Anti-Newtonian

Roots of the American Revolution,” EIR, Dec. 1, 1995. ther profess, that he has no professional responsibility to un-
derstand economics, or, much worse, he gives his implicit36. The Fable of the Bees, or Private Vices, Public Benefits, 1714. This

same pro-satanic doctrine of Mandeville, was anointed, and explicitly so, by political support to the dogmas of such figures as the Mont
Friedrich von Hayek, as the kernel of the religious faith of the doctrine of Pelerin Society’s Friedrich von Hayek and Milton Friedman,
“freedom” adopted by both the British Mont Pelerin Society and its Washing- or even Vice-President Al Gore’s lunatic political-economic
ton, D.C. subsidiary, the Heritage Foundation. This adoration of the necessity

“algorerythms.” Physician, heal thyself: such are typical ofof universal immoral licentiousness, is the notion of “democracy” espoused
the conceptual aberrations prevalent among today’s scienceand practiced by Project Democracy, since the founding of the National

Endowment for Democracy, in 1982. The shameful support for legalization professionals. Recognizing the nature of such behavior
of narco-terrorist drug-trafficking, from Colombia, into the U.S.A., by Secre- among some specialists in physical science, sometimes even
tary Madeleine Albright’s State Department, is consistent with Mandeville’s, otherwise outstanding suchfigures, should evoke compassion
Jeremy Bentham’s, and George Soros’ dogmas.

for the related conceptual shortcomings found among so
37. Quesnay, like Newton and Voltaire, was a follower of the doctrines of

many of today’s accountants andfinancial analysts, who, typi-both Sarpi and Conti. He argued, that the feudal title to estates made the fruit
cally, lack a competent education in the basics of science.of production an epiphenomenon of that title, and thus the sole “shareholder

value,” Lockean “property,” of the landlord, for which that shareholder owed The simplest approach to understanding the source of
nothing to the work performed by the serfs, or any other agency in society. such aberrations among scientists, is to trace the problem to
This mystical dogma of laissez-faire, is among the numerous plagiarisms of the increasing popularization of mathematical models, both
France’s Physiocrats by Lord Shelburne’s lackey, Adam Smith.

in classrooms, and in the daily practice of today’s scientists
38. Smith, like Immanuel Kant, originally a follower of the so-called “Scot- and engineers. The outlook so induced in the mind of the
tish moral philosophy” of David Hume, was picked up by the British East

victim, is a certain, induced habit of thinking about the physi-India Company’s Lord Shelburne, no later than 1763, and assigned, by Shel-
cal universe, a practice which implies, that universal physicalburne, to develop a policy used for the double purpose of destroying both

the economy of France, and the industrial development of the monarchy’s laws pre-existed, prior to mankind, in the form of the mathe-
English-speaking colonies. Shelburne’s protégé Smith spent much of the matical models widely adopted, ex cathedra, today.
interval 1763-1776 in France, plagiarizing much from the writings of Physio- For example, as what appears to have been typical of him,
crats such as Quesnay and Turgot. Later, during an interval of 1782-83, while

Bertrand Russell carried this pathological view of science toShelburne was Britain’s Prime Minister, Shelburne inserted agreement to the
a point even beyond its deductive limits, during an utteranceMandeville-Quesnay-Turgot-Smith dogma of “free trade” into the prelimi-

naries of the peace-treaty between the warring France and United Kingdom. of the late 1920s. He asserted the coming end of scientific
The continued prosecution of these “free trade” negotiations, was marked by progress. He argued, that the available, untapped hoard of
the role of a Swiss banker from Lausanne, the infinitely picaresque rogue, such universal mathematical-physical laws, represents noth-
Jacques Necker, a close confederate of Shelburne’s circles, and sometime

ing but a rapidly vanishing residue of what had been, fromFinance Minister and also Prime Minister of France. Necker’s wife, had
been involved, prior to her marriage, in a protracted Romantic liaison with
Shelburne’s lackey Edward Gibbon, of Decline and Fall of the Roman axiomatically. Bentham was made thefirst head of the British Foreign Office,
Empire notability. Necker’s daughter, Germaine, was the notorious Madame beginning 1782, by the intervention of the same Lord Shelburne who was
de Staël of Kant foe, and poet Heinrich Heine’s attack upon the corrupting also the patron of Adam Smith, Edward Gibbon, and many others of the same
influence of Romanticism in Germany. All were intimately associated with stripe. As head of the Foreign Office, Bentham was the personal controller
the network of salons which had been established by Antonio Conti, as and trainer of the infamous Danton and the Swiss recruit Marat, each of
typified by the circles of Voltaire et al. in France, Switzerland, and Germany. whom Bentham personally trained, and deployed from London, to Paris, to
These were also the salon circles of Shelburne in France, since his education lead the model escalation of the Jacobin Terror in France. This was the same
there. It was Necker who brought about the bankrupting of the French monar- Bentham whom Simon Bolı́var later denounced as the author of the worst
chy, from the inside, andwho served as thedirty Dukeof Orleans’ confederate evils inserted into the Hispanic Americas. Bentham was also the creator of
in launching the celebrated incident of July 14, 1789, as part of Necker’s own the infamous Lord Palmerston. It was the same Bentham who, as he had
campaign for appointment as Prime Minister, which began the unleashing of trained and deployed Marat and Danton, had a key role in orchestrating the
the initial bloody phase of the Jacobin Terror in France. Duke of Wellington’s use of the decadent Fouché, to put the pathetic British

puppet, King Louis XVIII, rather than Presidential candidate and republican39. The aprioristic so-called hedonistic principle, or “felicific calculus,” on
which the utilitarian dogma of Bentham, John Stuart Mill, et al. was premised patriot Lazare Carnot, into power in France.
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composition. The test, to be rigorous, must be defined in terms
of larger, multiply-connected aggregations, as phase-spaces.
The designer of such tests, must think, on a broad scale, in
terms of long waves, of general scientific and physical eco-
nomic progress. Such waves must be correlated with the
growth of per-capita and per-square-kilometer productivity
over significant periods. Study such patterns, under condi-
tions within periods both of stagnation in, and during bursts
of investment in scientific and technological progress in agri-
culture, manufacturing, and basic economic infrastructure-
building in the public sector.

To illustrate that, study the manner in which Benjamin
Franklin’s great-grandson, Philadelphia’s and West Point
Military Academy’s Alexander Dallas Bache, played a key
role, in bringing the impact of the scientific work of the circles
of Germany’s Gauss and Alexander von Humboldt into the
United States. Think of Bache’s role, in terms of such out-
comes as the “Thomas Edison phenomenon,” the rapid elec-
trification in the U.S. and Emil Rathenau’s Germany. See this
leading to an explosive upsurge in U.S. industrial productiv-
ity, during the early Twentieth Century. That result is typical
of appropriate economic demonstrations, of the efficacy of
scientific discovery, as demonstrated by the increase, as under
France’s Louis XI, of the potential relative population-density
of the human species.

In these, as all related matters, the test of truthfulness in
expressed opinion, is a test of the efficacy of the powers ofThe aberrations among scientists are typified by the pathological

case of Bertrand Russell, who asserted the coming end of scientific that anti-empiricist faculty, Socratic cognition, as typified in
progress, since once the fixed set of mathematical laws were variety by Plato’s Meno, Theaetetus, and Timaeus, in pro-
discovered, there would be nothing left to explore. ducing validatable discoveries of universal principle. In the

final analysis, the only valid test, on which the truthful author-
ity of all opinion depends, is the willful increase of mankind’s

the start of Creation, a fixed set of such discoverable mathe- power in and over the universe, as measurable per capita, for
matical laws.40 Many scientists might disagree with Russell’s the entire population, and as measurable per square kilometer
argument, as to the quantity of discoveries still available to of the Earth’s surface-area. It is upon that standard, as defined
be made. After the rampant decay of university education, by the science of physical economy, that the validity of any
during the course of the recent decades, relatively few remain, presumed universal physical principle, depends.
who would be able to identify correctly the precise nature of Thus, stating the matter in these appropriate terms, so
the systemic fraud implicit in Russell’s argument. the authority of the putatively trained scientific professionals

The point here is, that it is only in that view of economic must be measured. So, their competence must ultimately be
processes supplied by a science of physical economy, that judged. They are all, whether they wish to acknowledge this
the proof of the validity, and nature of universal physical fact, or not, subject to that standard of a science of physical
principles, could be securely established. To test each princi- economy. Indeed, the authority of all opinion depends upon
ple individually to that purpose, would represent a fallacy of that same test of man’s power to increase his power in and over

the universe. That physical-economic, cognitive standard, is
40. Since Russell insisted that he, as a titled British imperial oligarch from the ultimate scientific measure of truth in all matters, includ-
the Palmerston and John Stuart Mill era, bitterly resented the United States

ing the domain of mathematical physical science. So, a profes-and agro-industrial, science-driven economy, one must ask oneself whether
sional, in any profession, is to be judged, primarily, as a hu-Russell’s desire to see the backside of God in this matter, were not the

determining element of wishfulness in his argument of that time. Nonethe- man being. Otherwise, science itself might be left to roam
less, there is no doubt that Russell’s view of scientific creativity was, like perilously, unguided, like a Bertrand Russell or John von
that of his sycophant John von Neumann, of the mechanistic sort. His view Neumann, near the outer rim of Jonathan Swift’s floating
of scientific discovery accords with the impossible ontological paradox of a

island of Laputa.Creator who had created a fixed universe with permanently fixed laws, thus
To summarize the argument made, up to this point, werendering Himself, as the mephistophelean Russell seems to have wished,

impotent to perform any further action upon that universe. have the following.
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Consider the case of those pitiable illiterates, such as the ing to the constitutional principle of the general welfare? Is it
not, therefore, clearly, the case, that a nominal scientist wholicentiously liberal doctrinaires of the ultra-Conservative,

Mandevillian Heritage Foundation, who insisted upon a sepa- views himself and his work as a kind of “ivory tower” practice,
is not morally qualified to be considered as a scientist, not fitration of “pure” from “applied” science. Their argument, typi-

fied by the case of Heritage’s since-deceased Lt.-Gen. (ret.) to be considered as implicitly morally trustworthy as a true
expert, in his proclamations? Are we not obliged to end theDaniel Graham, was that the process of discovery and valida-

tion of new physical principles, such as the discovery of prin- trend toward replacing competent scientists, by Heritage’s
reign of money-grubbing yahoos? Are not all qualified scien-ciples of nuclear fission and fusion, of space exploration, and

so on, was the work of impractical, “ivory tower” academics. tists to be held morally accountable, not only to promote no
unnecessary harm, but also not to neglect the duty of promot-It thus appeared to escape his attention, that none of these

discoveries would have been effected without governmental ing benefits for the general welfare, including the promotion
of the increase of the potential relative population-density offunding. On these premises, Graham proposed, that instead

of investing in discovery and development of validatable new the human species as a whole?
More important than the case of the individual scientist,physical principles, government development programs

should be limited to what would be in fact technologically or relevant policy-shapers in industry, education, and govern-
ment, is the need to define the responsibility of governmentobsolete new assemblies, composed of technologies already

gathering dust on the shelves of Wall Street-owned private itself accordingly, especially its economic policies. As ac-
countability for efficient promotion of the general welfare ismilitary contractors. He made this the theme of a virulent

attack on the proposal, and upon me, personally, for what the only legitimate premise for even the very existence of a
sovereign nation-state, this policy respecting the function ofbecame the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), during 1982,

before it was adopted; immediately after its adoption, he led in scientific progress, is a matter of a test of the government’s
moral fitness to exist. Since the functions of accounting andthe preponderantly successful campaign, to exclude all those

viable lines of fundamental research, which might compete financial analysis impinge upon the policy-shaping of govern-
ment in this respect, those professions must adopt a congruentwith off-the-shelf approaches to the technologies of Wall

Street-controlled military vendors. standard of truthfulness respecting the profferred product of
their professions.The case of the Heritage Foundation’s Graham, although

a lurid one, the more clearly and simply illustrates the general On this account, the referenced policies of the Heritage
Foundation and its Daniel Graham, represented implicitlyproblem. As if in loving memory of the Roman Emperor

Diocletian and his Code, the advocates of such distinctions culpable fraud and negligence. Indeed, that liberal school of
empiricist political-economy and related policy-shaping, isbetween pure and applied science, are arguing against any

direct or indirect, putative subsidies of scientific progress, by less of a profession, than an infectious disease preying upon
humanity, that in the same manner the economists associatedgovernment, either in the form of direct grants of government

funds, or indirectly, through taxation policies and other forms with the British East India Company’s Haileybury School,
authored such genocidal atrocities as the organized faminesof regulatory measures. Theirs is that sick mentality which

fosters rabid cuts in taxation on purely speculative, and there- which the British Empire deployed to regulate the population
of Nineteenth and also early Twentieth Centuries India. “Freefore parasitical forms offinancial capital gains, while refusing

to consider a President John Kennedy-style of investment trade” for everyone? Or, better said, perhaps, rendering “Vo-
gelfrei” those deemed “useless eaters,” as Wall Street’s ap-tax-credit, which has been shown, repeatedly in our national

history, the best suited to promote the kinds of capital invest- proach to looting of health-care and related entitlements, in-
creases the morbidity rates of entire strata within the U.S.ment fostering the increase of scientific progress, and of its

productive and related applications. population itself.41

Pose the view directly contrary to that of the Heritage
Foundation and its like. Does science have a moral responsi- ‘Non-linear’: What does it mean?

I shall now indicate the reasons why the results of anybility for promoting, both the discovery and economic realiza-
tion of those advances in technology, whichflow, as products, application of what have been, heretofore, generally accepted
from the discovery and validation of universal physical prin-
ciples? Does government not have a profound, unshirkable 41. Vogelfrei: German slang-expression for a soul freed from the body.
responsibility, under the general welfare principle, for pro- Hence, also frequently used during the Nazi period for such topics as the

release of deceased victims of Hitler’s “useless eaters” policy. The compari-moting both such scientific progress, and its realization as the
son to the demographic policies, foreign and domestic, of Wall Street’s neo-fostering of improvements in the potential relative popula-
Malthusians, and others, is more than fair. Compare the explicit apologiestion-density of present and future generations? Is this not an
for such genocidal measures, by then U.S. National Security Advisor Henry

integral part of the axiomatic prerequisites, something akin A. Kissinger’s NSSM-200. See also Sergei Glazyev, Genocide: Russia and
to the Hippocratic Oath among physicians, for the role of The New World Order, Rachel Douglas, trans. (Washington, D.C.: EIR

News Service, 1999).government in qualifying a professional as a scientist accord-
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Thomas Edison (left) and Alexander Dallas Bache.
Bache’s role, in bringing the impact of the scientific work
of Germany’s Carl Gauss and Alexander von Humboldt
to the United States, bore fruition in the “Thomas Edison
phenomenon”: the rapid electrification of the United
States and Germany.

methods of financial accounting, to cost accounting and to have discovered a universal principle of gravitation and other
action.42 The crude notion of “action at a distance,” as attribut-cost-accounting-related, functional forms of financial analy-

sis and forecasting, must be judged intrinsically incompetent, able to Galileo, typifies the axiomatic incompetence of the
employment of common statistical methods in financial ac-by definition. The practical side of that matter to be addressed

in this location, is: how are these incompetencies to be recog-
nized, and what general remedies must be adopted to re-

42. The discovery of a principle of universal gravitation, was made originallymove them?
by Johannes Kepler. The fulsome statement of that discovery is to be foundAt this point, we shall limit our attention, to emphasizing
in Kepler’s The New Astronomy. Through Kepler’s work with Galileo’s

those features of the case which must become obligatory father, the musician Vincenzo, on matters of tuning, Kepler became ac-
knowledge among cost-accounting professionals. This signi- quaintedwithGalileoandconducted acorrespondencewithhim,acorrespon-

dence which Galileo mined for certain plagiarisms. The first notable attemptfies that, in this location, we cling as closely as possible to the
to replicate Kepler’s already known original discovery of universal gravita-bare axiomatic issues of the matter. Therefore, our approxi-
tion, is that popularly attributed to Isaac Newton. The work attributed tomately bare-bones account of the matter runs as follows.
Newton, attempts to degrade what is copied directly from Kepler’s New

The more general of these incompetencies, is simply the Astronomy, into the now familiar, bowdlerized “three laws;” however, the
use, and reliance upon today’s generally accepted statistical effort of Newton to linearize the relations of gravity, results in the fatal error

of the “three body” paradox. The most significant of the actual derivationsmethods, for interpreting the array of financial and related
of Kepler’s original work, is Leibniz’s original development of the calculus,events. The incompetence of the extension of such financial
based upon the specific problems of astrophysics which Kepler had left to beaccounting practices, to cost accounting and functional fi-
addressed by future mathematicians. Despite the now-popularized bowdler-

nancial analysis and forecasting, is most readily located sim- ization of the infinitesimal of the Leibniz calculus, by Newton devotee Au-
ply in the fact that the methods of financial accounting and gustin Cauchy, that characteristic is not reducible to a linear form, but reflects,

typically, an elementarily non-constant curvature, as a matter of principle.related analysis rely upon the implicit assumption of a child’s
This addresses the specific problem of normalization of astronomical obser-game of “connect the dots.” The essence of the incompetence
vations, which was posed to future mathematicians by Kepler. The first gen-at issue, is approximately the same as in the case of Sarpi
eral solution of this problem of normalization for solar orbits was provided

lackey Galileo’s use of nothing other than the same childish at the beginning of the Nineteenth Century, by Carl Gauss’s discovery of
notion of “connect the dots,” to define what become known asteroid orbits corresponding to the values which Kepler had estimated for a

missing planet locatable between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter.as the basis for his, like Isaac Newton’s, fraudulent claims to
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counting and related practice. It is the intrinsic absurdity of must be, to begin to define a universal notion of physical
space-time in which the recognition of a newly discoveredthat assumption of “action at a distance,” which is the kernel

of our treatment of the issue of “non-linearity.” universal physical principle, would define a domain freed of
the paradox posed by Fermat’s discovery. Huyghen’s workIt was consistent with the homicidal enforcement of the

reductionist dogmas of Pomponazzi, Sarpi, et al., during the in developing his pendulum clock, and his generalization of
those results, led to the introduction of the isochronic princi-interval of the anti-Renaissance, Conservative reaction and

its religious wars, 1513-1648, that only a few souls dared to ple, and least time, into the physical space-time of constrained
falling bodies. Related work on determining the characteris-speak publicly, of any suggested composition of the universe

contrary to what would be still considered today as standard tics of the speed and refraction of light, by Römer, Huyghens,
Leibniz, and Jean Bernouilli, situated Leibniz’s supersedingclassroom Euclidean geometry’s definitions, axioms, and

postulates. of simple least time, by a more general principle of least
action. This provided the setting in which the future refutationAfter Kepler, the first crucial attack on the kind of axiom-

atic linearization associated with Galileo, was by Pierre de of the Newtonian dogma on light and electromagnetism, was
accomplished by the collaborators Fresnel, Arago, and Am-Fermat, in his physical demonstration that the refraction of

light was governed by a principle of least time, rather than père. The work by Leibniz’s follower Kästner, contributed
crucially to the setting of the development of anti-Euclideanshortest (linear) path. However, for a time, this was treated as

a demonstrable anomaly (a paradox), within the framework geometries, successively, by Gauss and Riemann.
There are many lessons to be adduced from that and re-of a physical universe assumed to be, axiomatically, one de-

fined as consistent with “Euclidean,” a priori presumptions lated elements of the history of the development of the Gauss-
Riemann notions of anti-Euclidean hypergeometry. The les-of limitless linear extension of space and time. The deeper

implications of Fermat’s discovery began to be made clear son to be emphasized here, is not those events, but rather
that subsuming process of development, which the pattern ofduring the middle of the Seventeenth Century, through the

intersection of a leading student of Kepler’s work, Blaise those unfolding discoveries expresses. In science, it is not the
individual discovery which is the essence of the matter; it is,Pascal, with the collaboration which began in Paris, between

1672 and 1676, between Christiaan Huyghens and Gottfried rather, the adducing of the process which subsumes a series of
successive discoveries of principle, as in the historical seriesLeibniz.

The demonstration of both an isochronic and least time which I have just outlined. It is in that process, that the true,
categorical meaning of “non-linear” is to be situated.characteristic, for gravitation and refraction of light, by the

combined work of Huyghens,43 Leibniz, Römer,44 and Jean The practical point of this, for cost-accounting practice,
is that the ordering of those events which we might perceiveBernouilli,45 provided the experimental proof of the universal

physical principle, that action in physical space-time did not as sequential “dots” in a time-series, is not an axiomatically
linear order. Therefore, the series of such data is not necessar-conform to those linearized notions of time, space, and matter

associated with Galileo, Descartes, and Newton. The demon- ily ordered in a way which can be competently approximated
by linear approximations, such as deductive methods. Thestration, by Huyghens, and also his followers, that the path-

way of gravitational action could be shown to be not straight- same applies to the data-field in which the series of choices is
located. Therefore, the use of statistical methods of financialline, but a curved pathway, which was isochronic, and, also,

relatively,46 of least time, and, that this was also true for refrac- accounting, to construct what is represented, thus, as a func-
tional (e.g., “cause-effect”) analysis of such a series, is antion of light, was experimental proof that physical space-time

is not Euclidean, and that action in that physical space-time intrinsically incompetent form of general practice, on princi-
ple. Under certain special circumstances, such crude approxi-is not elementarily linear, not Cartesian, not Newtonian.

Thus, the first implication of Fermat’s discovery of an mations may be harmless; but, as a matter of general practice,
they are intrinsically incompetent, recklessly so.experimental principle of least time, was his introduction of

a devastating paradox within the pre-existing, Euclidean do- Consider the implications of what I have just said, in the
following terms of reference. These are the terms to whichmain of a priori physical space-time. The cognitive genera-

tion, by Fermat, of an hypothesis of least time, begged the we shall return, repeatedly in the later, successive phase of
this report. Let us zoom in upon some of the relevant problemsdevelopment of experimental tests whose included obligation
to be addressed in the production of products. These illustra-
tions will provide the framework, in which to situate the issues43. Christiaan Huyghens, The Pendulum Clock or Geometrical Demon-
of non-linearity in practical terms of production and relatedstrations Concerning the Motion of Pendula as Applied to Clocks, Richard

J. Blackwell, trans. (Ames: Iowa State University, 1986), and —, Treatise practice.
on Light (1677) (New York: Dover Publications, Inc.: 1962). Choose any relatively simple case, in which a combina-
44. ibid. tion of materials is brought together in such a fashion, that a
45. ibid. also Acta Eruditorum, May 1697. transformation occurs in that combination, with the result we

recognize as production. The transformation may be mechan-46. The cycloid is an approximation.
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ical, chemical, etc., in nature. In the analysis of production, we long-range consequences from short-term apparent changes,
or the observer’s failure to look behind the superficial indica-focus upon the immediate relationship between the individual

functioning as an operative, such as a farmer or a factory tions of a lack of apparent changes in trends.47 In such cases,
it were prudent to have re-enacted Gauss’s laborious discov-workman, and the quality of physical transformation which

depends upon the active role of that operative, in respect to ery of the asteroid orbits from several relative momentary
observations, a labor which, as viewed in retrospect by Gaussthe process for which he is responsible. In other words, the

operative is performing some necessary, controlling function himself, provides an excellent demonstration of the long-term
significance of recognizing characteristic expressions of non-in relationship to the physical transformation occurring at that

point in the productive process. Such transformations, are to linearity, even in the relatively very small.
Mathematical knowledge of the characteristic types ofbe represented by intrinsically non-linear orderings.

At a later point in this report, when I shall return our changes which may be applicable to the task of connecting
the dots, has increased in known ways over the recent millen-attention to that relationship, we shall focus upon the internal

features of the operative’s role as such. For the moment, now, nia. The known methods for estimating p, for example, have
changed from those on record as used by the ancient Egyp-take the necessary role of the operative in the productive pro-

cess as a given fact; that said, focus on the physical transfor- tians, for example: from series of fractions, to the irrational
magnitudes mistakenly adopted by Archimedes for the quad-mation, as this is occurring in the process which the operative

is controlling in some way. rature of the circle, to the proof of the existence of the tran-
scendental nature of p by Nicholas of Cusa, as in his workIn any such physical transformation, the function de-

scribed by that localized productive function, involves pri- founding modern experimental physical science, De docta ig-
norantia.marily, three crucial kinds of distinguishing elements: physi-

cal principles, and also specific technologies, as the latter are The corresponding definitions of each class of numbers
which might be employed to trace the determining pathwaysubsumed by both these principles, and, thirdly, the choices

of physical media in which the transformation is occurring. between two observed dots, rational, irrational, and transcen-
dental, or higher orders of the transfinite, are supplied in twoOnce we have identified those categorical features of the

ongoing transformation, we must take into account the scale distinct ways: arithmetic-algebraic, or geometric.
The model distinction among number types, is that origi-on which the relevant features of the transformation are occur-

ring. The relevant scales include, for example, the astrophysi- nally provided by a leading follower of Plato, the so-called
“sieve” of the famous ancient astrophysicist Eratosthenes.cal, the molecular, the atomic, the nuclear, and the sub-nu-

clear, and include accounting for both the wave-length and This sieve was updated by mathematician Georg Cantor, to
include higher orders, such as the transcendental and higher“energy-flux density” of the relevant actions. The qualities

of action to be considered, include the functional distinction transfinite. As Plato’s Meno, Theaetetus, and Timaeus illus-
trate the point, the method of Plato’s Academy, includingwhich deeply underlies the functionally determining differ-

ences between a living process and one which has just ceased Eratosthenes, was essentially the geometric method. Cusa
discovered the correct definition of the transcendental, byto be living. In respect to human behavior bearing on the

productive process, the qualities of action to be considered, geometric methods, during the middle of the Fifteenth Cen-
tury. The more elaborate, inferior proof of the distinctness ofinclude the functionally determining, principled, physical dis-

tinction between animal learning and human cognition. In all the transcendental, is that formalist one developed centuries
after Cusa’s original discovery, by Euler, Lambert, Hermite,of these matters, there are qualitative distinctions peculiar to

specific ranges within the respective domains of astrophysics, and Lindemann. However, the issue, which method, algebraic
or geometric, is superior, is actually governing, was settled inmacrophysics, and microphysics. The relevant “local laws”

of physical processes may change, as we pass from one such principle, in favor of the geometric, by the successive work
of Gauss and Riemann in the domain of number theory. Rie-range to another.

In all such matters, the specific way in which the connec- mann’s treatment of the prime number domain, correcting
the initial attempts by Euler, and continuing that of Lejeunetions among the relevant “dots” of the transformation are

ordered, may change in characteristic local curvature, from Dirichlet, is exemplary.48

A modest few remarks on the history of this matter, areone case to another. Thus, the determination of the way in
which the transformation proceeds, from one observed “dot”
of that process, to the next, may rarely correspond, in fact, to

47. Typical of such observer’s negligence, is today’s rather popular delusion,a simply linear connection of a Euclidean or Cartesian type.
the fallacy of composition of evidence represented by seeing only the risingIn the practice of cost accounting and forecasting, it is essen-
trend in certain classes of nominal financial assets, and thus failing to take

tial to recognize this principle of non-linearity, and to be into account the explicitly contrary evidence which is summarized by my
guided thus in knowing when linear approximations may be “Triple Curve.”
tolerable, or not. The importance of making that distinction 48. Über die Anzahl der Primzahlen unter einer gegebenen Grösse, Werke,

pp. 145-155.is magnified, sometimes perilously, by any effort to forecast
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paradoxes which appear in the number
domain, demystifies arithmetic, and
aids us in appreciating the geometric
standpoint of physical space-time, as
the location where the significance of
such number-theoretical paradoxes is to
be uncovered, as such masters of num-
ber theory as Gauss and Riemann illus-
trate the point.

That is to say, that numerical opera-
tions should be understood to be reflec-
tions of some corresponding physical
operations, the latter to be compre-
hended from a geometrical standpoint.
One outstanding example of this, the or-
igins of ancient astrophysics, expressed
in terms of relatively simple, but rele-
vant illustrations, up through the dis-
coveries of Eratosthenes, will suffice for
our purposes here.

The characteristic features of an-
cient Vedic astronomy, as studied by
Europeans, from Kepler on,50 include
the great equinoctial and other millen-
nial or longer cycles, which correspond
to a language reflecting prolonged ear-
lier association with a transoceanic form
of ancient maritime culture. HarvardGerman mathematician and astronomer Carl Gauss. His view of number theory was
Professor Barry Fell’s solving the mys-essentially geometric, allowing the demystification of arithmetic. Numerical operations

could then be understood as reflections of physical operations, comprehended from a tery of the Egyptian discovery of the Pa-
geometrical standpoint. cific coast of South America, using the

methods of celestial navigation devel-
oped by Eratosthenes, has similar impli-of crucial significance at this point.

cations, to which I shall make reference here.51 The fact, thatEven beginning at the simplest level of classroom instruc-
the founders of what became known to historical times astion, the paradoxes arising in the effort to define simple agree-
ancient Greece and Cyrenaica, established maritime coloniesment between multiplication and division, for example: the
of the type of the legendary, transoceanic Peoples of the Sea,theory of numbers becomes increasingly a thicket of para-
is highly relevant to our illustration here.doxes, thus assuring employment for both many number theo-

Look up to the stars. What do you observe? Chiefly, noth-rists, and also any supercomputer which might otherwise sit
idle. The question this fact poses, is: “What does all this re-

50. See Bal Gangadhar Tilak, Orion and The Arctic Home in the Vedas. Asally mean?”
noted by Mahatma Gandhi and others, Tilak’s work contributed a crucial part,The case of Gauss’s youthful dissertation, his Disquisi-
in freeing India’s intellectual leaders from the sense of cultural inferiority to

tiones arithmeticae, published in 1801, exhibits the mind of Britain, the which had been induced by the British Empire. Thus, this work of
a master of number theory whose method of thinking was Tilak contributed significantly to changing the character of India’s National

Indian Congress, making possible a more effective effort to secure sover-essentially geometric.49 The geometer’s view of the density of
eignty for the people of the subcontinent.

51. Barry Fell’s writings on Eratosthenes, celestial navigation, and his deci-49. Every secondary pupil should have worked through much of this master-
piece. Encountering this, later in my life, filled me with regret at the amount pherment of inscriptions describing a Third Century B.C. voyage to America,

appear in the early issues of the Epigraphic Society Occasional Publications.of avoidable agonies I might have avoided having to work through by other
means, had I become familiar with this during my school years. The reprint See also, Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., “On Eratosthenes, Maui’s Voyage of

Discovery, and Reviving the Principle of Discovery Today,” 21st Centuryof the original Latin edition (Leipzig: 1801) is extant as Vol. I of the Werke
(Hildesheim-New York: Georg Olms Verlag, 1981). Sundry translations into Science & Technology, Spring 1999. Fell’s son Julian discusses his father’s

knowledge of astronomy and celestial navigation in a biographical article,modern languages are available, including the English Arthur Clarke, trans.
(New Haven: Yale, 1966), and the German, Untersuchungen Über Höhere “Barry Fell, Epigrapher: Biography of a Renaissance Man,” in the Winter

1999-2000 issue of 21st Century Science & Technology.Arithmetik, H. Maser, trans. (New York: Chelsea reprint edition, 1981).
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FIGURE 3     

Probable route of the Egyptian journey in 232 B.C.
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ing but regular, zodiacal, angular, apparently circular motion. At that time, prior to the devastating cultural decline hit-
ting the Mediterranean region with pagan Rome’s rise to dom-Such observations assume qualitatively more significance,

when they are made, for purposes of navigation, by members inance,53 not only the size of the Earthball, but also the Earth’s
orbitting of the Sun, had become well known. The measure-of a transoceanic maritime culture, especially when those

travels carry the party in question from the northern into the ment of the circumference of the Earth by the Platonic Acade-
my’s Cyrenaican, Eratosthenes, was part of the science which,southern hemisphere. The position of Egypt on our planet,

with its long history of astronomical work, is notable on this according to the record of navigator Maui, guided Egypt’s
flotilla eastward, through the Indian Ocean and across thelatter account.

For purposes of reference, consider the specific case of Pacific. Notably, the accomplishments of Eratosthenes re-
flected a direction of Classical-Greek, Egypt-linked scientificCaptain Rati and navigator Maui, two Egyptians of Cyrenai-

can extraction, recording their voyage in the writing of an progress since Pythagoras and Thales. Notably, ancient
Egypt’s accounts attributed the founding of Egypt to coloni-ancient Cyrenaican language. They, using the astrophysics of

Eratosthenes for this purpose, led a flotilla of large wooden zation by an ancient maritime culture. My point here, is to
prompt the reader to think of the notion of non-linearity, fromEgyptian ships typical of that time, for an attempted west-

east circumnavigation of the planet [Figure 3]. The eastward the geometric standpoint of the legacy of transoceanic and
voyage of that flotilla was halted, by encounter with the Pa-
cific coast of South America, and probably, as navigational

“Indian Inscriptions from the Cordilleras in Chile,” 21st Century Science &
logic and some other evidence indicates, also parts of Central Technology, Winter 1998-99; Marjorie Mazel Hecht, “Eratosthenes’ Instru-
America, too. They gave up the effort to continue the eastward ments Guided Maui’s 3rd Century B.C. Voyage,” 21st Century Science &

Technology, Spring 1999; and Sentiel Rommel, Ph.D., “Maui’s Tanawa: Ajourney, after going south to seek a passage around South
Torquetum of 232 B.C.,” 21st Century Science & Technology, Spring 1999.America, returning to a cave located near today’s Santiago,
53. This precipitous cultural ruin of Mediterranean civilization began as aChile, to record their discovery of the continent, and to claim
transformation induced during the period 218-146 B.C., the period from theit for Egypt’s Pharaoh.52

beginning of the Second Punic War, through the crushing of the Achaean
League. Typical was the murder of Archimedes by Roman soldiers in 212
B.C. Without that cultural debasement, far below the level of earlier Greek52. In addition to the references cited in note 51, see Marjorie Mazel Hecht,

“The Decipherment and Discovery of a Voyage to America in 232 B.C.,” and Hellenistic culture, the fraud of Claudius Ptolemy, for example, would
not have been tolerated.21st Century Science & Technology, Winter 1998-99; Karl Stolp (1888),
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Wall inscriptions in one
of the “Caves of the
Navigators” in New
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Maui’s demonstration of
Eratosthenes’
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calculating the
circumference of the
Earth (b).

kindred maritime culture, in ancient Greece and Egypt. time is curved, not linear, not to be determined by quadrature.
The fact that it is curved is certain; the question is, what kindLook at Plato’s Meno, Theaetetus, and Timaeus, as also

the work of Eratosthenes, from this vantage-point. Read the of curvature?
Return to our earlier exposition of the concept of cogni-Meno and Theaetetus as, in each case, Plato’s use of the

example of the education of a young boy, to demonstrate the tion, of cognitive knowledge, as distinct from the kind of
learning from the simple experience of direct, naive sense-necessity of use of the cognitive functions of the mind, as

the basis in geometric thinking, for the education of young perception. Transoceanic navigation requires true knowl-
edge, not mere learning, as navigator Maui recorded his praisepersons into becoming future scientific thinkers.54 The Ti-

maeus has a different, higher quality of aim, in its address to of the scientific achievements of Eratosthenes, midway en
route to the Pacific coast of South America.55 Here lies thethe same essential topic, the principles of cognition.

To know, rather than merely learn, the significance of the significance of the transcendental, as Cusa is the first known
to have discovered it, that from the geometric standpoint ofappearance of the subject of the five regular solids in the

Timaeus, think of the view of the universe by one who knew, Plato and Eratosthenes. Here lies the crucial role of Cusa in
that work of Paolo dal Pozzo Toscanelli, which gave Colum-at that time, that the Earth is a planet of approximately spheri-

cal shape, as the Greeks of Plato’s time knew this. Look at bus the map reflecting the discoveries by Eratosthenes, and
supplied the strategic impetus used for the rediscovery ofthe subject-matter of those solids through the eyes of ancient

navigators. Look at that matter on the scale represented by the Americas.
Plato uses this demonstration of the five solids, relative totransoceanic navigation. Explore the paradoxes, as shown by

comparing a global map with Mercator’s projection, which the characteristic differences between living and non-living
processes, to expose a more general, deeper principle, thethe evidence of that navigation poses to simple sense-percep-

tion. Then, it is more readily clear, that thefive Platonic solids principle reflected in the very title of Cusa’s De docta igno-
rantia, the universally cognitive nature of knowledge, that ashave the immediate significance of being characteristic of the

projection of a specific choice of curved form of astrophysical opposed to mere learning. This is the principle which was re-
established in European science by Cusa, Pacioli, and Leo-space-time, as opposed to the arbitrary conceit, of bodies

floating within a homogeneously four-square space-time. In
other words, the characteristic action of that physical space-

55. Maui’s inscriptions on the wall of one of the “Caves of the Navigators”
in New Guinea (now Irian Jaya), include his demonstration of Eratosthenes’
measurement of the size of the Earth. These were photographed in 1937 by54. Plato’s fictional figures were often named, meaningfully, for real-life

figures. Theaetetus, according to accounts, was the discoverer of the proof Josef Röder of the Frobenius Institute in Frankfurt, Germany, but they were
not deciphered until 1974, by Barry Fell.of the uniqueness of the five Platonic solids.
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nardo, and, through them, occupied a central place in the from the past, although deceased, have, nonetheless, spoken
directly to the living individual child’s, or adult’s mind,founding of both modern astrophysics and also a comprehen-

sive form of mathematical physics, by Kepler. through the transparent medium of time, through that medium
of communication called cognition. Those persons from ourTo be fair, entire chunks taken from this work of Plato

and his Academy, are reflected in the latter part of the Thir- past, constitute an assembly of conscience, a court of living
personalities, seated, at our beckoning, within the simultane-teen Books of Euclid. As I have stressed earlier here, and,

repeatedly, in other locations, the evil of classroom Euclidean ity of eternity. So, at our calling, they are constituted as a
great council, before whom we must defend and judge thegeometry lies not in the work of Euclid, but in the imposition

upon the mind of the young, of the a priori notion of infinitely truthfulness of all among our own opinions, including new
hypotheses. Only among those about us, who are sterile for-extended (to both the large and small) linearity of space and

time, the same aprioristic folly which foolish Leonhard Euler malists, virtual Yahoos, or outrightly malevolent persons, is
this not so.and his fellow-ideologues adopted, in defense of Newton’s

follies, against Leibniz. Some, or all of such members of that great council of
truthfulness, may be in error in appearing to oppose my opin-Apply such considerations to the real-life problems con-

fronting the hardy entrepreneur in his management of a tech- ion, but they must be countered on that issue in a certain,
specific way, a way which compels that council of immortalsnologically progressive manufacturing enterprise. Like

Gauss’s choice of approach to the problem of defining the to judge whether or not that proposition is truthful, even if it
contradict what they had believed before. To saints of suchasteroid orbits, that entrepreneur must make long-ranging in-

vestment decisions, on the basis of the relatively few crucial distinction, from such a council, a devout person might justly,
and fruitfully pray for guidance. So, aided by such residentexperimental measurements available. The differences are

small, but the longer-term implications may be enormous. immortals, conscience disciplines true statesmen, scientists,
and poets, in the art of being truthful, in opinion, and in theSo, the characteristic curvature which, in physical reality,

connects the dots of cost accounting’s observations, can not submission of practice to uncompromising service of cogni-
tively defined universal principle.56be safely presumed to be linear. In important cases, it is not.

In crucial cases, failure to recognize that principle, has proven Within the mind whose individual cognitive powers have
been cultivated to such effect, that great council of truthful-disastrous. We must now wait to complete the immediately

foregoing discussion of this matter, at the appropriate later ness, is the living essence of the unfolding of past, present,
and future scientific knowledge. All of us who have acquiredpoint, after we have first addressed the prerequisites respect-

ing the role of culture in cost accounting. Then, after that, we cultivated minds, have such a council readily at hand, our old
friends such as Plato, Eratosthenes, Cusa, Leonardo, Kepler,shall complete the discussion under the heading of budgetary

and cost-accounting principles. Leibniz, and so on, many of whom one knows by a familiar

3. Culture as a cost of productivity 56. Contrast my use of “conscience,” here, with Shakespeare’s insightful
treatment of the contrary mind-set of Hamlet, in the famous Act III soliloquy:
“Thus, conscience doth make cowards of us all.” It is the swashbucklingAs summarized in the opening portion of the preceding
swordsman’s, Hamlet’s, lack of a truthful conscience, by which he is self-

section of this report, the possibility of cooperation in apply- doomed to the outcome of the final scene of that tragedy. Hear that in the
ing validated discoveries of universal physical principle, setting of the relevant excerpt in which the statement is made:

“. . . that dread of something after deathamong persons considered pair-wise, or the members of soci-
The undiscover’d country, from whose bournety in general, depends upon what I presented there, as the
No traveller returns, puzzles the will,three-step prerequisites for sharing such knowledge among
And makes us rather bear those ills we have

two or more persons. Than fly to others we know not of?
I also stressed there, that to achieve the same quality of Thus conscience doth make cowards of us all;

And thus the native hue of resolutionknowledge of past time’s discoveries of universal physical
Is sicklied o’er with the pale cast of thought;principles, the student, or other living member of society,
And enterprises of great pith and moment,must replicate the original enactment of that discovery, in
With this regard, their currents turn awry,

accord with the same three-step prerequisites required for And lose the name of action. . . .”
sharing such knowledge directly with a living acquaintance. It is the lack of a true conscience, as I have described it, which is the root of

swashbuckling swordsman Hamlet’s fatal cowardice.I stressed there, that, in this way, the accumulation of a
Similarly, it is, therefore, no less than fair to say, that any university inliving person’s actual knowledge of such principles, produces

today’s globally extended European civilization, which subscribes to a pol-in that person’s mind, an array of images of both those earlier,
icy, under which students are not obliged to study the Classical forms of

and contemporary discoverers of such validated universal scientific and artistic composition of “dead white European males
principles, an array typified by the example of Raphael (DWEMs),” is fairly described as a virtual “Hell hole,” steeped in untruthful-

ness and related expressions of immorality.Sanzio’s celebrated The School of Athens. Such persons
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name, who are called from the past, to express cognitive mo- is well suited to the processes of communicating cognitive
conceptions of both relations among persons, and of mankindments from their living personality, within us, in some pres-

ent moment. with nature. The work of Dante Alighieri, is an outstanding
example of such work; yet, all great Classical poets, as ShelleyThat same council, is also the only true choice of place

where the greatest compositions of Classical art, are com- wrote of this, in his In Defence of Poetry, do the same. On
the same account, we include under Classical artistic compo-posed and justly performed afresh. There dwell some of the

greatest Classical poets, musicians, dramatists, painters, ar- sition, the study of the unfolding of history according to the
development, or retrogressions in the evolution of the com-chitects, and sculptors, and other masters of true metaphor,

of the past. The subject of great Classical artistic composi- mon manifold of both universal physical principles and Clas-
sical-artistic forms of principles. Statecraft is properly thetions, is always, essentially, a celebration of those powers of

communication through which we, as individuals, are able to subject of such a Classical-artistic approach to the compre-
hension of history.share the ongoing development of our individual cognitive

powers. The subject of art, is the rudimentary expression of A system of education of the young, which meets that
combined use of the term Classical, is rightly distinguishedthis sharing of truthfulness, as that is also expressed by the

three-step method of validating a discovered, universal physi- as a system of Classical humanist education. This is rightly
termed “humanist,” because it is the only form of educationcal principle.

Truthfulness is not von Hayek’s cafeteria, not some which is in agreement with the development of those cogni-
tive powers which are the essence of human nature.“greasy spoon,” from whose steam-table, or salad bar, one

might select liberally one’s choice of dish. The attempt to Such a policy respecting the education of the young, typi-
fies those expenditures which society must incur, to fosterseparate scientific from artistic truthfulness, as the irrational-

ist Immanuel Kant does, is the mark of an intrinsically im- that ongoing development of the entire population, upon
which the fostering of continuing cognitive development, andmoral personality.57 Truth rules one’s choice of what each of

us is morally permitted to select. This is true in science, in of the productive powers of labor, within all of that popula-
tion, depends absolutely. Such costs of explicit and impliedeconomics, in statecraft generally, and in the composition,

selection, and public performance of artistic compositions. education, including the conditions of family and community
social life necessary for the household of that pre-school childSuch a commitment to truthfulness, respecting both sci-

ence and art, is the only mode in which anyone among us and later student, provide us a point of reference, which aids
us in defining those costs which must be met if the fosteringmight become his, or her true self. Unfortunately, few, espe-

cially nowadays, succeed in becoming their own true self. and productive realization of scientific and technological
progress is to be sustained. Culture, so defined and otherwiseYet, seeking that Socratic pathway to truthfulness in opinion

and practice, is the only course which does not lead the de- implied, is a prime cost of that increase of productivity, upon
which the viability of the modern sovereign nation-state econ-ceased individual, ultimately, as failed, or even evil souls,

into waiting before the great council seated in the simultaneity omy depends absolutely.
To assess the true costs of maintaining and generatingof eternity, to await judgment on their prospective relegation

to the rubbish-bin of true history. increase of physical productivity of labor per capita, and per
square kilometer, we must consider not only the physicalIn successful approaches to these Classical forms of artis-

tic composition, the underlying subject-matter is the same costs of production and distribution as such. We must be
able to supply a reasonable assessment of the costs of sustain-cognitive social relationships, the which are the substance of

the sharing of the discovery and validation of solutions to ing the development of the cognitive powers, of both the
productively employed labor force, and the supporting popu-well-defined scientific paradoxes. In Classical artistic compo-

sition, we speak of metaphor, or dissonance, terms whose lation behind it.
Turn first to those cultural costs which today’s lunaticproper use in the domain of artistic composition, identifies

the same function, named ontological paradox, in the domain popular opinion tends to consider of the least relevance, if
any, to fostering the physical productive powers of labor.of physical science and epistemology generally.

On this account, we include under the heading of Classical To that end, examine the accelerating rate of moral degen-
eracy of the U.S. population generally, during the recent thirtyartistic composition, the transformation of a relatively brutish

form of spoken or written language, into a medium which to thirty-five years. By degeneracy, I mean the decadent slide
of U.S. popular culture into life-styles mimicking the self-
doomed, ancient pagan Rome from the period of Rome’s Civil

57. For example, in Germany, the neo-Kantian dogma, decreeing an absolute Wars and the subsequent reign of the Caesars. I mean a slide
separation of Geisteswissenschaft from Naturwissenschaft, of G.W.F. He- into a culture which mimics that Roman tradition of “bread
gel’s Romantic crony, Professor Karl Savigny. The less elegant version of

and circuses,” in the manner with which we are familiar fromKant’s and Savigny’s immoral dogma, is the doctrine of “art for art’s sake.”
observation of our fellow-man, and his life-style, especiallyThe crudest form of expression of this same moral degeneracy, is the Yahoo

bordello called “popular culture.” his choice of entertainment, today. The yardstick we adopt
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for that summation, is the role of the sense of personal identity world- outlooks close to that of the Nietzschean Nazi Heideg-
ger. Such were the Romans marching into the Colosseum, toin showing us, once again, today, how the decadent Roman

force of vox populi—signifying, literally, the voice of the cheer for gladiatorial spectacles, chariot races, or Christians
being crucified, or torn apart by Nero’s lions. Such was thepredators—ensured the collapse of Roman culture from

below. Romantic’s tradition expressed by Adolf Hitler’s plebiscites:
“Hail! Caesar!”

In short, the method is the man, and the man is his method.Personal identity and productivity
The most simple fact of mortal life, is that each of us is The primary distinctions in method, are the cognitive versus

the hedonistic. The former is the premise for a human senseborn, and will die. That prospect of mortality prompts the
person to think of his or her life in one of two ways. of identity, the latter the premise of the beast-man type, such

as a Hobbes, Adam Smith, Jeremy Bentham, Immanuel Kant,To the degree that the cultivation of the cognitive powers
of the developing individual predominates, in defining the satanic Friedrich Nietzsche, Bertrand Russell, John von Neu-

mann, Karl Jaspers, Adorno, Arendt, Heidegger, Sartre, orsense of personal mortal identity of the individual, that indi-
vidual locates his or her personal mortal identity in the trans- Frantz Fanon.

The contrast between those two poles of choice, in what ismission of distinctly human qualities of the person, the trans-
mitting of shared cognitive experiences, from predecessors, called art or recreation, expresses precisely those contrasting

tendencies in choices of preferences for adopted sense of per-and to successors. An individual with that sense of cognitive
identity, has an enduring reason to live, a meaning of life sonal identity.

One expression of such contrasts, is the opposition of thewhich death can not interrupt. That is the connection, the
defense of the meaning of life, in service of which he or she Classical musical current of Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Beetho-

ven, Schubert, Schumann, Brahms et al., to their Romanticis prepared to die. This approximates the cognition-driven
social relations I have summarily described above. opponents, such as Rameau, Liszt, Berlioz, Wagner, and poor

and tiresome Anton Bruckner. Those expressions are reflec-On the opposite side, together with Shakespeare’s tragic
Hamlet, we have the empiricist’s sense of identity, that we tions of the continued opposition of the Greek Classical leg-

acy in art to the Romantic, as the Classical is to be contrastedassociate with Hobbes, or the modern existentialist. As a Nazi
philosopher, the existentialist Martin Heidegger, expressed it, with the decadent preferences of the Roman pagan tradition.

The art preferred by the first, locates the sense of identity inthe individual senses a quality of being thrown into a society
against his will. Heidegger’s follower Jean-Paul Sartre, and cognition; the latter, in the hedonist’s tintinnabulations of the

senses, the empiricist’s and existentialist’s disdain for truth,such associates as Hannah Arendt, expressed philosophical
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as expressed in preferences rooted in desire for sensual ef- senting anything essential respecting the point at hand.60 The
most important among the points I am stressing in this way,fects.58

There is a third sort of art, the pathological form which is that the improvement of productivity depends largely upon
the moral character of the individual member of society. Byreflects an irrationalist’s wish for the power of magic: sym-

bolic art, as a pathology related to symbolic “reasoning,” or, “moral character,” I mean, in this case, the distinction be-
tween mere learning and cognition. Cognitive developmentmore elegantly, “symbol-mindedness.”59 The latter are exten-

sions of the Romantic’s yearning for sensual effects, but em- of the personality, as distinct from mere learning of formal
competence in specific techniques, fosters a compulsion tophasize the existentialists’ violent yearning for an ecstatic

sense of magical power lodged in the unreal. know and to improve products and practices.
It is not education, as such, which promotes relativelyApart from such distinctions among such qualities of cul-

tivated art-forms, we have, close to the Romantics, the lustily high rates of technological progress. It is the impulsion sup-
plied by cognitive ferment within the individual. We mightboorish traditions of vox populi, the simply hedonistic recre-

ations preferred by the common Yahoos of society, typified refer to this as the impulse for enjoyment of the pleasures of
progress through cognitive innovation. It is not mere learningby those kindred popular traditions, gambling and prostitu-

tion, and by today’s increasingly degraded popular television which fosters high rates of technological progress and related
improvements in productivity; it is the fostering of the kindentertainments, and mass-spectator bodily-contact sports.

These distinctions between the cognitive sense of identity of sense of personal mortal identity associated with the shar-
ing of cognitive experiences, which bestirs within the popula-and the hedonistic, also show in the workplace. In descriptive

terms, the cognitive sense of personal identity impels one to tion a restive disposition to make improvements, simply be-
cause they are useful improvements.turn the workplace into a place of useful creative innovations.

The cognitive personality, even when engaged in the rela- A scientist may require a certain income, that as condi-
tions required to free him from concern for matters othertively crudest form of repetitive manual labor, is thinking

about improving the product and workplace. If successful in than his profession; the motivation of scientific work is not
material rewards, but progress for its own sake. Wheneverthat attempt, such a personality says that he enjoys his work.

The Yahoo, by contrast, would prefer to smash his tools, were we witness a capable scientific professional obsessed with
material rewards, we are witnessing threatened, if not actualit not that he needed the wages.

That is a simplified portrayal of the matter, but brevity is death of that person’s capacity for competent scientific
judgment.preserved through such simplifications, without misrepre-

The operative who says of his employment, “I make a
decent wage, which I need, of course, but I am happy about

58. Typical of decadent musicians and their audiences, on this account, is the
the fact that I can support my family by doing what I like toirrationalist doctrine of “instrumental music.” Classical musical composi-
do,” is typical of the quality to which I refer. We saw the sametion, as from Bach through Brahms, is premised upon the Florentine bel

canto training of the human singing voice. All Classical composition for, and principle expressed in the production miracles which the U.S.
authentic performance using man-made instruments, is based upon develop- accomplished during the first several years of World War II.
ing the capability of those instruments to mimic the registral and coloration The sense of personal identity involved, was key in the quality
qualities of the six primary species of human singing voice; all Classical

as well as quantity of the resulting changes. The same humancomposition is polyphonic, in the sense of Bach’s system of well-tempered
factor is to be seen in science-driver forms of so-called “crashpolyphony, and the tuning which agrees with the bel canto-trained human

singing voice. Modern Romanticism’s perverted approach to performance programs,” such as the Manhattan Project and the ascending
of Classical compositions, was an outgrowth of the mangling of the composi- phase, until the setbacks of 1966-67, of the Kennedy Manned
tions, to eliminate the control of performance from the standpoint of those Moon Landing program, which produced technological eco-
methods of polyphonic motivic thorough-composition which are premised

nomic spin-offs for the U.S. economy more than a dozenupon the preceding revolutionary developments in bel canto-keyed polyph-
times greater than the outlay for that program. It is the kindony. Typical of the frauds employed to bring this change about, was the

misinterpretation of the Classical composer Frederic Chopin as a pro-Liszt of motivation for change which springs from the aroused cog-
sort of composer at the keyboard, and the matching general, hedonistic doc- nitive sense of personal identity of the operative, which, in
trine of so-called “instrumental music.” the longer run, is crucial in fostering higher rates of gain in
59. Typical, in today’s world, are such existentialist, emotionally infantile
depravities as “Dungeons & Dragons,” the cult-series titled The Lord of the
Rings, and homicidal-training exercises for the young, typified by electronic 60. I work about 10-12 hours a day, sometimes longer, that usually seven

days a week. Admittedly, my work has exceptional importance attached toparodies of Samurai fantasies, such as Nintendo and Pokémon. The wave of
“new violence” by children, such as the Littleton massacre, typifies the cur- it, but even when I was engaged in manual labor, a long time ago, it was the

same with me. I always found a cognitive interest in what I did, and was oftenrent lunacies of that sort. Such techniques of mass-brainwashing of young
children (from about three years of age and up) and adolescents, as by mass- reluctant to interrupt the ongoing work-day, on that account. This was typical

among high-grade operatives, skilled, or other, among my generation, anddrugging of children with drugs out of Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World,
such as Ritalin, are coherent with the use of low-frequency brain-wave en- older. The suggestion-boxes of enlightened manufacturing firms, reflected a

considerable amount of cognitive reflection about the work occurring amongtraining and “non-linear spiking” in both video games and children-oriented
television broadcasting of the Nintendo-Samurai varieties. the operatives.
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per-capita rates of national physical-economic productivity. productivity in the labor-force itself, and, also, to match that
with relevant kinds and rates of improvements in the condi-That said, the matter to be examined so situated, how shall

we define the factors of cost associated with the desired rates tions provided by relevant, task-oriented, new qualities of
investment in the productive employment of that improvedof increase of physical-economic productivity per capita?
labor-force.

In that, the resort to unavoidable approximations, willCognition as a cost of labor
Typically, for the case of a modern industrial-manufactur- not represent a defect in the corresponding cost-accounting

practice. What is crucial, is not the merely formal-mathemati-ing complex, the core of the production process itself, apart
from infrastructure and distribution, is composed of three cal precision with which we might estimate the relevant quan-

tities; crucial, is the way we think about the way in which wefunctionally interdependent, categorical elements of that por-
tion of the total division of labor: 1) Scientific research and are estimating.

We are implicitly returned, thus, back to the topic of thetesting, both of physical principles and of the technologies
derived from them; 2) Design engineering and machine-tool higher hypothesis. Once again, for pedagogical reasons, we

shall address the questions we have just implied, in threedevelopment and testing;61 3) Production operatives. Typi-
cally, these three, paradigmatic elements of the composition steps. We shall look at a cross-section of the relationship

between current potential of the labor force, and realized lev-of the productive sector of the labor-force, reflect a parallel
composition of social functions in family household life, and els of productivity in the population as a whole. Second, we

shall consider a step-wise “model,” as represented by a seriesalso in the community within which family life is situated. The
preponderance of the circumstances determining the potential of upgrades in both population potential and realized produc-

tivity. Third, we shall pose the challenge, of defining thatrelative productivity of all members of the total labor-force,
is situated in the latter circumstances of family-household and principle of change, which subsumes a functionally defined

continuing progress of the type approximated by the secondcommunity life.
As a model bench-mark for our discussion at this point “mode,” a progress subsumed functionally by a single, con-

tinuing principle, a principle cohering with the notion ofof this topic, we limit our attention to three types of U.S.
communities: urban-industrial-commercial, rural, and sub- higher hypothesis.62

However, we must precede those steps with a focus uponurban. Keep in mind, as a useful rule-of-thumb, that contrast
among urban designs, which is typified by such comparisons certain among the crucial internal features of the pair-wise,

cognitive relationship among individuals sharing the ongoingas the high-rise characteristics of cities such as the island of
Manhattan, and the spectacle, suggesting a toppled sky- action of discovering, or rediscovering, a single, validatable

hypothesis. That focus enables us to show the most elemen-scraper, of the traditional, sprawling London of yore. A space
below, we shall compare the three general categories of com- tary expression of the relevant type of social relationship upon

which the increase of the productive potentials, of both popu-munities in terms of their relative potential economic, and
also cultural efficiencies. We shall examine these with a view lation and the economy as a whole, depends. That also shows

the interior of the most elementary interval of an expressingto outlining the requirements of these types, which must be
considered, in defining the market-basket of physical-eco- of a principle of culture. In respect to both economy and

culture, the crucial verb is, to know, the act of knowing: thenomic costs required, to produce and sustain a certain typical
quality of productive potential in the labor-force as a whole. ability to prompt and to observe the inducing of the replication

of the relevant act of discovering in the mind of another, asFor purposes of first approximation, it is fairly said, that
the labor-force available for employment, corresponds to a by the three-step principle of knowing cognition, as intro-

duced here earlier. That action, which includes that of Classi-potential productivity inhering in the cultural development of
the total labor-force. This labor-force, is, in turn, a reflection cal-artistic composition, is the elementary term of all the rele-

vant functions to be considered here.of and “output” of, the ongoing process of development of
those family households and communities of which the entire That verb “to know,” the act of knowing, corresponds not

to something in the form of the sense-perception of an object,population is composed. The realization of that potential, re-
quires the provision of the matching conditions of production
itself. The object of production is, in first approximation, to

62. This notion of an action coheres with the derivative, as a characteristic,
combine the potential inhering in the labor-force, with the in Leibniz’s development of the calculus. This coheres, for example, with
conditions of production and distribution needed to permit Leibniz’s principle of universal least action, and with the core of a posthu-

mously published work of his, called The Monadology. This was the centralrealizing the potential represented by the labor-force. In the
issue of the attack on Leibniz by Antonio Conti’s agent, Dr. Samuel Clarke,second approximation, we must correct the first approxima-
and was the point at issue in the fraud of “least action” perpetrated by Conti,tion, to take into account the generation of increased potential
posthumously, by his salons’ Maupertuis and Euler. This same notion of
characteristic, is—I repeat once again—fairly approximated by the notion
of ordered change in the characteristic of action, in a well-ordered series of61. This applies to each of the first two categories here, whether that function

is performed in-house, or in the form of purchased services. Riemannian manifolds of physical space-time.
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nor merely to operations of deduction from sense-certainty; examining the generation of those ideas through which man-
kind’s per-capita power in and over nature is increased. Now,it corresponds, not to an act, but to an ongoing action, an

expressed principle of change, an action which defines knowl- as we turn to the related matter of the universal principles of
a Classical form of culture, we are looking at the individual’sedge, defines social relations, defines science, defines culture,

defines society, and defines economy.63 To know, is to recog- power in and over nature, in terms of the principles of culture,
the culture upon which we depend for our ability to cooperatenize an idea through the process of replication of its discovery,

a discovery which is to be made in the same manner as in the in ways essential to realizing mankind’s increase of potential
power over nature. Thus, we see physical science rightly, asthree-step process used for defining a discovery of a universal

principle, as I have underscored that connection earlier in this a subsidiary feature of what is best represented by the princi-
ples of a Classical form of culture. We see physical science,report.64 Such ideas, define all expressions characteristic of

human nature: the faculty of seeing with the higher faculty, the now, as an attribute of human nature. In turn, all Classical
culture’s development, is subsumed by two interdependentmind’s eye of cognition, as distinct from mere “information,”

distinct from what are merely statistical constructions from subjects: the action of cognition itself, and the way in which
human cooperation should be organized, through acts of pair-memories of sense-perception as such. All functional notions

pertaining to human cognitive potential, to increase of pro- wise cognitive action.
The subject-matter through which the cultural aspects ofductive powers of labor, and so forth, are of the character of

such Platonic ideas: ideas of continuing change, generated, cognition and cognitive relations are addressed, is always
the demonstration of ambiguities of a general type, usuallyand recognized through the cognitive processes of the individ-

ual, as those processes become subjects of cooperation and known as irony, including a special quality of irony called
metaphor.65 Metaphors are truthful falsehoods of the type andculture, through the pair-wise function I have defined here.

Here, earlier, we supplied, if in but summary, elementary form corresponding to ontological paradoxes.66 The resolu-
definitions, the notion of the generation of the ideas of univer-

65. For example, in J.S. Bach’s domain of well-tempered polyphony, assal physical principle and technology. Now, to address the
expressed, since the early 1780s, by the motivic thorough-composition ofissues introduced at this point, we must locate the origins and
Joseph Haydn,Wolfgang Mozart,Ludwig von Beethoven, Johannes Brahms,economic-functional significance of principles of a Classical-
et al., the kernel of musical composition is two distinct voices, elaborating

artistic form. To that purpose, the notion of “Classical,” as an entire, unfolding composition,on thebasis of the interplayof counterposed
used respecting both science and artistic composition, signi- voices, and the use of a core cluster of intervals in both an initially stated

form, and a contrasting inversion: as in the opening measures of J.S. Bach’sfies ideas which correspond to acts of cooperation, per se,
A Musical Offering. This is already irony in the sense of ontological ambigu-among the cognitive processes of participating persons. This
ity. The pivot of the entire composition so unfolding, is a conflict in tonality,includes, in the case of a single, momentarily isolated person,
derived lawfully from those simpler ironies of well-tempered counterpoint,

the disposition to participate functionally in such forms of co- but expressing a clash of ironies equivalent to an ontological paradox in
operation. physical science. Thus, it is physical reality, as represented by the natural

(i.e., bel canto) composition of the natural-determined division of the humanThe subject of Classical art is mankind, human nature.
singing-voice, among soprano, tenor, etc., which imposes naturallygeneratedThe form in which that subject, human nature, is addressed,
ironies and paradoxes upon the formalist’s musical scale. Three examples ofis Classical artistic composition, whose elementary subject is
this, of musical paradoxes as metaphors, are perhaps sufficient at this point.

the pair-wise action of cognition itself. In the case of validated The first example, is the opening measures of Mozart’s Köchel 475 C-minor
universal physical principles, as considered earlier, we were keyboard Fantasy, in which, as this appears, in contrast to the suffixed K.

457 sonata, boldly stated, at the outset, Mozart situates the F# from the
opening of Bach’s A Musical Offering, as the metaphor which defines the
composition as a whole, unifying idea. Secondly, Beethoven’s Opus 13263. The term “culture,” is not freely applicable, in the same sense, to both

human beings and to animals. Animals, as pets, when very young, may make string quartet “In The Lydian Mode,” carries that same discovery of Mozart
explicitly to a higher dimensionality. Thirdly, Beethoven addresses this les-attachments to human beings, to such effect that, in the argument of Nicholas

of Cusa, the lower species may participate in the higher species. To speak son from Mozart in a striking way, in two of his later piano sonatas. The first
such example, is to be found in a crucial development within the secondof such animals as “socialized,” is appropriate; to attribute social relations,

in the human sense, to wild beasts, is an act of maudlin fantasy. movement of his Opus 106, a passage occurring in measures 70-86. A similar
event occurs in measures 30-49 of the Coda of the Opus 111. In the latter,64. Idea is used in this report only in the sense of Platonic idea, a conception
Beethoven quotes from Mozart’s K. 475 explicitly. To the same effect, it iswhich has been generated by cognition, rather than as constructed, as deduc-
beyond doubt, that the deceased Beethoven, from his place in the simultaneitytively, for example, from memories of sense-perception. The action refer-
of eternity, performing in his own mind the score of Brahms’ Fourth Sym-enced here, corresponds to a non-linear interval of continuing change, as
phony—especially that Fourth Symphony—would recognize that the livingexpressed within the interval of a pair-wise sharing of a validated discovery
Brahms had become possible, because Beethoven, and Bach and Mozartof universal principle prompted by an ontological paradox. The term “non-
before them both, had lived.linear,” in this employment, signifies a case of regular, non-constant curva-

ture, the kind of Leibnizian characteristic signified, as higher hypothesizing, 66. That is to say, they are contradictions, truthfully expressing a conflict
between reality and a referenced, pre-existing mind-set, a conflict which isby the evolution of the characteristic in a well-ordered series of Riemannian

manifolds. The latter characteristic, is expressed as the rate of change of forced, intentionally, by the author or composer, upon the attention of victims
of the latter mind-set. The falsehood lies in the minds of those victims, whothe characteristic potential relative productivity of the relevant physical,

economic-development process. see the metaphor as being false to their prejudices; the truthfulness is the
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tion of the paradox (i.e., metaphor) is accomplished solely statement of the same, or similar strophe.69 In Classical com-
position, and its appropriate performance, the appropriatethrough introducing a new, validatable principle, just as in a

Riemannian manifold of universal physical principles. This change in the repeated strophe, is governed by the principle,
that the procession of strophes, is always arrayed ironicallylatter discovery, situated with respect to that defining of that

metaphor, becomes the unifying subject of the artistic compo- in performance, such that the composition as a whole is an
integrated process of cognitive development, from outset tosition as a whole.67

The most ancient of the explicitly known cases in which conclusion.
The individual performance is heard in the intention ofa trace of the later development of the forms of modern Euro-

pean civilization’s Classical composition is well defined, is the qualified performer, as an expression (in the small) of
a cognitive simultaneity of eternity, each moment of actionancient Classical poetry. By tradition, such poetry was always

sung, rather than “recited.” It was sung according to the same within, subsumed by an idea which encompasses the entirety
of the development. That unifying idea of the development, isprinciples of vocalization adduced, in particular, for Italian

Florentine bel canto by Leonardo da Vinci; it bears, thus, the the idea of the composition and its performance as a seamless
entirety.70 The name of that composition, then becomes thetrace of the familiar strophic form from the historic period

of Indo-European Classical poetry. Apart from the Italian name of that idea, with the same significance for a person who
knows that idea, in the guise of a personalized name, as istradition of Dante Alighieri, Petrarch, and Leonardo da Vinci,

the best models of this from modern times, after Shakespeare, given, similarly, to the idea of a discovery of universal physi-
cal principle. This is so required, explicitly, by the method ofare the German Classical poetry, and its Classical song set-

tings, from Goethe and Schiller through Heinrich Heine, and motivic thorough-composition, used from Mozart and Haydn,
through Brahms. Thus, so intended and so performed, thethe English productions of Keats and Shelley. The best mod-

ern renderings of the Negro Spiritual, since the collaboration ironical procession of the strophes, moves the emergence of
the anticipated metaphor into position, up to the point theof Harry Burleigh and Antonin Dvorak, are treated as stro-

phic, sung poetry, according to the same principles of render- attack by the metaphor strikes.
This aspect of the common features of Classical poetrying of traditional folk-song by Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven,

and Brahms.68 and musical compositions, is ironically underscored by the
metaphor of comparing the principles of composition of theOn this matter, note, that often, when the repeats of a

Mozart or Beethoven sonata or quartet are played as simply non-plastic media, such as poetry and song, with the develop-
ment of Classical plastic composition, from the Greek sculp-repeats, the principle of strophic poetry is cruelly violated by

the performers. To the degree the composer has indicated this, tures of Scopas and Praxiteles through the paintings of Leo-
nardo da Vinci and Raphael Sanzio, as also typified bythe notes are those which the composer has indicated in the

score; but, it was the composer’s intent, that they be per- Rembrandt’s celebrated portrait of blind Homer looking in-
sightfully into the unseeing stare of Aristotle. The element offormed in a manner contrary to the artistic blindness of the

minds exhibited by far too many among the usual performers. meaningful “off balance” of the Classical Greek sculpture, is
to be contrasted to the archaic Egyptian and Greek, just asThe composer’s rendering of the repeat, is that it should be

varied in such a way, as to function as a cognitively adducible Leonardo da Vinci brings the same underlying principle into
exposition, full force, with his Milan The Last Supper. In theprogression in development, differing from that during the

previous hearing of that repeated strophe. In reality, what is related case of Raphael’s The School of Athens, there are
three principal metaphors: 1) A portrayal of a cognitive simul-repeated, is sung differently, as in apposition to the preceding
taneity of eternity among most of thefigures; 2) The metaphor
of Plato versus Aristotle; and, 3) as, according to one qualified

contribution of the composing artist, as John Keats emphasizes in his famous observer, also probably the contrast of the Classical painter,
Ode on a Grecian Urn. Raphael, with what is suspected to be his opponent, the Ro-
67. Franz Schubert’s song-setting from Shakespeare, as An Sylvia, offers an mantic Michelangelo, as the gloomyfigure of sensuality, lurk-
exception which proves the rule. In German, the result is problematic; one ing, like a foretaste of Caravaggio, in the foreground.
should recall that the German text usually associated with that musical score,
was written after Schubert set Shakespeare’s English poem. Sung in the
English text used by Schubert, that is, according to the relevant English 69. The principle is the same as for the opening of Hamlet’s Third Act

soliloquy; there must be a change in coloration, in the succession of “To be,vocalizations, the appropriate tempo and other matters fall nicely into place
or” and theapposited “not to be.”The “to be” of“not to be,” mustbe darkened,68. Brahms’ counsel on the rendering of traditional folk-song, is reflected
either by a register-shift, or otherwise. The literacy of the delivery of thein Gustav Jenner, Johannes Brahms als Mensch, Lehrer und Kunstler:
entire soliloquy, and the clarity of the tragic principle of the entire play,Studien und Erlebnisse (Marburg am Rhein: N.G. Elwert’sche
depends implicitly upon that distinction within the utterance of that pivotalVerlagsbuchhandlung, 1930). See, A Manual On the Rudiments of Tuning
line. This paradox defines the tragic principle of the drama in its entirety; itand Registration, John Sigerson and Kathy Wolfe, eds. (Washington, D.C.:
expresses the characteristic action within the tragedy.Schiller Institute, 1992). Brahms’ counsel was employed by Dvorak during

the latter’s work on the Negro Spiritual, in collaboration with Burleigh, in 70. The conductor Wilhelm Furtwängler is famous for his practice of what
he sometimes identified as “performing between the notes.”the U.S.A.
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Retired physicist Dr.
Robert Moon (now
deceased) taught at a
summer camp in
Northern Virginia, 1986.
“The cognitive functions
of the so-called retired
persons, are among the
indispensable assets for
reaching and
maintaining a standard
of culture, for achieving
a comparable physical
standard of
consumption, without
actually or virtually
colonialist looting of
other, large parts of the
world.”

The principle of metaphor is made explicit, in the greatest ated, sustained, and increased. Without the fostering of that
Classical approach to science and Classical-artistic composi-Classical tragedies, such as those of Aeschylus, Sophocles,

Shakespeare, and Schiller. Here, the subject is explicitly, po- tion, the potential productivity of the members of the family
household, community, and general population, must tend tolitical morality in the domain of statecraft. Yet, in all great

works of Classical artistic composition, the pair-wise cogni- be poor, stunted, and tending toward that brutish character
which has been increasingly characteristic of the maturingtive relationship between composer and performer, on the one

side, and audience on the other, pervades to similar effect. post-war additions to the populations of the Americas and
Europe However, presuming that we are committed to reverseWhat is lodged here, is the principles of cognitive communica-

tion, always expressed in terms of developing the mind of all, the recent descent into decadence in those latter parts of the
world, the principles which I recommend here, become im-thus to find the means by which to cooperate in service of

reason. The principles so situated, are principles of the same perative. In that case, those conditions of life which are neces-
sary to sustain that general cognitive development, are to bequality of universality as are universal physical principles.

These Classical-artistic principles, as an integral feature considered as an essential part of the costs of sustaining and
enhancing that potential productivity.of development of the population’s powers of communica-

tion, are to be integrated into the culture of a people, by means That correlation between costs of cognition and potential
productivity, is to be recognized as located, in its germ-form,including that of assigning them a dominant place in educa-

tion of the population generally, where these principles are to in the internal characteristics of the pair-wise action of know-
ing. The comprehension of that correlation, lies in focussingbe employed to develop the cognitively determined character

of the family household, community, and population gener- upon the cognitive characteristics specific to Classical-artis-
tic composition.ally. The included purpose is, to free the people from the

pathetically ironical condition of a promising, trained engi- From the standpoint of the enlightened industrial entre-
preneur or farmer, the objects of both public primary andneer, who became, by or after his graduation, a crippled per-

sonality in his social life, a more or less brutish Yahoo, more secondary education, and of family life, are, to develop new
citizens, who shall represent the general level of potentialor less a Hobbesian, or a Mandeville, in his voting patterns,

and other ways. productivity required for carrying scientific and technological
progress of the entire society to new heights. The goal ofIt is through this role of the cognitive experiencing of the

discovery, and rediscovery of universal principles of science higher education, whether public or private, is to produce
the professionals, who will both lead in bringing about thatand Classical-artistic composition, in the family household,

in the community, and in the population at large, that the development of the young, and become the pioneers in both
scientific and technological, and also Classical-artistic formsproductive potential of the population’s labor-force is gener-
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of progress. The goals require not only certain forms of educa- Take the case of comparisons of levels of cognitive devel-
opment among those among today’s adult “Baby Boomers,”tion and related cultural development in the family household,

and the functions, such as educational institutions, of the com- between the ages of thirty-five and fifty-five, as compared
with those of a comparable level of formal education frommunity and the nation. Such cultural development also re-

quires certain physical and other environmental conditions of the preceding generations. In most of these cases, the quality
of family household life and cognitive development, has beenfamily household and community life. Taken all together,

these represent what must become understood by that com- increasingly of a poorer quality, especially since the 1966-
1976 interval, than prevailed among the preceding genera-mon term “standard of living.”

In defining a required standard of living within the house- tion, during the post-Depression years preceding the assassi-
nation of President John F. Kennedy, and the successive oust-hold and community, the first consideration is physical, a

matter of simple demographics. That signifies, that to con- ers of President Charles de Gaulle in France, of Chancellors
Konrad Adenauer and Ludwig Erhard in Germany, and thetinue the required devotion, for virtually all among the young,

to education through higher education, means, today, the goal assassination of Enrico Mattei in Italy. Similarly, although
the quantity of education, per capita, increased during theof a universally typical school-leaving age of between twenty-

two and twenty-five years. That were impossible in a society U.S.A.’s two post-war decades, the cognitive quality of the
result, per school-year of increased levels of education, andin which the typical life expectancy were between thirty and

forty years, or even fifty years. A modern European standard per student attending, decreased even then. During the inter-
val 1966-1976 and following, the decline in cognitive quality,of Classical culture, and associated level of minimal standard

of physical economic equality, could not be developed, or relative to school-leaving age, accelerated.
Those among the morally and intellectually better qualitysustained, without a typical life-expectancy of not less than

seventy- to eighty-odd, or more, years. The cognitive func- of those graduates, from among those now in the thirty-five to
fifty-five age-interval, may recall their outstanding secondarytions of the so-called retired persons, are among the indispens-

able assets for reaching and maintaining such a standard of teachers and university professors; remembering those teach-
ers and professors, they are pained to be confronted by theculture, for achieving a comparable physical standard of con-

sumption, without actual or virtually colonialist looting of collapse of vocabulary, and deterioration in both rigor and
other quality of formulation of argument, among universityother, large parts of the world.

That means, cohering standards of public and other sanita- graduates, over the course of the past half-century. This differ-
ence is a reflection of that downward trend; but, that shrinkagetion, health-care, nutrition, safety, and so on. The related re-

quirements per capita are not to be defined as a list of items is relatively mild, compared with the correlated, precipitous
loss of relative cognitive potential, over the course of theof bills of consumption as such. The required bill of consump-

tion of goods and services, is whatever is necessary to achieve 1966-2000 interval. Over the course of the recent decade,
the rate of collapse, as measured in these terms, has beencertain combined cognitive and demographic standards. A

standard of living is not defined by simply comparing bills increasingly precipitous, and catastrophic.
It has been fairly said, by an increasing ration of knowl-of consumption; rather, a required bill of consumption, is

whatever satisfies a family household and community’s re- edgeable Europeans viewing the Year 2000 U.S. election-
campaign so far, that in today’s Wall Street-dominatedquirement of a certain demographic and cognitive standard.

Whatever is required to satisfy that combined demographic U.S.A., families fairly representative of cartoonist Charles
Addams’ unpleasant characters, with their Bozo-like quali-and cognitive standard, is the required bill of consumption.71

We must eradicate the assumption of the North American ties, are considered the only leading pre-candidates for “First
Family” status. More and more among leading European ob-variety of “cargo cultists,” who delude themselves that deliv-

ering a certain market-basket to a point on the demographic servers, seeing Wall Street and its financial bubble, say of
today’s U.S.A.: the lunatics have taken over the asylum! It islandscape, means that that delivery will automatically secrete

certain targetted results, as defined in terms of demographics the quality of the combined demographic and cognitive re-
sults, which measures the quality of the sausage produced,and potential productivity. It is the achievement and mainte-

nance of certain standards of cognitive development, as such, not the sheer quantity of meat, fat, grains, seasonings, and
sawdust, combined, packed into the intake of the sausage-ma-which must be the primary measure.
chine.

The classroom, considered together with whatever passes
71. The importance of this is heavily underscored when we address the task for its textbooks, provides a useful illustration of the point.
of building up the standard of living and potential productivity in Africa, The mass drugging of pupils, from very young ages, with
Asia generally, and so on. It is the demographic characteristics and cognitive

Ritalin and the like, combined with the aversive social-theorydevelopment, which are the basis for setting standards of family household
dogmas brutally enforced in the classroom, and the brutaland community life, not necessarily carbon copies of currently imputed re-

quirements for the U.S.A. or western Europe. hostility expressed toward the student who dares to exhibit
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The First Family the qualities of the prospective scientist, creative Classical
artist, and great statesman, may begin to appear in that person-
ality. Sometimes, we hide the true meaning of such maturity
from ourselves, when we mystify such developed qualities of
cognition, by a hand-waving reference to some mysteriously
arbitrary donation of “genius.”

However, especially during the past decade, in today’s
U.S. classroom, the expression of this healthy state of playful-
ness, is brutally suppressed, in various ways. Typical means
for doing this, are Ritalin dosages, and forms of the types such
as Makarenko-like behavioral modification,73 in the class-
room. Typical is, the wickedly motivated, induced use of the
911 telephone dial-code, to assist the efforts to foster a break
in the relations between the parents and their children. The
increasing role of the National Training Laboratories’ de-
cades-old, radiating influence within teacher associations,
compounded by the “new violence” of conditioning of even
pre-school-age children by Nintendo-like games, and the re-
lated sorts of publicly broadcast children’s TV cartoon fare,
is part of the virtually Pavlovian decortication of what is be-
coming a destroyed minority, perhaps even soon a majority,
of the present generation of children and adolescents. The
presently accelerating upsurge of the “new violence,” as
merely typified by the recently celebrated Littleton horror, is

cognitive playfulness, were better viewed as a malicious a typical production of this Nintendo-style cognitive decorti-
dumbing-down of young minds, than education as we used to cation of our children, or grandchildren. This destruction has
know it, prior to the past thirty-five years mass-indoctrination been entirely intentional on the part of the institutions respon-
with an Orwellian cultural-paradigm down-shift. sible for pushing this satanic subversion into the recently rede-

fined norms of individual and family intellectual and emo-
The family household and community life tional life.74

In the infant and child, the healthy development of the
young individual’s cognitive potentials, is principally associ- 73. In the young Soviet Union, Maxim Gorki follower A.S. Makarenko
ated with a phenomenon observable as happy play. This no- launched a program to transform masses of children without parental care,

into a kind of asocial type used by the Soviet political police, the Cheka,tion of play, is that identified as Spieltrieb by Friedrich Schil-
the forerunner of the later KGB. Gorki’s association with satanic cults, isler.72 We recognize something akin to this form of happiness,
documented to approximately 1906-1913, as a fellow-traveller of the explic-in a young dog and colt, for example; but, with human beings,
itly pro-satanic, Theosophist movement of Bertrand Russell associate Aleis-

such expressions are associated with a quality unique to hu- ter Crowley et al.; during that time, Gorki conducted an international salon
man beings. That quality is cognition, as I have presented the in the grotto of that Theosophist center, the Isle of Capri (the Mithra-cult

location dedicated to worship of the Emperor Tiberius as the anti-Christ).rudiments of the notion of cognition here. As the young person
This tainted and inherently destructive model of education, was spreademerges from infancy, the most significant form of such
throughout Europe, and also into the U.S.A, by the followers of dictator Belahappy cognitive play, is the game of “Why?”
Kun’s cultural minister, Georg Lukacs, and his former Budapest associates,

In the healthily maturing child and adolescent, the role of such as later Hollywood film-maker Korda, Bertrand Russell’s lackey Leo
this quality of happy playfulness, is shifted, more and more, Szilard, et al. Lukacs’ and kindred influences were spread widely among the

leading, pro-satanic figures of the so-called Frankfurt School and its cronies,into emphasis on awareness of the role of Socratic play, as
such as Horkheimer, Benjamin, Adorno, Hannah Arendt, Nazi philosopherthe only way in which systemically truthful answers can be
Martin Heidegger, et al. An overlapping dogma of Bertrand Russell, andfound to the perennial question, “Why?” With such a mode of
such among his cronies cronies as Aleister Crowley and H.G. Wells, in

growing maturity in the use of this play-principle of cognition, deploying such satanic figures as Aldous and Julian Huxley, Karl Korsch,
Margaret Mead, Gregory Bateson, et al., typifies the hand behind the deploy-
ment of the Frankfurt School degenerates into the U.S.A.

72. Friedrich Schiller, “On the Aesthetical Education of Man, in a Series of 74. See the exposition of the explicitly subversive doctrine of the so-called
“authoritarian personality,” by the circles of Theodor Adorno, HannahLetters,” in Friedrich Schiller, Poet of Freedom, Vol. I, William F. Wertz,

Jr., trans. (New York: New Benjamin Franklin House, 1985), pp. 223-298. Arendt, et al., as set forth inT.W. Adornoet al.,The AuthoritarianPersonality
(New York: Harper, 1950). This doctrine, those authors openly represented,Schiller first references the Spieltriebe, or play drive, in the Fourteenth Let-

ter, p. 256. as an intention to destroy the intellectual tradition of the U.S. Declaration of
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Granted, all of these recent changes in standards of educa- tion of cultural and economic progress, but provides the indis-
pensable foundations for sanity itself.tion and family relations, must be promptly, and radically

reversed, if this nation is to survive for as long as even the This locates the so-called “nuclear” family household,
as properly but an expression of the extended family. Thisrelatively short-term ahead. However, while it would be a

commendable reform in itself, to return to the standards of signifies the integration of adopted members of that immedi-
ate and extended family, as fully members in good and equaldecency from the time of Franklin Roosevelt’s revival of the

U.S. and its public morality, from the Great Depression standing. However, the healthy functioning of that extended
and immediate family, as an institution for progress and san-caused by the policies of Teddy Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson,

and the “flapper era” of Calvin Coolidge and Andrew Mellon, ity, is conditional upon the efficient supremacy of cognition,
over mere learning and other acquired prejudices.that return, by itself, would not be sufficient. Nor would it be

sufficient, merely to uproot the kinds of evils to which I have On this account, the indispensable costs of production of
a viable quality of labor-force, include the costs of sustainingjust referred. This time, we require nothing less than an axio-

matically new standard of policy-shaping, one premised upon such extended- and immediate-family institutions as func-
tioning institutions with such qualities. Thus, the costs whichthe affirmation of the lately much-forsaken cognitive princi-

ple itself. must be incurred to sustain such principled conceptions of the
extended and immediate family, as a necessary institution,The place at which to begin our focus on education of the

cognitive potential, is in the matter of relations within the dedicated to such cognition-centered functions, represent an
incurred, unshirkable obligation, to promote the general wel-family household itself. This provides the benchmark, with

respect to which to correlate the effects of relations within the fare, an obligation incumbent upon the economy and nation
as a whole.household, with relevant effects of relations within the school

setting, and within the immediate community otherwise. In considering the nature of the family as an institution, the
principle of individual privacy, is, ironically, a characteristicFrom the beginning, within the household, we must bear in

mind the distinctions among cities, towns, rural settings, and feature of the cognitive principle of socialization. An original
discovery, or a replicated discovery of any universal princi-suburbia, on these accounts, as we shall examine that matter

below. ple, occurs within the absolutely sovereign bounds of the indi-
vidual cognitive powers. The characteristic feature of all suchWithin the family household, we require a situation in

which the relations among the family household’s members, discovery, is extended, uninterrupted periods of concentra-
tion. The most efficient way to prevent the efficient moral andare defined by emphasis on preference, in respect of impor-

tance and other authority, of reason—i.e., cognition—over intellectual development of the young individual in society, is
to apply, wittingly or otherwise, a regimen which has thelearning. This signifies, in first approximation, the repeated

exercise of the principle of pair-wise cognitive sharing, of the effect, of preventing frequent resort by the individual to cogni-
tive moments of individual, private concentration.original and replicated discovery and validation of universal

principles, and their approximation, in preference over mere It is in such arts of privacy, that many an individual who
would be otherwise destroyed, both morally and intellectu-deduction and learning. In higher approximation, this means

an emphasis upon the historical social relations which corre- ally, by aversive family and general social circumstances,
may defeat those oppressive forms of excessively socializedspond, in approximation, to the cognitive relations among

the successive generations of grandparents, parents, and their conditions of life, thus, to come, in the course of time, to
achieve even greatness of character and intellect. The saneyoung. The latter set of across-generational relations, is the

location of both an intimation of the principle of higher hy- family, or educational institution, is careful to foster such
necessary forms and degrees of personal privacy. This notionpothesis, and of the developing child’s own individual sense

of personal identity, an identity rooted in a transparent princi- of cognitive privacy, is the only rational basis for the existence
of the privileges of private entrepreneurship in a well-orderedple of reason. On all accounts, including the cognitive inter-

play among siblings, but especially among grandparents, par- sovereign republic. The same provision should be a concern
for the employer desirous of the benefits of fostering of fruit-ents, and children, the family household whose internal and

external social relations are so ordered, is not only the founda- ful innovation among employees.
The denial of efficient access to such cognitively oriented

uses of personal privacy, is most cruelly visible in the implica-Independence, Constitution, and Abraham Lincoln heritage. That doctrine
tions of pure and simple economic poverty in the local com-has been promoted, to this day, as the hard-core dogma of the continuing

“Age of Aquarius” cult, the Russell-Huxley-like utopian scheme, which took munity and family household, as also in the disruption of the
over the shaping of what has become the “New Era” policy of the thirty-five family as an institution. A society which does not defend the
to fifty-five generation in today’s U.S. Typical of the mechanisms deployed notion of the extended and immediate family household, as I
to spread that filth, is the role of the Wall Street-linked American Family

have summarized the case for that here, is a society in whichFoundation (AFF), it the sponsor of the now-defunct Cult Awareness Net-
the production of intellectually and morally defective newwork (CAN), the latter notable for such obscenities as its key contributing

role in orchestrating the creation of the notorious Waco, Texas massacre. individuals, will tend to be typical. An economy which im-
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poses the denial of access to efficient privacy, even simply by the future: the expected first twenty-five years of life, and
development to economic maturity, of a new-born infant. De-the nature of physical-economic circumstances extant, will

suffer a relative impairment of the cognitive potential, on terminations of cost which are based on other, shorter-cycle
models, such as comparative annual performance, representthat account.

The composition of the structure of the living week, and an implicitly fraudulent fallacy of composition of the relevant
evidence. This is the case for the physical economy of theliving day, of the individual and family household, is of ex-

tremely significant, if not absolute relevance to this. An in- family household, and also of the economy as a whole.
That represents a statement of principle, of the manner increase in the number of working hours of the day and week,

is often not only tolerable, but even desirable, if the nature of which the non-disposable costs of maintaining the labor-force
are to be decided.the relevant paid (or, unpaid) work is intensely cognitive in

characteristic quality. The requirement of leisure, is essen-
tially a requirement for exercise of cognitive activity, relative Cities, towns, and suburbia

In brief, the proper physical-economic function of a cityto, in contrast to merely learned behavior. The more one’s
cognitive self-development, the more truly human, and the or town, is that of a machine for living. Its functional charac-

teristics as an institution, for better or for worse, are properlymore useful one becomes, to society as a whole, one’s family
members, and oneself. to be adduced from the standpoint of that cognitive definition

of human nature which I have stated, and otherwise impliedAs a matter of principle, the more hazardous among com-
mon family situations, is, obviously enough, the plight of thus far.

Cities so examined, when they and their development,the “nuclear family,” especially the single-parent household,
under conditions of an extended work-day and -week, and or decline, are studied as expressions of mankind’s relation-

ship to the entirety of the surface-area of this planet, areextended daily losses of time required for commuting. This
same kind of risk tends to become acute, under conditions of the most characteristic feature of the appearance and future

development—either for better, or for worse—of all civiliza-relative poverty, and especially so in those neighborhoods and
wider communities in which the opportunities for individual tions. In ancient and modern European civilization, that cor-

responding functional relationship among cities, their char-privacy and cognitive play, especially that by children, are
minimized by pervasively aversive circumstances. acteristics, and their functional relationship, mediated

through towns, to both the seas and countryside, is the me-Two general categories of actually incurred costs of fam-
ily household life, locate the non-disposable factors of cost to dium through which the individual personalities of a society,

participate in a nation’s, even the entirety of mankind’sbe considered: the costs incurred on account of the necessary
physical conditions of life of the family household repre- relationship to nature, even, yearning upwards, to the stellar

universe as a whole.sented by the individual members of the labor-force, and the
costs incurred on account of the cultural quality of cognitive There are, therefore, many doctrines respecting the mean-

ing of the institution of the city. The most significant doctrinessense of personal identity, which must be fostered in each
member of that household and relevant community. These are respecting the cities, which have appeared in the emergence

of what has become a globally extended European civiliza-the incurred costs which the nation must develop the means to
pay, even if it can not find such means at the present moment, tion, are to be assorted and classified, roughly, as, predomi-

nantly, either Classical or Romantic respecting their adduci-as necessary costs of maintaining the increasing productive
powers of labor expressed by the nation’s labor-force. ble, characteristic principles of design. For implicitly obvious

reasons, most emphatically, noting the exceptional achieve-These cultural factors feature the historical sense of per-
sonal identity, and what may be fairly described as the Rie- ments in physical economy per capita, reflected in the emer-

gence of extended modern European civilization, that aspectmannian scientific-cultural potential, as represented by the
cognitive enrichment of the state of mind of both the individ- of European history provides the best vantage-point from

which to examine the functional characteristics of the rise andual as an individual, and as a characteristic of the minds of,
and cognitive ordering of relations among the individual fall of civilizations, and of the associated nature and natural

functions of cities, in their respective entireties.members of the corresponding community, or nation. The
required physical costs to be honored in practice, are those Notably, the Athens Acropolis, situated with respect to

the ancient function and history of the city’s port, is predomi-which bear upon the physical conditions necessary for promo-
tion of that cultural development, both within the family nantly the indelible mark of a Classical conception of an an-

cient European city. The Acropolis, crafted over generations,household as such, and in the relevant community.
Accordingly, the span of time over which the determina- reflects a single, unifying, coherent notion of its physical-

geometric and related aesthetical principle of integrated de-tion of incurred costs must be made, requires a study of causal
relations, a study which is to be constructed upon the premise sign; it reflects this inward, and outward from its gateway,

and from Erectheum to Parthenon. The heart of the city is,of the span of not less than a generation. Today, in modern
economy, that signifies approximately a quarter-century into thus, the ancient city’s reflection of its own soul, a legacy
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of Cyrenaica, of the Ionian city-state republics, of Solon’s Benjamin Franklin, until the decline of that city in the after-
math of the assassination of President William McKinley,reform, and, thence, of the troubled Classical development,

on which Alexander’s doom of Babylon founded Hellenistic that by a terrorist assassin imported from Europe, a hateful
killer deployed, under the control of Emma Goldman, fromcivilization as a whole. Its port, Piraeus, reflects the city’s

ancient, millennial roots in the maritime culture of the Peoples New York City’s Henry Street Settlement House.
Circumstances of the mid-1980s, impelled me to focusof the Sea, and also the special relationship of that city to the

history and culture of ancient Egypt. my experience and early studies of the city to bear on the
need for a unified, proper, functional definition of role ofCities, too, like nations, each have their place, like the

figures of Raphael’s The School of Athens, in the cognitive the modern city, as an idea, within the applications of my
continuing work toward further development of the sciencesimultaneity of eternity.

The roots of civilization of historic times, from the preced- of physical economy.
Notably, on this immediate sub-topic of our discussion,ing long periods of rises and ebbs in the development of trans-

oceanic maritime cultures, are aptly reflected in the accounts the subject of the comparative cultural impact of city and
country, had fascinated me since a childhood spent chiefly ingiven by, most notably, Plato.75 Classical Greece, in its multi-

millennial relationship to Egypt, expresses the connection of the city of Rochester, New Hampshire, and an adolescence in
the Essex County city of Lynn, Massachusetts, which latterAtlantic maritime culture’s extension, by way of the vicinity

of the Atlas mountains, throughout the Mediterranean and had already become, functionally, if not politically, a part of
greater Boston. Already, during the course of my adolescence,its littoral.76

Notably, the distinctive feature of the medieval and mod- from such comparisons, I regarded the institution of the city
as, in principle, a more efficient machine for the cultural de-ern development of European civilization, is the cathedral, as

it emerged from the time of Charlemagne. The emerging role velopment of the individual personality. Then, with the
1940s, there came my first experience with New York City,of the cathedral, as marked by those established during the

time of Charlemagne’s reign, and the influence of the school and its characteristic, readily felt contrast to the Boston of
that time; during that time, came the war, and the war-timeof Chartres later, shows Europe in the West absorbing and

transforming the relics of pagan Rome, and, in the best aspects circumstances, in the U.S. and in Asia, in which my experi-
ences and views were modified by experience of the peopleof this, always preferring the Classical Greek to the pagans

of Rome. and places, of both the nation and the world at large. I propose
that it will be of advantage to the reader, in addressing thisNotably, the medieval history of Europe is put behind us,

with Filippo Brunelleschi’s completion of the cupola of the topic of the city, to compare his or her experiences and reflec-
tions on such matters, with my own.Cathedral of Florence. From that time, in the shadow of that

dome, the evolution of globally extended modern European This is the appropriate place to bring a deeper aspect of
this study into focus, the lessons to be learned from looking atcivilization begins.

Such preceding and contrasting developments kept in U.S. cities of the future, from the standpoint of the technology
needed to establish a permanent science-base on Mars.view, brings our attention to the way in which the Fifteenth-

Century emergence of modern European civilization, shaped During the mid-1980s, in the course of our Fusion Energy
Foundation’s international seminars on matters of physical-the development of the city, and the city’s evolving relation-

ship to the countryside, in the Americas. science research, a series of astrophysical topics, centered
around a modern retrospective view of the work of Kepler,Look at the emergence and development of the city in

what became the U.S.A. Plot three points in this development: focussed our attention on specific, most radically significant
topics of contemporary astrophysics. These included the top-the Massachusetts Bay Colony, Philadelphia, and the transfer

of title to New Amsterdam, to New York. Trace the origins ics of fast-rotating binary star-systems, and the Crab Nebula.77

Thus, some among us took up the matter of how to constructof American patriotism, from its beginnings among the Win-
throps and Mathers of Massachusetts, through the leading the appropriate methods of observation of the spectrum of

radiation which might be relevant to such investigations.role, as the city of patriots, which Philadelphia played, repeat-
edly, during the span from the days of Jonathan Logan and Clearly, we would wish to situate very, very large array sys-

tems, for observations conducted at locations as far distant as
possible from our electromagnetically so-noisy Sun. The75. And in the rises and falls of the levels of the oceans and seas, according

to the glacial cycles which have dominated the world, especially the Northern most likely opportunity for such research, to be realized some
Hemisphere, for approximately two millions years to date. decades ahead, would be the vicinity of Mars.
76. Professor Barry Fell’s contributions to deciphering Captain Rati’s and For such an undertaking, a permanent scientific base
navigator Maui’s discovery of the Americas, matched against both the Dravi- would be needed, built into the immediate sub-surface of
dian language-group, maritime origins of Sumer, and Herodotus’ report on
the Dravidian origins of the ancient Yemen, Ethiopian, and Caananite mari-
time colonies, complement, rather than contradict, the Atlantic origins of 77. The principal source of so-called cosmic-ray radiation impinging on the

Earth is traced from the otherwise extraordinarily anomalous Crab Nebula.ancient Egyptian and Greek cultures.
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Mars. The general parameters of the technologies, already by an ant-army of lusting real-estate speculators, but a ma-
chine for living, deeply rooted in the sub-surface, built fromavailable, or on the immediate horizon, needed for that, were

more or less immediately apparent. 1) As Werner von Braun deep sub-surface, upwards, to, and slightly above the surface.
Every future new city on Earth, should be built, or rebuilt,had observed, back during the 1950s, we would not be such

fools as to send single vessels alone on Earth-Mars missions; according to the principles forced to our attention by reflec-
tions upon the establishment of a science-city under the sur-we would follow the example set by Columbus’ first voyage

to rediscover the Americas. 2) Manned flights, in flotillas, face of Mars. The projection of the Mars-landing project,
showed us that the needed technologies either existed, embry-from Earth to Mars (and, return), must be along continuously

powered, accelerated/decelerated trajectories; the technolo- onically or otherwise, or were visible on the reachable horizon
of but a half-century, more or less, ahead.gies for that were either available, or on the horizon. 3) Present

methods of reaching Earth orbits, were primitive, probably as What was lacking, chiefly, was a renewal of the scientific
optimism associated with the popular reaction to Presidentmuch as ten times too costly; we must substitute the so-called

Sänger project, instead.78 However, to assemble flotillas of John Kennedy’s bold announcement of the manned Moon-
landing commitment, a return to the best parts of the spiritEarth-Mars round-trip flights on Earth, would be unreason-

able. Krafft Ehricke’s work on the feasibility of industries on extant prior to the mid-1960s’ corrosive upsurge of the rock-
drug-sex, cultural-paradigm down-shift. That is needed, morethe Moon, shows that they would better provide the bulk of

the weight needed in both the flotillas and their necessary than ever before, planet-wide, today. Such great undertakings
are not competently assessed in the bookkeeping department,cargo. The suspected-to-be-significant caches of Helium 3,

on the Moon, were viewed as a probable fuel for that and certainly not on Wall Street, but rather in the benefits which
could never be obtained without a great lunge forward, towardrelated space enterprises. That, and related matters, taken into

account, the astrophysical research operations conducted a destination beyond the rubble-strewn, present cognitive
frontiers of the popular mind.from a Mars base, would require support for assigned person-

nel on the order of the Manhattan Project’s Los Alamos city, Then, think about the function of the institution of the
city, in this spirit of scientific and cultural progress. The roleor greater. This meant constructing a sub-surface base-habita-

tion on Mars. of this conception in the ascending of mankind, to a higher
conception of our species’ functional relationship to nature,Science cities on Mars? Think, then, of employing the

techniques and principles required for that, for a fresh ap- and to one another, becomes clear in that way.
From this vantage-point, certain enduring parameters areproach to municipal zoning and related policy questions, here,

back on Earth. This latter reflection was encouraged by the as appropriate to the cities of European civilization’s past, as
to the distant future. In those principled terms of reference, the1970s studies of the benefits to the U.S. economy from 1960s

Federal investments in connection with the Manned Moon institution of the city has an implied, and validatable quality of
universality.Landing and related work: more than a dime returned to the

U.S. economy for every Federal penny spent. The rich lode The evolution, or, better said, trashing of the institution
of the U.S. city and countryside, in the name of suburbia,of treasure to be gained from space exploration, would not be

found in mineral resources hauled back to Earth, but simply since the end of World War II, is to be ranked among the most
unnecessary and disgusting works of Wall Street during thisin the fact, that every physical principle and technology devel-

oped for space applications, would increase the productive century. The world at large has been greatly polluted by the
global influence of that same disgusting practice. Nothing inpowers of labor on Earth by many times every Federal penny

spent. I proposed that we look, in that light, at the future of this syndrome supports the myth that Wall Street was ever
motivated by actual economic prudence, or zeal for true effi-cities in the Sahara desert, the frozen tundra of Siberia, or

anywhere else, on Earth. That prompted me to undertake the ciency.
For New York City, the pollution began with the growth ofrethinking of the principles to be recognized as implicit in the

function of the city, and of the city-countryside relationship. the physical-economic equivalent of toadstools in the potato
field of nearby Long Island. This was known as Levittown.The future potential of the institution of the city, requires

a step up toward the goal of the essentially synthetic city: not Rather than refurbishing the relatively viable form of inte-
grated residential, educational, industrial, commercial, andone laid upon the surface, and dug slightly below that, as if
related structure, which had evolved in former New York,
even often despite itself, the speculative sickness of ground-
rent logic took over. New York City began to shed its indus-78. This meant a rocket piggy-backed on a “scramjet” vehicle of up to Mach

8 capability, to establish and develop low-orbit stations, from which to move trial base in tax-revenues, its role as a great port and inland
freight up to geostationary space-travel-station Earth orbit. This would re- transportation center, the better quality of its “blue collar”
duce the physical-economic cost of bringing tonnage to the higher point by

employment opportunities, and its associated residentialas much as a factor of ten. See Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. The Woman on
communities, too. While the viable economic functions of theMars, national television broadcast on March 3, 1988, during the author’s

campaign for the Democratic Presidential nomination. city as a city, were looted in the process of recycling the
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deindustrialized decay, the nearby potato lands became a mental traffic congestion which erupts, as a ratio of traffic
jams and their duration, to total population and highway ca-dump for those as if escaping from captivity in the City’s tax-

revenue base, who moved into the agricultural lands foolishly pacity, as a result of changes akin to those pioneered in the
post-Franklin Roosevelt U.S.A.’s slide into what has becomewasted in that accelerating emphasis upon the ecologically

monstrous myth of new suburbia. the post-industrial pathology of “new suburbia.”
Such problems were implicitly addressed, in my workIt was as if Wall Street and London, with their control

over the policy-shaping of the post-Franklin Roosevelt comparing the required principles of design for a Mars sci-
ence-base city, and the rational, technological, and relatedU.S.A., were obsessed with the goal of uprooting everything,

social, cultural, infrastructural, industrial, and agricultural, on evolution of the institution of the city on Earth. The most
significant factor in comparing those cases, was the factorwhich Roosevelt’s leading role had depended, in both the

recovery from the Depression, and in the war-time mobiliza- of basic economic infrastructure: the hard infrastructure of
power, water, sanitation, transport, parks and cultural facili-tion. That succubus, known as the rush into the “new subur-

bia,” spreading across the nation, ruined the cities, the coun- ties, and security, and the soft infrastructure of health, educa-
tion systems, and security, of a rational design of new andtryside, and the moral fabric of the nation. The resulting

spectacle, in New York City today, is Mayor Rudolf Giuliani, rehabilitated cities. The cognitive aspects of the design of
infrastructure are also crucial.standing amid the ruin of those past follies, cast for eternity

in the presiding, monumental role of Lot’s wife. With that approach, as informed by contemplation of the
requirements of establishing and maintaining a science cityLook at the principled functions of the life of the extended

family’s household in the city. Consider a few crucial facts on Mars, virtually every part of Earth’s surface becomes a
habitable prospect for urban or agricultural and related devel-which illustrate, how the cultish spread of “new suburbia” has

so lavishly looted the economy, intellect, morals, and physical opment. The principles of design of urban amid rural areas,
remain the same, in large degree. The physical space-alloca-conditions of life of the people of the U.S.A. Witness, what

is perhaps worst of all: the spread of that ruin of a once-great tions for the functionally required design of the quarters of
the family household have not changed in nature, from therepublic, has brought the victims to the state of lunacy in

which, this gruesome spectacle, is commonly called the surge better urban areas of medieval European times. That is to say,
what is required today, is what should have been consideredof unbridled prosperity.

The fact which is most simply measured, is the factor of functionally required then; the principal added emphasis must
be on the functional requirements of cognitive privacy of eachthe relative access, from place of residence, to those other

functions, within the community, on which physical and cog- and all members of the household. Otherwise, on the latter
topic, essentially it is the technology to be incorporated intonitive well-being depend. Access to securing employment,

and to place of work. Access to educational and related activi- those areas which has changed.
Our attention should be drawn to the vast tracts of thisties, to health-care. The appropriateness of those means for

satisfying such essential needs. The lapsed time between planet’s land-areas, which are functionally classifiable as
poorly populated deserts, including the tundra of Siberia, andone’s place at any functional point in that system, to other

functionally significant points. The cognitive quality of social the jungles of Asia, Africa, and the Americas. This is a chal-
lenge to be faced in the interior of China. The same principleslife within the community, and one’s access to it. The cost of

this access, expressed as a percentile of the family house- are applicable to South and Southeast Asia. Most of the conti-
nent of Africa and the Middle East, are to be included, as alsohold’s and individual’s income. These are the typical markers,

by means of which the quality of organization of urban life the largest part of the land-area west of the proverbial twenty-
inch rain-fall line, in the U.S. itself. The subsuming conceptis estimated.

In that light, consider the commuter’s nightmare. How needed for this purpose, is the policy of making this entire
planet a managed garden of human development. The adop-many places of employment must the average member of the

household occupy, during each week, each day, to sustain a tion of that mission is, in itself, the most important aspect
of the policy; but, the mission can not live on, without thephysical standard of living, as compared to the circumstances

prevailing five years, a decade, two decades, three decades nourishment of some significant degree of its actual imple-
mentation.earlier? What portion of the time awake, does that individual

spend on such employment and the commuting-time associ- Typical of the problem to be addressed, is the challenge
which had been represented, prior to 1983, by Egypt’s cooper-ated with it? Quality and availability of educational facilities,

measured in similar ways? And so on. ation with Sudan in shifting the over-concentration of popula-
tion in the mega-cities such as Alexandria and Cairo, towardFor a comparison, examine a somewhat parallel, similarly

disastrous transition, which has affected the relevant bedroom newly defined, irrigated agro-industrial complexes, each of
the latter projected to house up to millions in urban industrial-areas associated with the recent twenty years’ transformation

of the land-use factors, in the region centered in the Frankfurt, oriented settings, within a large area otherwise devoted to
agriculture. When we consider the incurred cost of providingWiesbaden, and Mainz area, in Germany. Consider the monu-
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adequate water-supplies for the Middle East and Saharan Af- ports and canals, a certain relative permanence on the scale
of centuries and millennia.rica in general, as against the benefits of having the streams

of water and power needed to make a desert bloom with agro- Thus, accordingly, we should be able to foresee recom-
mendable related kinds of objectives, for both new and reha-industrial prosperity, water and power are the key bottlenecks

to be mastered, to bring about a prosperous net result. Subsur- bilitated areas, as far as a century or more ahead. On that basis,
the checkerboarding of existing cities’ areas, for progressiveface rivers (as opposed to wells of fossil water), are one

source, in some areas; modern techniques of desalination and steps of rehabilitation, including building-in of the common
infrastructural strata below, can be approached in an orderly,other water purification are crucial for such development.

High-flux-density energy sources, are key to mastering both least disruptive way. Essentially, this is a matter of applying
the lessons of new agro-urban complexes to the design forbottlenecks, that of power and water.

The building of new cities, set amid new farmlands and rehabilitation of the old.
In that process, the disease of the landscape, known as thenew forests, to reclaim arid regions and jungle deserts, forces

us to think about the scale of new cities in a fresh way. How inherently wasteful, and ecologically lunatic epidemic of new
suburbia, must be quietly, but effectively weeded-out. Thislarge, in area, in population, and in population-density, should

a new city, so conceived, be? Are there not optimal sizes and must be done for the sake of a healthier economy, and for the
sake of healthier mental life among the inhabitants.densities, as determined by numerous factors, including the

technology employed? Were it not better to speckle a new area Since the disaster, known as the Presidencies of Teddy
Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, and Calvin Coolidge, the latterof agro-industrial, urban-centered development, with blobs of

rural farming and forested development, within which urban great area of the U.S. has not seen the relevant development
of the new eco-systems, agriculture, and new cities, whichcenters of optimum maximum scale were situated, than to

increase the size of the urban core of such a complex? Were should have proliferated there over the course of the Twenti-
eth Century, but, did not.it not better to build several cities of optimum scale, as in the

interior of China, or the Sahara, etc., than one in which the Thus, the prospect of new urban-rural developmental
complexes, is posed to us today, as a leading policy-missionratio of urban periphery to population-density of interior,

were too cumbersome? Professor Nicolas Rashevsky would, of the new-born century. All of this requires an acceleration
in the development and application of relevant technologies,doubtless, be amused by this question.

Such occupation with a new-cities policy, should condi- but those are in sight, if we have the political will to bring
such development about.tion the way we think about the rehabilitation of the old cities.

Proper new definitions of regulatory measures, and related The prospect of both new cities and matching rural pro-
ductive development, such as that needed in large regionsreshaping of taxation policies, at the Federal, state, and local

levels, are to be developed for purposes of regional and city of North Africa and the Middle East, intersects the issue of
rehabilitating the pre-existing urban areas of the world duringplanning, on this account. We should aim toward the same

standards of resulting effect, in rehabilitating old cities, that the decades immediately ahead. This is an indispensable fea-
ture of the built-in design, of new accounting and forecastingwe would properly prescribe for new agro-industrial com-

plexes. This must include a rigorous definition of policies methods. The cost of the future is an non-disposable cost of
the successfully continued existence of the present.respecting the development of a common infrastructural do-

main, including common transport, at sub-surface levels. The
surface elements of the city may be viewed as plugged-in, in a Goals of secondary education

During the recent post-Kennedy decades, especially sincemodular way, to the substructure represented by the common
infrastructural domain. the end of my namesake President Lyndon Johnson’s term in

office, the educational policies of the U.S.A. were shiftedIf we study the history of the urban communities of Eu-
rope, since Charlemagne, and even earlier in some instances, into the direction of a return to the oligarchical legacy, of

cultivating the birth, growth, and maturation of children andwe should recognize how little, certain of the changes in the
form of those structures has been, or need be, if we but add the adolescents according to rules traditional for the breeding,

selective employment, and culling of flocks of human cattle.requirement that they be readily adapted to even unforeseen
specific new technologies centuries hence. The best way to These latter are the rules implicit in the Code of the notorious

Roman Emperor Diocletian, as continued practice under feu-accommodate to the inevitability of change, is to distinguish
between those requirements which do not change in their dalism, and as that Code is to be seen reflected in the treatment

of both the African-Americans and generality of poor whites,nature, as distinct from the fact that many unforeseen specific
changes will be made, from time to time, in the technologies as Yahoos, in the southern U.S. slave-states.

Such relics of past decadence, became, and are the preva-inserted into durable structural forms of basic economic infra-
structure, housing, park areas, and so on. Similarly, geograph- lent policies of primary and secondary education, currently

in practice throughout virtually the entirety of today’s Ritalin-ically optimal locations of urban centers and transport routes
among them, have shown, like optimal choices of sites for ridden nation. The main thrust of that degeneration of second-
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ary, and also much of higher education, and, soon, also public Second, it must be general policy, that classroom size for
primary and secondary schools, shall be determined by thehealth policy, became suddenly visible in New York City,

over the interval 1968-1975.79 As usual, Wall Street, with its goal of having not more than fifteen to twenty pupils in a
teaching classroom. This is to assure the possibility for theattached law-firms and private foundations, set and played

the tune for decadence. Thus, did ignorance and depravity effective participation of all of the pupils in the process of
sharing relevant cognitive experiences.become apotheosized as today’s popular opinion.

This must now be reversed. Yet, although we must use Thirdly, in accord with the requirements of a cognitive
method of classroom practice, teachers shall be expected tothe precedents to be seen in the best among the educational

practices of the pre-1968-75 post-war, and earlier periods, we spend an average of sixty percent of the working-day in
preparing classes, and not more than forty in actual class-must employ those precedents only as bench-marks on the

landscape of past history, as we lay out a new national educa- room teaching. This must be so, in recognition of the fact,
that the teacher must teach the existing class, with itstional policy, which will come to represent the next step up-

ward from the best our nation has done before. achievements and its problems, not some pre-homogenized
standard classroom. The goals of the curriculum, are moreGenerally, our educational policies should echo those

introduced to this continent by the Massachusetts Bay Colo- or less constant from classroom to classroom; but, the lesson
conducted in each classroom, for that day, must be pre-ny’s Winthrops and Mathers, and under Jonathan Logan’s

leadership in Pennsylvania. They should be a continuation crafted to address the adduced achievements and difficulties
represented by previous development of the entire class asof the Classical humanist programs, as set into motion by

such figures as Germany’s Gotthold Lessing and Moses an interacting group.
Fourthly, the programs for primary and secondaryMendelssohn, and installed by their successors in Friedrich

Schiller’s and Wilhelm and Alexander von Humboldt’s Ger- schools, secondary schools most emphatically, must empha-
size the methods of “crucial experiments” for assisting themany, as these policies were assimilated into the form of

the reformed Philadelphia high school under the leadership pupils to relive the discovery and validation of universal sci-
entific and Classical principles.of Benjamin Franklin’s great-grandson and Alexander von

Humboldt’s associate, West Point’s Alexander Dallas The object assigned to the outcome of combined primary
and secondary education, shall be to foster the developmentBache. There is also the model of scientific education devel-

oped in France, the Ecole Polytechnique, for as long as it of the student’s own private “School of Athens,” within the
mind of each pupil to graduate from secondary schools, as Iwas operating, during the pre-Restoration period, despite

Napoleon Bonaparte, under the common initiative and super- have summarized that case earlier here.
The level of knowledge of science, art, and history, at-vision of such great scientists as Lazare Carnot, Gaspard

Monge, and A.M. Legendre. tained by the graduates, must correspond to the level of
achievement represented by society up to that time. Thus,Those models are to be known and appreciated by the

educators and other relevant policy-shapers of today. Yet, a such graduates of secondary education, may go to their next
step in life, as an integral part of what society and the nationfurther step in educational policy is needed. Rebuilding this

nation from the decadence into which it has been relegated, has achieved, in its general cognitive and related develop-
ment, up to that time. The object is practical, and also moral,during the recent three decades and more, requires that we

not only adopt the best precedents from the past, but add in the sense the notion of a private “School of Athens” implies.
The object is, that our secondary schools of the future, mustcertain hard specifications, as to what shall be accomplished,

and by what methods and means. graduate qualified individual citizens, who go on from there,
as citizens, to conduct the pursuit of their chosen missionsFirst of all, it must be made explicit, that the method and

practice in public primary and secondary education shall be and professions.
That shall become the future, mandatory standard of costthe standpoint of cognitive experience in reliving the act of

discovery of validated universal principles from the past. A accounting and forecasting, in these and related matters.
Classical humanist form of Classical-Greek-keyed public ed-
ucation, shall be prescribed, in which re-enactment of discov- The cost accounting of change

As I shall focus on other aspects of this same crucial mattereries of principle, rather than textbook-cued, mass-testing
drill-and-grill, that according to the standard set by standard in the following chapter of this report, on the subject of Bud-

getary & Cost Accounting Principles, the keystone of compe-examinations, shall be the standard for recruitment, selection,
and assignment of teachers. tence in future cost-accounting, budgetary, and forecasting

practice must be the notion of non-linearity, as I have summa-
rized such a distinction here, at an earlier point of the report.

79. i.e., the 1975 municipal bankruptcy of New York City, so-called “Big
Here, I touch summarily on that matter from the standpointMac,” which was the virtual death of the earlier successes of the Hill-Burton
of the process connecting paradox and cognition as such. Ihealth policy in that city, and also, the beginning of the end for that system

in the nation as a whole. term this, “the cost accounting of change.”
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In itself, that term, so situated, expresses the following Galileo’s, and with the derived doctrines of Thomas Hobbes.
It is assumed that the kind of so-called “freedom” of individ-notions of function.

As the point has been outlined here thus far, the supply of ual licentiousness, as prescribed by Mandeville and Smith,
and for the advantage of the feudal landlord by Quesnay’sa certain level of potential physical productivity of labor by

the economy’s labor-force, requires a corresponding develop- laissez-faire, must result in a net, in fact anti-entropic gain, in
both economic and moral benefits for the society as a whole!ment of the population in its family households and communi-

ties. This does correspond, more or less, to a specific bill How is such a mystery-clouded system presumed to work
to such effect? Adam Smith anticipates the basis for his 1776of household and related consumption by the population in

general; but, the quality of the social relations and circum- The Wealth of Nations, in his 1759 Theory of the Moral
Sentiments. In this 1759 work, Smith speaks for Mandeville,stances is more or less decisive in determining the success or

failure of what is otherwise a bill of consumption not inconsis- Quesnay, and others. The following excerpt makes the point.
I have cited that before, I repeat it here.tent with the level of potential productivity considered.

The essential point is, that the nurturing of the cognitive
potential of the members of the family household and commu- “The administration of the great system of the universe

. . . the care of the universal happiness of all rationalnity signifies a potential of the Riemannian form I have de-
scribed here earlier. This cognitive potential, so nurtured, de- and sensible beings, is the business of God and not of

man. To man is allotted a much humbler department,fines the anti-entropic effect inhering in the employment of a
labor-force in a well-ordered economy, and its enterprises: but one much more suitable to the weakness of his pow-

ers, and to the narrowness of his comprehension; thethat the output of production, so ordered, will tend to ensure
an increase of the total output over the incurred costs, includ- care of his own happiness, of that of his family, his

friends, and his country. . . . But though we are . . .ing family and community consumption, of producing that
output. There is, thus, a specifically anti-entropic form of endowed with a very strong desire of these ends it has

been intrusted to the slow and uncertain determinationsgain. However, to maintain that rate of gain, the content of
the bill of consumption must be enhanced. That ongoing en- of our reason to find out the proper means of bringing

them about. Nature has directed us to the greater parthancement, represents an integral part of the function of main-
taining the present rate of growth into the future. of these by original and immediate instincts. Hunger,

thirst, the passion which unites the two sexes, the loveThe principled, functional determination of that gain, can
not be understood from the standpoint of empiricism in gen- of pleasure, and the dread of pain, prompt us to apply

those means for their own sakes, and without any con-eral, nor those doctrines of the British East India Company’s
Haileybury School, which form the basis for what is foolishly sideration of their tendency to those beneficent ends

which the great Director of nature intended to producedescribed as “Classical economy” in universities and the prac-
tice of the IMF and U.S. Federal Reserve System, today. As by them.” (italics added)
I have emphasized, empiricism and the schools of political
economy and social theory derived from it, presume that the In summary, the entire doctrine of “free trade” depends

upon nothing other than sheer, wild-eyed, hedonistic lunacy.chain of dot-like economic and other perceived events, is
ordered in some way which is consistent with the assumption It were useful to say, the doctrine of “freedom” of the follow-

ers of Mandeville, Smith, the Mont Pelerin Society’s Ladythat the functional connection among those dots is ordered in
a way which is axiomatically linear. Thus, human economic Margaret Thatcher, et al., has no crucial point of difference

with the same, Faustian, neo-manichean kind of lunacy,and social behavior generally, is given an imputed form of
expression, formally speaking, consistent with those notions which we rightly associate with the doctrine of the “elite”

introduced into western Europe by the Bogomils (Cathars).of statistical thermodynamics set into motion by Clausius,
Grassman, Kelvin, Rayleigh, Boltzmann, et al. That form is In some mysterious way, incomprehensible to the sane human

mind, insist Mandeville, Quesnay, and Smith: as a simpleintrinsically entropic; theoretically, for them, no gain such as
the Eighteenth-Century Physiocrats and English “Classical matter of British notions of common sense, Satan contrives

to deliver riches and power, as rewards, to the most consum-economists” promise us, were possible in a universe which is
consistent with the latter’s so-called economic theory. So, mately licentious degenerates our society might produce.

And, all this is proof of the same Second Law of Thermody-when reductionist physicists would profess to be also believ-
ers in “free trade,” they must put aside their cap and gown, namics which was derived, axiomatically, from the same gen-

eral premises.for the dunce cap better suited to the occasion.
The explicit assumption on which all so-called “Classical This frankly pro-satanic doctrine of Smith et al., is famil-

iar to scholars of European history, including the theologians.economics” is premised, is the assumption set forth by such
followers of the school of Sarpi and Conti as Bernard Mande- The same basis is found in the axiomatic roots of all of the

existentialist, and other similarly depraved and lunatic types.ville, François Quesnay, Adam Smith, and the British utilitari-
ans. The assumption is, that in a universe consistent with That Faustian argument, is that of Nietzsche, Martin Heideg-
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ger, and their present-day followers generally. Their argu- sented to the point of production. Such functional construc-
tions must replace the application of linear statistical meth-ment, like that of their Nazi followers, is that man is essen-

tially dionysiac (i.e., satanic), and that amorality, even ods, and resulting projections, to a connecting of dots
collected from the past. All meaningful determinations ofimmorality, is natural and healthy for mankind, if that course

of action brings power to those who take that road. Hence, values for cost accounting, are only those which measure the
future in the kinds of terms I have indicated.they, and like-minded others, profess man to be inherently,

incurably evil by nature: and, who should object if he chooses Thus, the rate of increase of the bill of consumption, is an
incurred cost of the output of today’s and yesterday’s labor.to behave so? If Faustian man professes remorse on Sunday

mornings, who should object if he is plainly evil during the Thus, also the rate of potential and realized Riemannian prog-
ress in science and technology, and the associated, incurredremaining days of the week? Therefore, Faustian man takes

pride in his chief distinction, that he and his like, unlike the increase in capital intensity, is an integral, indispensable cur-
rent cost of production. Failing to meet that requirement, mustpoor Yahoo, have learned to be clever, and therefore, puta-

tively, civilized, about such matters. result in the decline of the physical economy and well-being
of the nation, through the inhering frictional action of techno-As I have stressed here, and in other published locations

earlier, to understand the problems of statecraft, it is indis- logical attrition.
pensable to grasp the point, that all the important fights re-
specting peoples of and among nations, are rooted in the issue The oligarchical factor

As I have summarized this consideration, in the immedi-of defining human nature. Is man made to be good, such that,
therefore, each must be subject to the governing principle ately preceding section of this chapter, current accounting

practice customarily fails to acknowledge the most prevalentof promotion of the general welfare on that account? The
Physiocrat, or other oligarch, whose practice is implicitly the source of the discrepancy between, on the one side, the proper

definition of incurred costs of labor, as the preceding discus-treatment of most mankind as a landlord’s human cattle, de-
nies this principle, and, therefore, we should not be astonished sion of cognitive factors of cost indicates, and, on the other

side, what have usually estimated, by most among recent gen-to discover that, underneath all putatively clever disguises,
the oligarch and his lackey—Don Juan and his Leperello— erations among accountants and economists, as comparative

sets of standard costs. The more significant of those custom-are essentially evil and irrational in their motives.
The lunatic followers of the “free trade” cults aside, there ary underestimations, are products of political ideology, not

a reflection of scientifically verifiable fact.is a factor of attrition in the gains won through scientific
and technological progress. Thus, continuing scientific and That presently widespread underestimation of actually in-

curred cost, is, chiefly, a reflection of the manifest, increas-related progress is indispensable; there is no place in this
universe in which mankind may stand still and survive as a ingly savage hostility, by today’s financier oligarchies, to-

ward the so-called lower eighty percent of U.S. family-species. The principle of scientific and cultural progress in a
Riemannian form, expresses man’s natural imperative. Prog- income brackets. This is a hostility which should be familiar

to literate secondary and university graduates, from study ofress or die! The physical-economic profitability of an econ-
omy never lies in a fixed level of technological and related the brutalized conditions of most of the population under the

rule of Mesopotamian empires, the Roman Empire, Europeanprogress; even standing still could not occur unless we contin-
ued to move ahead. Thus, for the science of physical economy, feudalism, and the advocacy of chattel slavery by the Lockean

ideologues of the Confederate States of America. Most nota-the functional value of labor lies in the rate of cognitive pro-
cess being set into motion. This includes a relative improve- bly, this hostility is the same which is embedded axiomati-

cally in both the Code of the Roman Emperor Diocletian, andment in the conditions of life of those who labor, and their
family households. The essence of economic value lies thus the feudal custom in western Europe (and elsewhere). It is

the same hostility expressed toward mankind in general, byin the verb, not the noun.
It is the current rate of cognitively defined progress which modern London’s ruling, Venice-style financier oligarchy,

as typified by the British East India Company’s repeatedlydefines the current physical-economic values, and costs of
labor and enterprise. It is the gains of this sort, which might be organized, genodical famines, deployed to regulate the popu-

lation of the subjected people of the Indian subcontinent, dur-assuredly achieved, as a result of today’s efforts, a generation
ahead, which is the only meaningfully true measure of the rate ing the course of the Nineteenth and early Twentieth Cen-

turies.of gain of society as a whole and of its individual enterprises. It
is the action measurable as rate of change of rate of change, Such is the same bestiality shown by the followers of John

Locke, toward not only the slaves and poor whites of thosewhich defines what kind of a future the present is building,
for a point a generation ahead. The action so represented is in states briefly associated with unhappy memory of the Confed-

erate States of America, but, today, by Wall Street and itsthe form of those verbs which take into account the intrinsic,
Riemannian non-linearity of the cognitive processes of mind radical right-wing shock-troops, those operating, under the

guidon of “shareholder value,” inside the leading circles ofand the related non-linearity of the physical processes pre-
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both the Republican and Democratic parties’
“new center.” The latter are typified by the
same decadence expressed by the Mussolini-
echoing cult of “New Labor” in Prime Minis-
ter Tony Blair’s United Kingdom, the cult of
little bread and pompously failed circuses.
Such is the bestial hostility toward humanity,
the ideology of so-called “shareholder value,”
as also expressed even among some prominent
Justices of the U.S. Supreme Court, and else-
where, today.

That hostility toward the general popula-
tion, should not surprise us. Such oligarchies
are established on the assumption of a particu-
lar notion of the idea of property, under which
the mass of the population is ruled, bred,
culled, and otherwise administered, as either

A Pokémon tournament in Braintree, Massachusetts. The U.S. media are
slaves or other forms of human cattle forms of orchestrating the “bleating of the present-day victims of mass-media and popular
actual, or quasi-slavery dispensed under the entertainments, a kind of mass drugging in itself. . . .”
authority attributed, by the oligarchs, to what
are for the followers of the liberalism of John
Locke today, the virtually interchangeable names of slave- method, is exhibited, in the U.S.A. today, in the application
holder and shareholder values. of the same dumbing-down techniques to training and policy-

Consequently, the essential challenge confronting the oli- directives for a new breed of law-enforcement shock-troops,
garchy and its lackeys, is the question of how to induce sub- the latter as in Mayor Rudolf Giuliani’s New York. This is
missiveness toward the oligarchy, a tiny minority in society, also to be seen in military policy, as in the conditioning of
among the larger mass of the ruled subjects, the virtual or forces for such models as “Air-Land Battle 2000,” as in the
actual human cattle (chattels). The case of pagan Rome, is use of Nintendo-warfare methods used in “Desert Storm,”
only typical of the oligarchical model on this account. and in the corrosive, “Big Brother” role of the major mass

The fighting forces on which Rome’s power to loot and media generally. The decadence of the Roman people, and
subjugate other nations depended, were the ruling oligarchy’s our own, is typical of what is to be recognized as vox populi
designated predators, the popular masses. The consequent, (popular opinion), a lesson which is crucial for understanding
principal challenge to the ruling oligarchy, was how to induce how the few, through the ages, have ruled, and ruined, the
both submissiveness of those masses toward the oligarchy, many. It is the same policy to be witnessed in today’s mass
and yet also maintain, among those same masses, a wont and behavior in the sports stadia, and before the television screens,
capability to fight, and enslave, or kill designated targets of in the widespread, Nuremberg rally-like movements, in rock
Rome’s ever-lustful ambitions. So, that legacy of ancient concerts, sports events, and otherwise, of large masses from
Rome, modern fascism, like London’s Blair, follows the path among the U.S. population today.
of Mussolini and Hitler, as did France’s Emperor Napoleon In the history of the Mediterranean region, and elsewhere,
Bonaparte, and Lord Palmerston’s French puppet, Napoleon until the revolutionary change which came with the Fifteenth-
III, earlier. For such degenerates, as for the maddened co- Century emergence of the modern sovereign nation-state in
thinkers of Zbigniew Brzezinski and Caspar Weinberger to- Europe, the fostering of the cognitive development of the
day, as for Vice-President Al Gore, seeking wars, and loot lower classes, was, excepting such Classical figures as Socra-
abroad, is a way of inducing the looted masses of organized tes, Plato, and the Christian Apostles,80 usually considered a
popular opinion to rally, like the followers of Napoleon, Mus- source of grave threat to the “national security” of societies,
solini, and Hitler, to enthusiasm for new prospective and ac- such as ancient Babylon, pagan Rome, feudalism, and the
tual wars abroad, and, at home, pathological mass phenomena Venetian financier-oligarchical, anti-republican, model. This
akin to the “McCarthyism” of the 1946-1953 U.S.A., or the is reflected in the systems of financier-oligarchical rule seen
kindred domestic policies of nations under Mussolini and still in modern Netherlands and England, and in Wall Street’s
Hitler, in their time. powerful influence inside today’s U.S.A.81 In these forms of

As in the U.S.A. today, the oligarchy’s policy, is “dumb
down the people,” especially the young. This is being done, 80. Cf. Paul, I Corinthians 13, on agapē.
successfully so far, by aid of the schools and television screens 81. In the history of European civilization, Lycurgus’ Sparta typified the

oligarchical model, and Solon’s reforms at Athens the contrary, republicanof pre-adult generations, and others. The same oligarchical
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society, which were constituted according to the so-called to those in power. To that same malevolent purpose, we have
today’s U.S. mass media orchestrating the bleating of theoligarchical model, the fear was, that the cognitive develop-

ment of the general population, would turn the human cattle present-day victims of popular entertainments, a kind of mass
drugging in itself, as the expression of that contemporaryinto insolent upstarts, who, like the framers of the 1776 U.S.

Declaration of Independence and 1789 U.S. Federal Constitu- “public opinion,”the which is orchestrated liberally according
to the doctrine of that notorious, and thoroughly disgustingtion, would constitute a threat to the continued existence of

financier-oligarchical forms of government, such as those un- American Tory, Walter Lippmann.
The statement, that the intention of the relevant financier-der that British monarchy which has reigned since the acces-

sion of bloody tyrant William of Orange’s one-time protégé, oligarchical establishment, is to degrade the moral and mental
development of the overwhelming majority of the U.S.A.,Georg Ludwig of Hannover, as George I.

Therefore, the oligarchs always greatly prefer, in the into the quasi-decorticated state of virtual human cattle, is no
exaggeration. Look at the stratum of the U.S. population inmasses of people, the behavior of François Rabelais’ famous

“sheep of Panurge.”82 They prefer this, in their subjects, and the range of between thirty-five and fifty-five years of age
today, especially the notorious U.S. pollster “Dick” Morris’to a significant degree, even among themselves, rather than

the education of any persons educated to be fully human so-called “suburban likely-to-vote,” in particular.
Observe those strata, especially those in the middle-man-beings.

On this account, gin served to intoxicate the otherwise agement and higher echelons of professional and quasi-pro-
fessionals, who are the increasingly infantile pace-settersrestive poor of Hogarth’s and later England, into a stupor of

political impotence, under British Eighteenth-Century oligar- among the upper twenty-percentile of U.S. family-income
brackets today. These are the products of an induced cultural-chical, so-called liberal rule.83 Indeed, true to the Walpole

tradition, the gin was therefore dispensed as liberally as mass paradigm downshift, which had already hit hard the middle-
and higher-income families of the “White Collar” and “Orga-education in the U.S. today. Similarly, the relatively novel

measures introduced as law and other policy in today’s nization Man” stereotypes of the 1950s post-war “new subur-
bia.” The seeds of the corruption of the children of those ofU.S.A., have had the presently continuing, predominant in-

tent, of destroying the family household; these novelties have the family households of the generation of the young adults
of the World War II veterans, became the ingrained, cripplingsucceeded in that, at least to a large, and increasing degree.

Such dementing measures, including the deliberate and emotional and intellectual disorders typical among their chil-
dren, today’s “new influentials” of the thirty-five to fifty-fivemassive destruction of families and their children, with sub-

stances such as Ritalin, and including the efforts, by George age-brackets, sometimes referred to, paradigmatically, as
“the new suburbia.”Soros, Secretary Madeleine Albright, and other accomplices,

to legalize cocaine, marijuana, and kindred forms of “recre- That cultural-paradigm downshift, including its Holly-
wood component, was crafted with that intent in mind, craftedation,” at sources such as Colombia, are the modern succes-

sors to the British monarchy’s former reliance on gin, as a by the existentialists, such as Frankfurt School types like
Georg Lukacs, the Kordas, Heidegger, Horkheimer, Benja-measure of mass social control of their “sheep of Panurge.”

“Spaced out” subjects are considered less an inconvenience min, Adorno, and Arendt, and H.G. Wells’ and Bertrand Rus-
sell’s Aldous and Julian Huxley, and the circles of MIT’s andto oligarchical rule, than sane plebeians, whose facing the

reality of the world about them, might become troublesome Michigan’s Dr. Kurt Lewin, from as early as the 1920s and
early 1930s. The professions of sociology and psychology,
among others, were steered into service, as “Reesian shock-model. From the lifetimes of Plato and Alexander the Great, “republican”
troops,” for this purpose, under the coordination of the Lon-signified the Greek Classical model, in opposition to the oligarchical model

of the empires of ancient Mesopotamia. Modern European republicanism, don Tavistock Clinic, the latter under Brigadier Dr. John Raw-
applies the Socratic notion of a universal principle, the obligation to promote lings Rees and cronies such as Eric Trist and the infamous
the general welfare of all of the population and its posterity, as the only basis Dr. Sigmund Freud. This crew, under the banner of the Cyber-
for legitimacy of government, as this is emphasized by the U.S. Declaration

netics cult and the circles of the Josiah Macy, Jr. Foundationof Independence and the Preamble of the U.S. Federal Constitution. The
of the 1940s and 1950s, played a central coordinating, intel-British monarchy is an example of the opposing, oligarchical model of “rule

of law,” the model of Venice’s financier oligarchy. lectual role, inside the U.S. pro-oligarchical establishment,
in making the perversion named for satanic Nietzsche’s and82. François Rabelais, Pantagruel, Book 3, Chapter 8: How Panurge, in a

foretaste of Vice-President Al Gore’s campaign for the Democratic Party’s Aleister Crowley’s “Age of Aquarius,” seem, to their dupes,
2000 Presidential nomination, caused Ding Dong’s sheep to drown them- a bright, if Orwellian “new age” of a Nietzschean transvalua-
selves at sea, together with the poor dumb Ding Dong who thought he con- tion of values. The latter, the fanatically credulous, fad-ridden
trolled them.

dupes, now appear to predominate, among those in the “Baby
83. Gin? What is in a name? Gineva, named for the old bogomil center at the

Boomer” age-range of between-thirty-five-to-fifty-five.head of the Rhône, Geneva, was introduced to England from the Netherlands,
Just as the tyrants of pagan Rome and its empire ruled, bythus conveying the spirit of William of Orange into wider circulation under

the reign of the newly founded British monarchy. devices such as bread and circuses, so, more and more of the
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U.S. population, is becoming duped, more and more, into a ary blow-out, the result of the “wall of money” tactics,
adopted by the U.S.A. and others beginning October 1998-depraved state of mind approximating, like that of today’s

Presidential pre-candidates George W. Bush and Vice-Presi- February 1999. That latter avalanche of fictitious monetary
aggregate, was deployed in an increasingly frenzied effort todent Al Gore, typifying candidates and party leaderships

suited to the new, more brutal, political mass-media idols of repeat, on a vastly expanded, world-wide scale, the blowout
of 1923 Germany: resulting, now, in a presently, similarlycollective cognitive imbecility.

There is a general principle which enables us to under- hyperinflationary trend, in prices of petroleum and other real-
community categories; 3) a threnody of mass-murderous so-stand how such qualities of sheep-likeness are induced among

the population of today’s U.S.A., for example. Essentially, in cial conflict and related catastrophes, building up toward the
ignition of a virtualfire-storm of globally generalized warfareorder to have a labor-force trained to perform according to

the oligarchy’s needs, the labor-force must learn how to be- and related homicidal chaos.
With the offer of such alternatives, the Devil might greethave, as in Hitler’s Germany, and thus acquire the police

and other skills required of those newly prescribed functions, the lost soul arriving in today’s Hell.
The sudden, now-imminent collapse of the present worldwhich the oligarchy’s business now requires of it. However,

the oligarchy, like its currently preferred clown-prince candi- financial and monetary system, will define a point of decision,
in which the “sheep of Panurge” may choose to destroy them-date, George W. Bush, does not wish to allow that education

in routine skills, and other inculcation provided to that popula- selves, by leaping en masse into the realization of their pres-
ent, bubble-headed financial-market delusions, or, hopefully,tion, to bestir unduly the subjects’ still-lurking cognitive fac-

ulties. Learn the formula you are expected to apply, but do in the alternative, a situation, in such a crisis-setting, in which
a reality-shock akin to the effect of the December 7, 1941not attempt to challenge the mind-set you are instructed to

adopt! “Mass-testing for all; thinking for no one!” is the Or- bombing of Pearl Harbor, transforms the behavior of most
among the adult U.S. population, almost overnight. In such awellian policy of today’s “New Age.” Hence, the populariza-

tion of that Orwellian fad called the cult of “information,” latter alternative, when the existing financial and monetary
systems are seen as hopelessly defunct, the only chance for a“Cybernetics.” Hence, the preference for so-called “artificial

intelligence,” and disdain for actually human intelligence. continuation of civilized life, will be the possibility, that the
majority of the general population will arise, as this occurredThus, we have today, the increasing ration of that variety of

cognitively dull-witted human sheep, the appendages of, not under the leadership of President Franklin Roosevelt, to rally
the power of the sovereign nation-state, to create a new mone-the machine, but rather the digital flop, as typified by the

often wild-eyed, bungling experts, such as those of Al Gore’s tary and financial system, and a return to the saner economic
policies which dominated the U.S.A. and Europe prior to thefinancial backers at Long Term Capital Management

(LTCM), in computer-assisted “mathematical modelling.” disastrous, presently still-ongoing, cultural paradigm-down-
shift of the 1964-2000 interval.The result of such presently increasing virtual decortica-

tion of the generation now in the age-range of thirty-five to Thus, humanity as a whole has come, again, to one of
those times, like the brink of the collapse of imperial Mesopo-fifty-five, is the mass hysteria associated with gambling on

Wall Street and otherfinancial markets. These masses of fool- tamian oligarchical power, like the collapse of the self-
doomed Roman culture into a prolonged Dark Age, like theish speculators, are truly the outstanding contemporary resur-

rection of Rabelais’ drowned, dumb “sheep of Panurge.” On New Dark Age of the mid-Fourteenth-Century, in which we
either overturn the power of the presently ruling oligarchy,that account, as I have remarked here earlier, some knowl-

edgeable leading voices from Europe, in increasing numbers, the present globalfinancier oligarchy, or the entire planet will
be plunged into a prolonged New Dark Age of death and chaosrightly describe the collective behavior of the people of to-

day’s U.S.A.: “The inmates have taken over the asylum!” beyond the imagination of all but the rarest few living today.
In such a time of onrushing historic decision, we mightNonetheless, the situation is not yet hopeless. I emphasize

the crucial point, again, now. choose to survive, instead of continuing our present, doomed
ways. That is the hopeful prospect on which the early imple-At this moment of writing, the entirety of the IMF-domi-

nated present worldfinancial and monetary system, is gripped mentation of the accounting policies outlined here might be
implemented, even soon.by an increasing turbulence, marking, thus, the approaching

eruption of the greatest, sudden, financial and monetary col- Unless, and until that happy change occurs, neither the
essential elements of the actual cost of maintaining and foster-lapse in world history. Unless corrective action is taken along

the lines I have prescribed for a “New Bretton Woods,” one ing the cognitive powers of the population, nor the true costs
of maintaining even present levels of life-expectancy, will beor more of a combination of three alternatives is now inevita-

ble: 1) A chain-reaction deflationary collapse, which was then taken into account, by either the accounting profession as a
whole, nor by the ruling majorities in the leading politicalthe principal immediate threat, up through the period between

Spring-Summer 1997 and the Brazil crisis of February 1999; parties, nor in government. In official Wall Street and Wash-
ington’s zeal to deliver timely payments to a worthless, self-2) A growing threat of a Weimar-1923-style hyperinflation-
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doomed Caesar, less and less is paid to the universe’s princi- leading European bankers, press, and political figures, even
including some leading voices from around the City of Lon-pal, and most powerful creditor, God. That is not a prudent

practice for any civilization. don, find reason to say, quite justly, when looking at Wall
Street and the so-called currently leading Presidential pre-
candidates and their hyperventilating followers, that, to un-
derstand the U.S. today, you must understand that, there, “the4. Budgetary and cost-accounting
lunatics have taken over the asylum”?

principles This spectacle should prompt us to suspect, that some-
thing is very, very wrong with what are, still, currently, the
widely accepted principles of present-day accounting prac-Today, the great irony of modern financial accounting, is

that those so-called modern double-entry bookkeeping meth- tice. Stripping away all of the mumbo-jumbo typical of most
textbooks, classrooms, and conferences devoted to the subjectods, which are, axiomatically, the standard of reference for

practice today, are, quite literally, medieval practices, first of economics, current doctrines of economics are, usually,
nothing but reflections of warmed-over accounting practicesdeveloped by the same Thirteenth- and Fourteenth-Century

Lombard bankers, whose accounting practices were directly of the type known, and used by the Fourteenth-Century
houses of Bardi and Peruzzi. These are essentially the sameresponsible for that Fourteenth-Century “New Dark Age,”

the same dark age which wiped out half of the parishes of methods employed by Lombard agents such as the Bardi’s
notorious “Biche” and “Mouche”—the putatively originalEurope, and which reduced the population by approximately

the same amount. gazzi ladri—whose actions detonated the general financial,
chain-reaction bankruptcy of Europe in their time.Nonetheless, the financial houses of London, and espe-

cially those of Wall Street and the leading U.S. mass media, There is another, presently most relevant irony in all this.
The Fifteenth-Century recovery of Europe from the ruinousassure us, that their present, literally medieval policies, which

have brought us presently to the brink of an analogous, global conditions of the preceding New Dark Age, was the Golden
Renaissance’s institution of principles of political-economycatastrophe, reflect the alleged wisdom of the historic experi-

ence, and “free trade” principles, of today’s private banking. which, for a time, reversed the effects of Lombard banking
and accounting methods. Ironically, it was a leading represen-Why should we wonder, therefore, that more and more
tative of one of the old Lombard banking houses, the great
Cosimo di Medici, who played a leading role in the organizing
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and, also, the financing of that birth of the post-medieval,
modern era, which appeared as the Fifteenth-Century, Golden
Renaissance.84 To sum up the point of the two ironies, modern
political economy was born during the middle to late Fifteenth
Century’s Golden Renaissance. A system of accounting, and
banking practices, based upon the simple-minded system of
double-entry bookkeeping doctrine, is, in and of itself, con-
trary to all of the lessons in political-economy which experi-
ence should have taught us, to date, since the Fourteenth-
Century, medieval New Dark Age.

Then, why are governments and others practicing Four-
teenth-Century, New Dark Age, medieval bookkeeping meth-
ods, in the service of current, disastrous trends in economic
policy-shaping, today? There lies the ontological paradox
which should prompt us to consider changing the ways in
which economic policies are currently made, especially dur-
ing the recent thirty-odd years to date.

The kernel of the present crisis is, that central banking
institutions, including the governments-sponsored Interna-
tional Monetary Fund, have been operating, since August
1971, under the influence of the “floating-exchange-rate”

84. The Medici had been associated earlier with the House of Bardi. The
appearance of the double-entry method, created to control branch offices of
such houses, is credited to something developed by the earlier Medici bankers
during their association with the Bardi.
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rules of the self-doomed, Fourteenth-Century Lombard bank- lica. These were works in direct opposition to the Romantic
principles expressed by the “zero growth” doctrine axiomati-ers. This is typified, exactly, by the rise of the use of “junk

bonds” and so-called “financial derivatives,” especially since cally embedded in the Code of Diocletian. The issue between
the two, opposing systems of thought, the oligarchical tradi-the immediate aftermath of Trilateral Jimmy Carter-ap-

pointed Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker, in October tion of pagan Rome and the republican Classical Greek tradi-
tion of the Christian Apostles, is key to understanding the1979, especially since the ruinous introduction of the U.S.

Garn-St Germain and Kemp-Roth legislation, in 1982. The revolutionary character of the change. The issue was what I
have already developed here, in outline: a fundamental, axio-rise of “globalization,” which is a direct reflection of the situa-

tion in early Fourteenth-Century Europe, but repeated on a matically uncompromisable opposition between two contrary
conceptions of the nature of man.world scale today, is also an exact copy, in principle, of the

policies which collapsed Europe into that New Dark Age. Contrast that modern sovereign nation-state with the oli-
garchical state of ancient Rome and European feudalismThe key to understanding such ironies, is the fact that

the birth of political-economy, during the latter part of the thereafter. Herein lies the solution to the present world finan-
cial crisis. Here is the standpoint from which to recognizeFifteenth Century, was a direct product of a revolutionary

change in history, since the rise of the power of Rome in the the principle of folly embedded in accounting systems and
economic dogmas in the Lombard bankers’ tradition. Here isMediterranean, a surge to power which began about the same

time that Roman soldiers murdered the great Archimedes, in the standpoint, from which to understand the urgency, as
posed by the presently looming threat of a new, global darkSyracuse. The revolutionary event, the Golden Renaissance,

situated within the shadow of Brunelleschi’s cupola of the age, of subjecting modern accounting practice to the stand-
point consistent with the founding of the modern sovereignCathedral of Cosimo di Medici’s Florence, was the virtual

end of the failed medieval system; it was the founding of nation-state.
There are the customary, so-called “factual” ways inthe institution of the modern sovereign nation-state, a state

premised on the principle of the general welfare.85 which the issue, so located, could be argued, differently than I
do here; but, those other ways are, at their best, only plausible,The key to understanding this revolutionary establish-

ment of the modern sovereign nation-state, is that it came as merely academic in character, not scientifically conclusive.
To understand a problem of such a profoundly paradoxicala product of a millennium and a half of Christian adoption of

the Classical-Greek standard of culture. As, I have stressed character, a paradox of this depth and historical magnitude,
we must establish the relevant, validatable universal principleearlier in this report, the unprecedented rate of increase of the

potential relative population-density of mankind, under the at stake, and draw our conclusions on the basis of the valida-
tion of that principle, rather than what are worth, relatively,impact of modern European civilization, has been entirely the

benefit of that revolutionary change, a result of the adoption little more than debater’s points.
To that point, let us now summarize the immediately rele-of the principle underscored in the opening paragraphs of the

1776 U.S. Declaration of Independence and the Preamble of vant argument made, cumulatively, thus far in this report. Let
us define the issue, respecting the two opposing views ofthe 1789 Federal Constitution: the only legitimate basis for

government, is government’s efficient dedication to the pro- human nature, as the respective, absolute incompatibility of
the oligarchical and cognitive standpoints.motion of the general welfare, both for all of the living, and

for their posterity. It was the impact, and radiated influence The oligarch’s practice implicitly defines his subjects as
to be treated, appropriately, as human cattle, as Wall Street’sof that revolutionary change in the definition of the state,

which has been the unique, indispensable premise of all the current policies of practice respecting HMOs, Social Secu-
rity, population control, and so forth, do. Thus, that financiernotable relative successes in practice of political-economy

ever since. views those victims as if they were merely beasts, and his
conduct toward such targets, reflects an implicitly adopted,This establishment of that sovereign form of nation-state,

was the fruit of a long struggle against the Romantic tradition beastly nature of his own. This is the pervasive axiomatic
feature of the Code of Diocletian, for example. This is theof Rome and European feudalism, a struggle associated with

such heroic work as the defense of reason, against irrational- axiomatic characteristic of Quesnay’s doctrine of laissez-
faire, for example, and of the related “free trade” dogma ofism, by Abelard of Paris, and Dante Alighieri’s De Mon-

archia, an effort leading into Nicholas of Cusa’s great work Lord Shelburne’s lackey Adam Smith. To treat man as a beast,
or a lackey, is to be a beast to mankind, to a victim who mayon that subject of law of nation-states, Concordancia catho-
respond, from time to time, like his master’s lackey, like those
poor Yahoos, the Lockean Confederacy’s poor whites, fight-

85. Another account of the same essential point, is that of one of the greatest ing, and willing to die, like hordes of medieval flagellants,
legal minds of the past century, Professor of international law Friedrich

like the pathetic hordes of Rome’s vox populi, to destroyAugust Freiherr von der Heydte, as documented in his Die Geburtsstunde
civilization, all in a bestial way.des souveränen Staates (Regensburg: Druck und Verlag Josef Habbel,

1952). That signifies that the oligarch is self-obliged to view the
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management of human cattle, as he does those other cattle methods of financial accounting for the simplest routinely
administrative aspects of business and related practice, butwhom he, similarly, uses, milks, breeds, and culls, according

to his anticipated profit and pleasure. He wishes to limit the we should not place much belief in such medieval traditions.
Under the required forced-draft conditions, of successivefreedom of action, including breeding, of human chattels, to

confine the chattel’s behavior to those dimensions of action non-linear changes, all accounting practice pertaining to func-
tional assessment of cost and forecasting, must proceed on anwhich prohibit the chattels from acting independently of their

assigned roles as human cattle. He desires to inculcate in them entirely different basis, a non-linear basis. Let the accountants
keep their books. Policy-making must focus on the verbs, nota propensity for predetermined, fixed ranges of behavior, as

the Code of Diocletian does. the mere nouns.
The problem has not been merely, that we continue to useThey may be trained to pass standard qualifying examina-

tions in universities, but not to actually think. Were the human medieval methods, those of double-entry bookkeeping, for
accounting. The problem is not that such methods are used,cattle to show the insolence to introduce unauthorized forms

of principled changes in man’s relations to nature, the oligarch still; the problem is, that such archaic administrative practices
are worshipped as a fetish, as a guide to misjudging real-worldwould slaughter them as unsuitable cattle. Cognitive impulses

exhibited among the chattels, would constitute a threat to the performance of real-life, physical economies. It is implicitly
anal fetishism respecting the financial accountant’s so-calledexisting oligarchical system. Since the oligarchs themselves

are men or women, like their victims, the oligarch must also “bottom line,” which has been the great folly of recent eco-
nomic policies.define the limits of freedom for action of his own behavior

similarly: even his status, as among the privileged relative Economics and the new cost accounting must be prac-
ticed, not as a branch of bookkeeping, but as a branch offew, must not upset his own prescribed system of relations to

nature and to his human cattle. physical science. John von Neumann’s and Norbert Wiener’s
childish play with “connect the dots” is to be expunged fromWere the oligarch to regard human beings as categorically

defined by cognitive qualities of individual and pair-wise be- the system.
The transformations expressed in the relation betweenhavior, he would cease to be an oligarch. When any among

us evokes the innate nature, the unique power of the human man and physical processes at the point of production, are
intrinsically non-linear processes, whose characteristics mustspecies, the cognitive potential for discovering and applying

validatable new universal principles, the principle of change, be examined from the standpoint of the recognizable princi-
ples involved, and measured according to the same state ofcomes into play. In that case, the use of Lombard styles in

double-entry bookkeeping, immediately go out the window mind as the scientist and machine-tool specialist crafting and
conducting a “crucial” experimental test of physical principle.respecting the shaping of economic policies and their forecast

consequences. Instead of projecting a fanciful future from the This approach to the point of production considered in the
small, must be the bench-mark for understanding the largermisunderstood past, as the foolish, failed Lombard bankers

did, the point of reference must shift axiomatically: any pres- process in which these typical qualities of transformations
occur.ent decision, or lack of decision, must be judged by its know-

able future outcome, as cognitive reason permits us to know Getting a revolutionary model of aircraft, or a space ex-
ploration into operation, should be recognized, as in former,this.

Accounting then shifts axiomatically, to emphasize non- better times, as a product of that approach I have just illus-
trated. Those scientists, engineers, machine-tool specialists,linear methods of forecasting the consequences of both axi-

omatic changes in behavior, or the effects of a lack of such and so on, who should set the standard of competence by their
work at the frontiers of technology, so, should be adopted aschange. Such an axiomatic shift immediately obliges a corres-

ponding shift, to emphasis upon the non-linearity of shaping a mark of excellence to be emulated at all levels of design of
products and production processes. There is nothing incom-present choices of performance, to the standpoint of non-

linear causal (functional) connections of looking from a rele- prehensibly mysterious about the proper meaning of “non-
linearity;” it is practically and clearly expressed by such ex-vant point in the future, backward to the present. Thus, the

mind of the competent policy-shaper, must dwell in the realm amples from the frontiers of technology. The point is to cause
that same standard to become operative in forecasting theof the simultaneity of eternity, in the domain of Plato’s philos-

opher-king. results of changes in designs of productive processes, at all
levels in the society. By increasing the relative emphasis onUnder the ruinous conditions in which our nation, and the

world at large, find themselves, after nearly thirty foolish science-driver crash-program strategies and tactics on the
frontier of scientific and related physical-economic practice,years of a floating-exchange-rate monetary system, the only

hope for mankind is a science-driver, crash-program ap- we school the nation, and the world, to think in ways which
correspond to the universally intrinsic non-linearity of reality.proach to effecting general, physical-economic recovery of

our ruined economies. Under such an urgently required ap- This means, to increase significantly, and increasingly,
the ratios of the total labor-force represented by the scienceproach, we may continue to use presently institutionalized
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and machine-tool-development categories of employment. It duced commodity; thus, a stable exchange-rate could be man-
aged in terms of, chiefly, trade-balances plus marginalmeans that, in this way, we must escape from the recent three

decades of folly, of descent into the virtual serfdom of a cheap- pledges of gold bullion transfer.
The same approach must be revived in response to thelabor, “outsourcing” and “benchmarking” enshackled econ-

omy. It means to move upward, at an accelerating rate, to the presently onrushing disintegration of the world’s present fi-
nancial and monetary system, if the world is sane. The 1945-higher standard of employment and quality of production, to

an economy driven chiefly by scientific crash-program ef- 1958 precedents under the old Bretton Woods system, must
be returned, otherwise a global chain-reaction plunge into aforts, always pushing back the physical-scientific frontiers of

existing human knowledge and practice. decades-long new dark age is now imminently inevitable for
virtually the entirety of the planet.

Capital, real and fictitious
The essential difference between a sovereign nation-state

and a financier-rentier-dominated form of feudal, or pro-feu- The essential difference between
dalist—e.g., financier-oligarchical—society, is expressed, a sovereign nation-state and a
typically, as the difference between national banking and cen-

financier-rentier-dominated formtral banking. In the latter, it is assumed that some primeval
hoard of money, which squinty-eyed ideologues of that per- of feudal, or pro-feudalist—e.g.,
suasion insist, must never exceed the amount of specie in financier-oligarchical—society,
banks; in other cases, such as today’s merchant banking cir-

is expressed, typically, as thecles, or the current management of the private-banker-con-
trolled U.S. Federal Reserve System, it is specified, that some difference between national
like-spirited, other expression of the inhering wisdom and banking and central banking.
munificence of the merchant-banker usurers, must reign. As
specified by U.S. Treasury Secretary and patriot Alexander
Hamilton, in any actually sovereign nation-state republic, as
under the U.S. Federal Constitution, only the national state Many important things could be said on this subject of

two opposing types of money-systems. On this occasion, theitself has the ultimate authority to create money, that against
the sovereign credit of the nation-state itself. leading points to be made, are two.

First, that without the emergence of the sovereign nation-Notably, one of the best, if relatively short-lived features
of the post-war Bretton Woods system launched by President state during the late Fifteenth Century, the level of world

population and standard of living would never have risenFranklin Roosevelt, was the notion of using a gold-reserve
system, in tandem with relative fixed parities among curren- significantly above those of the period of European feudalism.

The corrollary of that is, that the return to a globalized “freecies, to establish the conditions under which the economies
of the U.S.A. and Europe could come to prosper through trade” system, would necessarily cause a collapse of the

world’s population and conditions of life to approximatelylarge-scale extensions of credit at low borrowing costs. This
provision, facilitated by the U.S. Marshall Plan, and Germa- those, or worse, of Europe’s Fourteenth Century. It is the

measures of state-directed large-scale, long-term investmentsny’s matching Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau, enabled us to
build up war-ruined Europe to the advantage of maintaining in basic economic infrastructure, and in protectionist mea-

sures designed to promote state-protected programs of tech-a large and growing market for U.S. goods, thus effecting the
U.S. growth of prosperity during the span of the first two nological progress and other improvements of the real in-

comes (as distinct from merely nominal, money incomes)decades following the end of the war.
It should be remembered, in studying the roots of the gold- of all of the population, which made possible every general

improvement in the human condition which has occurred dur-reserve function under the original Bretton Woods system,
that the first step in that direction had been taken by that same ing the recent half-millennium.

It is precisely, the intentional, and vicious elimination ofPresident Roosevelt early in his Presidency, in clearing away
the post-1931 vestiges of the ruinous, oligarchical, British- such protectionist measures, peculiar to the modern sovereign

nation-state institution, which have brought the world as adominated, gold standard system.
The 1945-1971 U.S. dollar was not based on gold specie, whole to the now-catastrophic, rapidly worsening, global fi-

nancial and physical-economic state of affairs today.but on a current balance in trade andfinancial-credit accounts,
in which the pledge of gold bullion reserve at a fixed price The placing of the world under the control of private bank-

ing interests, would quickly doom civilization for perhapssupplemented payments of U.S. current-account obligations
which were made chiefly in U.S. commodity exports. The decades to come.

Second, it is the use of the sovereign nation-state’s mo-principle was, that gold bullion is a produced commodity,
which has a natural price of production like any other pro- nopoly on the creation of credit, which is the key monetary
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and credit mechanism by means of which sustained high rates did, but for the included role of major infrastructure pro-
grams, such as the Tennessee Valley Authority, the net bene-of increase of the potential relative population-density of na-

tions is accomplished. Under the contrary, so-called “free fits of the PWA and WPA generally, and the Rural Electrifi-
cation effort.trade” policies, growth in one nation, or one sector of a popu-

lation, can be sustained, and that only temporarily, by looting Roosevelt’s first challenge, was to overcome the ruinous
effects of the dilly-dallying under President Herbert Hoover’sother populations and natural resources. The British Empire

and Commonwealth are prime examples of this implication Andrew Mellon-dominated administration. The 1929 crash
occurred just under four years prior to Roosevelt’s Marchof “free trade.” Under what is recognized as Adam Smith’s

so-called “free trade” doctrine, England’s policy toward itself 1933 inauguration. The worst of the 1929-1933 period under
Hoover hit in tandem with the September 1931 crisis of thewas almost savagely protectionist; “free trade” was enforced

only to the purpose of looting other nations. British pound sterling. The accumulated damage of the 1929-
1933, pre-Roosevelt interval, and earlier effects such as theNow, examine these matters from the standpoint of the

preceding discussions here. How does the nation-state’s sov- agricultural crisis and collapse of the railway boom during the
mid-1920s, bequeathed to the incoming President a greatlyereign monopoly on the issuance of money as credit, bear

upon the most appropriate methods of using the future to damaged nation, an acute and worsening, social crisis, and a
wrecked economy.invest in the improvement of the present?

In the world, there are always resources and labor, which Entire communities around the nation were dying as com-
munities. The most urgent thing, then, as will be the caseare idle, or idled. The money presently in circulation, or in

money deposits, may be often insufficient to effect the utiliza- when the onrushing financial collapse soon hits hard into the
present upper twenty-percentile of family-income brackets,tion of available reserve margins of labor and other resources

for production. The prudent state, in such circumstances, will was, and will be the collapse of local economy and its tax-
revenue throughout large chunks of the nation. Thefirst prior-adopt the intention to muster such idle resources, chiefly to

the net effect of accelerating technological progress in some ity was to get members of the labor-force back to work, by
any means possible, to ensure the stability of those localities.categories which will yield the greatest future net benefit, per

capita and per square kilometer, to the nation or humanity The quickest remedy available to the combined governmental
resources at the Federal, state, and local level, was, and willin general.

The additional employment of the labor-force required be, to get people employed again, as many and as quickly as
possible, as we will face that same problem, with great force,for this purpose, must be paid, of course. More precisely, the

family households of that portion of the labor-force must be as the presently onrushing global financial crisis hits the
planet, soon. The generally available possibility for such ur-supported. There exist machinery, materials, and so forth,

which might be newly produced and purchased from existing gently wanted, quick remedial action, was in the area of repair
and development of basic economic infrastructure.or expanded capacities, to effect the desired net increase in

the employed amount and percentile of the entire labor force Otherwise, as we might show by study of the effects upon
the U.S. economy, by the accelerating investment in basicavailable. If the relevant wage and capital goods can be mus-

tered, then effecting that investment in growth, becomes pre- economic infrastructure, until the late 1960s, and in the spec-
tacular contributions to the increased wealth of the nationaldominantly a matter of combined will and money. The unri-

valled degree of success of Germany’s Kreditanstalt für economy from the Kennedy Manned Moon Landing effort,
infrastructure-building and maintenance are not only amongWiederaufbau, in utilizing Marshall Plan credit, typifies the

effectiveness of such methods. the most appropriate areas for direct economic action by vari-
ous levels of government, they, in and of themselves, espe-In short, to such ends, money can be issued against the

sovereign credit of the nation-state. In a crisis such as the cially in emergency circumstances, are great physical-eco-
nomic as well as financial stimulants to the recovery andpresently onrushing one, one emphasizes the drastically reor-

ganized credit of the nation-state and its associated banking growth of local and national economy.
Looking at Twentieth-Century history of the U.S. econ-system. This summarizes the general idea of the business, in

net effect. Some of the special features to be considered for omy, there were three outstanding factors behind the highest
rates of economic recovery and net growth during that cen-such action, should be mentioned here.

In the case of Franklin Roosevelt’s “New Deal,” much tury. The first, was, despite President Teddy Roosevelt’s ef-
forts to ruin the power of entrepreneurial forces of industry,of the initial emphasis was on employing otherwise idled

portions of the labor-force for maintenance and development the impact of what had been launched as the Edison-centered
electrification, especially the role of electric power deliveredof basic economic infrastructure. Looking backward from

World War II, to the anti-unemployment measures of the to the individual work-place, which has been one of the great-
est stimulants for the growth in national wealth and the pro-1930s, the most conspicuous implication of the Roosevelt

employment-creation measures of the 1930s, was that we ductive powers and income of labor during the past hundred
years. The second, was the U.S. 1914-1917 mobilization forwould not have been able to mobilize for that war as we
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backing the British monarchy’s orchestration of World War I. can’t we do it now?” For many veterans of World War II, “the
war” was, thus, the big moment in their lives thereafter.This was the model immediately referenced by President

Franklin Roosevelt for a more expanded version of such a Nonetheless, the world is now being confronted by an
onrushing financial catastrophe, and accompanying relatedmilitary build-up, beginning about 1936, for oncoming World

War II. The third was the combined effect of the two leading catastrophes, whose effects will be as bad as those of any
war, and may even include some major wars and kindredcrash programs in technology of the past fifty years, nuclear

power and space exploration. expressions of mass homicide. Under such conditions, if lead-
ership is visible which can play the part which PresidentThere is a precedent for those three factors, in 1792-1794

France. One of the world’s greatest scientific and military Franklin Roosevelt contributed, the onrush of the looming
crisis will awaken many sleeping souls from their customary,minds of that period, France’s Lazare Carnot, taking com-

mand of French forces generally considered to be virtually entertainment-ridden torpor. Under such circumstances, the
pre-doomed to defeat by combined invading armies, not only
succeeded in crushing all of the invading armies, over the
interval 1792-1794, but, together with his collaborator A nation at war can be mobilized to
Gaspard Monge, launched a science-driven military revolu- do what it should have done
tion in methods of warfare, mobilizing every branch of physi-

anyway, but finds the will tocal science, and launching the greatest scientific institution of
that period, the Monge-directed Ecole Polytechnique. An- undertake such beneficial efforts
other case, is that of the crash-program achievements of so- only when the passions and
called “Gulag science” under Josef Stalin; that is a notable

circumstances of warfare arouse thecase, but of special features, and complexities, to be discussed
in a different location. passions of the nation’s institutions

War is otherwise terribly wasteful, and protracted war- and population. Would that those
fare, such as that conducted by the U.S. in Indo-China, is

passions had been aroused toinherently ruinous. However, one must look at the lessons
from crash-science-driver military programs with a cool muster the same kind of “crash
mind’s eye. The military expenditure is unquestionably program” for ordinary economic and
wasteful, by and large; but, we must not delude ourselves that

related circumstances. Cool thecrash programs mustered for wars are also wasteful in and
of themselves. mind’s eye, so, and think about that

The working point is, that a nation at war can be mobilized in that more clear-headed way.
to do what it should have done anyway, but finds the will to
undertake such beneficial efforts only when the passions and
circumstances of warfare arouse the passions of the nation’s
institutions and population. Would that those passions had kinds of emergency mobilizations, including science-driver

forms of crash programs, are not unlikely prospects for thebeen aroused to muster the same kind of “crash program”
for ordinary economic and related circumstances. Cool the near future. Under such circumstances, these measures can

no longer be passed off as “pie in the sky;” they are the onlymind’s eye, so, and think about that in that more clear-
headed way. cookable edible to be found in the oven.

The trick of the matter in such cases, is to define a destina-The practical side of the paradox I have just summarized
so, is the role of the individual citizen’s sense of personal tion to be reached in the future, to find the connection to that

from a starting-point in the present, and to move forward withidentity, as I have reviewed this point earlier. It is usually only
when a people are aware they face a situation in which the determination, measuring everything in terms of the progress

toward that destination which now governs one’s choices ofpossibility of being able to live depends upon willingness to
pay the price of death for that, that the typical modern individ- action. When that logic is applied to use of the sovereign

nation-state’s potential authority to create and deploy its sov-ual person rises above the customary narrowness, lack of fore-
sightedness, and general pettiness of his passions, and devel- ereign credit for such missions, wonderful things may result,

including happy recoveries from even suchfinancial catastro-ops a sense of highly motivated concern for problems which
seem to affect someone else, especially in such distant places phes as those which loom immediately before us all today.

As a matter of caution, also note the following.as the next town or neighborhood. Ordinarily, as today, the
mind of the typical citizen is extremely small in the breadth, The issue of credit, whether as credit as such, or credit in

the form of loan of money, is a form of financial capital, asdepth, and forward reach of its active concerns. How often
does one recall hearing onself, or someone else say words to distinct from physical capital. If that credit is taken for making

a purchase of goods or services invested into an operation,the effect, “If we could do that under wartime conditions, why
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the capital can be viewed as a capitalization in the ordinary private entrepreneurs, as state-regulated public utilities.
These are distinct from military arsenals, which might fall,sense. However, there is another kind of activity also some-

times treated as capital,fictitious capital. Consider the follow- sometimes, to functions of national, or private enterprises,
and, in other cases should not.86 The analogy for the functioning example, which be sufficient to make the relevant work-

ing point. of “hard” infrastructure generally, is modern agriculture, in
which, often, previously most unsuitable land-areas are trans-Suppose you are a landlord in possession of a rental prop-

erty. For how much would you sell another party the right to formed into fertile tracts under water management and kin-
dred arrangements.take that entire annual rent payment? Or, for the more general

case of this type: what is the going price paid for buying up Infrastructure falls under two broad categories. The first,
which might be distinguished as “hard” infrastructure, em-the right to collect some ongoing financial income-stream. In

the typical cases of this general type, the price of sale of an phasizes the development and maintenance of rural, urban,
and other areas as such; the second, which may be distin-income stream will be some multiple of the anticipated actual,

or merely speculated monthly or annual amount of that in- guished as “soft” infrastructure, emphasizes social and related
systems, needed for the protection and development of thecome. The price of the sale of that income-stream now goes

on the account of the buyer as a financial asset, an asset listed health, cognitive, governmental, and related requirements of
the entire population, or large categories of that population. Inat many times the current rate of actual payments on the ac-

count that income-stream. Afinancial capital gain on the hold- other words, “infrastructure” signifies, broadly, things which
must be done on behalf of entire regions, or sectors of theing of a stock, or even a side-bet on a market index of some

kind, is also marketable (among some people) as an income- population, whether or not any simply entrepreneurial profit
should, or might be decently extractable from such activities.stream, even for a stock, for example, which may have paid

no dividend recently! “Hard infrastructure” includes the development and
maintenance of the needed functional quality of sea and landFictitious financial capital of this type is to an economy

what cancer is to a living body. It should be simply outlawed, areas, and now includes the similar, expanding responsibili-
ties within the Earth’s atmosphere, and into the Solar systemfor the sake of the general welfare.

Thus, when we speak of capital, even financial capital, beyond. It prepares and maintains such areas, providing con-
ditions suited to the level of existing and prospective cognitiveunder the headings addressed here, we should recognize that

we are restricting the use of such terms among us, to those potentials of the population and its activities. Power, water
management, area land management, transportation, and san-of the type indicated, or otherwise implied by the summary

description supplied here. The notions associated with finan- itation, are typical. All such development and maintenance
have in common, the provision of the environmental condi-cial capital, should be associated, thereafter, with what func-

tions as physical capital, as advanced expenditures which are tions needed to support the living conditions and activities of
the population in general. “Hard” urban infrastructure, is aused-up in the unfolding of a process leading to an intended

physical-economic event or condition to be reached at some leading sub-classification of such activities.
As I have also emphasized earlier, here and in other pub-time in the future. Accordingly, we should think of capital so

defined, as typically at the least, as something which, speaking lished locations, the growing awareness, among the scientifi-
cally literate, that space exploration is an urgent mission, notfunctionally, the present borrows from the future. We now

turn to an exemplary case of such relationships, under the merely an option, has impelled some among us to think of life
on Earth itself in a new way. More among us, especially inrubric of basic economic infrastructure.
government, should. This means a new way of defining what
the term “infrastructure” ought to signify. For related reasons,Basic economic infrastructure

We turn now, briefly, to interpolate certain general, quali- the continued progress of science and technology requires
space-exploration, as an integral part of the science-driverfying observations on what is to follow. These remarks in-

clude definitions, bearing upon indispensable elements of activities on which we shall depend, increasingly, for main-
cost, which would be required, to be put before any audience
considering non-linear approaches to world and national eco-

86. I personally, prefer a state-run basic arsenal capability, complementednomic development. However, it is urgent to address, at least
by private production, to either an entirely state-run industry, or an essentially

implicitly, the dangerous delusions which have crept into pop- privatized endeavor. The responsibilities of the state, to assure itself that
ular, professional, and official opinion through the corrupting what is necessary must be done, require the existence of a state-controlled

arsenal system for any well-run government, through which military con-influence of current lust for wildly exuberant forms, and scope
tracts may be assigned to qualified existing entrepreneurships. The way inof “privatization.”
which the original,March 1983SDI proposalwas turned into, predominantly,The term, “basic economic infrastructure,” may be fairly
a farce, at the mercy of the cupidities of today’s species of shareholder value,

restated as, “activities which, by their nature, ought to be is a case in point. In any case, the control of the quality of the deployed
chiefly functions relegated to the economic functions of gov- product should be among the duties and authorities of assigned professional

senior military officers who have a keen interest in the outcome.ernment.” Sometimes, they are quite rightly farmed out to
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taining the growth of per-capita physical productivity on processes as such, and, as prompted by the challenge of mas-
tering senile dementia generally, uncovering the physical-Earth itself. As the example given earlier, illustrates this point,

space-exploration requires massive development of a sup- process substrate needed to support cognitive activity. By no
accident, space exploration brings all of these frontiers into aporting infrastructure for this activity in space, and also back

here on the surface. common task-oriented mission-focus.
Therefore, should there be a sane future for mankind, atThere is also something which is far more urgent than

that, if in the longer term. this juncture, science so viewed, will become increasingly
situated in relationship to space-exploration and its neededIn the longer term, human life on Earth is threatened by

many causes which have their basis in the Solar system (and supporting infrastructure. It is from this phase of activity, that
beyond), rather than merely processes controlled within the
bounds of the Earth-ball itself. The repeating cycle of glacia-
tion, and the catastrophic flooding attending the recurring Reaching outward in astrophysics,
melts, are the results of cycles inhering in the Solar system,

ever-deeper into microphysics, andnot local conditions internal to the Earth. Meteorite bombard-
ments, can suddenly destroy any existing human life on large assault upon the mysteries of the
portions of the planet. The Sun has cycles which also pose physical basis or correlatives for
dangers to our planet, including long-range ones. These and

living and cognitive processes, areother recurring or potential catastrophes, are generated within
the Solar system (or beyond), and are not controllable within the key indicators of the scientific
the bounds of the Earth’s surface. Some of these potentially and technological progress on which
catastrophic, Solar-system events, such as the presently on-

the successful continuation ofcoming new Ice Age, are approximately precalculable, the
next one due to be seriously felt a few thousand years ahead; human life on Earth depends.
that cycle is not “environmental,” but a product of the long
cycles in the Solar system itself. Some other catastrophes are
more distant. We must think ahead, to discover how we can
better understand, and control the relevant mechanisms. the sources of new technologies will pour onto the Earth’s

surface, and increasingly so. Thus, the division of labor inThe probable date of certain known threats from other
factors, have yet to be forecasted as needed. Our science has production as a whole, will reflect increasingly larger portions

of total employment in science and science-driven machine-much to learn in the intervening times, discoveries needed to
prepare to overcome such variously known or possible tool and related design; the thinking of everyone on Earth will

tend, more and more, to view the world around us in thosethreats.
In any case, reaching outward in astrophysics, ever- terms of reference, will meet the problems to be addressed,

here on Earth, more and more, in those terms of reference.deeper into microphysics, and assault upon the mysteries of
the physical basis or correlatives for living and cognitive pro- In summary of the foregoing point. Respecting “hard”

infrastructure, we must think of it as subsumed under thecesses, are the key indicators of the scientific and technologi-
cal progress on which the successful continuation of human general notion of “terra-forming our planet,” of making this

planet as we find it, a more suitable habitat for human life aslife on Earth depends.
These considerations intrude into the policy-shaping we are able to foresee the future requirements of human life

from standpoints more or less accessible to us today. Or, tothinking among the literate and sane. We think thus of the
challenge of Earth-forming the Earth itself: making deserts restate that same point, imagine that we are to adopt a future

goal of “terra-forming” some object, such as the moon Titan.and tundras habitable, for example. We think of Earth-form-
ing the travel from Earth’s surface into geostationary orbit, What would we wish to build into Titan’s transformed atmo-

sphere, etc., to make that moon a suitable habitat? Take thoseof industrialization of the Moon, of virtually regular traffic
between Earth- and Mars-orbit. We think of managing in- criteria, and look at Earth itself from that standpoint: think of

a principle governing the development and maintenance ofcreasing portions of the Solar system, all as part of building
the necessary supporting infrastructure for mankind’s life “hard” infrastructure on Earth, as a policy of “terra-forming”

the Earth, in this, or a similar sense.here on Earth.
Science, the father of technological progress, makes two Such is the general nature of the emerging, broader defi-

nition of infrastructure today.general types of direct contributions to the economy on Earth.
First, as I have addressed this earlier in this report, it is as- On Earth itself, we shall need, constantly, more and more

energy-density, and also energy-flux density, per capita andsigned to rid us of false, even dangerous, but popularized
axiomatic assumptions. Otherwise, it pushes back the fron- per square kilometer of the Earth’s surface. We shall consume

more water, similarly, and must have the reprocessing capa-tiers, as in astrophysics, microphysics, the science of living
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bilities to make this manageable. We must increase the ton- Capital factors
The, unfortunately, widely popularized notions of state-nage of movement per mile/kilometer second. We must im-

prove the conditions of life by increasing urban population- versus-“free enterprise,” among today’s “free trade” fanatics,
such as the Mont Pelerin Society’s ideologues, represent moredensity, but must also increase living area and privacy at the

same time. We must build environments adapted to the nature of an infantile fantasy, than a debatable form of rational opin-
ion. As a reading of the writing of Friedrich von Hayek attests,of human beings, for such included purposes as a pleasant

walk, of perhaps an hour or so, in a conveniently neighboring his views on the subject of “freedom” are recognizably a
product of the same Conservative Revolution which, amongpark-area. Yet, in all this, we must not deprive the inhabitant

of his or her necessary sense of place. We need a leisurely its variants, supplied us the syphilitic rantings of Friedrich
Nietzsche, gave the world the utopian imperial fantasies ofwalk in the urban park, but ready, rapid access to a distant

seashore and mountainside. And so on. We need the increased such representatives of the lower feudal aristocracy’s family
Romantic traditions, as the Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte,per capita productivity which makes the fulfillment of such

requirements generally available. and unleashed upon history dictators such as Mussolini and
Hitler. Conservative Revolutionaire von Hayek’s pervertedWe must develop the infrastructure needed for realizing

the goals of rising productivity, that in a way which coheres notion of “freedom,” is that of a real-life “Miniver Cheevy,”
of an unreconstructed fanatic, dreaming of returning to a pastwith the development of the Classical-humanist character of

the person and social relations. which never existed, but which he and his lot seek in a fantas-
tic utopia, seeking there the kind of “freedom” otherwise de-The proper object of economy, is the production of a cer-

tain quality of individual human personality, and social rela- sired by a would-be slave-master of the lost Confederacy. His
notion of freedom is, in practice, one of freedom from thetions to match. We increase productivity, not out of greed,

but because we are human. We must improve living on this influence of such institutions as the U.S. Declaration of Inde-
pendence and Preamble of the Federal Constitution.planet, and the portions of the Solar system in which we shall

deploy during the foreseeable century or so to come, as a In short: “This is my money, and I should be allowed
perfectly licentious liberty to do more or less as I please,region we must bring, more and more, into conformity with

the principle of promoting mankind’s general welfare. wherever and whenever I choose, with all of that money,
gained in whatever manner I happened to prefer, with virtu-In the meantime, production is the fruit of the infrastruc-

tural development of the land-area and its inhabitants. Infra- ally no interference from government.” Feudal ideologue
François Quesnay said as much; von Hayek, for all his fanta-structure is, immediately, the responsibility of the sovereign

nation-state, the only agency which, by its nature and design, sies, is certainly not to be classed as an original thinker. If
anyone wished to suggest that I have exaggerated in makingcould provide the basis for the levels of productivity which

we require for the coming century and more of life on and that point, he or she has neither read von Hayek’s eulogies to
Mandeville, nor gathered any relevant knowledge of relatednear Earth. Beyond that, the development of the infrastructure

of both the planet and nearby regions of space, is the common developments within modern European history.
Like the morbid rantings of England’s John Ruskin on thegoal and responsibility of the cooperating sovereign nation-

states of this planet. It is, for all aspects of human physical- subject of the kind of pre-Raphaelite utopia, in practice, von
Hayek yearned for, the kind of neo-feudalist utopia which he,economic activity, the successor to the notion of the develop-

ment of wild or wasted land-areas for a future rich harvest and such followers as Bernard Shaw, the Webbs, H.G. Wells,
and Bertrand Russell, espoused over the course of approxi-from agriculture.

To define the national and multi-national goals, as project- mately the last century and a half to date, are, intrinsically, as
Wells and Russell insisted, anti-capitalist conceptions. It isgoals, for the nation’s and nations’ infrastructural undertak-

ings of the coming half-century, and longer, we must proceed ironically suitable, that his most celebrated political dupe,
former Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, the green-grocer’sfrom a commitment to continually revised, broad, but well-

grounded estimates of the requirements of production and life daughter, proceeded with unblemished imbecility on all of
the practical sides of a modern form of agriculture and indus-will be, for no less than a half-century ahead. This supplies a

needed perspective to shape the nation’s and nations’ periodi- try, and in evidence of that, we have today the resulting, hid-
eous ruin of the United Kingdom’s economy, under her minis-cally updated sense of the principal economic responsibilities

of sovereign nation-state government, that over the genera- try, to show for it.
Not only were von Hayek’s ideological effusions objec-tions ahead.

The necessary changes in cost, which must be allowed to tionable; they have, to this day, no correspondence to a suc-
cessfully functioning modern capitalist economy. That isaccommodate such needed improvements, represent part of

the need for a continually rising capital-intensity in all aspects what is so terribly dangerous about his followers; mentally,
they are not in the real world, but they insist, all the moreof economy, public and private. We must therefore increase

the productive powers of labor accordingly. strenuously, in bringing the world into conformity with their
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utopian delusions, in a Marat-Sade world, in which the in- The legitimate, and necessary function of the private en-
trepreneurship, is to promote the development and sale ofmates have taken over the asylum. He must be, for some

among his foolish admirers, an apostle of “freedom;” in fact, useful inventions, i.e., new technologies, which will be of
benefit to the general welfare. By awarding that specific formany effort actually to impose his ideology, can have only one

kind of practical outcome: fascism. of state-created private monopoly, the state created the pre-
conditions for the investment of financial capital into the de-In fact, the principle of true “freedom” is that implicit in

Genesis 1:26-30, as I have defined cognition and its implica- velopment and proliferation of useful inventions.
This is, of course, in contradiction to the recent decades’tions, once again, in this report. It is from that vantage-point,

that the essential function, and legitimacy of private entrepre- trends in behavior among what are, today, predominantly,
Wall Street-controlled corporate parasites. The difference isneurship is defined, both historically, and otherwise. The prin-

ciple of a modern entrepreneurial form of society, is the same demonstrated in U.S. history, by the fight between patriots
such as Jay Cooke and the Wall Street crowd. It was demon-expressed as the principle of scientific progress: the principle

that those innovations which yield revolutionary progress in strated in the war which entrepreneurship more or less lost,
with the inauguration of Wall Street’s own “trust-busting”the general welfare, are the fruit of overturning previously

established mind-sets. predator, Teddy Roosevelt, as U.S. President. It was a war
expressed by the role of Wall Street’s Martin van Buren, inThe model of the American entrepreneur, is supplied by

the cases of persons such as Thomas Edison, and such as those installing his virtual puppet, Andrew Jackson, as President,
and guiding Jackson to ruin the credit of the U.S., by disband-followers of Philadelphia’s Alexander Dallas Bache who en-

abled Edison to succeed globally, over the enraged objections ing the Second Bank of the United States, and installing the
outright scam, Wall Street’s Land Bank scheme, which, mod-of the New York Times, and of the London and Wall Street

rentier-oligarchy generally. But for entrepreneurs such as elled after the John Law-stylefinancial bubbles of early Eigh-
teenth-Century England and France, virtually bankrupted theThomas Edison, the world would not have had the electric

light-bulb and a host of other improvements in the life and U.S. in the inevitably resulting Panic of 1837. It was the issue
in which Aaron Burr’s killing of Alexander Hamilton hadproductivity of national economies which he, explicitly, set

into motion, not only in the U.S.A., but from New York, from
Germany, and along Mendeleyev’s trans-Siberian railroad.
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Indeed the model of the modern capitalist industrial entrepre-
neur is the Benjamin Franklin who launched the industrializa-
tion of mid-Eighteenth-Century England, and sent Scotsman
James Watt to France, to learn from scientists such as Lavoi-
sier, how to develop a steam-engine. After all, the Alexander
Dallas Bache whose organization made Thomas Edison pos-
sible, was the great-grandson of the same Benjamin Franklin
who supervised the crafting of our Declaration of Indepen-
dence and Constitution.

Indeed, the direct origin of the U.S. model of law govern-
ing entrepreneurship was in the England of Henry VII and
such followers as Thomas Gresham, composer John Bull,
and playwrights of statecraft as Christopher Marlowe, and
William Shakespeare. This model grew out of the awarding
of monopolies (i.e. royal patents) for a term, to authors of a
useful invention and their backers, the model upon which the
U.S. Patent Office used to operate, before the craziness, such
as trying to patent my genome, which set in a quarter-century
or so ago. The notion of the granting of such corporate and
related privileges of ownership, was prompted by the over-
turning of those medieval craft-guild-monopolies derived, as
by-blows, from the Roman Code of Diocletian. That change
was a product of the same principle known by such rubrics as
the principle of the commonwealth, or general welfare, as
introduced into government under France’s King Louis XI
and under the ensuing establishment of the new form of mon-
archy, in Henry VII’s England.
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been situated. Aaron Burr, an agent of the head of the British if one understands the relationship between the fostering of
cognitive development and the effects of scientific progress,Foreign office, Jeremy Bentham, had established a swindle

known as the Bank of Manhattan, using fraudulent pretexts; effective and reasonably reliable, long-range economic fore-
casting becomes feasible.Hamilton opposed that swindle, but Burr’s killing of Hamil-

ton killed the political opposition, and thus enabled the Burr-
Bentham looting of upstate New York to succeed. That latter What are productive costs?

Thus far, we have developed the notion, step by step, thatbattle continues today.
The same lessons are to be adduced from tracing the post- productive costs are everything which is essential to ensure

the regeneration of the existing productive powers of tomor-1876 history of the industrial development of Germany, as
that is illustrated by the close collaboration between the back- row’s labor on a higher, more advanced, net level, superior to

that today. This includes not only the physical well-being ofers of Edison and Henry Ford, successors of Philadelphia’s
Alexander Dallas Bache, who worked with the Rathenau and the entire population and its posterity, but also the fostering

of those circumstances of life, in the family household, andSiemens family to replicate the successes of the Lincoln-
Carey-led American industrial revolution in Germany, Rus- beyond, which are essential to raising the level of the cogni-

tive development of the population as a whole.sia, Japan, and elsewhere. In studying the history of modern
corporate and related forms of ownership, one must always Consequently, we argued, the action of production, the

verb of the economy, is twofoldly non-linear. The cognitiverecognize the crucial distinction between the power to create
new dimensions of useful wealth, and the power, such as that development of the individual mind, by means of which the

act of production is controlled, is intrinsically non-linear. Theof the contemporary junk-bond bandits, to conduct legalized
theft. physical processes of production and design of product, ex-

press physical transformations, transformations which areThe relationship among the functions of the republic, of
a sovereign nation-state, private entrepreneurship, and eco- physically non-linear. Productivity is therefore expressed as

the interaction of these two combined types of non-linearnomic forecasting, is best illustrated by the role of the building
of the transcontinental railroads, which provided the key ba- transformations. Hence, I have stipulated, economic pro-

cesses can be described by science only as the kind of multi-sis, in infrastructure-building, for the U.S.’s rapid rise to
world supremacy in agro-industrial nation-state economy, the ply-connected manifold known as the LaRouche-Riemann

model. Exactly how the practical man is to understand themodel admired and copied in Germany, Russia, Japan, and
elsewhere, over the 1861-1876 period of the Lincoln-Carey principle of non-linearity itself, I shall clarify here soon. In

the interim, we must first clarify some crucial points respect-economic revolution. The writings of Benjamin Franklin fol-
lowers such as Alexander Hamilton, the Careys, and the Ger- ing the proper approach to determination of cost and price.

The implicit recognition of that fact, provided the basisman-American Friedrich List, show us a fully conscious, de-
liberate conception of the way this result of the 1861-1876 for the emergence of the modern form of sovereign nation-

state economy, and for the inherently protectionist economicenterprise would benefit the nation.
What I have done in my discoveries and related work policies of any sane form of practiced national economy. The

following notable, consequent points of policy must be em-in this field, is to render more explicit, more coherent, the
conceptions of those, beginning with the founder of modern phasized at this point.

Stated most simply, the price must usually exceed theeconomic science, Gottfried Leibniz, who have preceded me
in this field. I say, with those predecessors, the included func- properly determined cost of production and distribution. This

must reflect costs which the private enterprise does not alwaystion of the state is to foster and protect the true entrepreneur,
and to protect both them, and the general welfare, from the recognize as its included responsibility, such as the future

level of education, health, and so forth of the population as akinds of predators presently typified by the Wall Street ban-
dits, thefinancial houses and their associated lawfirms, which whole, and the maintenance and ongoing improvement of the

quality of “hard” infrastructure, which is an integral cost ofhave reigned and ruined in the U.S.A., virtually unchallenged
since about the time President John F. Kennedy was assassi- the environment on which the particular private enterprise

depends absolutely.nated.
The essence of economic forecasting, and related policy- For example, the production of the labor-force to appear

approximately a quarter-century from now, is a cost whichshaping, is to foresee the probable advantage to the general
welfare, by the government’s regulatory measures, and devel- must be paid, without compensating income, over that inter-

vening period. The improvement of the cognitive and relatedopment of infrastructure, to the effect of fostering the indis-
pensable function of scientific-progress-oriented entrepre- development of those entrants, must be considered part of the

currently incurred cost of production.neurship. Government must provide the basic economic, hard
and social infrastructure; increasingly capital-intensive entre- In a similar way, the capital outlays which must be paid, by

government, or others, today, to produce the improvementspreneurship must realize the potential in the opportunities
which only government’s regulatory role can provide. Then, which today’s private enterprises, and society generally will
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enjoy and use years ahead, are currently incurred costs of all a whole. This implies, of course, the elementary responsibility
of government to know what it is doing by such measures, andcurrently produced wealth.

Accordingly, the largest portion of the incurred costs re- also of the consequences of the failure to enact such means,
properly and efficiently.flected in the individual private enterprise are paid directly,

not by that enterprise itself, but by government or other insti- The result of such exercises in reasonable forethought, is
what memory of France’s Fifth Republic under Charles detutions apart from that enterprise. How, then, shall those in-

curred costs be paid? Gaulle calls to mind as “indicative planning,” an enterprise
which rescued France from looming ruin at that time, andIn part, the answer is: through taxation. Yet, there are also

other ways this has been managed by sound government in which served France very well over the course of the two
decades and longer following.the past. The general names for those alternatives, are protec-

tionist and other regulatory measures. These latter are the Since the future condition of a nation will be shaped by
the capital factors inhering in today’s choices of such policies,kinds of measures which, as matters of general policy, should

be made by the consent of the governed, and therefore should if we are sane people, we give considerable forethought to
such decisions, rather than letting them simply happen irratio-be applied generally only through the actions and mediation

of government. These are measures of precisely that type nally, in some helter-skelter fashion. This obliges the nation,
and its government, to adopt a mission-orientation, as typifiedwhich the U.S. government, seized by some economic-sui-

cidal passion, has been uprooting and destroying, since the by the brilliant success, for as long as it was continued, of the
Kennedy Manned Moon Landing mission.fateful decision of mid-August 1971, a rape of reason itself,

unleashed with full force by the Trilateral Commission and Thus, and only thus, can the true costs of anything be
competently defined. The comprehension of the implicationsthe Carter Administration, the which that body created and

controlled throughout those years. Now, that rampage of eco- of such a national mission, as an orientation of policy-shaping
for a decade or so ahead, provides the basis for determining,nomic lunacy has come near to all the way, to the measures of

so-called “globalization” which have carried the entire planet with fair approximation, the direction of evolution of true
costs over a considerable period ahead. That determination,presently to the brink of a global new dark age, and to the

immediate, accompanying obliteration of the institutions of in turn, serves as a guide to corresponding elements of the
policy-shaping activities of the corresponding elements of athe sovereign nation-state. We are racing back to barbarism,

barely pausing to linger amid a reversion to feudalism, all the responsible form of government.
Freedom is never to be used as a synonym for anarchy,way back, it often appears, to perhaps Sodom and Gomorrah.

The inmates have, indeed, taken over the asylum! for a Romantic or outrightly existentialist I-do-it-because-I-
feel-like-doing-it kind of the mass lunacy popularized amongThe function of protectionism, is to set prices at indicative,

“fair trade” levels, which allow for covering the calculably much of what became today’s thirty-five-to-fifty-five genera-
tion. Freedom is cognition; freedom is the provision of theincurred cost to the entire national economy, of providing a

type of good produced through private entrepreneurship. This circumstances in which the individual powers of cognition,
and their expression, are fostered in their development, tois done by three mechanisms. The first, is protective tariffs,

bearing on imports and exports. The second is internal, gov- flourish for the sake of the happiness of each and all of the
people.ernmentally established and enforced regulation, most em-

phatically in the domain of essential categories of basic eco-
nomic infrastructure, such as power, water management, Planetary and economic orbits

How can the future state of a national economy be fore-public transportation, and so on. The third is the protectionist
and regulatory impact of taxation policies, such as the invest- casted over the longer range of capital cycles? For an insight

into that, it were best to compare the implications of suchment-tax-credit policy adopted by the administration of Presi-
dent John F. Kennedy, or the shaping of the graduated in- forecasting with the most important of the modern discoveries

in astrophysics, which is to say the successive contributionscome-tax, as a way of acknowledging the preferential
chartacter of the expressed national interest, in the general of Johannes Kepler and Carl Gauss. One common, usually

overlooked feature of the Kepler-Gauss connection, is crucialwelfare of family households and private enterprises.
The included purpose of these three kinds of measures, is for the subject-matter of this report.

The point to be made, thus, is clearly set forth, for astro-to cause the burden of cost to fall where it must.
Thus, the combination of such approaches to fair trade, physics, in the relevant contributions of Kepler and Gauss,

but, with their currently characteristic regard for honesty,tariffs, regulation, banking, and taxation, the power which
should be granted only to government, is shaped in applica- most of the relevant textbooks and institutions prefer to pre-

tend that discovery of Kepler, as validated by Gauss, never ex-tion. The effect of such measures, is to present each individual
enterprise, public undertaking, and family household, with an isted.

Kepler demonstrated, as a central feature of his foundinghonest reflection of the totality of actually incurred costs of
maintaining the general welfare and progress of the nation as of the first comprehensive approach to a mathematical phys-
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ics, that the axiomatic structure of the Solar system as a whole, respect to my elaboration of the axiomatic implications of a
LaRouche-Riemann model.predetermined the locations and characteristics of the orbits

of the planetary bodies associated with that Sun. This is in Kepler’s determination of the way in which available
planetary orbits are ordered within the Solar system as acontrast, and opposition to the notion of individual orbits

as determined by some universal principle of “action at a whole, was derived from defining the axiomatic characteris-
tics of the subject-matter of his experimental approach.distance.” It is a stunning irony, that in that work, Kepler

specified a necessary such orbit, of determinable harmonic- Therein lies the secret for his success, where the astronomy
of Claudius Ptolemy, Copernicus, and Tycho Brahe had es-orbitable characteristics, assignable to a missing planet lying
sentially failed. For Kepler, the laws of motion were deter-
mined by the physical-space-time geometry of the Solar sys-
tem, a geometry which is expressed by a set of axioms, in theAs the greatest Classical tragedians
sense that Leibniz defined a principle of universal least action,

have done, we are capable of rising and of monadology, and in which Gauss and Riemann, fol-
lowing Leibniz in this, successively defined the anti-Euclid-above the grip of a fixed set of
ean geometries of multiply-connected manifolds.axiomatic assumptions, if we but

The connection to be made is clarified by studying and
first recognize them to exist in that thinking about the way in which Kepler writes, and rewrites

his several principal works. His method is not that of theway. We then foresee the tragedy
textbook, but rather of the Socratic dialogue. It is the method,which must unfold from adhering to
as Albert Einstein reflected on his affinities to both Riemann

such follies. Aha! But, to see this, is and Kepler later, of anti-Euclidean geometry, of letting para-
doxical evidence lead one to successively new discoveries ofto prompt the will to free ourselves
validatable universal principles.from it! That is true long-range

If, in economic matters, we look at forecasting from the
forecasting, in economics, in cost- standpoint of a science of physical-economy, rather than fi-

nancial accounting, and, if we understand that the conse-accounting, and anything else
quences of human decision-making are predetermined, axio-which the cognitive powers of
matically, by the combination of known and implied

the individual human mind may axiomatic assumptions which rule our behavior, the result is
to define the available trajectory of the consequences of ourcare to see.
decision-making accordingly. Thus, with one important ex-
ception to this, we define the orbital trajectory of an unfolding
economic process as Kepler conceived of defining, experi-
mentally, the lawful determination of a set of planetary orbits.between Mars and Jupiter. Kepler insisted that such a planet

must have existed, but indicated the grounds on which its The difference is, we can change the axioms, as Kepler’s solar
system could not.disruption had been virtually inevitable. Approximately two

centuries later, Gauss, in showing that the motions of a briefly That, of course, is what the preceding chapters and pages
of this report have been, from the beginning, all about. Byobserved body corresponded to a planet-like orbit of that

body, also determined that that body’s orbital pathway coin- smoking out what may have been the hidden axiomatic as-
sumptions of our decision-making, we are able to see the waycided with the characteristics of the missing planet.

Kepler was right: the circles of Newton and his devotees, in which those assumptions, like Hamlet’s, are leading us to
bring about our own doom, even contrary to any other willfulwere wrong. The mistake of the Newtonians was not in a

calculation; it was a fundamental error respecting the way desire which may seize us. In allowing those assumptions to
rule our wills, we thus choose a fate from which we will not bethe universe a whole is, in the language of Plato’s Timaeus,

composed. The same point, respecting lawfulness, is to be able to escape. Such is thefirst level of long-range forecasting.
However, as the greatest Classical tragedians have done,applied to long-range economic forecasting. This same matter

provides the most direct means by which the practical man we are capable of rising above the grip of afixed set of axiom-
atic assumptions, if we but first recognize them to exist in thatcan come to understand the applicable significance of the term

non-linear, as applied to physical-economic processes. way. We then foresee the tragedy which must unfold from
adhering to such follies. Aha! But, to see this, is to promptTo sum up the immediately relevant features of Kepler’s

argument, we have now the following. the will to free ourselves from it! That is true long-range
forecasting, in economics, in cost-accounting, and anythingReturn to the discussion of anti-Euclidean geometry, in

the second chapter of this report. Situate the specific kind of else which the cognitive powers of the individual human mind
may care to see.anti-Euclidean geometry required for economic science, in
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Caspar Weinberger, Zbigniew Brzezinski, and their like, to-
5. A global ‘Monroe Doctrine’ gether with their bloody machinations, must be securely re-

tired to places from which they could do no more harm. We
must have the relevant hands together, on the sword, or noneFrom before its beginning, the fundamental interest of

the United States, its true “manifest destiny,” has been, as of us shall escape the ruin now coming down upon the world.
The assembly of those to put their hands to that sword,Lafayette and others recognized, to be a temple of liberty and

beacon of hope for all mankind. The same point was restated, will have no time to waste, when the moment for action
strikes. Like the sudden Washington, D.C. meeting of Marchalthough in a negative way, in a written communication to

President James Monroe, by then Secretary of State John 1, 1968, called by President Lyndon Johnson, the gathering
must be sudden, and the fateful decision prompt; but this time,Quincy Adams. In this memorandum, Adams warned the

President the United States must flatly reject the British For- it must also be the right one.
Once that fateful deed is done, we must proceed to buildeign Office’s proposal of a treaty agreement, respecting the

Americas, between London and Washington. His argument the road we have thus chosen to travel.
This means to cancel extant agreements to all forms ofwas, that between the financier-oligarchy represented by the

British monarchy and the republic of these United States, no “globalization.” It means to return to absolute defense of the
principle of the perfectly sovereign nation-state. It means thecommunity of principle could exist, for as long as the United

Kingdom remained the form of state it was. adoption, as overriding emergency agreement, of a return to
protectionist quality of monetary and trade and tariff agree-During the same general period, Adams broke openly

with the incurably corrupted Federalist party, to emerge as a ments, akin to those in place during the pre-1959 period, but
to the acknowledged mutual advantage of the partners to thiskey figure in a great collaboration among Mathew Carey,

Henry C. Carey, and, in the course of time, the Abraham new community of principle.
It also means a mission-orientation, which means, in turn,Lincoln who would lose a string of elections, to supersede a

pack of virtual or outright traitors, van Buren, Polk, Pierce, the resumption of the high-technology export function by
states which had formerly represented that capability, to theand Buchanan, to become our greatest President since George

Washington. The victory of the U.S. over the British puppet benefit of states whose general welfare demands large and
growing infusions of access to the relevant most modern tech-called the Confederacy, and the emergence of the U.S. as

the world’s leading national economy, over the 1861-1876 nologies, that they might thus develop their basic economic
infrastructure, and accelerate the growth of the productiveinterval, gave more substantial meaning, throughout this

planet, to the role of the U.S. as a leader among nations, in powers of labor of all their people. This must be a mission of
not less than a generation in projected duration, a missionbuilding up what would become, hopefully, the establishing

of control over the world by a community of republican prin- facilitated by low-cost long-term credit, to ensure the needed
flow of advanced technology into the nations which urgentlyciple among perfectly sovereign nation-states.

The time for realization of that latter goal, is now become need this form of cooperation.
This means an end to the kinds of cheap-labor and dump-somewhat overripe.

We are presently gripped by the maelstrom-phase of the ing policies which have ruined the world under the conditions
of “free trade” and “globalization.” It means that the pressuregreatest threat to civilization since the Roman Empire. The

present world financial and monetary system, is irrevocably to export cheap products, produced by cheap labor, shall be
brought to a halt, and that quality products produced by labor-doomed, to early obliteration, in one way or another.

To find a quick alternative to that prospective hecatomb, forces whose productive powers are being increased through
capital improvements, will become the new, long-term basiswe require a sudden, brief meeting among a group of leading

and other nations representing the majority of humanity to- for world trade.
That signifies, inside the U.S. economy itself, a massiveday. The leading nations include a western and other parts of

Europe centered on the still-barely viable economy of Ger- retooling of agriculture, industry, and basic economic infra-
structure, to reflect the new world realities being brought intomany, Russia, China, India, Japan, and the United States. The

purpose of such a meeting must be to put hands together being. It means a revolution in education, suited to the export-
role which the U.S., in particular, must play in world tradeon the sword, both to avow the present world financial and

monetary system to be irremediably bankrupt, and to instantly during the coming generation. It means a return to forced-
draft technological progress, and high rates of real-capitallaunch a new world monetary system, premised upon the

proven best features of the pre-1959 Bretton Woods system. formation per capita.
Past performance of nations, operating under the influ-This time, the system must be restored as President Franklin

Roosevelt had intended, with the former victims of colonial- ence of such kinds of policies, assures us that if we learn now
from such precedents, we shall come to do very well—all ofism equal partners in directing the system.

Otherwise, without such agreement, the effort will not us participating in such an emerging new community of prin-
ciple.be a viable one. Hence, all geopoliticians, as typified by Sir
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DPP victory in Taiwan raises
danger of strategic conflict
by Jonathan Tennenbaum

The victory of the candidate of the pro-separatist Democratic President Lee Teng-Hui in his systematic wrecking operation
against peaceful reunification with the mainland, and who areProgressive Party (DPP) in the March 18 Taiwan Presidential

election, and the defeat of the Kuomintang (KMT) party after now working to provoke a potential military confrontation
between the United States and China.55 years of uninterrupted rule, marks an historic shift in the

situation across the Taiwan Strait, which is fraught with dan- Lyndon LaRouche warned of exactly this in his article on
“Puppet Emperor Lee Teng-Hui” (EIR, Jan. 21). We raisedger not only for the East Asian region, but potentially also the

world as a whole. the point again in our recent article on “LaRouche’s Enemies
Push for Taiwan War” (EIR, March 10), identifying as exem-For the moment, at least on the surface, tensions seem to

have subsided. The Chinese government’s outward reaction plary the anti-China activities of such figures as Sen. Jesse
Helms (R-N.C.), Rep. Benjamin Gilman (R-N.Y.), formerto what it must see as the worst of all possible outcomes of

the election, has been extremely reserved. Official Beijing Defense Secretary Sir Caspar Weinberger, and right-wing
billionaire Richard Mellon Scaife’s “Blue Team” in andhas merely signalled in terse statements, that it will “carefully

observe” the ensuing developments in Taiwan, while repeat- around the American Congress. The accompanying article by
Mary Burdman documents how the very same forces haveing the warning, that China will not budge an inch on the

“One China” principle and will not tolerate any move toward been systematically backing the DPP and its international
“support network” for many years. Unless quickly reined in,“Taiwan independence.” In his visit to Beijing immediately

following the Taiwan election, the United States’ UN Ambas- these forces will move to exploit the new situation, by orches-
trating a series of provocations, each one more dangeroussador Richard Holbrooke undoubtedly gave assurances, that

the United States would bring its full weight to bear on Taipei, than the preceding. They will especially play on passions and
divisions within mainland China itself, attempting to provoketo prevent any separatist moves that might provoke a new,

near-term Taiwan crisis. For his part, Taiwanese President- a political destabilization or a rash military move which could
serve as a pretext for an escalation of economic and politicalelect Chen Shui-bian has gone out of his way to emphasize

his determination to “put the national interest ahead of any warfare against China.
party considerations,” declaring that to secure “eternal peace”
across the Taiwan Strait is his highest priority, and offering Disaster is not inevitable

This is not to say that a strategic disaster is now inevitable.to meet with Chinese President Jiang Zemin at the earliest
possible opportunity “to discuss everything.” In this situation, we should not forget the wisdom embodied

in the Chinese language’s expression for “crisis”—wei ji—Unfortunately, all of this does not change the fact, that the
rise of the DPP itself, and the whole process leading to its which is composed of wei, meaning “danger,” and ji, meaning

“opportunity.” The opportunity, in this case, flows ultimatelyelection victory, have been largely engineered by the very
same British-linked forces in the United States and Japan, as from the fact, that the crisis being created around Taiwan is

not a purely local or Chinese affair, but is part of a globalwell as in Taiwan itself, that have backed outgoing Taiwanese
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strategic crisis, centering on an eminent “blowout” of the In fact, it is clear that Lee Teng-hui and his international
backers played a crucial role in the rise of the DPP up to itsentire U.S. and global financial system.

Exemplary of the opportunities available now, is recent victory, including Lee’s policy of covert support of
Chen Shui-bian against both the popular independent JamesBeijing’s new emphasis on the development of the vast west-

ern area of China—a challenge which Chinese scholars are Soong and the candidate of Lee’s own KMT party, Lien Chan.
According to the official results, Chen Shui-bian led Soongcomparing to the opening up of the West of the United States

through transcontinental railroads and other infrastructure by a narrow 2.5% margin, of 39.2% to 36.8%, while Lien
Chan received 23%.projects in second half of the 19th century. That challenge,

which is an integral part of the broader “Eurasian Land- Mainland commentaries have emphasized the unbridge-
able difference between what Chen Shui-bian has proposed,Bridge” policy (see “The Eurasian Land-Bridge: The ‘New

Silk Road’—Locomotive for Worldwide Economic Develop- in his post-election calls for immediate “peace negotiations”
and meeting Jiang Zemin in Taipei or Beijing to “talk aboutment,” EIR Special Report, January 1997), can only be

achieved with the aid of dirigistic economic policies, of the everything,” on the one side, and the position of the Beijing
government as expressed by Jiang Zemin, on the other. Chensort which will be needed all over the world in the coming

period, and with the kind of investment, technology, and Shui-bian proposes that the “One China” policy should be
a topic for discussion, but not a principle or axiom of anyknow-how which Taiwan is in a special position to provide.

In our view, new agreements, providing for a drastic up- negotiation. Jiang Zemin’s response is to insist that accep-
tance of the “One China Principle”—as set forward, for exam-grading of Taiwan’s direct participation in mainland eco-

nomic development, can provide the most advantageous con- ple, in the Beijing government’s recent White Paper (see EIR,
March 17)—is the absolute precondition for discussion.text for overcoming the separatist tendencies which have been

created, and building a positive identity for Taiwan as an Mainland commentators emphasize, that it is impossible for
Beijing to make any compromise on the “One China” policy,organic part of a prosperous and developing China. This po-

tential, positive direction of developments was at least sym- because this would undermine the entire authority and credi-
bility of the Chinese government at home and abroad, whilebolically indicated, in the immediate wake of the Taiwan elec-

tions, by the Taiwan Parliament’s decision to lift certain long- at the same time, Chen Shui-Bian’s own background, and
his party’s policy, make it virtually impossible for him tostanding limitations on the direct trade, air, and postal connec-

tions to the mainland. Last year, despite the still-existing re- renounce Taiwan independence in some form. Correspond-
ingly, the dominant tone of the mainland commentaries isstrictions, two-way trade between Taiwan and the mainland

topped $25 billion, while the rate of Taiwan investments into extremely pessimistic.
the mainland nearly doubled in the first two months of this
year, relative to a year ago. As one Beijing expert expressed Historical background

A few historical reference-points should be recalled, init, “The mainland needs Taiwan and Taiwan needs the
mainland.” order to appreciate the implications of the recent turn of the

events in Taiwan.
Taiwan’s Kuomintang Party, the KMT, which has justThe ‘One China’ issue

The crucial importance of the “economic flank” becomes been defeated after 55 years of uninterrupted rule over the
island, was originally created by the father of modern China,all the more obvious, when we look at the suicidal conflict

which has been created between Taiwan and the mainland, Sun Yat-sen, in 1912. The KMT was born in the context of
Sun’s founding of the first Chinese Republic, as a milestoneas a result of Lee Teng-hui’s deliberate abandonment of the

traditional “One China” policy, which had been a common in the republican revolution ended over 2,000 years of impe-
rial dynastic rule over the country. Later, after the emergencecommitment of both Taiwan’s ruling KMT and the opposed,

mainland Communist Party throughout the worst days of the of the Communist movement, Sun advocated a close alliance
between the KMT and the Communist Party, both seenCold War.

Whatever Chen Shui-bian may do—and there is at least a as essentially patriotic forces sharing a common aim of
developing a strong, unified, and independent Chinese na-hope that he may break away from the official ideology of the

DPP—that official ideology goes even much further than Lee tion-state.
Unfortunately, thanks in great part to outside influence byTeng-hui has dared to go, by declaring, essentially, that Tai-

wan has nothing to do with China, and that the 55 years of British and related forces, who wanted a keep the Chinese at
each other’s throats in order to maintain a weak and dividedKMT rule represented a “foreign occupation” whose conse-

quences must now be reversed, by Taiwan’s declaring itself, China, Sun Yat-sen’s policy of a KMT-CP alliance was de-
stroyed. Following the successful expulsion of the Japaneseonce and for all, a sovereign and independent nation separate

from China. Exactly that has been identified by Beijing as an occupation forces in 1945, a bloody civil war broke out, end-
ing in 1949 with an overwhelming military victory by Com-absolute casus belli for a military confrontation across the

Taiwan Strait. munists under Mao Zedong, Mao’s declaration of the Peo-
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ple’s Republic of China on Oct. 1, 1949, and the withdrawal to Chinese forces under Chiang Kai-shek. To back this view,
the separatists emphasize the Treaty of Shimonoseki, signedTaiwan of the KMT forces loyal to Chiang Kai-shek. Chiang

refused to recognize the People’s Republic; instead, he in April 1895 after the Chinese defeat in the Sino-Japanese
War of 1894. In that treaty, the hopelessly weak and defeatedclaimed that the government set up by the KMT on Taiwan,

constituted the true government of all of China: a single, uni- Qing Dynasty of China, officially ceded Taiwan to Japan.
From that point on, the legalistic argument continues, Chinafied China of which Taiwan was self-evidently a part. Simi-

larly, the Beijing government regarded itself as the only legiti- lost any claim to Taiwan, which in any case at best had only
a loose relation to the mainland in earlier centuries. After themate government of all China.

Thus, in all the ensuing Cold War conflicts, there was defeat of Japan, which had occupied Taiwan from 1895 until
1945, Taiwan should have been permitted self-determination.never a question about “two Chinas” or two sovereign coun-

tries, but rather only of two governments—one based in Instead, in 1949 Chiang Kai-shek moved in, beginning a half-
century of “Chinese oppression” of the island.Beijing, and the other regarding itself as a government-in-

exile in Taipei—claiming jurisdiction over a single sovereign Admittedly, it has been difficult, even for the most avid
separatists, to define a really convincing non-Chinese ethniccountry. Contrary to widespread misunderstandings, the rec-

ognition by the United States of the People’s Republic of identity for Taiwan. Although there does exist a remnant of
what is claimed as the “authentic” aboriginal population ofChina in the 1970s was not a rejection of the “One China”

principle, but rather a reaffirmation of it. Taking account of the island, with its own language, these constitute today only
a tiny minority of the population. The present Taiwanese pop-the evident reality, that the Beijing government was stable

and was de facto the real government on the mainland, and ulation is the result of centuries of intermixture with Chinese
coming from the mainland. Despite the impact of Japanese-that there was hardly a chance of the KMT returning to power,

the United States reversed an earlier position in support of language schooling during the 50 years of Japanese occupa-
tion, the language-culture of Taiwan today is unquestionablythe KMT as the legitimate government of all of China, and

recognized the Beijing government instead. Similarly, the and unambiguously Chinese.
Looking beyond the specific arguments of the TaiwanTaipei government was removed, and the People’s Republic

government seated in its place, as the single legitimate repre- separatists, the underlying world outlook behind them is es-
sentially the same as that which is being used to split andsentative of China in the United Nations. The hope was, then,

that the issues left over from the Chinese civil war could be destroy nation-states around the world—including, ulti-
mately, the United States itself—with the help of ethnic andresolved by an eventual peaceful reunification of Taiwan with

the mainland. similar conflicts. That outlook denies any real historical pur-
pose or universal contribution of a nation or people to theIn fact, the “One China Principle” was not seriously called

into question, in Taiwan, until the 1980s, when the “Taiwan development of humanity as a whole. Instead, what is pro-
posed is a mere “egotistic” identity based on “being different”nationalist” movement began to emerge, of which Chen Shui-

bian’s DPP is a major expression. Admittedly, this phenome- from more or less arbitarily defined geographical, cultural, or
ethnic entities.non has a certain organic basis in the popular reaction against

the totalitarian excesses of Chiang Kai-shek’s KMT (which The author considers, that a fully successful resolution of
the Taiwan issue, can only be reached on the basis of a trulyruled by virtual military dictatorship until the gradual democ-

ratization in the 1980s), as well as the KMT’s notorious, ram- adequate conception of the sovereign nation-state as an indis-
pensable vehicle for the development of mankind as a whole.pant corruption (which had earlier been a major cause of its

defeat in the mainland civil war). Nevertheless, there is no It was exactly from this standpoint that Sun Yat-sen, with
support from certain republican circles in the United Statesdoubt that “Taiwan separatism” has been orchestrated in an

artificial manner, by international forces committed to the and notably also in Japan, took the first great steps, a century
ago, toward creating the New China as a modern, sovereigndestruction of sovereign nation-states in general, and the de-

struction of China in particular. This is evident from the key nation-state.
Interestingly, Taiwan was one of the earliest bases forfeatures of “Taiwan nationalist” ideology and the modus ope-

randi and international connections of the Taiwan forces Sun’s organizing of the revolutionary process leading eventu-
ally to the first Chinese republic. Later, in the 1920s, it wasbacking the DPP.
Sun Yat-sen who set forth the program for railroad and other
infrastructural development of China, modelled in part on theArtificial ‘Taiwan nationalism’ vs.

the true nation-state United States, which is a forerunner of the Eurasian Land-
Bridge and the present plans to develop China’s western re-Essentially, the argument of the DPP ideologues is to say,

that Taiwan was never really a part of China and that the gion. To the extent people in Taiwan, as well as on the main-
land, come to understand their own positive role in the worldinhabitants of Taiwan are an “oppressed people” that have

a claim to “self-determination.” They assert that the KMT as a whole from the standpoint of what Sun Yat-sen stood for,
peaceful reunification and a glorious common future, willgovernment, which had ruled Taiwan for the last 55 years,

actually represented a foreign occupation of the island, by the become inevitable.
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Taiwan political analyst told EIR, that a central agent provo-
cateur is the Formosan Association for Public Affairs
(FAPA), based in Washington. FAPA is part of a network
which includes the DPP Mission in the United States, and itBAC’s ‘Taiwan lobby’
has branches all over the United States and a big operation in
Japan, the colonial power in Taiwan during the first half ofprovokes crisis in Asia
the 20th century. This is a “die-hard” Taiwan independence
force, the analyst said.by Mary Burdman

Ironically, such “Taiwan independence” has a foreign
foundation. The FAPA was founded in 1982 in Los Angeles,

In the extremely delicate, and potentially critical, relations and is now a “worldwide, Washington-headquartered” opera-
tion. Associated with the DPP Mission in Washington, is theacross the Taiwan Strait, the gravest danger is not posed by

the immediate reactions of either Beijing or Taipei, but by the Center for Taiwan International Relations, which was estab-
lished in Washington in 1988, and the journal Taiwan Com-provocations of the Washington-headquartered troglodytes

known as the “Taiwan lobby.” This rich, powerful, and murky muniqué, which is published just over the D.C. line in Chevy
Chase, Maryland. Of this Taiwan lobby group, only the Tai-operation is not just some group united by its political posi-

tions on Taiwan. The Taiwan lobby is one face of the British- wan Independence Party was actually established in Taiwan,
in 1996, by a group of professors who were former supportersAmerican-Commonwealth (BAC) establishment in the

United States, whose anti-China frenzies date back to the of the DPP. They split from the DPP, according to their own
account, after its leaders Shih Ming-teh and Hsu Hsin-liangMcCarthy-era witch-hunts.

The Taiwan lobby apparatus brings together Sen. Jesse attempted to politically cooperate with the pro-reunification
Taiwanese New Party in 1995, and later with the KuomintangHelms (R-N.C.), chair of the Senate Foreign Relations Com-

mittee, and buddy of Secretary of State Madeleine Albright; (KMT), then the ruling party.
If the Washington-based Taiwan lobby retains hegemonyRep. Benjamin Gilman (R-N.Y.), chair of the House Interna-

tional Relations Committee, and an interface with the Zionist over DPP policy under President Chen, the stormy cross-strait
relations provoked by Lee Teng-hui’s trip to the United Stateslobby; operatives of U.S. billionaire-spook Richard Mellon

Scaife’s “Blue Team,” such as Mark Lagon of the New York in 1995, when Helms, Sen. Frank Murkowski (R-Ak.), and
their ilk insisted on giving him an almost-official reception,Council on Foreign Relations (see “LaRouche’s Enemies

Push for Taiwan War,” EIR, March 10); and a group of U.S.- are going to continue, the Taiwan analyst warned. While the
DPP is at least discussing a compromise on its party platformfounded Taiwanese organizations committed to provoking

tensions with China. The Taiwan lobby’s tentacles reach into position, which demands a referendum on declaring a “Re-
public of Taiwan,” and is moving to open, from its side, eco-Japan, and include elements of the Iran-Contra networks of

Central America. nomic and other links to the mainland, Chen is refusing to
accept the “one-China principle,” which has been the policyBAC establishment figures provide conceptual input and

direction for this apparatus. Typical is Sir Caspar Weinberger, of both China, and the former KMT government which had
ruled in Taiwan for 50 years. Chen is also rejecting the “oneDefense Secretary under President Ronald Reagan, who was

knighted by Queen Elizabeth for his role in aiding and abet- nation, two systems” program offered by China’s President
Jiang Zemin, which would grant Taiwan even its own inde-ting Great Britain, in the 1982 Malvinas War of Prime Minis-

ter Margaret Thatcher against Argentina. Weinberger is a pendent military force.
The DPP policy makes it clear, why it is vulnerable to theleading “poison pen” of the Taiwan lobby.

war-mongering of the likes of Helms and Weinberger.
While proclaiming its peaceful intentions, the DPP policyNo independent policy

One indication of the “made-in-Washington” nature of is actually to compromise on the issue of national sovereignty,
and to “play in the cracks” of the deep fissures in the currentthe problem, is pointed to by Taiwan strategists, reviewing

the political history of the newly elected Taiwan President international situation. In a world facingfinancial catastrophe
and many regional wars, this could be a dangerous course.Chen Shui-bian of the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP).

They point out that Chen is a local political figure, with few Beijing is making it clear, that it cannot, and will not, tolerate
this highly unstable situation for much longer.international connections of his own. Unlike his predecessor,

Lee Teng-hui, who was educated in Japan and the United The DPP’s “White Paper on Foreign Policy in the 21st
Century,” published in November 1999, explains how it in-States, and has many close ties to political figures in both

countries, including the violently anti-Chinese Tokyo Gover- tends for Taiwan to exploit its position on the “fault lines”
between the globalized world, and the nation-state. DPPnor (mayor) Shintaro Ishihara, Chen’s political career has

been focussed on internal Taiwan politics. chairman Lin I-hsiung elaborated, in a speech at the free trade-
oriented American Enterprise Institute in Washington in De-Therefore, these Taiwan strategists say, the key to the

DPP’s international policy, lies outside Taiwan. One leading cember 1999.
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“Taiwan’s relations with China must be put into a broader 1999 by Weinberger, now chairman of Forbes, which is fea-
tured on the FAPA website. Weinberger lashed out at thecontext of Taiwan’s strategic position in the world,” Lin said.

“A new global order is in the process of formation . . . in whch Clinton administration, even attacking Albright for “selling
out” Lee Teng-hui as Czechoslovakia was sold out to HitlerTaiwan mustfind an appropriate balancing middle way.” Tai-

wan’s “greatest challenge is to maneuver in a global system at Munich. Weinberger denounced what he called the “ap-
peasement” of China by President Clinton, and even claimedof big-power politics and grand contradictions . . . [such as]

the conflicting trend of globalization and state nationalism. that an “earlier” U.S. administration would have immediately
“cashiered” Adm. Dennis Blair, Commander of the Pacfic. . . The breaking down of sovereign boundaries in the context

of cultural and economic integration has chartered new oppor- Command, for saying last year, that the United States should
not defend Taiwan if it declared independence from China.tunities and enabled new vitality for Taiwan in the interna-

tional civil society.” At the same time, “rising nationalism,” Weinberger distorted history right and left, denouncing
Jimmy Carter for “abandoning” Taiwan (forgetting about theas in East Timor, Kosovo, Chechnya, and Taiwan itself,

shows that “statehood” remains important. 1972 Shanghai Communiqué of President Richard Nixon),
and arguing that the U.S.-China 1982 Communiqué (signedTaiwan’s “full potential” has been “inhibited” by the

dominance of its relations with China, Lin stated. Taiwan under President Reagan, who also made a six-day trip to China
to sign agreements on nuclear energy cooperation) does notmust put its “China relationship under a broader global con-

text of Taiwan’s new international role.” This is “a cautious really mean what it says, i.e., that the United States would
phase out sales of advanced weapons to Taiwan.balance between the demands of globalization on the one side,

and state security on another.” Weinberger belligerently proclaimed that the United
States is “absolutely committed” to defending Taiwan, andTaiwan’s “new diplomacy” will embrace “international

economic activities, conservation, human rights, and ends his article with scenario-spinning about China attacking
Taiwan “with impunity” while the United States has to resorttrade”—the very issues being used by the United States and

Great Britain to launch wars against nations all over the globe. to a useless UN resolution. All this—were it ever to happen—
would constitute a “legacy of catastrophic proportions” for“The uniqueness of Taiwan’s economic advantages [such as

its $100 billion in foreign exchange reserves] complemented Clinton, Weinberger claimed.
by democratization, have already provided a natural stage
for Taiwan’s global participation,” Lin said. The DPP wants WTO no alternative

Unfortunately, the growing role of Vice President AlTaiwan, he said, to “take a stronger initiative to play a role in
China’s democratization.” Gore, as the expected Democratic Party nominee for this

year’s Presidential elections, has cast a pall over Clinton’sTaiwan can solve the problem, that it has been too focus-
sed on its relations with China, because “the most salient commitment to develop a strategic relationship with China.

The visit of Richard Holbrooke, U.S. Ambassador to the UN,feature of the current international system, is the increasing
blurring of national borders and evolving concept of national to Beijing during the week of March 20, is a case in point.

Holbrooke was in Beijing not only to discuss Taiwan, butsovereignty,” the White Paper states. Taipei must build its
relations with the non-governmental organizations, rather also the World Trade Organization (WTO). Clinton’s policy

has now become focussed on getting China into the WTO.than on ties with other nations, and must focus on the “lurking
prominence of the international civil society,” which has, ac- However, as Clinton’s presentation on the issue, on March 8

at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, makes clear, thiscording to the DPP, “gone beyond the boundaries of purely
military and political affairs, to emphasize economy, environ- will hardly benefit China—or the United States. The U.S.-

China WTO Accession deal, Clinton emphasized, wouldmental protection, human rights, and trade.” Taiwan also has
to “enhance” its economic interests “in the context of global open China’s markets to the United States, for such U.S. ex-

ports as “information technology” and U.S. “telecom/insur-markets.”
Yet, with all this talk of “civil society,” the DPP is firmly ance/banking”—and it was China, not the United States,

which made “significant, one-way market-opening conces-committed to extending military blocs in Asia, by establishing
a “three-way security network among the U.S., Japan, and sions across virtually every economic sector.” Selling grain

and other agricultural products to China will be “a boon” toTaiwan.” Outside of the U.S. alliances with Japan and South
Korea, and military ties with the Philippines, there are no hard-hit American farmers, Clinton claimed—but what of the

consequences for China’s 900 million farmers, many of themsecurity alliances in all of Asia.
still very poor?

Gore, who had earlier professed opposition to China’sSchizophrenia
Such a wildly “split personality” approach is characteris- accession to the WTO, in an effort to gain the support of U.S.

labor unions, has now proclaimed that he will do his all to gettic of the Taiwan lobby. While claiming to advocate democ-
racy and independence, it promotes military confrontation. the administration bill for permanent trade status for China,

through the U.S. Congress.Typical is the blood-curdling article written in September
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State Department wants to bring back
Shining Path narco-terrorists in Peru
by Valerie Rush

The U.S. State Department, in cahoots with drug-related fi- And so, “Operation Overthrow” was launched. Project
Democracy’s National Democratic Institute (NDI) and thenancial interests on Wall Street and with the so-called “Project

Democracy” crowd infesting Washington, is on a drive to Carter Center sent an “observer” mission to Peru, then called
a Feb. 11 press conference to claim that “the political condi-overthrow Peruvian President Alberto Fujimori, who is con-

sidered the likely winner of Peru’s April 9 Presidential elec- tions for clean and fair elections do not exist” in Peru. Spe-
cifically, they insisted that the country’s electoral process didtions, and to install in his place a “democratic” regime that

would share power with the murderous Shining Path narco- not meet “international standards.” State Department spokes-
man Jamie Rubin endorsed the Carter-NDI report, and U.S.terrorists.

Under the auspices of “protecting” human and civil rights, officials leaked to the Miami Herald that the State Department
was pressuring the Organization of American States, whichthese forces are laying the groundwork, step by step, for de-

claring the elections invalid, and then imposing diplomatic will be officially observing the April 9 elections, to prepare
to declare them fraudulent.and economic sanctions to drive Fujimori from office. A com-

pliant President would then be brought in to sit down and On March 7, Acting Assistant Secretary of State Peter
Romero and National Security Council adviser Arturo Va-negotiate Peru’s future with jailed Shining Path killer Abim-

ael Guzmán and other narco-terrorists. lenzuela met with Peruvian Prime Minister Alberto Busta-
mante in Washington. According to a statement issued laterIf, dear reader, you think this is far-fetched, just take a look

at neighboring Colombia, where the country’s top political, by the State Department, Bustamante was informed that the
U.S. government remains “deeply concerned about pre-elec-financial, labor, and business leaders are conducting weekly

pilgrimages into the southern jungles of that country, to pay tion conditions in Peru . . . and urged the government of Peru
to take strong and immediate action to halt” alleged elec-homage to terrorist FARC chieftain Manuel “Sureshot” Mar-

ulanda. toral violations.
It was made clear to Bustamante that the State DepartmentWhat is President Fujimori’s crime? Simply put, he has

refused to turn his country over to Dope, Inc., as is happening would only accept election results tabulated by the Peruvian
non-governmental organization (NGO) known as “Transpar-at breakneck speed in Colombia. His uncompromising battle

with, and defeat of narco-terrorism in Peru has made him a encia,” rather than any results claimed by Peru’s official Su-
preme Electoral Tribunal (see below).favorite of Peruvians, and an inspiration to patriots throughout

Ibero-America. Fujimori has demonstrated that narco-terror- During an international press conference broadcast on
March 23 on the Internet, simultaneously in English and inism can be defeated, that sovereign nations do not have to

bow down to the international forces which run the drug trade. Spanish, Democratic Presidential pre-candidate Lyndon
LaRouche stated forcefully: “[We have] the situation in whichHis ouster is thus essential to the plans of the Wall Street

drug-legalization crowd, to impose a “New Opium War” this atrocity of an organization called Project Democracy,
which is really about as Democratic as the Democratic Partyagainst the Americas that will help them keep their moribund

financial empire afloat a little longer. of Athens, that tried and executed Socrates, has moved into
Peru, to try to destroy Peru, in favor of the drug pushers, in
the same way they’re trying to destroy Colombia. This is‘Operation Overthrow’

Despite a year of international denunciations that the monstrous! But it reflects the insanity in the United States,
and elsewhere, which causes some people, including some intough-minded Peruvian President is an “outlaw” (London

Economist), a “dictator” (U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine Britain, quite wisely, to say, that, of the United States, it ap-
pears that the lunatics have taken over the asylum.”Albright), “one of the most sinister, durable, and effective

power regimes” (London Financial Times), and a “bully”
(Washington Post), it has been clear all along that nothing Project Democracy ‘as bad as Hitler’

Asked by a Peruvian journalist to comment on the situa-short of a dirty tricks campaign would prevent the highly
popular Fujimori’s re-election for a third term in office. tion in Peru, and in particular, on the motivations of the
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NGOs, such as the NDI and the Carter Center, LaRouche
elaborated:

“Carter is essentially a front operation for what’s called
Project Democracy, or the National Endowment for Democ-
racy, which controls certain assets in the name of non-govern- ‘Transparencia’ of Peru:
mental organizations around the United Nations and so forth.
This group, together with a bunch of others tied to George Project Democracy’s
Soros, for example, who are for the generalized legalization
of drugs, and international drug trafficking, actually, in Co- NGO hit-squad in action
lombia and elsewhere, are committed to the destruction of
the institution of the nation-state, as a sovereign nation-state, by Gretchen Small and Manuel Hidalgo
throughout the Western Hemisphere.

“We see that in Argentina; we see the threat of that in
On March 7, Acting U.S. Assistant Secretary of State PeterBrazil; we see that already happening in Colombia, in an

advanced way. It’s happened in Ecuador through dollariza- Romero and National Security Council official Arturo Va-
lenzuela informed Peruvian Prime Minister Alberto Busta-tion, which the present [U.S.] Secretary of the Treasury Larry

Summers—I think he’s insane, but he’s for it. The destruction mante, during a Washington visit, that the “Peruvian” non-
governmental organization (NGO) Transparencia, and not theof Venezuela, which is in progress; and so forth.

“The same thing is happening in other parts of the world. government of Peru, would be the only body whose election
results had credibility in the eyes of the State Department.People do not understand that the existence of modern civili-

zation, with its present population levels, and its potential “Between believing Transparencia or you, we believe Trans-
parencia,” Bustamante was reportedly told. Transparencia’sstandard of living, is the result of the establishment of the

modern sovereign form of nation-state, and the economic in- charges must be taken seriously, the U.S. officials proclaimed:
They are to supervise the April 9 Presidential elections, and tostitutions that go with it, in the 15th century, as a beginning.

Those who are trying to destroy the nation-state today, as provide the Organization of American States (OAS) observer
mission with its election count.Project Democracy, which controls both the Republican and

Democratic parties from the top in the United States, is doing, One week after the State Department told the Peruvian
government, “Transparencia, or else,” the head of the NGO,as in Peru—this is something as bad for civilization as Adolf

Hitler was back in the 1930s. The sooner we wake up and find Rafael Roncagliolo, announced at a press conference in
Quito, Ecuador, that Transparencia has decided—before anythat out, and act accordingly, the better off we’re all going

to be.” elections have been held—that Peru’s Presidential elections
will be, ipso facto, fraudulent, as long as President AlbertoPeruvians are not unaware of Project Democracy’s

gameplan. The deployment of “human rights” and “pro- Fujimori is one of the candidates. “We cannot consider the
coming elections as free and just elections, nor legitimatedemocracy” NGOs as a cover for foreign assaults on sover-

eign nations, was furiously denounced by former Foreign nor democratic,” he said. He criticized the opposition parties
for “accepting to participate in this process . . . [given] theMinister Francisco Tudela, who was a hostage during the

1997 seizure by narco-terrorists of the Japanese Ambassa- unconstitutionality of the candidacy of Fujimori. . . . Who-
ever wins, democracy in Peru has already suffered a gravedor’s residence in Lima. Tudela is currently a candidate for

the Peruvian Congress. In recent public remarks, Tudela set-back.”
Impartial? Hardly. Yet it is precisely this outspokenlycharged that NGOs such as the NDI and the Carter Center

are attempting to “obtain a certain political docility, to make partisan operation, in which Transparencia is deploying a
force of 10-12,000 observers covering some 80,000 pollingus do what they want,” and that they were using “the frivo-

lous and ideological arena of globalization” against the con- places, which is assigned the task of assembling and releasing
the first election results, before official results are in. And itcept of the nation-state and national sovereignty. To avoid

falling victim to what he dubbed “neo-colonialism,” Tudela is only Transparencia’s count, which the State Department
claims “The International Community,” will acknowledge.urged that “the ideas of the nation-state and of Ibero-Ameri-

can unity be strengthened.” The procedure planned is known as a “quick count.” One
of the founders of Transparencia, opposition CongressmanLima Archbishop Msgr. Juan Luis Cipriani added his

voice to the protest, charging that non-governmental organi- Harold Forsyth, outlined in a March 19 article in the Peruvian
daily El Comercio, how the “quick count” procedure was firstzation “election observers” are invading Peru “with their par-

ticular agendas, their ‘lobbies,’ and the money they move used by the National Democratic Institute (NDI) and other
Project Democracy NGOs, to secure the ouster of Philippinesinternationally to impose their plan.” They want to “impose

their way of life on the whole world,” he said, but “they are President Ferdinand Marcos in 1985. The “quick count” has
since been honed as a key mechanism to “control the clean-not welcome here.”
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ness of election processes . . . in the global village.” For For- paign in South America, under the direction of Soros’s Open
Society Institute’s Lindesmith Center. The commissionsyth, the international community is represented by the NDI,

the International Republican Institute (IRI), the International shares overlapping personnel and projects with the Andean
Council of Coca Producers, the Peruvian and Bolivian-basedFoundation for Electoral Systems (IFES), and the UN. These

institutions are more reliable than either Peru’s institutions, narco-terrorist movement which works with the most power-
ful narco-terrorist force on the continent, the Colombianor the OAS monitoring mission, Forsyth asserted, because

they do not represent “governments,” but those ever-honest FARC (see EIR, June 5, 1998).
Transparencia was created as the election-rigging arm ofprivate interests.

Transparencia is no more Peruvian than it is non-partisan. an outfit called the Democratic Forum. The president of the
Coordinating Commission which founded Transparencia, theFounded in July 1994, according to the accounts of its own

people, its entire 1995 budget was funded from abroad: by the pro-terrorist psychiatrist César Rodrı́guez Rabanal, as well as
a majority of the commission’s members, were members ofU.S. State Department’s Agency for International Develop-

ment (AID) and its arm, IFES; the National Endownment for the Democratic Forum. The overlap of personnel between the
two groups continues today.Democracy (NED) and its two arms, the NDI and IRI; and

the German, Canadian, and British governments. While at the Democratic Forum is the core of the anti-Fujimori opposi-
tion project, which is determined to establish a governmentoutset it asserted it should seek to bring in “local” money,

its reliance on foreign funding has not diminished. AID, for in Peru that will negotiate with the jailed Shining Path and the
MRTA killers, free them, and start the wars up all over again.example, isproviding major funding for its currentoperations.

Transparencia is not an affiliate of the anti-nation-state There is nothing hidden about Democratic Forum’s aim,
as EIR documented in “What’s at Stake in Peru’s War withTransparency International, but they both are arms of “Project

Democracy,” the private, anti-state hit-squad set up in 1983, Shining Path” (EIR, Aug. 13, 1993). Fujimori, with the sup-
port of the Peruvian military, put Peru on an emergency war-through which George Bush’s “secret government” appara-

tus, for example, ran the Iran-Contra arms- and drug-run- time footing in April 1992. At the time, Shining Path con-
trolled nearly half of the country’s territory, and threatenedning operation.

Public coordination of Project Democracy is run through to overrun the capital, Lima. Crucial to the success of the
mobilization, was the temporary closure of Congress and thethe NED, the brainchild of the Trilateral Commission’s evil

Samuel Huntington, who first proposed the creation of a pri- Judicial branch, whose members, whether due to sheer terror
or overt collaboration with the terrorists, had refused to allowvately controlled covert action capability in 1975, to use the

pretense of democracy to enforce the imposition of austerity full-scale military mobilization against the terrorists.
Fujimori’s emergency actions violated the rules of theand repression of all freedoms. While considered a quasi-

governmental body because it receives a good share of money “democracy” game, but the mobilization proved dramatically
successful. Shining Path leader Abimael Guzmán was cap-from the U.S. government, the NED serves as a pass-through

for money from the private financial interests which look to tured within five months; the back of the insurgency was
broken within months after that. Over a decade of war wasthe break-up of nation-states, to further their control over the

world’s resources. Even the likes of speculator George Soros, ended. More lives were saved by fighting the right kind of
war, than a decade of “negotiations.”along with the major private banks, have poured their funds

into the NED, which in turn, finances the operations of the Democratic Forum was set up in April 1993, with the self-
proclaimed task of reversing that victory. It is directed by twoNDI and IRI, etc.
of Peru’s leading protégés of British intelligence’s Tavistock
Institute: the “deconstructionist” psychiatrist Max HernándezDrugs and terrorists forever!

The personnel roster of who founded and staff Transpar- (a Freudian follower of Jacques Derrida and Michel Fou-
cault), and Francisco Sagasti, who left his position as directorencia, reveals its aims. Here you find some of the top control-

lers of the Shining Path and Tupac Amaru Revolutionary of Strategic Planning at the World Bank to join Hernández in
the anti-Fujimori project.Movement (MRTA) narco-terrorists, “citizens above suspi-

cion”—the politicians, psychiatrists, anthropologists, politi- The leaders of Democratic Forum, including several of
those today heading Transparencia, held a revealing debatecal scientists, liberation theologists, etc.—who provided the

political support apparatus without which the narco-terrorists at a June 1993 confab at the Woodrow Wilson Center in
Washington, D.C., on how to overturn Fujimori’s successes.could never have nearly seized control over Peru in the early

1990s. While some speakers criticized Shining Path for allowing
itself to be defeated (!), Sagasti argued that Peru must beWhilefielding a large national network of trainees, Trans-

parencia lists less than two dozen directors and members. At put through “a kind of social dismantling process.” Fernando
Rospigliosi, today a leader of Transparencia, insisted thatleast one of them, is an agent of Soros’s drug legalization

mafia: Francisco Eguiguren Praeli, of the Andean Commis- only foreign intervention, including occupation by foreign
troops à la Panama, if necessary, could overthrow Fujimori.sion of Jurists, a leading group in the drug legalization cam-
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The new NATO and the new KLA
are gunning for another Kosovo war
by Umberto Pascali

The same international oligarchical group that, last year, against the will of the large majority of Kosovo Albanians. It
was Albright who supported Thaci’s march to power, a pathlaunched the “new NATO” with two and a half months of

bombings in Kosovo, Serbia, and Montenegro, is dead set to littered with intimidation and threats—even suspected elimi-
nation—directed against any competing leader, and coveredgo for a new war in the Balkans. Step by step, all the chess-

pieces for the war are being set up, from the deployment of up the stench of organized crime and drug trafficking that
characterizes his career.a “new” Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) inside Serbia; to

escalating provocations inside Kosovo; to the disregard of the Tony Blair and his fellow British geopoliticians—for
whom globalization is the means to reestablish a worldwideUN Security Council Resolution 1244, which mandated the

administration of Kosovo; to the NATO decision that “we empire—are rightly seen as the prime movers of the war in
Kosovo and the establishment of a “NATO protectorate” as acannot deal with Serbia” because Slobodan Milosevic is a

war criminal, which thereby renders void any cease-fire model. But, it is equally true that the British military apparatus
could never have undertaken its adventure without the willingagreement with Belgrade. Andfinally, NATO announced that

it would conduct military maneuvers inside Kosovo—Dy- participation of the diplomatic, military, intelligence, and po-
litical machine of the United States of America. As EIR hasnamic Response 2000—on March 19-April 10, which UN

Security Council members China and Russia have denounced documented, Al Gore, Albright, and other members of the
Principals’ Committee took advantage of the weakening ofas illegal, as have several experts in international law.

The immediate cause of this war danger is not Milosevic, President Clinton by his impeachment, to seize the initiative
in this and other crucial domains of foreign policy.but the Kosovo Liberation Army, the very organization that

was sponsored by U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, The United States deployed most of the planes used in the
bombing, and it was the determination of the United StatesBritain’s Prime Minister Tony Blair, and NATO Supreme

Commander for Europe U.S. Gen. Wesley Clark. The new that prevented the creation of a broad coalition, including
most of the European NATO countries, Russia, China, andKLA, which has been reincarnated as the “Army for the Liber-

ation of Presevo, Medveda and Bujanovac,” has been carrying most of the Third World, that would have choked off Blair’s
war drive. But, in the period leading to the beginning of theout bombings and assassinations in this region of western

Serbia, as well as murdering moderate Albanians, exactly as bombing on March 24, 1999, and, especially in the purposely
failed Rambouillet “negotiations” earlier that month, U.S.it did two years ago in Kosovo. Now, as then, the KLA intends

to provoke a reaction from the Serbian police, which then policy was voiced through Albright and Clark; and the war
was the result. Albright and Clark protected and cultivatedprovides NATO with a casus belli. At this point, the situation

is considered out of control. But who pushed the new KLA to the KLA, as much as, if not more, than the British. It was they
who engaged in intimidation and diatribes not only againstset into motion this deadly scenario? Who allowed the KLA

to propel the situation “out of control,” and bring the Balkans Russia and China, but against U.S. allies who considered the
war provocations dangerous and insane.to the brink of a wider war? These are the questions we will

try to answer here.
War according to Wesley Clark

Apparently, the “Brzezinski gang” is angry that not every-The Brzezinski gang
The chief ideologue for the oligarchical grouping behind one in the leadership of the NATO countries agrees with their

policy. General Clark, while working for the buildup towardthe war is Zbigniew Brzezinski, formerly Jimmy Carter’s
U.S. National Security Adviser, and its most rabid spokesman a new war, has gone repeatedly on record claiming that he

was victimized by the “politicians,” after he “won the war”is Brzezinski’s protégé Madeleine Albright. She, along with
her alter ego, General Clark, pushed hardest for the war in last year. Clark says he is incensed that his NATO job, whose

term expires in June, was not automatically renewed. In anKosovo, one year ago. It was Albright who “invented” the
young chieftain of the Kosovo Liberation Army, Hashim interview with the April issue of Talk magazine, Clark com-

plained that in 1999, he wanted an immediate, all-out warThaci, whom she imposed as unelected leader of Kosovo,
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Gen. Wesley Clark,
NATO Supreme Allied
Commander Europe.
Clark is blaming the
“politicians” for the
current disastrous
situation in Kosovo,
saying that they should
have given him free rein
in last year’s Yugoslav
war. He wants to
unleash a new war now,
to consolidate the “new
NATO” strategic lunacy.

against Yugoslavia, despite the fact that no elected institu- shown on the BBC documentary what the NATO commander
kept implicit, pointing his finger at those who prevented thetions of the NATO member countries had approved the inter-

vention; that such intervention was against NATO’s founding bombings from being tough enough, the “Europeans” and the
“civilian leadership.” According to a BBC account of hisprinciples; and that the Russians had made clear that they

viewed such a war as a threat to them and a grave provocation. statement: “European politicians prevented him [Short] con-
ducting a classic ‘air campaign’ in which pilots could attackClark’s version of last year’s events throws light on how

the new war is being set up in Kosovo. Reflections by him major targets such as bridges, and ministry buildings, during
thefirst stage of the conflict. ‘I don’t think most of our civilianand others of the “Brzezinski gang,” on “why we were not

tougher in Kosovo,” acquire the ominous meaning of “what leadership understands air power and how it should be
employed.’ ” Short had previously denounced the French rolewe are going to do now.”

Clark insisted that ground forces should have been de- in NATO, for limiting the targets to be hit during the first
11 days.ployed, and allowed to use any means at their disposal. “I

wanted a ground option decided on early, and preparation to
begin early, that’s what the struggle was all about,” he told Globalization, at any cost

Before analyzing the details of the “war blueprint,” let usTalk. “I always believed that we should win 21 to nothing.
But there are some who preferred to score 7-6.” point out the “why” for this rush to war in the Balkans, as well

as similar war provocations elsewhere. The reason has littleThe new war preparations coincided with the March 12
BBC broadcast of the documentary “Moral Combat: NATO to do with the Balkans as such—which has been true for any

major war in that martyred area of the world throughout theat War.” An underlying theme here is that the allies may
have been involved in espionage against NATO. The BBC’s last century. The rush to war is triggered by the financial

oligarchy’s fear of collapse of their already-bankrupt worldpromotional for its war propaganda “documentary” stressed
that “General Clark was convinced that there was a spy inside financial system. And it is now known, even to significant

parts of the general public, that the financial system based onthe [NATO] organization,” and reported that the program’s
producer knew of a classified Pentagon report on a “mole” at the speculative orgies of Wall Street and the City of London,

is about to end.NATO headquarters. While not making public the name of
the source, BBC carried an attributed interview with Clark, While this realization is leading many countries and insti-

tutions to consider dumping the whole system of the Interna-bemoaning the so-called lack of determination in last year’s
NATO bombings: “Once you begin to use force, you should tional Monetary Fund’s shock therapy, speculative usury, and

globalization, the top oligarchical circles are being pusheduse it as decisively as possible, as rapidly as possible.”
Similarly, the U.S. Air Force’s Gen. Michael Short, who into a desperate flight forward, with two objectives, which

define the character of the “new NATO”:led the NATO bombings, said explicitly in an interview
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First: to smash the “enemy,” defined as any force still Street. Military adventurism and speculative gambling are
two sides of the same coin.outside the boundaries of globalization. This means the poten-

tial “strategic triangle,” or “survivors’ club,” of China, Rus- The Brzezinskiites are playing for time. They intend to
use—and in a sense must use—their military instrument, thissia, and India, and the various “rogue countries” (a neologism

created by the Brzezinski gang). strange brand of “privatized” new NATO, as often and as
brutally as they can. A new conflict in Kosovo, far from beingSecond (and more crucial): to break any actual or potential

resistance emerging from countries and institutions within the caused by local factors, is becoming one of the tests that will
decide in which direction the world will go.boundaries of the globalized world. For example, this means

to “put on the line” any NATO country that threatens to
break ranks. Clashes among the ‘allies’

Conflicts among the NATO allies are also playing out “on
the ground” in Kosovo. One of the worst episodes of violenceA two-tier NATO: our allies as our enemies

Evidence of the latter point is widespread. Last year, for took place in the mixed Albanian/Serbian town of Kosovska
Mitrovica, just inside Kosovo, on March 7. Forty people,example, at the moment of the Kosovo war, Italian Foreign

Minister Lamberto Dini dared to use the prerogatives of a including 16 French KFOR personnel (KFOR are the NATO
forces deployed in Kosovo), were injured, when elementsleader of a sovereign country, to launch a diplomatic initia-

tive to stop the war, negotiating with other European coun- believed to be close to the KLA launched an attack with guns
and grenades. Most astonishing, in an armed face-off, Frenchtries and with Russia. Brzezinski responded immediately,

pontificating, in an interview with the Italian daily Corriere KFOR troops refused entry to a contingent of British police
investigators operating on behalf of the UN Mission in Ko-della Sera published on April 10, 1999, when asked about

the Italian diplomatic initiatives, that “some countries are sovo (UNMIK). On March 8, Deputy Regional Commander
for the UN police John Adams exploded: “The French pre-behaving in a despicable way.” He continued: “One who

wants to be considered serious, demonstrates that he is so. vented us gaining access to the crime scene until after dark. . . .
It is frustrating. . . . KFOR headquarters ordered the FrenchThe Atlantic Alliance will survive without the weak mem-

bers, while I don’t believe at all that these weak members to let my men through their cordon. . . . The order was not
complied with for reasons I can only imagine.” France’s Lt.can survive without the Alliance. . . . If, in moments of crisis,

like the present one, these countries do not demonstrate their Col. Patrick Chanliau dismissed this fuming, telling reporters:
“I don’t know anything about this issue, but if it happened,determination, they cannot expect to be treated as leaders

or as important.” He even labeled those NATO political perhaps there was a good reason.”
On March 9, Adams was brought before Gen. Pierre deleaders who wanted to find a negotiated solution as character-

ized by “moral guilt and political cowardice.” So, Foreign Saquis de Sannes, the French KFOR commander in Mitro-
vica, who demanded a retraction. Adams refused and walkedMinister Dini wants to negotiate with Belgrade? “Milosevic

has lost any rights to Kosovo. His bluff is inspired by the away, according to the report that he gave to the Times of
London. Within hours, Adams was transferred to the Kosovomistakes of the West,” Brzezinski snapped. “Some countries

failed the test miserably, . . . other have confirmed their capital, Pristina. A spokesman for UNMIK said that Adams
“broke the trust of the relationship that was being establishedtrustworthiness.”

Brzezinski insisted on the concept of a two-tier NATO. between KFOR and UNMIK. One does not bring up one’s
problems in such a sensitive situation.”Only countries that can be trusted will have access to all the

information and decisions; the others will be left as second- The Mitrovica confrontation between French and British
officers is indicative of far more than a clash of personalities.class members, that must obey, but will not enjoy the deci-

sion-making rights of the “trustworthy countries.” The “trust- More and more, both KFOR and UN troops in Kosovo tend to
take orders from the military leadership of their own country,worthy” category included the United States and Britain, and

perhaps Belgium and the Netherlands. rather than from the UN or NATO.
“The dismissal of a British police commander for critic-What the Brzezinskiites and their masters find particu-

larly disturbing, is that their nightmarish globalized empire izing French troops’ conduct,” wrote an indignant Times,
“has exposed widening cracks in the UN Mission in Ko-can be not only stopped, but successfully reversed. Lyndon

LaRouche’s mobilization for a New Bretton Woods is such sovo.” But, reveals the Times, Adams is a member of the
Royal Ulster Constabulary. The RUC is the British-con-a unifying power for peace and development that it hangs

over their heads like a Damocles’ sword. If they lose control trolled police force in Northern Ireland, which has been
accused of committing brutalities against Irish Catholics, asof their allies and subjects, the whole edifice of their power

can collapse in an instant. Therefore, Like the Roman Em- well as being involved in various political, psychological
warfare, and provocateur activities—the kind of “divide andpire, today’s financial oligarchy deploys war to keep its

“allies” in check, and preserve the momentum toward global- conquer” operations that guarantee London’s control over
its colonies. But, the Times demurs, Adams “had been sentization. This is all the more necessary, at the moment when

many in Europe are losing their faith in the magic of Wall to Mitrovica because of his experience in policing divided
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communities in cooperation with the military.” tice. . . . We were preparing transportation for Albanian
students, who live in the north, to attend school in the south.The perfidious role of the British goes farther. It is proba-

bly one of the most sensitive secrets in Kosovo, that the British However, when, in mid-February, a rocket hit a van, killing
two Serbs, the crisis was precipitated.”have been involved in supporting the KLA-controlled strat-

egy aimed at “cleansing” Kosovo of its non-Albanian popula- Morcone continued: “It is the KLA which remains a real
military structure, despite the agreements [to dismantle it].tion. By contrast, so far, the Kosovo Serbs have perceived the

French as a potential defense against the KLA mob attacks. And the head of the Kosovo Protection Corps, which will
replace the KLA, goes around Mitrovica with two body-When the Mitrovica attack was launched on March 7, several

Serbian civilians took refuge behind a French armored vehi- guards.” Morcone added that KLA leaders supervise drug
trafficking and prostitution in the Albanian part of Mitrovica.cle. Observers familiar with the situation said that this would

never have happened with British or American troops.
Mitrovica has been the center of so much violence for one Frictions over alleged ‘mole’

The Brzezinski gang responded to the rebellious moodmain reason: The town still has a considerable Serb popula-
tion. In almost every other part of Kosovo, there are only among its allies by deploying its KLA pawns, and having

their “plausible denials” at the ready for every provocation.isolated pockets of Serbs, normally around Orthodox monas-
teries. Reportedly, a very high percentage of Serbs left Ko- At the same time, they re-launched the debate on the “two-

tier NATO,” using the revelations about a “spy.” On March 8,sovo, as many as 300-350,000, after NATO took over in June
1999. Hence, Mitrovica is where the KLA is staging most of the British media launched a campaign, mostly citing NATO

Commander Clark, on the need to defend NATO from Serbianits provocations, both in order to complete its ethnic cleans-
ing, and to create an excuse for a second NATO military and Russian espionage. The theory was that NATO bombings

did not force Belgrade to surrender immediately, because aintervention against Serbia. The Serb civilians are concen-
trated in the northern part of town, and have established a traitor was passing Milosevic NATO’s military secrets. Clark

had requested that the number of personnel who were rou-“walkie-talkie patrol” across the bridge that connects the two
parts of Mitrovica. tinely informed of the bombing plans, be shrunk from 400 to

100. Another allegation had it that the Serbs were able toUntil March 15, when the French troops forced their way
through this patrol using tear gas, they had effectively ac- shoot down an F-117A Stealth fighter over Kosovo, because

they had received information about itsflight through the Rus-cepted what the Serbs consider a rudimentary form of self-
defense. By contrast, the British and American position is sians.

Official NATO spokesmen denied these allegations, butbased on the principle that Kosovo Albanians who want to
return to their homes in the northern part of town have the that doesn’t stop the media. BBC recently insisted: “NATO

officials are already asking, why did the Serbs not make useright to do so, and that right must be enforced by KFOR and
UNMIK. However, this “principled” position is nowhere in of this information [from the “mole”] to set traps for NATO

aircraft. One answer is that they did not want to reveal theirsight when it comes to the Kosovo Serbian civilians, who
have been subjected to an unrelenting terror campaign. Fur- knowledge. . . . No conclusive evidence has yet been provided

about the existence of the mole. . . . Whatever the truth . . .thermore, the NATO- and UN-sponsored Kosovo Protection
Corps (KPC)—the “civil protection agency” comprised of this is inevitably going to strain U.S.-European relations.

Transatlantic ties are not especially warm at present withinostensibly demobilized KLA troops—wields power in a large
part of the province. So, far from being a matter of “principle,” NATO, with many Americans, both in the Defense Depart-

ment or on Capitol Hill, deeply skeptical about Europe’s plansthe policy creates continuous, escalating provocations. These
provocations, in turn, make for colorful propaganda on the to develop a more independent defense capability alongside

NATO.”evening television news back home, all the better to justify a
new war against the Serbs. BBC’s conclusion? “What this spy story will do is to

accentuate an already existing view, widely held in Washing-Another incident of “national independence” against the
new war drive within NATO was the case of the UNMIK ton, that its European allies are divided into a small number of

reliable friends, and some countries who are at best reluctantadministrator in Mitrovica, Mario Morcone of Italy. A former
police chief, Morcone broke with the widespread protection partners and who, in one case at least [France], may not be

wholly trustworthy.”for the KLA that is so strong within the British and American
KFOR leadership. On Feb. 23, as violence in Mitrovica was
crescendoing, Morcone said in an interview with the Italian The new KLA and the war blueprint

Let’s see now how the tactical scenario for the new wardaily Corriere della Sera: “It is the KLA that is fanning the
flames of conflict. . . . Until last Christmas, here, everything has been set up, and how the plan is proceeding.

As noted above, the latest incarnation of the KLA callswas [relatively fine]; the representatives of the two ethnic
groups, former Serbian policeman Oliver Ivanovic and Alba- itself the “Army for the Liberation of Presevo, Medveda and

Bujanovac” (UCPMB), referring to a 480-square-mile areanian surgeon Bjram Rexhepi, had established a good relation-
ship. We had made agreements on the administration of jus- in the southwest corner of Serbia, including the Presevo val-
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ley. The area is criss-crossed by a large number of paths,
roads, and other kinds of entry-points, putting it outside the Germany’s Ruehl rejectscontrol of peacekeeping forces. Since June 1999, when
NATO and the KLA took over neighboring Kosovo, about ‘new NATO’ doctrines
100,000 ethnic Albanians have lived in the area.

Since November 1999, the KLA (which, remember, Al-
Former German Assistant Defense Minister Lotharbright and NATO assured us, had been disarmed and dis-

solved) has more and more frequently crossed the Kosovo Ruehl, in a commentary published in the Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung on March 21, called for reexamina-border officially controlled by KFOR, into Serbia, to stage

bombings, intimidate civilians, assassinate Albanians who tion of NATO’s “new strategic concepts,” which pur-
port to address a threat posed by “rogue states” and ter-are considered too moderate, and launch attacks against the

Serbian police. Beginning in 1998, the KLA used precisely rorism.
He writes: “The relation among international terror-this tactic inside Kosovo, provoking retaliations from Serbian

police and thus setting the stage for a worldwide campaign ism, missiles, ABC weapons, and rogue states so far
only exists in American strategy laboratories, whichcalling for NATO bombings against Serbia. Since January-

February of this year, there has been an exodus of ethnic are designing hypotheses with their surveys, for the
practical use of which they have not presented any logi-Albanians from southwest Serbia into Kosovo and Macedo-

nia, terrorized by the activities of the UCPMB and fearful of cal solutions, to date. Neither the CIA nor the Pentagon
has been able to formulate anything going beyonda violent reaction by the Serbian police.

Meantime, inside Kosovo, the KLA’s UN-sanctioned re- theories.”
No meaningful criteria have been submitted to de-incarnation as the Kosovo Protection Corps civilian defense

body, supposedly unarmed, but keeping its old structure fine a state as a “rogue state,” nor has any light been shed
on what is going on in Kosovo, Chechnya, southernlargely intact, had escalated a campaign of terror against both

non-Albanians and any Albanians who were not radical Lebanon, or Afghanistan, he continues. There is no co-
herent enemy image presented; therefore, there can beenough. According to rough estimates, about 300-350,000

ethnic Serbs have left Kosovo since NATO took over—an no coherent strategy of defense, no basis for a meaning-
ful “anti-terrorism doctrine.”astonishing number, considering the small population of the

province.

Protection rackets, prostitution, and drugs
In an as-yet-unpublished UN report presented on Feb. 29 fee. Wherever it can, KPC has enforced the use of their own

worthless coupons as payment at gas stations. In the few casesto UN Secretary General KofiAnnan, the Kosovo Protection
Corps is accused of creating a reign of terror in Kosovo, in- in which NATO has arrested KPC men, KLA-organized

teams surround the police stations, and, in some cases, havecluding alleged “criminal activities, killing, ill-treatment/tor-
ture, illegal policing, abuse of authority, intimidation, threatened to kill civilian personnel. In one incident, two KPC

members were arrested, only to be released a few day later,breaches of political neutrality, and hate speech.”
The 5,000-strong KPC is funded entirely by the United after a barrage of death threats and intimidation. UN police-

men and international judges have been threatened to the pointNations and has been operating under the supervision of UN
Special Representative Bernard Kouchner. that two judges decided to abandon their office in Mitrovica.

The KPC is also reportedly running prostitution rings. OnThe UN report lists a series of criminal incidents starting
on Jan. 21, when the KPC was officially established. An entry Feb. 14, a detailed report accused a high-ranking KPC officer

of supervising a forced prostitution racket in a locality closedated Feb. 11 reads: “Dragash: two members of the KPC and
three others were arrested by UN police in connection with to the KPC training camp in Srbica.

Law enforcement agencies and investigators are nowthe murder of an ethnic Gorani.” Also documented are reports
of a political vendetta, such as the case of a man in the town sounding the alarm: Kosovo has become a “drug smuggler’s

paradise,” supplying up to 40% of the heroin sold in Europeof Pec who had been attacked in print by a KLA leader, and
soon thereafter was forcibly taken to KPC headquarters and and North America. When NATO took over Kosovo, the drug

traffickers based in the province, who have run the “Balkantortured; or the case of a Muslim considered too close to the
Serbs, who was kidnapped and tortured by a KPC team. route” at least since the 1980s, gained complete freedom. An

official at NATO headquarters in Brussels told the LondonThe KPC, according to the report, are running protection
rackets across Kosovo—in Pristina, Suva Reka, Dragash, Guardian of March 13, “Generals do not want to turn their

troops into cops . . . they do not want their troops to get shotIstock, Prizen—demanding contributions from shopkeepers,
businessmen, and contractors. One ethnic minority in Vucitrn pursuing black marketeers.” Responsibility for fighting the

drug traffic is a “gray area,” said the official.was subjected to bombings and kidnappings, and after a pe-
riod of such terror, was finally offered “protection”—for a In a statement to the same newspaper, Marko Nikosic,
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the vice-president of the New York International Narcotics
Enforcement Officers Association, and, until 1996, the head
of the Yugoslav narcotics force, said that Kosovo has become
the “Colombia of Europe.” He estimates that the Kosovo ma-
fia is dealing in up to five tons of heroin a month, and the
volume is growing exponentially. When NATO took over,
the local traffickers were handling only two tons a month.
“It’s coming through easier and cheaper. . . . The price is
going down and [there could soon be] a heroin boom in west-
ern Europe, as there was in the early ’80s.” Danish authorities
believe that currently up to 80% of the heroin smuggled into
their country comes through Kosovo.

The United States has become entangled with such “free-
dom fighters” many times before, always under the cynical
geopolitical ideology typified by Brzezinski’s “Arc of Crisis.”
Such were George Bush’s and Margaret Thatcher’s Nicara-
guan Contras and Afghan mujahideen. Backing such narco-
terrorist “freedom fighters” as a means of conducting foreign

A scene in Pizren, Kosovo after the arrival of internationalpolicy has often been sold to Congress, the military, and the
peacekeeping forces in June 1999.public as an “economical” alternative to deploying U.S.

forces directly: Let the “local fighters” fight for us, like inde-
pendent mercenaries. We train them, help supply them with
weapons, but then they are on their own, we are not responsi- that such an unprecedented effort only meant housing those

internally displaced by the war with friends and relatives,ble for them—so goes the doctrine of “plausible deniability.”
Once Albright and Blair had allowed the KLA to under- rather than a reconstruction effort, the report explains that

“significant difficulties were experienced during the extrememine and destroy the elected leadership of the Kosovo Alba-
nians, that is, the party and the governmental institutions of winter in the public utilities sector, particularly lengthy power

cuts that resulted in lack of water and heating.”Ibrahim Rugova, and once they allowed the KLA to impose
mafia rule in Kosovo, the course of events was clearly foresee- These are the horrible conditions in which the fantasy of

the KLA’s “Greater Albania” can flourish. Greater Albaniaable. After the devastating 78 days of NATO bombing ended
in June 1999, any serious reconstruction effort was forcefully is supposed to include Kosovo, part of Montenegro, Albania

proper, at least half of Macedonia, northern Greece, and east-rejected for Kosovo—not to mention for Serbia, Montenegro,
or the rest of the Balkan nations; rather, the KLA was given ern Serbia. Instead of an economy, a future, the Brzezinski

gang gave the people of Kosovo this poisonous illusion. Itunchecked rein. It is not surprising that the Kosovo Albanians
were condemned to a nightmare of fear and rage, whipped up would mean the certain destabilization of the whole Balkans,

engulfing countries into a maelstrom of war, from the Blackby the fantasies of revenge and a “Greater Albania”—the
latter being officially part of KLA doctrine, not much different Sea to Central Europe to Russia.
from Milosevic’s “Greater Serbia.”

Countdown to war
By March 15, the situation had reached the point thatEconomic devastation

While the drug trade flourishes, the Kosovo economy, NATO reversed—at least in public—its previous policy, and
launched an emergency operation to set up three additionalunder KFOR and UNMIK, no longer exists. There are not

even data available on how many people presently live in checkpoints to stop KLA infiltration into Serbia. But the bor-
der between Kosovo and Serbia includes six major roads andKosovo. However many there are, it is known that among the

Albanian population, unemployment is between 50 and 75%. at least 200 trails. On March 15, in an interview with USA
Today, Tomas Valasek of the Washington Center for DefenseFor the Serb and Roma population, the percentage increases

sharply. Information, said: “It’s a pretty substantial stretch of land. I
don’t think you can close it tight.”According to the report “UNMIK at Nine Months”: “In-

frastructure in the region has suffered heavy damage: Over One U.S. news wire stressed: “Reining in Kosovar hard-
liners may be beyond the capability of a NATO-led military120,000 home were seriously damaged [by the NATO bomb-

ing], resulting in 400,000 people requiring alternative accom- force.” On March 15, USA Today headlined an article “U.S.
Lacks Manpower to Seal Kosovo Borders,” explaining thatmodation. Only 50,000 of the houses damaged were repaired

and UNMIK . . . has implemented the largest emergency shel- “as many as 500 KLA operatives clustered in eight to ten
groups are operating [inside Serbia]. They have clashed re-ter program in recent history. . . . Most of the people who lost

their homes are living with host families.” After admitting peatedly with the Serb police, forcing thousands of ethnic
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Albanians to flee to safety in Kosovo. . . . The [KLA] want to southwest Serbia, freely crossing the border, often under
NATO’s eyes.provoke the Serbs to violence in the hope that NATO will

send troops in.” The speech at Prekaz marked the second anniversary of
an attack on the town by Serbian “anti-terror police,” whoAlso on March 15, Pentagon officials warned that KFOR

could be forced into a military face-off against their old ally, killed 50 people. The Serbian crackdown had been the brutal
retaliation for a KLA ambush that had killed two Serbianthe KLA. U.S. NATO sources also announced that a series of

raids had been launched against UCPMB bases on the Serbian policemen on Feb. 28, 1998. The KLA strategy at the time
was to provoke Serbian police to retaliate for KLA actionsborder, capturing a large amount of weapons, ammunition,

and several hundred uniforms. against Albanian civilians, and then to count on the interna-
tional reaction to the human rights abuses.Finally, Madeleine Albright had her say, warning sternly

that Kosovo Albanians “are in danger of losing our support” In Prekaz, in 1988, that is exactly what happened.
From that moment on, the KLA began to receive increas-if cross-border operations continue. To all appearances, it was

a dramatic reversal for Albright, who only a few days earlier ing financial support from abroad, especially from Switzer-
land, the United States, and Germany, to attract more andhad been defending the KLA. But, Albright had just received

a report from two officials whom she had sent to Kosovo more recruits. The widespread institutional structure of the
elected leader of the Kosovo Albanians, Ibrahim Rugova, wasto talk to KLA leaders: State Department spokesman James

Rubin (a “groupie” of the KLA’s Hashim Thaci) and Ambas- denounced by the KLA, and Rugova’s representatives were
systematically intimidated. Western intelligence services re-sador Christopher Hill. In 1999, Rubin had represented Al-

bright at the second phase of the Rambouillet talks, whose ceived the order to intensively train and supply the KLA.
KLA commander Shaban Shala, now one of the heads ofpre-arranged breakdown paved the way for the NATO bomb-

ings to begin in late March. the UCPMB guerrillas in Serbia, has revealed that he had
established contact earlier with British, American, and SwissLooking at the official aim of their mission, it was a total

failure. Thaci responded to requests to call off the armed raids agents in northern Albania, which was then the staging ground
for armed attacks into Kosovo. Clearly, the KLA had beeninside Serbia, with patronizing sarcasm: Rubin is “a friend of

Kosovo,” he said, and “we accept his statements as advice given a green light and a time schedule.
Progressively, thanks to people like Tony Blair, Made-from a friend.” But he refused to renounce the armed attacks.

Nonetheless, Rubin declared that the KLA “does not want a leine Albright, and Sen. Jesse Helms (R-N.C.), the KLA, here-
tofore characterized by even the U.S. State Department as aconfrontation. They are very careful on this.” He incongru-

ously emphasized: “We are troubled by the lack of responsi- “terrorist organization,” became the proxy of the West, de-
spite an escalating campaign of violence, even against Ko-bility that leaders have taken for what’s going on here. . . .

None of the leaders that we all call the leaders of Kosovo, sovo Albanian civilians. The strategy of tension worked. The
Feb. 28, 1998 KLA ambush that killed two Serbian police-have done enough to change this mind-set and stop these

actions. . . . This is a society that has a sense of honor and we men, started the countdown to the NATO intervention one
year later.tell them what we feel; our commitment has not been fully

repaid yet. We hope that will sink in.” Ever clueless, Rubin In an almost identical repetition of that strategy, on Feb.
26, 2000, a KLA gang penetrated inside Serbia and attackedconcluded: “There were very warm and emotional moments.

It is very touching when elderly men kiss your hand.” a Serbian police vehicle with guns and grenades. One Serbian
policemen was killed and three seriously injured. One of theIn the meantime, the KLA is continuing its campaign

as scheduled. assailants was also killed—he was a member of the NATO-
sponsored KPC. The night before, bombs were detonated in
the Serbian town of Bujanovac. The UCPMB also chose theUCPMB attacks as NATO watches

Despite the belated shift of Albright’s State Department, Prekaz anniversary to repeat another KLA trick from Febru-
ary 1998: releasing interviews to major British and U.S. me-the fact remains that the UN, NATO, and the State Depart-

ment have long been well informed of the escalating KLA dia. The first one was given to the London Guardian from a
village somewhere in western Serbia. The reporter, who hadviolence, and no one lifted a finger to stop it. Rather, Clark,

and Albright were engaged in an active campaign denouncing interviewed KLA cadres two years earlier, remarked on the
“strange sense of déjà vu”: “Just like two years ago when theSerbia and the Serbians in Kosovo. On March 5, only few

days before meeting his “American friend,” Thaci delivered world became aware of the KLA itself . . . the difference was
that instead of the KLA badge, they wear new badges sayinga violent speech to 20,000 people in Prekaz, while Kosovo

Protection Corps personnel were shooting into the air. In what UCPMB.” Speaking in Swiss French, the “UCPMB com-
mander,” surrounded by half a dozen uniformed men carryingsounded like something close to a call for the final ethnic

cleansing, Thaci thundered: “Mitrovica, like all other parts of AK-47s, told him: “Our soldiers are from this village and
region. It was part of Kosovo originally, but the bordersKosovo, will be liberated. Kosovo will be ruled by Kosovars.”

Meanwhile, the UCPMB was escalating its assaults all over were changed.”
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He also said that the UCPMB was formed on Jan. 26, enforced security zone. A UN Humanitarian Affairs official
was hit by several bullets.after the Serb police killed two Albanians in the village of

Dobrosin. This village, which was abandoned by its Albanian The mayor of Bujanovac told the Los Angeles Times of
March 4: “The American KFOR troops can do the most topopulation a few days later, lies on the border with Kosovo,

no more than 300 yards from a U.S. Army camp. In other solve this problem, because they are the ones who are control-
ling the border through which [the KLA] crosses.”words, the U.S. Army can see, from one minute to the next,

everything that happens in this Serbian village. When Be- However, the problem was not solved, and, as a result,
the whole population of Dobrosin has now left. The desertedlgrade and NATO signed the cease-fire last June, one clause

imposed a three-mile “security zone” from the Kosovo border village continues to be a base for the new KLA.
The townspeople of Dobrosin left hastily, in the earlyinside Serbia: The Yugoslav Army cannot enter the zone, but

police with light weapons are allowed in. The buffer zone is hours of March 4. They already lived in terror of both the
KLA and the possible reaction from Serb police. Shortly afterenforced by NATO, and it is here that the UCPMB have set

up most of their bases, and are trying to provoke confronta- midnight, on March 4, the UCPMB fired on a group of Serb
policemen; afiercefirefight ensued. Two hours later, the civil-tions with the Serb police. In fact, the cease-fire agreement

establishes that any violation of the three-mile limit “would ian population of Dobrosin entered Kosovo, adding to the
statistics of “Albanian exodus from south Serbia.”be subject to NATO KFOR military action,” i.e., a military

intervention inside Serbia. There is no definition, however,
of what constitutes a “violation,” a loophole which provided Dynamic Response 2000

The mayor of Bujanovac expects the armed assaults tothe KLA its golden opportunity to create a casus belli. It
appears that some inside NATO may have considered the increase, especially while the NATO military maneuvers,

“Dynamic Response 2000,” take place, from March 19 tosame possibility: “If atrocities occur in the [three-mile] area,
we will go in,” Maj. Michael Boehme, information officer at April 10. The mayor believes that the KLA will use them “as

cover.” “They are probably going to cause a major incidentCamp Monteith, the U.S. NATO base at the border with
Serbia, declared in late February. soon.”

The maneuvers were demanded by NATO Commander
Clark, and Belgrade considers them illegal. They will coin-Dobrosin: new KLA, old atrocities

The events surrounding the village of Dobrosin are one cide with Yugoslav military maneuvers inside Serbia. On
March 7, Russian Ambassador to the UN Sergei Lavrov calledof the best illustrations of how the new war is being prepared.

From a watchtower on the U.S. Army base, sentries look the NATO maneuvers a “crude violation” of UN Security
Council Resolution 1244, which gave the mandate for thedown on Dobrosin. Armored vehicles and tanks are parked,

facing the Serbian border. Dobrosin has become the center administration of Kosovo last June. The mandate granted by
the resolution expires next June.for a 150-man KLA formation.

Reportedly, the “troubles” in Dobrosin began when an “Such measures, carried out without the agreement of the
Yugoslav authorities, are an outright violation of Yugoslav’sAlbanian named Sefket Hasani returned from Switzerland

and created a group around him. Soon he got into an armed sovereignty, as stated in the UN resolution,” Ambassador
Lavrov said. Under these circumstances, when the situationconfrontation with a Serb policeman, who was going to arrest

him as a member of the KLA. Hasani shot the policeman. The in Kosovo is so tense, such “muscle-flexing” can “destabilize
considerably not only the province, but the region as a whole.people of the village, mostly Albanians, asked Hasani and his

followers to leave—no different from what had happened in Such war games, in the light of the events in Mitrovica, will
send ‘a signal’ not to the Yugoslavs, but to extremists in1998, in one Kosovo village after another, when the KLA

began to emerge. People knew how the provocation-counter Kosovo who are now the main threat to the peace process.”
Lavrov also denounced the UN Kosovo administration andprovocation works. On Jan. 26, Hasani’s gang came back,

armed and wearing UCPMB uniforms. One Serbian police- KFOR for their attempt to cancel the national sovereignty of
Yugoslavia in Kosovo, and to illegally create alternative insti-man was shot. Armed attacks began to spread: bombings,

attacks against the police, assassinations of ethnic Albanians tutions.
In sum, the region is now more of a powder keg than ever,considered loyal to Serbia.

The nearby town of Bujanovac was the scene of four ma- and a catastrophe looms, unless the policies of the “Brzezinski
gang” are swiftly replaced with a program for serious Balkanjor bomb explosions, one near the elementary school, two

in gypsy neighborhoods (the KLA consideres gypsies to be reconstruction. Such a program, as LaRouche has explained,
will only function if it is situated in the context of a New“collaborators”), one near a crowded movie theater. On Feb.

26, the UCPMB assaulted a police van, killing one and Bretton Woods reorganization of the bankrupt financial sys-
tem; a global effort for high-technology development of thewounding three.

On Feb. 29, the UCPMB ambushed a UN vehicle near the physical economy; and the political destruction of the Lon-
don-steered financier oligarchy.Serbian village of Dobracane, inside the three-mile NATO-
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LaRouche campaign puts global
spotlight on rigged election
by Edward Spannaus

In the two weeks since the March 7 “Super Tuesday” elec- Academy in Vienna; Amelia Boynton Robinson, 1990 recipi-
ent of the Martin Luther King, Jr. Freedom Medal and ations, when the U.S. establishment-controlled media declared

the Presidential primary election campaigns over, the cam- founder of the American civil rights movement; JL Chestnut,
one of America’s foremost civil rights attorneys; Dr. Hunterpaign of Democratic contender Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. be-

gan to internationalize the campaign, both by exposing the Huang, chairman of the National Committee for Chinese Re-
unification; Ortrun Cramer, representing the Internationalundemocratic, rigged nature of the elections to the world, and

also by forcing U.S. citizens to see themselves and the debacle Progress Organization, a non-governmental organization
with consultative status at the UN; and Hannah Warnke fromof the U.S. elections, as others around the world see them.

At the same time, LaRouche continued to roll up votes Poland. The delegation is currently preparing a report for the
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, and forin number of primaries, and is mounting challenges to the

Democratic Party’s vote-rigging in Michigan, Texas, and other international human rights agencies.
In the initial presentation, Director showed how Democratother key locations.

LaRouche and his supporters were systematically denied
those very rights which the U.S. State Department insists thatInternational observers report rights violations

The fight to hold the U.S. and the Democratic Party ac- other countries must provide to the “opposition.” Director
laid particular stress on the treatment being given to the nationcountable internationally for abuses of voting and civil rights,

was taken to the United Nations on March 22, when two of Peru, which is being told that it must provide ample press
coverage for the opposition, prevent ad hominem attacks onmembers of the international delegation of observers who had

monitored the Democratic Party’s Presidential caucuses in opposition candidates, and investigate reports of harassment
of opposition candidates. Yet, here in the United States,Michigan on March 11, were the featured speakers at an EIR

seminar in New York. LaRouche is subjected to a near-total media blackout, and is
not even permitted to have his name on the ballot in Demo-Representatives from every continent, including coun-

tries which have been hammered by the United States as “vio- cratic Party caucuses such as Michigan’s.
Former Ugandan President Binaisa, an eloquent advocatelators” of human rights, attended the seminar, and were

shocked to learn of the extensive violations of a free and of the principles upon which the U.S. republic is based, told
the diplomats and press that he would have to tell his fellowdemocratic electoral process in this country, as exemplified

by the blatant discrimination against LaRouche’s candidacy. Africans that the United States is full of hypocrisy when it tells
Africa to hold fair elections, because it does not do so itself.Reporting on the Michigan events and their background,

were Bruce Director of the Constitutional Defense Fund, and The presentations were followed by extensive questions,
through which the diplomatic representatives present at-Dr. Godfrey Lukongwa Binaisa, the former President and

Attorney General of Uganda. The two were part of the delega- tempted to understand exactly what was going on in the U.S.
elections. Particularly shocking to them was the fact that intion of international observers which also included Ernst Flor-

ian Winter, professor and former director of the Diplomatic numerous states of the Union, the Secretary of State can de-
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cide whether an individual is put on the ballot or not, doing County in central Texas, where LaRouche supporter Steve
Womack was elected county chairman with 77% of the vote.so, in some places, on the basis of whether the media did or

did not give publicity to the campaign! Womack, a land surveyor, was quoted in the voters’ guide
saying that his goal in running was to “bring the forgotten manEqually disconcerting to many was the fact that the gov-

ernment was passing off the functions of running elections to back into the system,” and to reconstitute the FDR coalition,
to take the party back from Wall Street flunkies like Al Gore.private institutions, which were then allowed to violate all

norms of fairness in running the elections. In addition, at least 60 Democratic voters were elected as
LaRouche delegates at the precinct caucuses, despite efforts
at some precincts to prevent their election. In several pre-‘Questions for Mr. Charley’

Examplary of the type of international outrage which is cincts, the anti-LaRouche, anti-Democratic policy of current
Democratic National Committee (DNC) Chairman Joe An-emerging over this travesty of the U.S. elections, was a col-

umn published in one of the Dominican Republic’s daily drew prevailed, and supporters of LaRouche were forced to
sign in as “uncommitted.” There were also a number casesnewspapers, El Siglo, on the U.S. State Department’s cam-

paign to allegedly protect “free elections” in Peru, even as the of “regular” Democrats who refused to go along with the
exclusionary practices demanded by Andrew and the DNC.right to vote in the United States is being eliminated by the

actions being taken against LaRouche. The election of the Texas LaRouche delegates now sets
the stage for a confrontation on April 1, when Senate DistrictThe column, entitled “Seven Questions for Mr. Charley,”

was addressed to the U.S. Ambassador to the Dominican Re- and County caucuses convene to elect delegates to the state
convention. It was at this level, in 1996, that LaRouche dele-public, former Democratic Party chairman Charles Manatt,

and it opened as follows: “Just as the National Democratic gates were excluded, and it is likely that the hacks will try to
do the same this year. A letter is being circulated by state partyInstitute and the Carter Center come to our nations to give us

classes on democracy, a group of international observers went chair Molly Beth Malcolm—a Republican until recently—
which says that no one will be allowed to sign in as ato Michigan to observe the March 11 Democratic Party cau-

cuses to choose delegates to its national convention.” The LaRouche delegate. As in Michigan, international observers
are expected to be present at some of the caucuses on April 1.column described in detail the intimidation and threats of

violence directed against those who tried to vote for The fight in Michigan is also far from over. On March 24,
LaRouche and 43 members of the Michigan Democratic PartyLaRouche, and also against the international observers. (See

also last week’s EIR.) filed a challenge with Michigan Democratic Party Chairman
Mark Brewer, demanding that the results of the March 11As LaRouche has indicated it would, his campaign en-

tered a new phase after the “Super Tuesday” primaries. In the caucuses be voided, and that delegates to the Democratic Na-
tional Convention be apportioned according to the results ofMarch 14 “Southern primary,” LaRouche received sizable

votes in many areas, topped by his 6% in the Oklahoma Demo- the Feb. 22 Michigan Democratic Primary, in which
LaRouche received the highest vote total of any candidate.cratic primary. In Texas, LaRouche received 27,341 votes

(3.4%); in Louisiana, his vote was 4%. Then on March 21, The Michigan challenge has three major elements: that
the March 11 caucuses violated internationally recognizedLaRouche was credited with over 11,000 votes, or 2%, in

the Illinois primary. To date, official tallies show that over standards of free and fair elections; that the caucuses were
so permeated with intimidation and fear, that voters were130,000 voters have voted for LaRouche in the Democratic

primaries; that of course does not reflect votes which were discouraged from voting freely; plus additional specific viola-
tions to the implementation of the Michigan Delegate Selec-stolen, thrown out, or simply ignored.

Also in Texas, LaRouche supporters won dozens of Dem- tion plan. The heavy-handed thuggery, use of police, and
exclusionary tactics against LaRouche supporters is thor-ocratic Party posts, including the chairmanship of one county

Democratic organization—victories reminiscent of the 1988 oughly documented. The Michigan Democratic Party now
has 21 days in which to file its response to the LaRouche chal-upset, when LaRouche Democrat Claude Jones was elected

chairman of the Harris County (Houston) Democrats. lenge.
With respect to upcoming primaries, LaRouche has beenDozens of LaRouche supporters won positions through-

out Texas on County Executive Committees, with the bulk certified for the May 2 Democratic Primary ballot in Washing-
ton, D.C., where campaign volunteers had filed more thanof the victories coming in Harris County. In four counties,

LaRouche Democrats ran strong contests for county chair twice the 2,000 signatures needed to place his name on the
ballot. LaRouche and Gore will be the only candidates listed,positions, with Brenda Whalen narrowly losing the race in

San Jacinto County, with 49.6% of the vote. Well-known since Bill Bradley has withdrawn. LaRouche’s campaign has
filed petitions qualifying him for the June 6 Alabama primary,activist Noel Cowling garnered over 40% in Erath County,

while Charles Murray received 37% in Atascosa County, and and the candidate has also been certified for the May 9 Ne-
braska primary. In Idaho, the Secretary of State has putOlin Jobe over 35% in Lubbock County.

But the big surprise for party hacks came in Williamson LaRouche on the ballot for the May 23 primary.
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Congressional Closeup by Carl Osgood

Meeting sought on prison for gun offenses now than in the hedge funds made money or went
offshore, but the public trust, that is,juvenile crime bill 1992. Wiener called on the GOP not

to listen to what he termed “the big lie”On March 15, the House narrowly sup- to avoid another collapse like that of
Long Term Capital Management inported, by a vote of 218-205, a motion of the National Rifle Association, that

gun laws are not being enforced.by Zoe Lofgren (D-Calif.) to instruct 1998, whose consequences would
have affected innocent third parties, asthe conference committee on the juve-

nile crime bill to meet within the next did the savings and loan crisis. Car-
olyn Maloney (D-N.Y.) called LTCMtwo weeks. The bill was passed by

both Houses last summer, but the con- a bailout. Sachs disagreed, expressingHedge fund disclosureference committee hasn’t met since concern that by involving the Fed, the
wrong message will be sent to the mar-last August because of disagreements bill clears House panel

On March 16, the House Bankingbetween the House and the Senate on kets, i.e., that these hedge funds are too
big to fail.gun control. Committee Subcommittee on Capital

Markets, Securities and GovernmentThe GOP, with a handful of Demo- The bill’s prospects are murky,
however. In the House, the Commercecrats joining them, tried to shift the de- Sponsored Enterprises passed by

voice vote the Hedge Fund Disclosurebate to gun control. Asa Hutchinson and Agriculture committees also have
jurisdiction, and neither have acted on(R-Ark.) said that establishing artifi- Act, introduced by subcommittee

chairman Richard Baker (R-La.) andcial time lines is “not helpful” in the the bill, and there is no companion bill
in the Senate.negotiating process, and that substan- ranking member Paul Kanjorski (D-

Pa.). The bill would require hedgetive work has been done on the bill,
despite Democratic assertions to the funds to file quarterly reports on their

assets, asset-to-liability ratios, deriva-contrary. Bob Barr (R-Ga.) said, “Ev-
ery time there is a tragedy in our com- tives positions, and market-risk as- China trade vote canmunity, [the Democrats] do not look sessments with the Federal Reserve.

The legislation would apply onlyto those who are responsible for en- be set, says House GOP
On March 21, House Majority Leaderforcing our gun laws,” including the to the top 25 hedge funds (out of 300

total), or hedge funds with capital ofadministration. Matthew Martinez (D- Dick Armey (R-Tex.) told reporters
that he expects that a “date certain”Calif.), suggesting that the debate was $1 billion or more and $3 billion in

total assets. The Fed would then makegoing in the wrong direction, said, “I will be set for the House vote on per-
manent normal trade relations forthink we ought to be concentrating the information available to the Trea-

sury, the Securities and Exchangemore on the deviant behavior” of China. Republicans have so far re-
fused to set a date until they are satis-someone who will kill, whether the Commission, and the Commodity Fu-

tures Trading Commission unless itweapon they use is a gun, a car, a knife, fied that the Clinton administration has
rounded up the Democratic votesor poison. contained “proprietary information”

(inside information about tradingDemocrats accused the GOP of needed to assure passage. “If setting a
date certain helps us close that gap andtrying to kill the bill by not having the strategies).

Assistant Treasury Secretary Leeconference committee meet. Minority get those votes,” Armey said, “then
I’m certainly willing to do it.”Leader Richard Gephardt (D-Mo.) Sachs, testifying in support of the bill,

assured the subcommittee that itsaid that the Republican leadership has Armey’s comments followed fore-
casts that the trade agreement negoti-“abandoned any effort to work out a would not lead down the “slippery

slope” to full regulation of hedgebipartisan solution.” ated last fall, would be approved by the
House. On March 13, Speaker DennisDemocrats also disputed charges funds. He added that the President’s

working group on financial marketsthat the Clinton administration has not Hastert (R-Ill.) told the Electronic In-
dustries Alliance that, “with the Presi-been enforcing existing gun laws. Da- supports the bill, and that it strikes “an

appropriate balance”between the needvid Anthony Wiener (D-N.Y.) said dent’s help, we will deliver an impor-
tant victory for the American people.”that in the last year there has been a for transparency and protection of pro-

prietary information.25% increase in Federal enforcement Three days later, Reuters reported that
its poll showed a bare majority of 20and a 7% reduction in violent crime, Subcommittee Chairman Baker

stated that his interest is not whetherand that there are 22% more people in of the 39 members of the House Ways
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and Means Committee are committed 10% or more when the Democrats ran The tone of the hearing for Repub-
licans was set by committee chairmanto supporting the trade agreement. the House.

However, the response of the Clin-On March 16, Minority Leader Floyd Spence (R-S.C.), who accused
China of acting “anything but like aRichard Gephardt (D-Mo.) indicated ton administration and House Demo-

crats foreshadows another appropria-that he is seeking a compromise that strategic partner of the United States,”
and said that the only way the Unitedall members of the Democratic caucus tions train-wreck at the end of the year.

The day after the Budget Committee’scould live with. “I continue to be- States can face the kind of challenge
that China represents is from a positionlieve,” he said, “that there has to be a action, Minority Leader Richard Gep-

hardt (D-Mo.) said, “This is really theway to have an alternative to simply of strength. Joel Hefley (R-Colo.)
called China “our enemy,” because ittaking away the process of looking at same budget they had last year that I

think was a failure in the end becauseChina’s performance on human rights allegedly represents a threat to the U.S.
West Coast and Taiwan (because ofin the Congress.” He said that House of the way the appropriations policy

turned out.” President Clinton calledDemocrats have been talking with the missile tests), and so forth.
Blair described how the military-White House, seeking some means by the budget plan “risky,” because it

threatens the very fiscal discipline thewhich regular reviews could be con- to-military relationship works. He said
that the program “enables us to haveducted, without the annual vote on GOP claims it is maintaining.

In a related development, a $9 bil-China’s trade status. [discussions with regard to Taiwan] in
a very real way with real live humanlion supplemental emergency spend-

ing measure that includes funds for beings.” He emphasized that he has
been telling the Chinese that a peacefulmilitary operations in Kosovo and aid

funds to fight drug trafficking in Co- resolution of the Taiwan issue “is theGOP budget resolution lombia, was abruptly pulled from the only way we’re going to solve this
thing in a way that will not hurt largemarked up by House panel House floor on March 16 after conser-

vatives complained that the bill wasOn March 15, the House Budget Com- numbers of Chinese in the future.”
This applies not only to Taiwan, butmittee approved by a vote of 23-18 the laced with “pork.” Senate Majority

leader Trent Lott (R-Miss.) hadfiscal year 2001 budget resolution, also to the Korean Peninsula and other
areas of the world in which China haswhich largely ignores the Clinton ad- warned that he would oppose the bill

if it was not scaled back. Besides pla-ministration’s February budget sub- an interest. “The point of the military
cooperation and support of our overallmission. The discretionary portion of cating Lott, the House leadership also

wants to avoid alienating the conser-the $1.82 trillion package includes cooperation” he said, “is to try to work
toward the peaceful solution, which is$307 billion in Defense spending, vatives in order to keep their support

for the GOP budget resolution.about $1 billion more than President the best way for us both.”
Roscoe Bartlett (R-Md.) tried toClinton requested, and $290 billion for

domestic programs, about $30 billion provoke Blair by painting a scenario
in which China exploded an inter-con-less than the administration wants.

The resolution includes $150 billion in tinental ballistic missile 300 milesAdmiral Blair againtax cuts over five years; another $60 above Nebraska, not close enough to
cause physical damage but generatingbillion is to be set aside for either fur- defends China policy

In appearances on Capitol Hill, U.S.ther tax cuts or debt reduction. an electromagnetic pulse that would
greatly damage electrical and elec-Hours before the committee vote, Pacific Command Commander Adm.

Dennis Blair again defended his ap-GOP leaders appeared before report- tronics systems. Blair replied, “You
have to take it back a step further anders to tout their “fiscal restraint.” Not proach to China against those in Con-

gress who are confrontational. He de-only do they claim to be protecting So- look at what advice the Chinese leader
who would be contemplating suchcial Security and Medicare, but they fended the recently resumed military-

to-military contacts with China beforealso expect to pay down $1 trillion of would seek from his military advis-
ers.” Blair estimated that the advice ofthe publicly held national debt. All of the House Armed Services Committee

on March 15, and reiterated his oppo-this is made possible, they say, by the the military adviser would be, “You’re
running an awfully big risk with pop-fact that the FY 2001 budget will only sition to the Taiwan Security Enhance-

ment Act.increase 2.2%, as opposed to the 8- ping an ICBM at the United States.”
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ucts are often more costly, less technically throughout history, Christians will acknowl-
edge the sins committed by not a few of theiradvanced or both, than your American com-

petitors’. As a result you bribe a lot.” number against the people of the Covenant
and the blessings, and in this way will purifyWoolsey blames the “dirigism” of Euro-Computer games

pean economies for this alleged corruption. their hearts.”‘teach’ mass murder “Why do you bribe? It’s not because your Then, the Holy Father added: “God of
our fathers, you chose Abraham and his de-companies are inherently more corrupt. NorFor children who may have gotten bored

is it because you are inherently less talented scendants to bring your Name to the Nations:with computer games that can only shoot a
at technology. It is because your economic We are deeply saddened by the behavior offew people with a gun, there’s now “Falco
patron saint is still Jean-Baptiste Colbert, those who, in the course of history, have3.0.” With this game, according to Guide to
whereas ours is Adam Smith.” Despite some caused these children of yours to suffer, andPC Games, by John C. Dvorak, “you pack
reforms, Woolsey continues, “your govern- asking your forgiveness we wish to commitweapons from the 20mm gatling cannon to
ments largely still dominate your econo- ourselves to genuine brotherhood with theair-to-air Sidewinder missiles to smart
mies. . . . You’d rather not go through the people of the Covenant”bombs.”
hassle of moving toward less dirigisme. It’s Foxman and others make no mention ofDvorak writes, “With Falco 3.0 you can
so much easier to keep paying bribes.” March 1998 document by the Vatican Com-fly missions over Baghdad as well as the Per-

Noting that the French government is mission on the Shoah (Holocaust), to whichsian Gulf, Panama, and Israel. Pick your
forming a commission to look into all this, the Pope wrote the foreword.country, load up your weapons, and go.”
Woolsey suggests that they should come toFalco 3.0, which sells for $69.95, is actu-
Washington, for two seminars: one on theally no “game.” The Guide states: “Falco 3.0
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, and a secondis a consumer version of ASAT (Advanced
on “why Adam Smith is a better guide thanSituation Awareness Trainer), which is used
Colbert for 21st-century economies.”to train pilots for the F16A Fighting Falcon Giuliani blames victimWoolsey’s diatribe ignores the simpleused by the U.S. Air Force. . . . When you
fact that the U.S. industrial economy wassit at your screen, you’re flying software so of police shooting
built according to the American System ofaccurate that even the military uses it.” New York City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani re-
protectionists Henry Carey and AbrahamFor more on such “games,” see Helga leased to the public the arrest record of Pat-
Lincoln—not at all by the British free-tradeZepp-LaRouche, “The Mark of the Beast: rick Dorismond, soon after he was shot to
looting system of Adam Smith, the econo-America’s Children Are in Danger,” and death on the night of March 17-18, by under-
mist of the British East India Company.“Media Violence: Giving Children ‘the Skill cover Detective Anthony Vasquez. The vic-

and the Will to Kill,” interview with Lt. Col. tim, who was unarmed, was resisting an at-
David Grossman (ret.), EIR, March 17, tempt by undercover policeman Anderson
2000. Moran to sell him narcotics. The shooting

occurred amid great tension after four white
officers were acquitted in the shooting lastADL chief makes lying
year of an unarmed African immigrant.attack on papal apology Giuliani, in an interview with Fox TV on
March 19, tried to justify the killing, and hisAnti-Defamation League National DirectorWoolsey boasts of

Abraham Foxman on March 12 issued a release of the victim’s prior arrest record.spying on U.S. allies statement denouncing Pope John Paul II’s “People do act in conformity very often with
their prior behavior,” he said. In a press con-Former CIA director R. James Woolsey, a mea culpa, a liturgy performed earlier that

day, which asked God to forgive the sinsnotorious Anglophile, boasts that the United ference, Giuliani gave the excuse that it was
important to publicize Dorismond’s arrestsStates spies on its continental European al- of Christians through the ages. Foxman said

that the ADL is “saddened and disap-lies, in a commentary in the Wall Street Jour- on charges of robbery and assault—even
though the convictions on Dorismond’s re-nal on March 16, entitled “Why We Spy on pointed” that the Pope had not mentioned

the Nazi Holocaust, which was “tolerated byOur Allies.” cord were for two disorderly conduct
charges. Giuliani said this was not very rele-“Yes, my continental European friends, Christianity and committed by many Chris-

tians.”we have spied on you,” he writes, but not to vant, because “usually it is a plea down from
a more serious charge.” He did not mentionobtain technologies from European compa- Foxman’s statement suggests that he

never even bothered reading the text of thenies, which “isn’t worth our stealing.” that under American law, the accused is pre-
sumed innocent until proven guilty.After citing the European Parliament’s liturgy, which included a section entitled

“Confession of Sins against the People ofreport on the Anglo-American industrial es- Giuliani claimed that “Police Officer
Vasquez came to the aid of the police officerpionage operation known as Echelon, Israel.” Cardinal Edward Cassidy said in that

section: “Let us pray that, in recalling theWoolsey charges, “We have spied on you who was being beaten up,” and that Doris-
mond and another man with him “rushed forbecause you bribe. Your companies’ prod- sufferings endured by the people of Israel
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PRESIDENT CLINTON’S law-
yers on March 16 asked the Arkansas
Supreme Court to delay proceedings
on a private complaint filed against

his weapon.” The other man, Kevin Kaiser, ∑ The lawyer for the inmates said that him, which seeks to revoke the Presi-
states that the dope-sting policeman Moran the files contained nearly two dozen reports dent’s Arkansas law license. The
threw the first punch. that guards had used physical force against President asked that the matter be ex-

The New York Times pointed out on one teenager, resulting in broken fingers and tended until Feb. 20, 2001, after he
March 20 that Giuliani failed to mention De- a broken wrist—this 15-year-old inmate has left office.
tective Vasquez’s “disciplinary history, tried to commit suicide 20 times by swallow-

ing razor blades and hanging himself withwhich included drawing his weapon during A BILL to make it easier for felons
a bar fight that he was reportedly involved a sheet; to regain their right to vote passed the
in while off-duty in 1997.” ∑ Food shortages occurred, resulting in Virginia legislature on March 1. Un-

riots; der the law, non-violent felons may
∑ Guards, most of whom are white, re- apply to the circuit court in their city

peatedly used racial epithets against the five years after they have completed
youth, most of whom are black; their sentence and parole, to regainPrivate prison mistreats ∑ Turnover in personnel was enor- the right to vote. The victory was won
mous—the prison had had five wardensjuveniles, judge says by the Virginia Legislative Black
since it opened 14 months ago, and 600 per-Louisiana State Judge Mark Doherty in New Caucus, which shamed the Republi-
sons had filled its 180 person staff;Orleans removed six teenage boys from can-controlled legislature into pass-

Wackenhut operates 39,308 beds in 56Jena, a private juvenile prison run by Wack- ing it. Gov. Jim Gilmore (R) is ex-
institutions in 13 states and 7 foreign coun-enhut, the world’s largest for-profit prison pected to sign it.
tries. The U.S. Department of Justice saidoperator, according to the New York Times
the problems were caused at least partly byon March 16. The judge said that the com- MAFIA HIT-MAN Salvatore
Wackenhut’s efforts to cut costs, saying thepany had treated the youth no better than “Sammy the Bull” Gravano, who be-
company had stinted on food, clothing, edu-animals,finding that the youth had been bru- came a star of the FBI witness protec-
cation, and medical treatment for the 276talized by guards, kept in solitary confine- tion program after murdering at least
inmates, and on training for guards.ment for months, and deprived of shoes, 19 persons, was charged with running

blankets, education, and medical care. a dope ring that sold up to 30,000 pills
per week to youth at rock concerts.According to the judge, the boys had

been sent to the facility for the “avowed pur- The indictment charges that the dope
ring included Michael Papa, apose of rehabilitation,” and instead, “wound White House to reduce

up in a place that drives and treats juveniles founder of an Arizona-based white
drugging of pre-schoolersas if they walk on all fours. These young supremacist group called the Devil

Dogs. Gravano has pleaded innocent.people deserve to be treated like human be- Responding to the American Medical Asso-
ciation study released in February showingings, not animals.” Wackenhut had told state

officials that the prison was being built to a sharp increase in the prescription of psy- LAWYERS for the Branch Davidi-
ans charged on March 15 that key evi-provide treatment for juveniles with drug ad- chotropic drugs for young children, the

White House announced a major effort todictions, but no drug treatment programs dence, including photos and audio
and video records from the April 19,were offered at Jena. reverse this trend. The National Institutes of

Health will undertake a study of the stimu-The judge went to the prison himself to 1993 assault on the group in Waco,
Texas, was “lost, altered or tamperedinterview the inmates and conducted hear- lant Ritalin use by children under six; there

will be a White House conference this fallings to determine the facts in the case. with” by the FBI. “It is clear that the
photographs have been ‘cherry-Among his findings: on diagnosis and treatment of mental illness

in very young chidren; and the government∑ A 17-year-old, found guilty of rob- picked’ to provide only those photo-
graphs which are not incriminating,”bery, was forced to lie on the floor on his will inform parents and teachers about the

risks of Ritalin, Prozac, and other psychiat-stomach with a guard’s knee in his back, said attorney Patrick Caddell.
which caused excruciating pain since he had ric drugs.

During a White House meeting onjust had an operation for gunshot wounds in FLORIDA death row inmate Jo-
seph Nahume Green was freed onhis abdomen and was wearing a colostomy March 20, First Lady Hillary Rodham Clin-

ton asked, “And what about the effects onbag; March 16, the 87th death row inmate
to be freed since 1973 on grounds of∑ One-fourth of the inmates had been our very youngest children, who haven’t

been tested for these prescription drugs and“traumatically injured” in a two-month innocence, and the third this year.
Green spent seven years on deathperiod; whose brains are in their most critical stage

of development?” There was no mention∑ Many of the boys had no shoes or jack- row; he was convicted largely upon
the testimony of a witness who wasets in the winter, and some were forced to during the meeting of other factors in the

derangement of youngsters, such as televi-spend the day huddled under a shared sheet not fit to testify in court against him.
or blanket to keep warm; sion viewing and violent video games.
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Editorial

A miracle in the making?

The pilgrimmage of Pope John Paul II to the Holy Land Ehud Barak. In addressing the Pope, Barak said: “You
have done more than anyone else to bring about thehas brought a new hope of breakthrough to the peace

process in the Middle East. By raising the level of dis- historic change in the attitude of the Church towards the
Jewish people, initiated by the good Pope John XXIII,course to the moral-philosophical plane of the respect

for the human person which is shared by the world’s and to dress the gaping wounds that festered over many
bitter centuries.three great monotheistic religions, the Pope has raised

the potential for what otherwise would have seemed “I think I can say, Your Holiness, that your coming
here today, to the Tent of Remembrance at Yadimpossible: a lasting peace between the Arabs and

Israelis. Vashem, is a climax of this historic journey of heal-
ing. Here, right now, time itself has come to a stand-The Pope’s public events have brought together

both the leaders, and masses, of Muslims, Christians, still. . . .” Prime Minister Barak took the opportunity
to detail recent progress that had been made in theand Jews. The uplifting effect of his words, and the

interaction, has been visible to all. peace process.
Pope John Paul’s prayerful remarks at the Holo-A central theme of the pilgrimmage is the continuity

of the three Abrahamic religions, an idea the Pope enun- caust Memorial stressed the purpose for remembering
those horrors: “namely, to ensure that never again willciated during a visit to a Rome synagogue in 1986, when

he called Judaism Christianity’s “elder brother” in the evil prevail, as it did for the millions of innocent victims
of Nazism.” Only a “Godless” ideology could have car-Covenant. The pontiff has put the primacy of love in

the relationship between God and man, and the dignity ried out these crimes, he said. “Only a world at peace,
with justice for all, can avoid repeating the mistakes andof man as created in the image of God, at the center of

a process of dialogue among the religions, and thus the terrible crimes of the past.”
The prospects for this spirit of good will turning intoframework for peace.

The Pope exchanged warm greetings with King an effective peace process, will depend on how it is
carried forward after the Pope has left. Most crucial willAbdullah of Jordan, a Muslim leader, when he visited

that land on March 20, and during his visit to Bethle- be the issue of economic policy, which, under the thumb
of the World Bank and its cothinkers, has greatly exac-hem, he addressed Palestinian Authority President Yas-

ser Arafat. As expected, the Pope gave an impassioned erbated the tensions in the region, despite peace agree-
ments. The promise of economic progress, which hadexpression of the Vatican’s traditional support for the

Palestinians’ right to a homeland. been part of the original Oslo Accords, has been all but
dead and buried, with living conditions significantlyPerhaps the most difficult hurdle to be overcome,

however, was that with the Israeli leaders, due to the worsening for the Palestinians.
The economic policy required has been elaboratedhistorical legacy of distrust between the Holy See and

the Israeli state, as well as sections of the international by economist and statesman Lyndon LaRouche, in
terms precisely parallel to the Pope’s: an economic pol-Jewish community. But here too, Pope John Paul II

appears to have made significant progress in reconcilia- icy based upon man in the image of the Creator. Such a
policy requires putting the issue of debts aside, whiletion. Only two weeks before, the pontiff had held an

unprecedented ceremony at the Vatican, where he had investment in upgrading the skills of the population,
and in conquering the problems of nature, is provided,publicly asked God’s forgiveness for the Church’s sins

through history, including in its relations with the Jews. with long-term, low-interest credits. Such a policy alone
will build the physical basis for realizing the spirit ofIn Israel, he did more.

The Pope visited Yad Vashem, Israeli’s Holocaust reconciliation which Pope John Paul II has brought to
the fore.Memorial, and was received by Israeli Prime Minister
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